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Food preparations, culinary-related Proto-Polynesian and Proto-Nuclear 

-Polynesian words and material culture associated with cookery processes 

from West and East Polynesia provided the data base. 'Ihis study looks at 

the Polynesian pudding from an interdisciplinary point of view using 

ethnography, linguistics and archaeology. 

'Ihe specific recipes from individual Polynesian island groups were 

standardised. 'Ihe data indicates that several key processing techniques 

occur that have a widespread distribution during prehisto:ry. 'Ihe 

distribution of the individual standardised recipes, coupled with the 

archaeological and linguistic infonna.tion, relate the culinary utensils to 

the main processing steps thus providing definitive evidence for the Poly

nesian pudding as a culinary practice during prehisto:ry. 

Two main issues under investigation in this study were: To define and 

determine the antiquity of the Polynesian pudding preparation. From the 

Samoan case study, 'What elaborate culinary processes continue to the 

present day and why do they persist? 

In making the Polynesian pudding, a deliberate set of processing tech

niques were undertaken requiring certain cooking utensils, the antiquity 

of the preparation stretching back more than 3000 years. 'Ihe Samoan case 

study demonstrates that continuity or conservatism far out-weighs change 

in this aspect of Polynesian culinary histo:ry. 
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CHAPI'ER 1 

CULINARY PRACTICES AND roLYNESIAN PREHIS'IDRY 

INTROIUCTION 

CUlinary anthropology or gastronomy (Amott 1975:x) is the study of 

food and food habits in the anthropological context. Margaret Arnott 

selected this broad definition to provide for the wide range of data used 

to approach food studies. Patterns of food behaviour derived from 

archaeology to present-day case work into food practices could thus be 

accomodated (1975:x). 

Mary DJuglas underlined the unique contribution made by anthropology: 

The anthropology of food is an emergent discipline 
newly finding scope and focus. It is central to 
anthropology in that questions of food production and 
distribution and of human nutrition enter in some fonn 
into almost every branch of anthropological research. 
These questions receive a lot of attention in 
prehistory, in biological anthropology and in 
sociocultural anthropology. F.ach branch treats 
questions about food as part of a set of larger issues 
that dominate its disciplinary perspectives and applies 
to them its traditional techniques of investigation. 
For these reasons, a topic that spreads across all the 
reccgnised disciplines of anthropology is central to 
none. 
• • • A vast out-put of work by anthropologists on food 
is not coordinated and the lack of coordination is 
particularly damaging to a profession that is often 
called 1.JIX)n by international agencies for advice on 
food policy and planning (1984:498). 

Some poignant issues raised by Mary DJuglas warrant our attention. The 
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first is at the food policy and planning level. '!his potential input into 

present day food situations highlights the anthropological approach as a 

viable, cultural contributor. 

Second, using the wide ~ise of anthropologists, synthesis should 

provide a historical perspective on food from a particular geographic and 

ethnic group. '!his coordinated material is then accessible to food policy 

and planning agencies, nutritionists, medical people, governments, 

geographers, economists and workers in other related fields. 

The place of food within a cultural context is inextricably linked to 

the wider community in tenrlS of nutrition, health, politics, and social 

relationships. In most ethnic societies, culinary practices are one of the 

most conservative cultural areas to change. The particular bias towards 

certain smells, tastes, textures in food, reflecting or identifying the 

cultural group, usually has a long past and will certainly affect the 

highly favoured food choices made in the future as well. To illustrate 

this, one might consider the New Zealand Chinese cormm.m.ity, some of whom 

have been in New Zealand for three generations. Although externally, there 

has. been an adoption of European dress, housing and other aspects of 

material culture, the intrinsic quality of the particular Cru.nese cuisine 

and culinary tools of their migrant ancestors has rerna.ined largely 

unchanged. '!his was exemplified in the statement by a New Zealand-born 

eru.nese· 11I wish I had some chop-sticks to cook with (in the preparation of 

deep-fried fish morsels), they're easier to use" (than a large cooking 
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fork) , while in a conventional New Zealarxi kitchen (SUe 1982: Pers. connn. ) . 

Even adaptation in culinary tenns occurs within a conservative frame. 

1.-, An example is the case of a Tongan woman, who was an innnigrant to New 

',' 
Zealarxi in the late 1970's who went into the shops to firrl some green 

leaves resembling the large-eared taro leaves in Tonga. In the same manner 

that meat was wrapped in taro leaves back in the islands, this woman 

presented a main meal in which meat had been cooked wrapped in silver-beet 

leaves (I.Drd 1985:Pers.comm.). An argrnnent for the conservative nature of 

the culinary technique persists, in spite of the change in ingredients - a 

response to the absence of familiar ones. 

It is clear that at each level of anthropological research, be it 

prehistoric, sociocultural, ethnobotanic, ethnoculinary or biological, the 

disciplinary perspective will be characteristic arxi distinctive. Only by 

combining these will a high degree of completeness be achieved in the 

study of foods arxi food habits of an ethnic group. Food is not an isolate 

within a culture. 

As Douglas maintained, the anthropology of food is a recent branch of 

the subject. As a new discipline, it presents a field of study with 

undeveloped methodology (Cf. Clang 1977:4), time-space frameworks, 

experimental techniques, arxi only minimal literature. 
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Pacific Studies 

'Ihis newness is reflected in the few studies on the ethnoculinary 

1
·-• practices of Polynesia. Some of the major works include that by Firth 

(1936) on Tikopia, Pukui (1968) on Hawaii, Pollock (1982, 1984) in the 

Pacific, Yen (1975) on food processing in Oceania, Huntsman (1983) in 

Tokelau and Isa.ch (1982, 1986) in Polynesia and New Zealand. 

Firth (1936:103-109) provided the most complete collection of pudding 

recipes from Tikopia. He stated that "the Tikopia have a definite idea of 

the sort of ratio which should operate between the elements of their 

dishes" (idem). In this statement, he summarises his approach as one 

focused on the pudding processes, with a particular emphasis on the 

.irrportance and limiting factor of coconut in the dish. 

In her "mi" article, a food preparation of pronounced esteem in the 

Hawaiian islands, Mary Pukui (1968:425-435) presented a comparative 

narrative on the technology of the process. She clarified each prosessual 

step, that is, peeling, p:::>Ul1ding and the finished dish as well as the 

manner of consumption. She also conunented on the utensils associated with 

mi making, the etiquette, tenninology, and varieties of taro employed. 

Nancy Pollock's (1982, 1984) work in the central Pacific had an early 

focus on staples and the role and place of these within particular 
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islands. She concluded that a primary, secondary and fall-back starchy 

food prevailed in each island group. As a consequence of the variety and 

food quality, the people's health was safeguarded (1982:25,27) • 

In a more recent article, Pollock (1984:151, 153, 161-162) has 

exparrled her interest in food practices to include Micronesia. Her aim has 

been to examine how different processes of breadfruit preparation were 

able to alter taste and flavour of the food. She has drawn largely from 

the ethnographic record of the Pacific. 

Yen (1975) emphasises technological processes in Oceanic food 

preparation, that is, "the steps by which raw foods are corwerted to 

edible fonns" (1975:147). He suggested that food developments were the 

response of the Proto-Polynesians to the range of erwirornnents they came 

to inhabit (1975: 149) • Yen stated too that a direct fonn of intensifica

tion of production was food processing (1975:162). Yen further intimates 

that the food preparation innovations may have resulted from earlier 

agricultural intensifications (1975:165). A final, yet i.rnp:>rtant point 

that Yen raises is that although there is more wastage in the concoctive 

preparations of pounded foods and other culinary elaborations than in 

nonnal methods, the social and culturally i.rnp:>rtant occasions warrant it. 

'Ihe processes of food preparation in Tokelau cuisine were the concern 

of Judith Huntsman (1983:267). 'Ihis included aspects of taste and consmner 
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judgements. With regard to food quality, that is, matters of taste, smell 

and texture, Huntsman sought to use the evaluative vocabulary of the 

Tokelau where appropriate (1983:268). She demonstrates the pre-eminent 

place of coconut in the diet and a case for why "fruits are always sweet" 

(1983:279, Cf. Woodroof 1979:241). 

Helen I.each ( 1982) examined the links between cooking technology and 

foods by considering the significance of seeing culinary activities and 

the associated material culture as a link between subsistence and diet 

(1982:155, 149). She applied this gastronomic approach to the issue of why 

Polynesians were able to give up making potte:ry. 

In a later article I.each (1986) argued that the detoxification 

techniques in the case of wild food plants have been known to Oceanic 

peoples for several millennia. 'Ihus the use of various poisonous plants as 

food by the New Zealarrl Maori was not a unique innovation but reflects 

processing techniques present in the rest of Polynesia. 

It can be seen from this brief review that the potential for 

elucidating the cultural and nutritional food correlates in the Pacific is 

great. Exarrples are the. role of experience in later food preferences, the 

relative significance of flavour arrl texture in food preferences, and the 

spread.am antiquity of Polynesian culinary practices. 'Ihe traditional 

Polynesian pudding was the test-case chosen for this dissertation. 
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APPLICATION - PRESENT D.AY 

'!his study has relevance for the nutrition educator and medical 

disciplines in the Polynesian situation today, the change in gastronomy 

has resulted. in a high proportion of this ethnic group falling into that 

high risk diet-related. disease group in New Zealand. Hypertension, 

diabetes, and obesity are among them. 'Ihe dilemma facing the nutritionist 

by the absence of cultural context accounts is addressed plainly by Foster 

and Anderson: 

Unless the nutrition educator also knows the 
social functions of food, its symbolic meanings, 
and the beliefs associated with it, little 
progress can be ma.de • • • On the positive side, 
knowledge of local beliefs can be used in planning 
improvements (1978:278, Cf. Bushra 1978:16; 
Delebecque and Delebecque, Philippe and Senelart 
1980:33; Rody 1978:10, Thaman 1982:105-116, 1983). 

Anthropology can provide some explanation of beliefs and symbolism 

associated. with the social functions of food that can result in health 

improvements. Progress in this respect can lead to a reduction then of the 

proportion at high risk among the Polynesian diet-related. disease group. 

APPLICATION - PAST 

CUlinary anthropology can make a significant contribution to pre

histo:ry. In the case of exploring the link between the subsistence economy 

and diet, the vehicle of culinary activities and the associated. material 

culture can be significant (I.each 1982:149). 'Ihis is discussed in greater 

detail later. 
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FCX)D AND aJIJIURAL PROCESS - CHANG'S S'IUDY OF CHINA 

The most complete study on fcxxi and fcxxi habits from an anthropolog

ical and historical perspective was that of Chang (F.d. 1977), on fcxxi in 

Chinese culture. An intensive consideration of his strategies is therefore 

fimdamental. He stresses a cultural emphasis on fcxxi rather than a 

chemical one (1977:4, Cf. Bell 1931:127). A link was drawn between the 

archaeological material culture, that is the Shang and Chou bronzes and 

the need to understand the original context in which the vessels were 

used. This led, among other interests, to the synthesis of material 

throughout Chinese histo:ry on fcxxi preparation and fcxxi use. 

The approach taken was based on analysis and interpretation. A 

descriptive histo:ry already complied by Shinoda provided the bulk of the 

facts. The three-fold purpose of Chang's (1977:5) book was to present a 

"case-study" from each contributor, who analysed and interpreted fcxxi and 

fooc:1 habits of successive historical periods within different theoretical 

frameworks. The second aim was to provide factual infonnation such as when 

chopsticks were first used or when the adoption of American fooc:1 plants 

occurred. The third was to present a significant contribution to Chinese 

cultural histo:ry. 

Some parallels can be drawn between Chang's book and this study. The 

"case studies" took the fo:rm of Polynesian island groups, about twenty 

categorised into the sub-groups West Polynesia or East Polynesia. 
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Ethnography provided the major descriptive material on the food processes. 

Inevitably there were many gaps. In each case a standardised framework was 

applied to the data base. Analysis and interpretation followed. 

To understand the historical dimension, involved the assessment of the 

culina:ry material culture from the ethnographic accounts and later in the 

archaeological context. 'Ihe adoption of introduced foods was explored in 

the case study on samoa which examined the substitution into pudding 

processes of the exotic ingredients rice, sugar and white flour. 

FOOD CHARACTERISATION IN CHINA 

Olang's (1977:7-12) contribution documenting the characteristics of 

Chinese food involved five rnaj or areas. The data presents thousands of 

years of food habits, the basis of which provides a characterisation of 

Chinese food. 

First, within the available natural resources is a distinctive 

assemblage of ingredients. 'Ihe selection of them is accounted for by the 

indigenous cultural base. 

Secorrl, the complete process of preparing food from raw ingredients to 

morsels ready for the mouth involves a highly distinctive complex of 

interrelated variables. There are characteristic foods for both the 

preparation and consurrption of food. The process or combination of 
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ingredients has a complex of interrelated features. 

'!hi.rd, flexibility and adaptability characterise the Chinese way of 

eating. A knowledge of the wild plants and the large number and range of 

preserved foods reflect this adaptability. 

Fourth, within the Chinese food habits, is a distinct recognition of 

the direct relationship between food and health. Indeed food is medicine. 

'Ihis is illustrated by the Yin-Xfil!g principles and the "hot"/ "cold" 

equilibrium. (See Chang 1977:11). It is understood that there are 

appropriate amounts of food intake. '!he basic and indispensible fan is the 

main or primary food and the t'sai, the supplementary or secondary food. A 

parent would say that the ideal for an individual is to be seventy percent 

full. 

Finally, Clang relates the importance of food itself in Chinese 

culture. Within the King's palace, recorded in Chou li, the kitchen was 

extremely important. Almost sixty percent of the staff handled wine and 

food in running the King's residential quarters. 

FOOD rnARACI'ERISATION IN :EOLYNFSIA 

Olang's first consideration, distinctive ingredients selected within a 

cultural context, is addressed in Chapter 2 - the case in Polynesia. 
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'Ihe secorrl area isolated by Chang, culinary processes, is recorded in 

Chapter 3 - islarxl by islarxl within West Polynesia arxl F.ast Polynesia. 

Adaptability arxl flexibility outlined by Chang in the third step of 

characterisin;r food was outside the field of this study (See Cox 1980, 

I.each 1985, Pollock 1984, 'Iha:rnan 1982, Yen 1975). However fermented foods 

were the main fonn. of preserved food in Polynesia·arxl were thus included 

within the Polynesia pudding category as defined in Chapter 2 arxl 

discussed in Cllapter 3 (Cf. Bell, 1931:125). 

Chang's fourth aspect relatin;r food with health was not discussed in 

this thesis although the research may find application by providing a 

cultural perspective for nutrition educators arxl medical disciplines. Like 

the atlnese, within Polynesia there are two recognised parts of the main 

meal, 'ina'.i / kai the priinary or major food usually taro, breadfruit or 

banana, that is, mainly complex camohydrate, arxl the accompaniment or 

secoma:ry food, usually meat or fish and sometimes coc::onut cream - kiki, 

kinaki, i'i. In most Polynesian puddings, the ingredients combined are a 

base or priinary food arxl coc::onut cream or accornpanil11ent. A full meal 

complement is provided in a pudding. F.arly European accounts within 

Polynesian culture arxl the present-day attitudes to food consumption 

require that the individual goes away satiated, satisfied, no longer 

hungry. 

'Ihe final point made by Chang emphasises the almost pre-eminent role 
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of food in Chinese culture. It cannot be over-errphasised that a parallel 

situation occurs within Polynesia {Cf. Bell 1931:117, 125, 128). Chang 

re-iterates the preoccupation with food and eating by the Chinese people. 

It is said that there is no greater inventiveness shown in any other 

civilisation than China in this respect {Gemet 1962:135 in Chang 

1977:12). 

JNVENTIVENFSS IN FOOD HABITS 

To measure the relative inventiveness in the degree to which peoples 

of different cultures are preoccupied with food and eating, Chang presents 

objective criteria: quantitative, structural, symbolic and psychological. 

'Ihe direct measure of food by the elaborateness of the preparation is 

the quantitative criterion. 

'Ihe structural assessment is based on the range of foods for various 

occasions in distinctive social or ritual contexts. Chang argues that 

pre-occupation with food is reflected in a greater number of tenns used to 

designate food and food related matters, and the more hierarchically this 

tenninologicial system is arranged. 

'Ihe symbolic criterion is measured according to the extent and 

elaborateness of food use in rituals. 
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'!he proportion of time in the day that people think about food 

outlines the psychological criterion. A people's pre-occupation with food 

requires some understanding of the uniqueness of food habits or the way 

they symbolise their cultures. Food and eating are an integral part of the 

Chinese life-style thus leading to inventiveness in food habits. 

' Analogies can be drawn from Chang's objective criteria with varying 

.I_ 

degrees of application to the Polynesian pudding preparation. '!he 

quantitative aspect is explored in Chapter 3 and in Chapter 5. Compared 

with the nonnal method of preparation, the Polynesian pudding, defined in 

Chapter 2, is differentiated particularly upon the basis of the various 

technical processes or elaborateness of the preparation. 

'!he Polynesian pudding is prepared for distinctive social or ritual 

contexts. '!he second aspect of assessing Chang's stru.ctural criterion is 

also addressed in this thesis, that is, the associated linguistic evidence 

(See Chapter 4) • 

Although not considered in any great detail in this research, the 

Polynesian pudding preparation does fulfil the symbolic criterion - as 

part of the highly esteemed ritual preparation of foods (Cf. Bell 1931: 

124, 133-135). 

'Ihe·psych.ological aspect, related to time invested in "thinking food" 

is apparent also within Polynesian societies. Perhaps an extreme case 
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pertains to the high proportion of Polynesian people's in the high-risk, 

diet-related disease group in New Zealand. At the opposite end of the 

scale, the pre-occupation with focxi and focxi habits finds expression in 

the offer or presentation of focrl to eRery visitor or guest - a common 

practice in Polynesian homes (Cf. Bell 1931:124). 'Ibis is regardless of 

the amount, whether plenty or little available. '!he Polynesian pudding 

preparation - a test-case for symbolising the Polynesian culture - is one 

goal in this thesis. '!his culinary practice reflects inventiveness in 

Polynesian focrl habits, despite limited ingredients (See Cllapter 2). 

01ang concludes that: 

the ari.nese focrl tradition is one of distinctive 
ingredients, prepared and served in accordance 
with the fan-t'sai principle, typified by features 
of adaptability, and associated with a cluster of 
beliefs concerning the health properties of 
various foods. 

Further, it is a tradition that occupies a special 
place in the total realm of culture. A tradition 
• • • documented for at least three thousand years 
• • • changes surely occurred but without altering 
its fundamental character (1977:14). 

'!he aims of this synthesis are to examine the Polynesian pudding 

prcx::ess within the culinary tradition - its significance and antiquity. 

FOOD LINKS - OIBER aJ1lIURAL SUBSECTIONS 

'!he focrl tradition is also linked with numerous other aspects of 

Chinese culture. One concerns the use of focrl as money or an economic 
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index (Cf. Bell 1931:119, 121). 'Ihe economic classes are mirrored in the 

food styles. Within Polynesian cultures this economic index of food has 

resulted in many adopting Western foods such as mutton flaps, tinned fish, 

rice, sugar rather than persisting with the traditional crops (Cf. 'Ihaman 

1982, 1983a, 1983b) • In the traditional context, food has always been an 

economic marker particularly at social and religious occasions. Food is 

gifted, commanded and highly esteemed. 

In Orinese food culture, the precise social distinctions involved in 

the interaction finds expression in the food utilised. Food reflects the 

degree of intimacy in social interactions. 'As a social language, food's 

role is detennined by the interplay of status between involved parties in 

a given situation. 'Ihe common place meal, brings together family, 

relatives and friends but the food se:rved can define the precise distance 

between the participants. 'Ihis is true also within much of Polynesia. Even 

so, one can note that intimacy or friendship is offered when a meal is 

presented to any individual. 'Ihe degree of intimacy is conferred by food 

within Polynesia as well (Cf. Bell 1931:122). 

'Ihere are specific words used that distinguish a characteristic 

Chinese food language. Many years are required to learn the language of 

food. 'Ihere is a special food te:nninology associated with every fonn or 

religious or prestigious context within the Samoan culture. It is not 

cormnon knc:Mledge and must be learned from the aged-wise. 
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FOOD PREFERENCES 

Focrl preferences derived from experience as an off-shoot of culinary 

practices have been examined by Beaucharrp and Maller (1972). '!hey stated: 

Focrl habits are acquired dispositions to select 
and eat certain focrl items on a regular basis for 
a long period of time • • • it is widely assumed 
that aspects of previous experience are prepotent 
in controlling focrl preferences (1972:292). 

Although "on a regular basis for a long period of time" (idem) is 

non-specific, it is clear that "experience" presupposes frequency rather 

than a single encounter. 'Ihe important point here is the need for 

individual cases from the cultural context. Obtaining this kind of 

infonnation is often most time consuming yet without it, no culturally 

sensitive assessment on focrl preferences can be accomplished. 

Persistence in Focrl Preferences 

Another aspect of focrl preference relates to the persistence of some 

focrl practices. Although focrl habits are one of the least prone to change 

(Adams 1960, Rozin 1976a in Chang 1977), yet change they do. Some 

experimental work by Beaucharrp and Maller (1977:292, Cf. Fitzgerald 

1978:30) explored the initial fonnation of focrl and flavour preferences, 

and the change in focrl preferences to provide some hypotheses concerning 

experiential effects on focrl preferences. 
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Experience develops certain food preferences that are stable and so 

difficult or sla.v to change in a given culture. '!he inertial properties of 

'i food are inextricably linked with its intra-cultural associations (See 

Food Links - CUltural SUbsections) • If food and flavour preferences 

change, isolating contributing factors would provide important social and 

cultural infonnation. 'Ihe implication is great in its anthropological, 

nutritional and medical - biological related application, that is, to 

improve the diet of different peoples. 

Beauchamp and Maller argue that social and cognitive factors are 

important in the establishment and alteration of food preferences in 

humans (1977:292). 'Ihe apparent importance of the anthropological approach 

is the provision of a peculiar socio-cultural perspective. 'Ihis is not the 

'Whole contribution of anthropology, but an advance towards an accurate 

contextual assessment of food practices. Second, the preferred flavours 

and foods reflect an integral association with the physical nature of the 

environment or the available range of food types, the smells, sights, and 

sounds experienced by the cultural group. 

Flavour's Role 

'Ihe part that flavour or taste and olfaction have in regulating food 

choice or food preferences was also raised by Beauchamp and Maller 

(1977:306). 'Ihey concluded that the place of lon;J-te:rm intake experiences 

on human flavour preferences would necessitate future research. Second, 
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that the approach errployed be longitudinal, developmental in nature, to be 

most informative (1977:307). 

Flavour Defined 

'Ille nature of flavour, or taste and smell aspects of food, is 

difficult to detennine, thwarted by personal evaluation and not easily 

defined. Amerine (1966:118) explained that: 

Flavour is obviously an ilrp:>rtant aspect of food 
quality, however, is easier to recognise than to 
define. 'Ihe ilrp:>rant aspects of flavour which 
contribute to the appreciation of food quality 
appear to be based on experience and pleasure. 
However, neither is an adequate test of quality. 
o:MPIEXITY, B.2\IANCE and CDNCEPITON are needed to 
produce memorable foods of quality [my emphasis]. 

Flavour - Food Quality 

One of the most ilrp:>rtant factors of food quality is flavour (Amerine 

1966:111). Complexity relates to the preference of complex stillrulii rather 

than sin"ple. 'Ille sin"ple slice of bread and butter is a very complex 

combination of taste, smell and texture responses (Amerine 1966:116). 

Appreciation initiated by recognising something extra-ordinacy in concept, 

for example in some particular type of dish produces emotion otlier than 

sin"ple pleasure ( idem) • 'Ihis is a typical reaction to complexity. When 

complexity fails, it has then become too blatantly the "trinunings" for its 

own sake. 'Ihere is a loss of interest or appreciation. 'Illus the critical 

index of cuisine is flavour. 
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Amerine's appeal to "balance" relates to the components of a dish or 

food so complementing each other that it is pronounced not s:i.nply balanced 

but superior (1966:117). As all tnlly fine foods are memorable, the dish 

that does not excite anyone to recall it can never be great (1966:118). 

'Ihese very aspects of flavour in relation to food preferences or food 

choices are considered in greater detail in the Samoan case study (See 

Chapter 5). 

In short, the test-case studying the Polynesian pudding as a key 

element of a persistent culinary tradition will seek to coordinate or 

synthesise field studies, arc:haelogical records, and linguistic evidence 

(Cf. lbuglas 1976/77:79). 'Ihe approach, it is hoped, will provide a 

vehicle for assessing the affects of isolation between geographical 

domains, and present a serious comparison of cultural subsystems, that is, 

West Polynesia and East Polynesia. 

It has been a specific concern of this study to define and detennine 

the antiquity of the Polynesian pudding preparation. A longitudinal 

approach (Amerine 1966, Douglas 1984, Chang 1977) is taken utilising 

ethnography, arc:haeology and linguistics. A present day case study is 

advanced to examine the conservatism of Polynesian food practices. Taste 

and texture in the preferred Polynesian pudding are explored superfic

ially •. 
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Gastronomy's place an:l contribution is sunnnarised by Ibuglas 

(1976/77:69): 

:MEI'HOOOI.CGY 

Once we realise that our ideas of edibility are 
mainly ROOIED IN arr.mJRE, not in nature, we can 
ask about possible focxl revolutions of the future 
[my en-phasis] . 

In Mead's (1971:485) analysis of Polynesian adze hafts, he argued a 

case using" data from ethncx;raphy, lir:guistics and archaeology, that 

demonstrated cultural relationships back to about 2000 B.C. He used a 

"relative chronology ... phrased in tenns of the lir:guistic succession 

established for Oceania" (idem). 'llle methodology employed a formal 

analysis of han:lle fonn, hafting" techniques and patterns of lashing for 

identifying" major traits for listing". On the basis of decorative 

vocabulacy, proto-vocabularies were "constructed". Motifs of decorative 

art provide distinctive data unlike the fonris (or artifacts) to which they 

were applied. 

"Design" is defined by Mead (1971:485): 

as a minimal an:l oft-recurring" corrponent of a 
design COillfX)Sition. Ideally, it should be 
recognised as a SIGNIFICANT ELEMENT of a design 
composition by a NATIVE CRAFTSMAN and it should 
have a NATIVE NAME. Alternative shapes of a design 
unit tog-ether comprise its allofonnic range [my 
en-phasisJ. 
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It is :ilnportant to note three factors in Mead's "design" definition: 

1. the significant element in the composition 

2. significant to the native craftsnan 

3. expressed in a native name. 

To some extent named Polynesian puddings fulfil the same criteria, 

fitting into the meal as the design fits into the composition. 

'Ihe limitations of iconic analysis resulted 'when units once related 

genetically became modified, elaborated and so culturally llllprinted that 

they could no longer be considered the same (Mead 1971:494). 'Iherefore 

some "designs" would be unique. 

Conclusions drawn from archaeological settlement dates, linguistics 

and ethnography - already discussed und.er fonnal analysis - raised three 

problems related to iconic analysis. 

1. 'Ihe need to attain ''more temporal control over ethnological 

data". 

2. 'Ihe necessity for ''more intensive and better controlled 

studies of Polynesian art forms both comparatively and of 

single areas". 

3. A closer check on the analysis itself by further testing and 

refining to pro::luce more valid results (Mead 1971:495-496). 
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Holdaway's (1984:26) theoretical method. for gaining temporal control 

was based on historical linguistics. '!his he stated as: "Present meanings 

could be compared with their past equivalents by the construction of a 

-, proto-meaning for an item" (idem). If one used this approach, the first of 

"" Mead's problems would be checked. 

Both comparative case studies of island groups and of a single area 

were undertaken in this research. 

Analytical improvements in method.ologica.l approach may produce more 

valid results but there rerna.ins the stricture that the refined analysis 

should deliver meaningful results (Cf. Sheets 1975:369-372). 'Jhe fonnal 

analysis applied to the recipes in this study, it is hoped, will present 

an accurate case of the culinary processes. 

An assumption that argues a deliberate design technique, motivated the 

potter in the prehistoric context, is evident in a later statement by Mead 

that decoration "consists not of elements haphazardly arranged but rather 

of elements arranged in a systematic manner" (1973:22). 'Ihis is consistent 

with his "design" definition (1971:485). 'Jhe analogy persists in the case 

for the culinary techniques practised in which it is assumed that the 

order and steps involved in reducing the raw base into the edible morsel 

is detennined, deliberate and significant (Cf. Mead 1983:13). 
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Green (1979) associated ethnographic material with archaeological 

evidence in his claims that surface decorative elements on bark cloth, 

tattooing and other items had their origins in designs once applied to 

pottery (Cf. Mead 1971). He qualified the relevance of historical 

continuity, stating conprrisons between archaeologically observed units and 

ethnographic ones present a good case for continuity within Polynesia. His 

argument required two conditions: historical continuity and unity, to be 

met. Several cited cases revealed "Historical continuity between items over 

2,500 years old and those of the contact period in Polynesian language and 

physical type ••• as from the same ancestral populations" (Green 1979: 

15-16). He reasoned that "inheritance from a common source for the items 

und.er investigation is able to be argued as a reasonable and feasible 

explanation" (idem). '!his being true, then the laborato:ry case in Polynesia 

strongly reflects common origin or common knavledge associated with 

language, economy, arts and crafts as well as food and food habits. He 

wrote: 

Secondly, where the unity condition is met, 
recurring evidence of parallels in separate 
Polynesian societies of the contact period may be 
assumed to be instances of shared retentions which 
may have common origin, rather than repeated cases 
of convergence. • • • It is in fact this unity 
principle which insures that common inheritance 
rather than diffusion or convergence is given 
priority in seeking for explanations even where 
changes have been considerable (Green 1979: 16) • 

Simon Holdaway's study of colour symbolism in Polynesia used material 

from linguistics and ethnography to establish the positional and 
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operational meanings of colour symbols (Turner 1975 in Holdaway 

1984:16-18). He proposed that temporal control by historical linguistics 

could be derived from the semantics of Polynesian ternis affiliated with 

the colour red and by way of studies related to social institutions of 

traditional Polynesian cultures. This combines linguistic and ethnographic 

records. Keesing (1979:34) anticipates that more and more, these 

disciplines will appear as corrplementary sides df a single enterprise. His 

premise is that if linguistic meaning is differentiated first within 

cultural premises and infused by cultural assmrptions then communicable 

competence necessitates cultural knowledge (Keesing 1979:30, 33). 

To show that shared traits in colour symbolism and decoration, were 

due possibly to conunon origin or earlier island group association, 

Holdaway utilised archaeology, linguistics and ethnography (Cf. Mead 

1971) • A similar corrparative study by Rolett (1986) looking at the 

significance of the.turtle used archaeology and ethnohistoric evidence. 

Llke these studies my research uses the interdisciplinary approach -

linguistics, ethnography and archaeology. Methodologically, the direct 

historical approach was used working from known - ethnographic accounts 

and linguistics, to the unJmown - analysis and interpretation of the 

archaeological material culture reflecting culinary practices in Polynesia 

(Steward 1942:337). A fonnal analysis (Cf. Mead 1971:485), to identify the 

steps from the raw state to the edible food (Cf. Yen 1975, Chang 1977) 

standardised the collected pudding recipes. '!he standardised recipes 
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presented. in the appendix allow the reader to check the credibility of the 

analysis (Cf. Mead 1971:485, 491). nie aim was to isolate the key 

corrponents of the pudding, the significant steps taken to process it, and 

the native names for the ingredients and methods. 

Polynesian proto-fonns of the culinary-related vcx::abulacy along with 

archaeological data provided a dual means for temporal control (Cf. Green 

1979, Holdaway 1984) • 
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CHAPI'ER 2 

THE IDLYNESIAN PUDDING DEFINED 

Firth's (1957:104-106) detailed description of the making of several 

puddings on Tikopia provides an excellent starting point for the 

definition of the Polynesian pudding type. 

SUsua mei. Fresh breadfnrit (mei) are roasted 
whole on the hot stones of the oven; when cooked 
the rind is removed, as also the core, seeds and 
any bad parts, and the flesh is put into a wooden 
bowl and pounded up. Coconut cream is then poured 
over it and the mass thoroughly mixed by further 
pounding. 

Upupu. Coconut cream is put into a bowl, a few 
handfuls of sago flour are added one at a time and 
mixed in. Breadfnrit or taro is not cooked in the 
oven or roasted on the stones and the flesh 
scraped with a shell into shavings. These are 
added to the liquid, worked into a pasty mass and 
the whole cooked in the oven in the ordinary way. · 
This is described as the food of infants, or again 
as the puddings of chiefs - special attention 
being bestOW'ed on these two categories of persons. 

Nekeneke taro. This is a pudding made by cooking 
taro tubers, not grated, and then mixing the 
mashed flesh with grated coconut, and not with 
expressed cream. Nekeneke mei, nekeneke pulaka and 
nekeneke futi are similar dishes made with the 
basis named in each case. 

Rava tunu. For this food taro tubers are roasted 
(tunu) on the fire, and when cooked are grated 
into shavings with a shell. The flesh is then 
mixed with coconut cream and eaten. This dish 
differs from Upupu in that there is no secondary 
cooking, nor is any sago flour mixed with it. 

Roi. Taro or breadfnrit are sliced, or ripe 
bananas (green bananas are not used for roi) , and 
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over them is poured a mixture of sago flour and. 
coconut cream. '!he dish is then wrapped. up in 
leaves and. cooked for ten hours or so. It is 
usually set up in the oven at night and. taken out 
in the early morning, since it is employed as a 
ritual food in a number of the most sacred 
religious ceremonies. '!his is the only food where 
breadfruit and. taro are put together as a connnon 
base. '!he long cooking, ilnpenneating each 
constituent with the flavours of the other, gives 
the food a peculiar taste, rich from the sago and. 
cream. 

What is the Polynesian pudding? 

'Ihe Polynesian pudding is a 'dish' made from one or more starchy 

vegetable or fruit bases, prepared by a consistent set of techniques to a 

smooth consistency. Often a lubricant is combined into the mixture. 'Ihe 

whole culinary preparation usually has a name. 'Ihe pudding is the 

complement of the baked pieces of food that rema.in whole. 

Polynesian pudding Ingredients 

'Ihe bases used in this culinary practice included the itemised range 

presented below: 

Talo, Colocasia esculenta (Biggs 1979:L16, Buck 1930:129, Elbert 1975, 

Emory 1975:36, Firth 1939:52, French-wright 1983:74, 126, I.Deb 1926:102, 

Metraux 1940:154, Neal 1948:131, Onwueme 1978:199, Thaman 1983a, Wang 

(Ed.) 1983, Yuncker 1959:75), 

breadfruit, Artocarpus altilis (Bellwood 1979:137, Elbert 1975, 

French-Wright 1983:119, Lieber 1974, Thaman 1983a, Yuncker 1959:97), or 

Artgcarpus incisa (Buck 1927:60, 1930:131, Yuncker 1959:98), Artocarpus 
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sp. (Firth 1939:52), banana (and plantain), Musa paradisiaca L. 

(French-Wright 1983:118, Lieber 1974, Neal 1948:212, Yuncker 1959:84), 

Musa sapientmn (Bellwood 1979: 138, French-Wright 1983: 117, Metraux 

1940:156, Yuncker 1959:84), Musa sp. (Firth 1939:52), Musa fei or Musa 

t.rog:lcrlatarurn (Beckwith 1932:156, Bellwood 1979:138, French-Wright 

1983:118), 

arrowroot, Tacca leontopetaloides (Delebecque et al 1980:30, Firth 

1939:52, Thaman 1983b:110, Yuncker 1959:81), Tacca pinnatifida (Biggs 

1979:GB, Buck 1930:135, 1938:214, Burrows 1936:137, French-Wright 

1983:128), pulaka, Cyrtosperma chamissonis (Buck 1950:7, French-Wright 

1983:213, Onwueme 1978:199), 

manioc, Manihot esculenta, Crantz (Moran 1975:177, Onwueme 1978:109, 

Thaman 1983a), 

tunneric, CUrcunna 1Q!1S@ (Biggs 1979:014), 

~' Alocasia macro:thiza (Bellwood 1979:147, Biggs 1979:B5, Firth 

1939:52, Onwueme 1978:199, Thaman 1983a), 

tii Cordyline tenninalis, (Biggs 1979:T17, Elbert 1975, Yuncker 1959:79), 

pandanus, Pandanus tectorius (Biggs 1979:G2, N15, Whistler 1980:27), 

yam, Dioscorea alata (Beckwith 1932:176, Elbert 1975, Massal and Barrau 

1956:12, Neal 1948:193, Onwueme 1978:5-6, Thaman 1983a, Yuncker 1959:82), 

Dioscorea pentaphylla (Massal and Barrau 1956:12, Yuncker 1959:83), 

Dioscorea bulbifera (Elbert 1975, Massal and Barrau 1956:12, Onwueme 

1978:10, Yuncker 1959:82), or Discorea sativa (Massal and Barrau 1956:12, 

Yuncker.1959:83), Dioscorea sp. (Bellwood 1979:139, Biggs 1979:015, Firth 

1939:52, Metraux 1940:155), Dioscorea nunrrnularia (Massal and Barrau 

1956:12), Dioscorea aculeata (Biggs 1979:Hl4), and Kumala, Ipomoea batatas 

(Biggs 1979:H6, Taylor N. (Ed) 1959:xxv). 
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'Ille most corrnnonly utilise:i lubricant in the 'dishes' was coconut 

cream. Optional emollients and coconut derivative substitutes used were 

coconut milk or water, grated coconut, water and on rare occasions the 

canarium almond oil. 

'Ille voia, canarium almond was describe:i by Firth as "the kernel of a 

plum-like drupe that resembles a Brazil nut; it is white and waxy in 

appearance and of a rich, oily flavour all its own" (1957:105). Use of the 

almond was recorded only in the Polynesian outlier Tik.opia. It was 

corrnnonly used in the Melanesian puddin:;J preparations of the Solomon 

Islands (Fraser 1983:Pers. comm.). 

'Ille ma.in lubricant was derived from coconut, Cocos nucifera (Bellwood 

1979:136, Firth 1939:52, French-Wright 1983:122, 'Iha:rnan 1983a, Whistler 

1980: 16, Yuncker 1959: 7 4) • 'Ihe coconut cream was expressed. from the grated 

ma.ture coconut meat for the special dishes. 'Ihis coconut extract was often 

the most significant ingredient or dependent variable providin:;J richness, 

oiliness, taste and aroma or flavour to the pudding. 

In the European culinaJ::y context the most common item served or 

pre-mixed with a starch staple to illlprove its palatability is butter, for 

example: bread and butter, baked potatoes and butter. It is interesting 

to compare the food values of butter and coconut cream. 
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Table 2.1: Nutrient Cgmposition of 100g Coconut Cream and Butter. 

n.v: M-:)J:oTIJRE PR2TEIN FAT CARi'OoY- ASH Q, p Ft 1.:0 !( RETINOL l'-C/,RO- ThlAl".lNE F.IBOF"c.Al t<IACI!, 
Ei\fi~C~ t g g ti-J..TES g mg mg mg mg IT<J mg nm: mg \'L!\i mg m; 

g ~quiv 
me I 

C(,C:),:JI 
C?i...t....,,: 259 64.2 4. 6 28.2 1. 7 0.5 24 18 0.3 5 l3C, 0 0 tr tr tr 

ELTiu, 72; H.7 0.9 52. 4 0.2 1. 8 12 16 0.2 760 620 190 0.01 G.02 0.1 

(after I.eun;, Butrum and Clang, 1972:145,146) 

'Ihe Polynesian pudding preparation techniques 

'Ihe bases used in the 'puddinq' were either raw cooked or already 

fennented. Reducing the solid base to a SIIX)()th consistency require::1 one or 

more combinations of grating, slicing, ~, kneading and scraping. 

Shaping was also involved. Techniques such as rolling or kneading into 

balls and making the niass into flat or oblonJ cakes were employed. 

When the base was raw or cooked the main primacy breakdCMn actions 

used were: grating, slicing, pourrling and kneading. At the fennented base 

state, the main actions of preliminary breakdCMn were by pourrling, 

kneading, being 'stirred out' and a shaping method - rolled into balls. 

A1...a., U\,. ~Cc~,c I 

0 
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The Polynesian pudding: Other I.'Jescriptions: 

Yen (1975:154,155) commented on the significance of the pudding as 

follows: 

The elaboration of raw foods into puddings offers 
a transfonnation into alternative fonns of 
distinct taste preference. However, such fonns 
tend to be eaten irregularly, and are considered 
luxury dishes to be savored, as we noted, on 
special occasions. This is due not so much to the 
fact that more of the basic material is required, 
but to the labour and its organisation that have 
to be invested. The technology of storage foods 
has similar effects because, while they are not 
always feast items, such foods provide further 
dietary changes of different tastes and textures 
with the invesbnent of group labour. 

The Polynesian pudding Context 

The pudding then was a distinct preparation in the Polynesian culinary 

practice. Firth (1957:95,96) stated it in the following way. 

Taro and yam tubers are scraped with the sharp 
edge of a kasi shell, a bivalve like a cockle, 
breadfnrit are split open into halves or quarters, 
bananas are divided into small bunches. These when 
cooked constitute the kai tao, a tenn meaning 
literally baked food, but actually used to refer 
to tubers and other solid material as DISTINCT 
from ngaruenga, the MUSHY roDDING [my emphasis] 
which is the other basic vegetable part of a meal. 
There are many different ways of preparing and 
combining the native foods, constituting a set of 
recipes • . . . roDDING of one variety or another IS 
THE M:>ST PRIZED FOOD SINCE IT IS A a::MFaJND OF 
CXXX>NUT CREAM, (my emphasis), but a meal is never 
destitute of kai tao, which the the equivalent of 
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bread to the natives. 'Ihe ngaruenga derrands 
considerable preparation .•• 
Masi, a fennented paste of taro or breadfruit kept 
in store-pits in the earth, is used to meet any 
deficiency. For an ordinacy household one kind of 
RJDDlliG [my emphasis] and a single bulk food is 
corroron, and on many occasions, this is prepared 
only every second day or so ••. (Firth 1957: 
95,96). 

It appears then, that the pudding can be: 

1. prepared regularly as part of the meal 

2. regarded as special, having an important sc:x:;ial context as a feast 

food, a favoured food, described as 'the most prized food' (Firth 

1957:95), 

3. favoured particularly because coconut cream is one of its components, 

4. prepared at considerable cost in tenns of time and the techniques 

involved to reduce the solid base towards the desired texture, 

5. described as retaining a preferred taste and aroma - flavour often 

said to be rich, oily and therefore satisfying. 

Clearly then, the pudding has a special place in the meal and 

therefore in the wider sc:x:;ial context. 
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CHAPI'ER 3 

REGIONAL VARIATION IN THE PACIFIC WEST roLYNESIA AND FAST roLYNESIA 

Ethnographic Research Approach 

'Ihe aim of the island by islarx:l analysis of West Polynesia and East 

Polynesia was to answer three questions based on Polynesian pudding making 

techniques. 

la What procedures or standardised recipes were conunon? 

1b What procedures or.standardised recipes were unique? 

2 How widespread in term.s of islarx:l group distribution, were the common 

procedures or standardised recipes? 

3 Which procedures or standardised recipes cx:::curred with greater 

frequency when the base began from the raw, cooked or fennented state? 

Ethnographic Research Methodology 

'Ihe main data resource base was ethnographies from the Polynesian 

island groups and outliers of the Pacific. '!his was supplemented by early 

European accounts, interviews, lexicons, dictionaries and the Proto

Polynesian Word Lists I and II (Walsh and Biggs 1966, Biggs 1979). 

'Ihe source(s) for each island group was (were): 

Kapingatrarangi (Buck 1950, Lieber and Dikepa 197 4) , 
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Rennell and Bellona (Christiansen 1975, Elbert 1975), 

Anuta (Feinbel'.g 1977, Yen 1924), 

Tikopia (Firth 1957, 1985), 

Vaitupu and Funafuti - Tuvalu (Kennedy 1931, Roberts 1955), 

East Futuna (Burrows 1936), 

East Uvea (Burrows 1937), 

Tonga (Buck 1932, French-Wright 1983, Hamilton 1985:Pers.comm., 1Drd 

1985:Pers.comm., Soderstrom 1937, Thaman and Thaman 1983:Pers connn.), 

Niue (Biggs 1979, Buck 1942, Loeb 1926, Okesene 1987:Pers.comm., Tregear 

and Smith 1907) , 

Samoa (Aiono-1.e-Tagaloa 1984:Pers.comm., Bazore 1967, Buck 1930, Cox 

1980a, 1980b, Fomnolo 1984:Pers.comm., Handy and Handy 1924, Holmes 

1957, 1974, Mead 1930, Mulu E. 1984:Pers.cornm.. Mulu and Mulu and Mulu 

1983:Pers comm., Pratt 1977, Silofau 1983:Pers.comm., SU'a 1984:Pers. 

comm., SU'a, SU'a and SU'a. 1987:Pers.cornm.., Turner 1884), 

Tokelau (Apolo 1986:Pers.comm.., Huntsman 1982, Russell 1983:Pers.connn.), 

Pukapuka (Beaglehole and Beaglehole 1938), 

New Zealand - Maori (Angas 1850, Beaglehole and Beaglehole 1946, Best 

1898a, 1898b, 1924, 1942, 1976, Buck 1938b, 1966, Dieffenbach 1843a, 

1843b, Kendall 1820, Marshall 1836, Shortland 1851, 'lhornson 1859a, 

1859b, Taylor R. 1855, Taylor N. (ed.) 1959, Tregear 1891, 1904, 

Wakefield 1908, Williams 1844, 1975, Yate 1970). 

the Southern Cook Islands - Rarotonga (Buck 1927, 1944a, Savage 1962), 

the Scx::iety Islands - Tahiti (Beaglehole 1974, Bennett 1840a, 1840b, 

Davies 1851, Handy 1932, Oliver 1974, Soderstrom 1937, swartvagher and 

Folco 1984, Tregear 1895), 
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TUbuai (Aitken 1930), 

Rapa - 'Ihe Australs (Hanson 1970) , 

the Tuamotu Archipelago (Emo:ry 1975, Tregear 1895) , 

Mangareva (Buck 1938a, Tregear 1899), 

the Marquesas (Craig (ed.) 1980, Derring (ed.) 1974, Dordillon 1931, 1932, 

Handy 1923, 1965, Linton 1923, 1925), 

Hawaii (Allen and Allen 1933, Angas 1850, Bazore 1967, Beckwith (ed.) 

1932, Begley 1979, Begley, Spielmann and Vieth 1979, Bennett 1840a, 

Buck 1957, Feingold 1942, French-Wright 1983, Greenwell 1947, Handy 

1940, Handy and Handy 1972, Highland (ed.), Force, Roland, Howard, 

Kelly, Sinoto and Pllkui 1968, Jones, Iarsen and Pritchard 1934, 

Kiarnanu 1978, MacCaughey 1917a, 1917b, Malo 1951, Miller 1932, Moy and 

Nip 1979, 1983, Neal 1948, Na Lima Kaku.a 1980, 1982, 1984, Onwueme 

1978, Plucknett (ed.) 1979, Pllkui and Sann.lel 1971, Soderstrom 1937, 

Stand.al 1983, Tregear 1891, Watson 1979, Whitney 1937) , 

and. Easter Island (Metraux 1940, Seelenfreund 1985:Pers.cornm.). 

other sources of general infonnation on puddings and. related material came 

from: Barrau 1961, Biggs 1979, Deane 1921, Hale 1846, Massal and Barrau 

1956, Seemann 1862, Wilkes 1845, Yen 1975. 

Twelve island. groups were classified West Polynesian: 

Kapingamarangi, Rennell and Bellona, Anuta, Tikopia, Vaitupu and Funafuti 
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of TUvalu, East Futuna, Fast Uvea, Tonga, Niue, Samoa, Tokelau and 

Pukapuka in the Northern Cook Islands. Nine island groups were East 

Polynesian: New Zealand - Maori, the Southern Cook Islands - Rarotonga, 

the Sociey Islands - Tahiti, Tubuai, Rapa at the :periphery of the 

Australs, the Tuamotu Archipelago, Mangareva in the Gambier Group, the 

Marquesas and Hawaii. 

Since no consistent presentation was found from each island group some 

recipe standardisation was required. A two-fold emphasis for standardising 

the recipes was: 

1. 'Ihe state of the base at initial breakdown. 

2. 'Ihe action of prirna:ty breakdown on the base. 

'Ihe standardised recipes provided a simplified scheme for comparing 

the island groups of west Polynesia with east Polynesia. Emphasis in the 

pudding preparation was on the first action of base breakdown. 'Ihe 

physical steps taken to produce a textural change in the carbohydrate-rich 

conn, fruit or tuber towards a homogeneous mass were then followed. 'Ihe 

theoretical basis of the synthesis was this 'action at prirna:ty breakdown' 

step. 'Ihe starchy conn or tuber was in one of three initial breakdown 

states: raw, cooked or fennented before undergoing further technical 

processing. Some inte:rmediate steps producing the desired paste or solid 

mass were undertaken, the sum of these from the 'action at prirna:ty 

breakdown' step defined the procedure. 
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Fonnat for standardising Recipe 

Recipe Name 

state of Base at 
Initial Breakdo;,m 

Action of Prirnary 
Breakdown 

(Addition of, assumed) 

a. 
orb. 
or c. 

a. 
orb. 
or c. 
or d. 

Il.lbricant a. 

(SUbsidiru:y Processing, 
referred to as:) 

(Artefacts Used., 
referred to as:) 
Container, Working 
SUrface 

orb. 
or c. 
or d. 

or 
or 

Raw 
Cooked 
Fennented 

GRATED 
IaJNDED 
SLICED 
KNEADED 

Coconut cream 
Coconut milk 

Base 

Nut oil - other than coconut 
Water 

Cooking 
Shaping 
Another 'Action' (see a-d, Action of 

Primary Breakdown) 

Grater, Wooden bowl, Board, Mixing stick, 
Pounder, leaf wrapper or Coconut half-shell. 
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Standardised Recipe Tenninology Defined 

'!he 'State of Base at Initial Breakdown' was raw, cooked or fermented. 

'!he base state was significant by the direct relationship to the 'action 

of prima:ry breakdown' undertaken on it. For e.xanple, raw taro was grated, 

but cooked taro was pounded. 

'!he 'Action of Primary Breakdown' defined the 'work done' or the first 

step in reducing the carbohydrate base from its textural state at initial 

breakdown towar:ds the desired paste or homogeneous mass. Several 'action' 

steps were sometimes required in the starchy conn or tuber reduction. 

'!he range of tenns recorded in ethnography and from infonnants for 

these 'action' steps included: grated, sliced, cubed, cut into smaller 

pieces, broken into pieces, cnnnbled, kneaded, squeezed with hands, made 

into flat cakes, flattened into long thin "door mats", kneaded into balls, 

rolled into balls, sliced into balls the shape and size of cricket balls, 

scraped out, mixed, scraped out with hands, mashed, beaten and pounded. 

'!he comparative analysis, island by island, was simplified by reducing 

the 'action' steps to four major categories, still retaining the original 

procedural info:rma.tion. '!he tenns were GRATED (synonymous with 'scraped' 

and 'scraped out with hands'), SLICED ('cut into smaller pieces' and 

'broken into pieces') , roJNDED ('mashed' and 'beaten') and KNEADED 

('squeezed with hands', 'mixed with the hand', 'mixed thoroughly'). Four 

more 'action' steps were retained separately. 'lhree of these described 
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'shaping': CUBED ('cut into 2.5cm squares'), ROUED IN'IO PAli.S ('kneaded 

into balls', 'sliced into balls the shape and size of cricket balls'), and 

MADE IN'IO FIAT CAKES or OBIONG CAKES ('flattened into long thin "door 

mats"'), 'Ihe fourth, less used 'action' was CRUMBIED. 

'Ihe 'Artefacts Used' were stated with (or inferred from) the 'Action 

of Primary Breakdown' and listed in the subsidiary steps as either grater, 

or pound.er. 'Ihey included the container or vessel, most connnonly leaf 

wrappers for pudding packaging; half coconut shells also functioned as 

pudding receptacles. 'Ihe working or processing surface was usually a 

wooden bc::lw'l, wooden plank or board in most pudding preparations. 

'Ihe 'wbricant' , emollient or liquid provided a binding agent for the 

pudding mixture. 'Ihe most connnon lubricant was coconut cream. Alternative 

emollients were water, other coconut derivatives and the canarium - nut 

oil. 

Standardised Recipe Teminology Illustrated (Specific) 

'Ihree examples of standardised recipes best illustrating the 

predominant recipe procedures from the raw, cooked and fennented states 

are presented below. 

Tokonaki is a pudding from the Polynesian outlier with west Polynesian 

affinities, Bellona (Christiansen 1974:74). 



'IDKONAKI Preparation 

state of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Prilnary 
Breakdown 

Illbricant 

Container, Working 
SUrface (Artefacts 
Used) 

(Pudding Name) 
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Base 
Raw - Taro 

GRATED - '!he inferred tool 
is a grater. 

Coconut cream 

large banana leaf wrapper 

'IDKO:NAKI 

From the raw state, taro at initial breakdown was grated, the first 

'action' step. '!he lubricant - coconut cream - was mingled into the grated 

taro which was then leaf wrapped, and baked in an earth oven. '!his Bellona 

pudding was tenned Tokonaki (Christiansen 1974:74). 

A second Bellona pudding started from the cooked state, after which 

more technical processing was applied. 

SONGO Preparation 

state of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Prilnary 
Breakdown 

Container, Working 
SUrface (Artefacts) 

Illbricant 

(Pudding Name) 

Base 
Cooked - Taro or yam roots 

GRATED 

Kumete, Wooden l:x:Jv.rl 

Coconut cream 
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'!he taro or yam roots were first cooked; grating was the first action 

step. '!he working surface was a wcxxlen 1::x:Ml, kmnete (Christiansen 

1974:75). Coconut cream bound the whole pudding, which was called Songo. 

'!he third example, from Tahiti started from a base that had undergone 

fennentation (Soderstrom 1937:237). 

TI'O'O, MAHI Preparation and rro - TI'O'O, rro - MAHI Preparation. 

state of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

(Pudding Name) 

Action 

(Pudding Name) 

Container, Working 
SUrface 

(Pudding Name) 

Action 

Other Ingredient 

wbricant 

(Pudding Name) 

Base 
Fennented - U:ru, ripe breadfruit 

KNEADED - into a sort of paste 

TI'O'O, MAHI - quite fit to be eaten 
after a lapse of 3-4 
months 

OBI.ONG CAKES 

- When it was eaten, 
shaped into .. 

Iro-TI'O'O, Iro-MAHI 

Leaf Wrapper 
Cooked - steam-boiled in an urnu. 

TI'O'O 

MIXED WI'IH 

Breadfruit, taro or bananas - freshly 
boiled 

Water 

TAHITIAN roror -' Popoi did not, however, 
necessarily have to 
contain ti'o'o 
(Soderstrom 
1937:237-238). 
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'!he fennented breadfn.ri.t puddings illustrate the variation from 

identical earlier steps in pudding preparation. 'Ihree puddings noted from 

Tahiti are Ti'o'o, Mahi, Ipo-I'io'o, Ipo-Mahi and Tahitian~- Textural 

change occurred by 'action' or shaping in each dish. Ti'o'o, Mahi 

unden:went kneading as the action of primacy breakdown. 'Ille fennentecl 

breadfn.ri.t was shaped into oblong cakes for Ipo-I'i'o'o, IJ2o=Mahi· other 

ingredients mixed into the fennented breadfn.ri.t mass were freshly boiled 

taro, breadfn.ri.t or bananas for the Tahitian Popoi dish. 'Ille lubricant, 

water, was only worked into the Tahitian Popoi preparation. 

Each standardised recipe is labelled alphabetically, so defining the 

complete series of steps required in making the pudding. Each represents a 

specific recipe from a specific island group. Classification into 'co:mrnon' 

and 'unique' standardised recipes was dependent on the island distrib

ution. When a standardised recipe was recorded from two or more island 

groups, it was classed 'coramon' • Alternatively, a standardised recipe from 

only one island group was classified 'unique'. 'lllis study focusses on the 

'conunon' category in order to investigate the origins and spread of the 

various pudding forni.s. 

Basis of the 'llleoretical Argument 

'!he, entire theoretical fabric of the ethnographic research, based on 

the observed standardised recipe or procedure, constituted the 'cultural 

aspect' of the Polynesian pudding preparation. If the procedure occurred 

on two or more island groups, this suggested some degree of inter-island 
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contact and some measure of cultural affinity between the island groups. A 

recipe type occurring in many island groups reflected some degree of 

ancestral connection between them, just as cognates are used by historical 

linguists. 

Detailed recipes using raw and cooked bases were recorded from twelve 

west Polynesian island groups. Eight west Polynesian island groups made 

dishes from fenuented bases. From east Polynesia, eight island groups used 

bases at the raw state, nine in the cooked state and six island groups 

with fenuented dishes. The historical linguists' island group codes were 

used and dishes represented by recipe ( s) in each state. 

West Polynesia 

With the base in the raw state at initial breakdown, the island groups 

were: 

KAP, REN (and Bellona), ANU, TIK, VAI (and Funafuti of TUValu), EFU, EUV, 

'ION, NIU, SAM, 'IOK, RJ.K. 

In the cooked state, the island groups were: 

KAP, REN (and Bellona), ANU, TIK, VAI (and Funafuti of TUValu), EFU, EUV, 

'ION, NIU, SAM, 'IOK, RJ.K. 

At the fenuented state, the island groups were: 

REN (and Bellona), ANU, TIK, EFU, EUV, 'ION, SAM, RJ.K. 
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East Polynesia 

In the raw state, the islam groups were: 

MAO (New Zealam), RAR (south.em Cook Islands), TAH (Society Islands), 'IUB 

(TUbuai), 'IUA (the Tuamotu Archipelago), M3A, :r-QS, HAW. 

In the cooked state, the islam groups were: 

MAO, RAR, TAH, TUB, RAP (the Australs Group), 'IUA, M3A, :r-QS, HAW. 

At the fennented state, the islam groups were: 

MAO, RAR, TAH, 'IUA, M3A, M2S. 

No pudding recipes from Easter Islam ethnography were collected. 

Archaeologists have not recovered any food pounders from Easter Island, 

though today, in the 1980's, puddings are always an important part of 

special ceremonial occasions (Seelenfreund 1985:Pers.corrrrn.). 

'Ihe 'base' was the starchy co:rm, fruit or tuber. 'Ihe range of bases 

was restricted by islam geography am beyond the direct control of the 

Polynesian. Trading increased variety in the preferred starchy foods. 'Ihe 

main bases were taro am breadfruit, the plantain, banana (ripe), am to a 

lesser extent the yam, the giant taro am arrowroot starch. Coconut cream 

was the predominant lubricant. Water, coconut derivatives am the canarium 

- nut oil, were less commonly used substitutes for the coconut cream. 

Converting the whole, coconut cream combined with the starchy base 

achieved the consistency of a paste or homogeneous mass. Adding coconut 

cream after the leaf package was cooked am introducing hot stones into a 

1::x:Ml of coconut cream, were different lubricant uses. 
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over and above natural limitations, there was a single preferred base 

or one more highly favoured over another. In Western Samoa, with the 

complete starchy range seasonally available, the general preference order 

was taro, breadfruit then plantain, respectively. In the Tuamotu 

Archipelago, the available starchy foods were traditionally screwpine (or 

pandanus) and coconut. 'Ihe favoured fCXJd. though was taro - an import. 

'Ihe narrow range of starchy foods due to natural limitations sometimes 

resulted in the available fCXJd. becoming highly favoured. Just as taro was 

a meat complement in most Samoan meals, so the mature coconut meat 

functioned in the Tokelaus - islands of 'unlimited' coconut supply but 

limited in other starchy foods like taro and breadfruit. 

Given the dual nature of the Polynesian pudding: the 'cultural 

aspect' (or the techniques chosen) and the 'physical aspect' (the bases 

available), a practical cultural choice was involved in the base used to 

blend into the pudding fonn. Variety created by textural base change from 

a solid state into a paste provided an alternate strategy for increasing a 

limited dish range from the available starchy foods. 'Ihe protein content, 

mainly fish, provided the diet balance. 'Ihe Polynesian pudding is the 

research concern of this dissertation. 
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Methodology 

'Ihe standardised recipes were sorted according to the following fonnat: 

1. West Polynesian or East Polynesian. 

2. 'Ihe 'state of Base at Initial Breakdown' , that is, raw, cooked or 

fennented. 

3. An island by island SllillITlcl.l'. of Results 

(a) Main Bases and lubricants. 

(b) Main Preparation Techniques and Tools. 

(c) Ethnographic Record, Material CUlture. 

(d) Names carrunonly recorded (See Results Table). 

4. SUrnmary: West Polynesia, East Polynesia. 

5. Conclusions. 
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Figure 3 .2;: '1.hE! Stan::brdisro Reciw Steps fran the Raw State of the Base 

at Initial Breakd=r1. 

ACI'ICX. OF 
FRIMARY 
BREAKOC4-IN 

? GRATED lllbricant .a_.Pl.x:klin3 KAP Rm ANU TIK Wu EFU ElJV SAM 

RAW BASE-> 

SLICED -t lllbricant ~~SAM 

-, roJNDED ~ lllbricant £, ~ TD< 'IDK 

4 MADE INIO 
:a;us -'t Pudd.in:J TIK 

d c1 
, KNEADED ~ lllbricant C Pudd.i.n;J KAP EL'V 

MIXED ~,Pudding (FUNl>.FUrI) 
VAf 

l' FUJNDED ? lllbricant 

1
e Plrl:lin;J RJK 

lllbricant e_;J Pudding FUK 

· l BR:)KEN UP ~~ RJK 

L SLICED "7 I.l.lbricant ~
3

Pudding :RIK 
f 

} KNEADED L Plrl:iirg TIK EFU 'ICN SAM 
-; Other f1 

In:3redient ~ cruMBI.ED ~ Pudding SAM 
MADE INIO 
FIAT CAKES ~ ll.lbricant ~ OJBED -:, lllbricant 0, Pudd.in:J SAM 

Pud:lin:J NIU 
SUN RJLI.ED ]}ITO E 
mIED r HEATED "' lubricant ~ SMALL Bl\.LlS ~ Pudding (FtlNA.."UI'I) \711.I 

-, FOJNDED , lllbricant -> HEATED -) MIXED --:. SLICED INID G 
CRICKET-SIZED BALLS -i' Pudding 

(FrnAFUI'I) Wu 

; sLicnr,=cant j, Pl..rldi.rg KAP TD< (FUNAFUI'I) Wu EFU TON SAM 'IOK 

~Irgre:lient _., FCONDED -'I lllbricant ~ Pudding RJK 

-'I roJNDED , lllbricant I Pl..rldi.rg KAP ElJV NIU 

4 ~ent ~
2

.Pl.ld:iin,J TD< ElJV 

"'7 MADE INIO 
B\LLS i Pu:i:l..i.rq ' : 'roK 

~ KNEADED ., lllbricant8..} Pudding (FUNAFUIT) w.;r 

Other 
Irgre:lient ~ lubricant ~ Pudding TIK 

~ lubricant Pud:lin:J ANU TIK EFU NIU SAM 'IOK RIK 

RX.lNDED At Pl..rld.irg BEL TIK 

[ , B . 
, KNEADED ~ lllbn.cant -? Puooin3' SAM 

D 
~ l\NFADED 7 Pl..rldi.rg (FUNAFUrI) Wu EFU 

other E 
Irqre:li.ent , Pud:lin:J NIU 
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WEST FOLYNESIA 

Table 3 .1: Raw State of the Base. 'Ihe Standardised Recipes Collected from 

each West Polynesian Island Group. 

SPECIFIC 
ST.ANDlffiDISED 
RECIPE 
CI.ASS KAP 

a 2 
b 
C 

cl 
d 1 
d1 
e 
el 
e2 
e3 
f 
fl 
h 
i 
F 
G 
j 3 
k 
p 1 
p2 
q 
sl 
u 
A 
Al 
B 
D 
E 

Unknown 

'IOI'AL 7 

REN ANU 

1 2 

3 
1 

1 

2 6 

WEST FOLYNESIAN ISIAND GROUP 

TIK VAI EFU EUV 'ION NIU 
' 

1 4 1 1 

2 
1 

1 
1 

1 1 1 

1 
1 
1 

1 2 1 2 

1 1 
1 1 

l 
1 
l 1 1 
1 

1 4 
l 

1 1 

11 ll 8 4 3 5 

SAM 'IOK 

3 
1 

1 

1 
1 
2 

6 2 

l 

1 l 

1 

16 5 

'IOI'AL NUMBER 
STANDARDISED 
RECIPES IN 

RJ.K EACH CI.ASS 

2 17 
1 
3 
1 
3 
1 

1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 

4 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 

3 20 
1 1 
1 4 

2 
l 
l 
l 

l 9 
2 
1 
5 
1 
3 

12 90 
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WEST FOLYNFSIA 

Figure 3. 3: 'Ihe Standardised Recipe Steps from the Cooked State of the Base 

at Initial Breakdown. 

ACTION OF 
PRIMARY 
BRF.AKOOWN 

. • a . 
· => GRATED -~ lllbr1cant -t Pudding REN ANU TIK FUK 

l KNEADED ..;.~ lllbricant ~ Other -) KNEADED ~ Pudding TIK 
Ingredient 

SLICED ~ lllbricant C) Pudding VAI EFU 

STIRRED coo} Pudding (FUNAFITT'I) VAI 

-t FOUNDED -t lllbricant ~ Pudding TIK 

lllbricant e[. Pudding KAP ANU TIK VAI EUV NIU SAN 'IDK FUK 

FOUNDED !> Pudding TIK VAT. 

CXX)KED BASE "? · FOUNDED 

ROUED mro 
BALIS -t lllbricant ~ Pudding ANU VAT. SAM 

CUBED 7 lllbricant ~ Pudding 'ION 

IDNG 'IHIN 
CAKES ~ lllbricant ~ Pudding (FONAFUTI) VAT. 

7 Pudding 'ION 

lllbricant -t KNEADED ,1> Pudding (FONAFUTI) VAI NIU 

Other s 
Ingredient -=:, Pudding NIU 
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WFST roLYNFSIA 

Table 3. 2: Cooked State of the Base: The Standardised Recipes Collected 

from each West Polynesian Island Group. 

SPECIFIC 
STANDARDISED WEST roLYNFSIAN ISI.AND GROUP 
RECIPE 
CI.ASS KAP REN ANU TIK VAI EFU EUV 'ION NIU SAM 

a 1 1 2 
b 1 
C 1 1 
cl 1 
d 1 
e 1 2 3 3 2 1 1 
f 2 1 
g 2 1 2 
h 1 
q 1 
i 1 
j 1 1 
k 1 1 

'IDrAI., 1 2 5 9 9 1 2 2 3 3 

'IOI'AL NUMBER 
STANDARDISED 
RECIPES IN 

'IOK PIJK FACH CLASS 

1 5 
1 
2 
1 
1 

4 2 19 
3 
5 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 

4 3 44 
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WEST roLYNFSIA 

Figure 3. 4: The Standardised Recipe Steps from the Fennented State of the 

Base at Initial Breakdown. 

RAW MADE INIO 

Bl-\SE 7 lllbricant 7 BALIS 1 
'ION la 

a 

ACTION OF 
PRIMARY 
~ 

FERMENTED Bl-\SE -1Pudding ANU EFU 'ION SAM FUK 

CRUMBLED KNEADED a 1 
WI'IH HANIS ~ INIO CAKES Pudding SAM 

a1a 
lllbricant'7Pudding 

SAM 

er a1c 
Ingredient7Pu.dding 

C SAM 
~ IU.JNDED -t lllbricant """> Pudding REN ANU TIK EUV 

~Other d 
Ingredient ..:Y lllbricant ~ Pudding TIK 
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WEST roLYNESIA 

Table 3. 3: Fermented State of the Base: 'Ihe Standardised Recipes Collected 

From each West Polynesian Islarrl Group. 

SPECIFIC 
STANDARDISED 
RECIPE 
CIASS 

la 
a 
al 
ala 
alb 
ale 
C 

d 

'IOrAL 

WEST roLYNESIAN ISIAND GRaJP 

REN ANU TIK EFU EUV 'ION SAM HJK 

1 
1 1 1 1 1 

1 
1 
1 
1 

1 1 1 1 
1 

1 2 2 1 1 2 5 1 

'IOrAL NUMBER 
STANDARDISED 
RECIPES IN 
EAQI CIASS 

1 
5 
1 
1 
1 
1 
4 
1 

15 
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KAPlliGAMARANGI 

Standardised Recipes 

From Kapingamarangi, eight standardised recipes were recorded. In 

seven, the base underwent processing from the raw state and one dish was 

cooked before further processing treabnent. Fermented bases were not 

used. 

Table 3. 4: Raw State, Cooked State Standardised Recipes, 'Ihe Type of Base 

and Pudding Names from Kapingamarangi. 

STATE OF BASE AT NUMBER STANDARDISED 
INITIAL BREAKIX)WN RECIPES CX>llECTED TYPE BASE RJDDlliG NAME 

a d i D 'IDI'AL 
2 1 3 1 7 

Taro Huaahuu 

Taro Bud.ala oloolo 

Taro or 
Breadfruit Hagalloi 

Taro Putara Tara 
Bud.ala 

Raw or Breadfruit Putara Kuni, 
Bud.ala 

or Giant Taro Putara Pulaka 

Taro Hakate Tara, 
Hagadee 

or Breadfruit Hakate Kuni, 
Hagadee 
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Table 3.4 continued 

STATE OF BASE NUMBER ST.ANDA.RDISED TYPE BASE RIDDING NAME 
AT INITIAL 
BREAKIX)WN RECIPES mLIECTED 

or Giant Taro Hakate Pulaka 
Raw (cont.) 

Breadfruit Ll.oi 

Breadfruit Piapia, Biabia 

e 'IDI'AL 
1 1 

Taro Hokooto Tara, 
Hogocxlo 

Cooked 
or Breadfruit Hokooto Ku:ru 

or Giant Taro Hokooto Pulaka 

Bases and lubricants 

Tara (taro) and kuru (breadfruit) were the main raw state bases. 

Puraka (giant taro) was less conrrnonly made into puddings. 'Ihe preferred 

bases were tara and kuru. 

Coconut cream was the predominant lubricant in these dishes. In one 

case each, the emollient substitute was water and the grated flesh of a 

green coconut. 

Initially cooked, the bases used were taro, breadfruit and sometimes 

puraka. 

Coconut cream as the lubricant agent was mixed thoroughly into the 

cooked base preparations. 
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KAPINGAMARANGI 

Preparation Techniques 

When the base was raw, the main priJllary breakdown methods were 

slicing, then grating and pounding. There was one instance of kneading as 

a second processing step. 

Once cooked, the initial breakdown action applied was pounding to 

reduce the base texture to a homogeneous mass. 

Ethnographic Reco:rd - Material CUlture 

Buck (1950: 19) described hand grater (tuouwe) of cardiurn o:rbita used 

in grating the green coconut flesh into a fine consistency. 

Mature coconut shells (.il2Y.) were used as cooking receptacles for some 

raw state preparations ( idem) . 

Food pounders or beaters were long- and heavy, called tuki or tukituki 

and made of coconut wood. 

Scrapers, peelers and graters were fashioned from marine shell. The 

connnonly used shells were: tuouwe (cardiurn o:rbita) - a grating edge on a 

stand grater; koeho (Barbatia candida) and pipi (Asaphis violacea) - both 
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for peeling taro. 

Metal knives have superceded old shell peelers. 

A rough surface, grater, was fonnerly a block of a particular type of 

coral but has been substituted by a perforated tin used to grate pulaka. 

'Ille kumete (bc:Mls) are classified according to the associated 

function: 

kumete tau roro, for straining tau coconut cream, roro. 

kurnete tuki hokooto, for pounding tuki breadfruit for the hokooto 

preparation. 

kurnete piapia, for kneading noku ripe breadfruit for serving the raw 

piapia preparation. 

RENNELL and BELIDNA 

Standardised Recipes 

Five standardised recipes were collected from Rennell and Bellona. Two 

each from the raw and cooked states were prepared as puddings. One dish 

urxlerwent fennentation initially before continued processing. 
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Table 3. 5: Raw State, Cooked State, Fennented State Standardised Recipes, 

the Type of Base and Pudding Names from Rennell and Bellona. 

STATE OF BASE AT NUMBER STANDA.RDISED 
INITIAL BRFAKIXlWN RECIPES OOLIECI'ED TYPE BASE RIDDING NAME 

a Al '!OI'AL 
1 1 2 

Taro Tokonaki 
Raw 

Pandanus Name not given 

a UnJmown '!OI'AL 
1 1 2 

Taro Pota 
Cooked 

Taro or Yams Songo, Sego 

C '!OI'AL 
1 1 

Fennented Taro Puke Masi 

Bases and I.llbricants 

Orristiansen (1975:75) states that the only base used in traditional 

puddings was taro but recently lioka (manioc) and yam have come into use. 

When the base was raw, puddings were prepared from taro and pandanus. 

Taro was the main cooked state base. Alternatively, yams were made 

into puddings. 

On undei:going fennentation, the taro was reduced into a paste. 

Coconut cream was the predominant lubricant combined at each base 

state in the pudding preparations. Boiling water was used to heat the 

pandanus drupes from the raw state in one dish. 
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Preparation Techniques 

'!he raw taro was grated at the first processing step; the pandanus 

drupes required heating in a bow1 by stone-boiling the water before skin 

removal was possible. '!his was followed by pounding. 

'llle cooked taro and yarns were initially grated at the primary 

breakdown level. 

'llle fennented taro was pounded to reduce it to a paste consistency. 

Ethnographic Record - Material CUlture 

Coconut vessels could contain the pandanus oil and keep it for several 

years (Christiansen 1975:75). 

Shell graters (tuai hasi) were used as coconut graters but iron 

graters have substituted for the old (idem). 

Bundles of hau fibres or coconut cloth were used to express coconut 

cream (idem). 
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Standardised Recipes 

'Ihirteen standardised recipes were collected from Anuta. Six were 

prepared. from the raw state. Five were initially cooked. and two had first 

undergone some fermentation. 

Table 3. 6: Raw State, Cooked. State, Fermented. State Standardised Recipes, 

The Type of Base and Pudding Names from Anuta. 

STATE OF BASE AT NUMBER STANDARDISED 
INITIAL BREAKinvN RECIPES (X)LLECI'ED TYPE BASE HIDDING NAME 

a A Unknown 'IOI'AL 
2 3 1 6 

Taro Uoua Oro 

Taro Pakapaatai 

Taro Tua 
Raw 

Taro Unuki 

Manioc or Ban-
ana or any 
Starchy food Taki Niu 

Sago Flour Paka Vatia 

a e a 'IOI'AL 
1 2 2 5 

Taro Poke 

Taro Te Poke 

Cooked Taro Te Roro Mata 

Taro Te Tukipei Uoua 

Taro or Epuepu 
Puraka 
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Table 3.6 continued 

STATE OF BASE 'AT NUMBER OF STANIWIDISED TYPE BASE RIDDING NAME 
INITIAL BREAKIX>WN RECIPES OOllECI'ED 

a C rorAI, 

1 1 2 
Taro Ma, Masi 

Fennented 
Taro Name not given 

Bases and I.1.lbricants 

Taro was the most commonly used base from the raw state. less 

frequently used bases were manioc, banana and sago starch. 

'Ihe prevalent lubricant combined into these pudding preparations was 

coconut cream. One case used grated coconut instead. 

From the cooked state, taro was the main base with one instance of 

taro substitution by :puraka. 

Coconut cream was the predominant lubricant worked into these dishes. 

Taro was fennented and one preparation utilised coconut cream as the 

liquid agent. 
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Preparation Techniques 

'Ihe primary method for breaking down the raw base was grating. 

Pounding was the main technique of reducing the cooked base towards 

the paste-like consistency. A case using grating at this first processing 

level occurred. A second processing step for one dish required the mixture 

be shaped into balls. 

One fennented dish needed pounding at the primary breakdown stage of 

its preparation. 

Ethnc:xgaphic Record - Material CUlture 

Feinberg (1977) records the process of stone-boiling the coconut cream 

by dropping hot stones into a bowl of cream. 

Mashing cooked taro was achieved by using a stick ( idem) • 

TIKOPIA 

Standardised Recipes 

TWenty-bvu standardised recipes were ·collected from Tikopia. Eleven 
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were at the raw base state. Nine were from the CCX)ked base state. Two were 

in the fennented state of the base. 

Table 3. 7: Raw State, Cooked State, Fenne.nted State Standardised Recipes, 

the Type of Base and Pudding Names from Tikopia. 

STA'IE OF BASE AT NUMBER STANDlffiDISED TYPE BASE RJDDING NAME 
INITIAL BRFAKCOWN RECIPES mLLECI'ED 

a c cl f i n2 u A A1 
1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

UnJmown 'IDI'AL 
1 11 

Taro Poke taro 

Taro Pora 

Taro' bananas 
or breadfruit Ngaruenga 

Roi 

Yam, banana Unuki 
Raw or giant taro Unuki ufi 

(yam) 

Tunneric flour sua tauo 

Tunneric flour Vatia tauo 

Mature coconuts Tamerua, 

Mature coconuts Takiniu 

a b d e f 'IOI'AL 
2 1 1 3 2 9 

Taro Ra.vu tunu 

Taro Ngaruenga 
Cooked tuki fua 

Taro, banana 
or breadfruit Oka taro, 

Oka futi or 
Oka mei 
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Table 3. 7 continued. 

STATE OF BASE NUMBER STANDARDISED TYPE BASE roDDING NAME 
Kr INITIAL RECIPES CDllECI'ED 
BREAKCCWN 

Taro' banana Nekeneke: taro I 
or giant taro futi, pulaka or 
or breadf:ruit mei 

Breadf:ruit, SUsua: rnei, 
Cooked banana or futi or pulaka 

giant taro 

Breadf:ruit or Upupu 
taro 

Breadf:ruit Karokaro mei 

C d 'IDI'AL 
1 1 2 

Banana or yam SU'a masi 

Fennented. Taro, bread- Masi 
f:ruit or 
banana 

Bases and Illbricants 

'Ihe pred.ominant bases from the raw state were taro, futi, (banana) and 

then breadf:ruit. Alternative bases, and sometimes acting as secondary 

ingredients, were sago flour, tunneric flour, mature coconuts, yams (ufi) 

and pulaka (giant taro). 

Coconut cream was the main lubricant combined. into these puddings. It 

was sometimes stone-boiled.. Another emollient was coconut oil from 

clarified. coconut cream. 

Breadf:ruit (mei) and taro were the prevalent bases in the cooked. 
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state. Of secondary preference was futi (banana). Still less commonly used 

were the ufi (yam) , giant taro (pulaka) , and sago flour. 

Coconut cream was the most common lubricant that was mingled in with 

the cooked base preparations. Alternative emollient-types were grated 

coconut and Canarium almond oil (Firth 1957: 105) . 

Banana, taro and breadfruit each underwent the fennentation process. 

Other base substitutes fennented included yams, sago flour or tunneric 

flour but these were not used to the same degree. Secondary ingredients 

combined with the main fennented base were tunneric flour and sago flour. 

In the fennented base puddings, the prevalent lubricant was coconut 

cream. 

Preparation Technigues 

When the base was raw, grating predominated at the pr.ilna:ry breakdown 

step of processing. Second was pounding. Slicing occurred in only one of 

the eleven recorded Tikopian puddings from the raw state. 

Initially cooked, the base undeJ:Went pounding at the first processing 

level. Grating was less frequently required in cooked-state Tikopia 

puddings. Only one case employed slicing as a pr.ilna:ry breakdown action. 
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Once fennented, the base was conunonly pounded during the initial 

breakda.,m stage. Sometimes another ingredient was combined with the 

fennented base as in the Masi and SU' a Masi dishes (Firth 1957: 107, 

1985:452). 

Ethnographic Record - Material CUlture 

A spiked wooden slab was used to grate taro and banana (Firth 1957: 

95-96). 

A palm leaf rib was described by Firth for pounding cooked breadfruit, 

banana or taro (1957:100). 

Breadfruit was pounded with a pestle (idem). 

Cooked breadfruit was scraped into shavings with a sharp shell (Firth 

1957:105). 

Previously heated stones were used to stone-boil coconut cream (Firth 

1957:101-102). 

Half coconut shells and bowls were receptacles for cooked puddings 

(Firth 1957:104). A half coconut shell wrapped in limp banana leaf was 

used to ladle puddings (Firth 1957:100). 

leaf-lined pits were underground stores for taro, breadfruit or banana 

(Firth 1957:107). 
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VAI'IUIU and FUNAFUTI - 'lUVAIIJ 

Standardised Recipes 

'lwenty standardised recipes were collected from the Tuvalu island 

groups: Vaitupu and Funafuti. Eleven bases were processed from the raw 

state. Further processing was applied in nine cases in which the base was 

first cooked. 'Ihere was no record of dishes having undergone fennentation. 

Table 3. 8: Raw State, Cooked State Standardised Recipes, the Type of Base 

and Pudding Names from Vaitµpu and Funafuti - Tuvalu. 

ST.ATE OF BASE AT NUMBER STANDARDISED 
INITIAL BREAKOOWN RECIPES C'Oll.ECTED TYPE BASE RIDDING NAME 

a dl F G i sl D 'lOI'AL 
4 1 1 1 2 1 1 11 

Pulaka Fekei Pulaka 

Pulaka Te Solo, Solo 
Pulaka 

Pulaka Te Puatolo 

Ta.lo suasua 

Tamu Fekei Tamu 
Raw 

Breadfruit Taufangongo mei 

Banana Taufangongo 
futi 

sweet Taufangongo 
potato pateta 

Coconut Pakamaioto 

Coconut Puleleti 
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Table 3.8 continued 

STATE OF Bi\SE AT NUMBER ST.ANIWIDISED 
lNITIAL BREAKIX)WN RECIPES COLIECI'ED TYPE Bi\SE roDDlliG NAME 

Bananas and Salati Futi 
papaya 

Raw 
sweet potato Fausi Pateta 

White flour Poi 

c clef a a i 'IOrAL 
1 1 3 1 1 1 1 9 

Pulaka Name not given 

Pulaka Fakapapa 
Pulaka 

Pulaka Lipilipi 
Pulaka 

Pulaka Te Tangana 
Cooked 

Pulaka Tolo Pulaka 

Pulaka Tokotokoi 

Talo Te Potoi 

Talo Te Fakalala 

Breadfruit Falifu mei 
(mei) 

Bases and I.l.lbricants 

Pulaka ( giant taro) is the predominant base used in the raw state. A 

range of less corrrrnonly used raw bases were the talo, tamu (Alocasia sp.), 

breadfruit (mei), banana, coconut and recently introduced sweet potato, 

papaya (olesi) and white flour. 

'Ihe prevalent lubricant was coconut cream in these dishes. 'Ihe kaleve 
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tunu ( coconut toddy molasses) was an e:rrollient substitute in the equiv

alent pudding preparations. 'Ihe kaleve or heated fresh coconut toddy was 

much less used. A composite of all three liquids were mixed thoroughly 

into some prepared foods. 

Pulaka, the ma.in cooked state base, was replaced in some fewer cases 

by talo and breadfruit. 

Coconut cream (lolo) was the predominant lubricant mingled with the 

cooked pulaka, talo or breadfrnit. 'Ihe kaleve tunu (coconut toddy molas

ses) and grated coconut were less utilised substitutes. 

Preparation Techniques 

Grating was the connnon primacy breakdown method when the base was raw. 

Slicing or cubing, pounding and kneading were less frequent modes of 

primacy breakdown. 

Sometimes more processing steps were undertaken at a secondary level -

kneading and sun drying. Further technical processes undergone by the raw 

base were shaping into small balls, pounding or mixing. 

Once cooked, the ma.in primacy mode of breakdown was pounding. I..ess 

cormnon techniques at this level applied to the cooked base were cubing, 

slicing or kneading. 
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Rare cases of secondary level cooked-base reduction techniques were by 

kneading, pounding, stirring with a stick, shaping by rolling into balls 

or by flattening into big thin "door ma.ts" - cake-like packages. 

Ethnographic Record - Material CUlture 

A sharp sea shell or knife used to remove the outer skin of raw 

breadfruit and peel raw pulaka skin was described by Roberts 

(1955:230,232). 

To grate raw pulaka and raw tamu into small fragments, the jagged 

surface of a tin grater sufficed (Roberts 1955:230,231). 

A mixing stick (sua) from the green coconut leaf midrib was used to 

combine baked pulaka - mlasses - kau ~ and coconut cream and baked 

tamu - mlasses - kau ~ and lolo. It was also applied to ma.sh and break 

up cooked pulaka (Kennedy 1931:104,105, Roberts 1955:231). 

A dish, wooden mrtar or tali provided a vessel for three pudding 

mixtures: cooked, ma.shed taro shaped into balls; cooked, pounded, sun

dried coconut gratings; and raw sweet potato that was then pounded 

(Kennedy 1931:105, Roberts 1955:229, 230, 232). 

Cooked pulaka or cooked talc was pounded in a tali taki, pounding dish 

(Kennedy 1931:104,105). 
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A cooked pulaka pudding mixture was held in a tali sua, mixing bowl 

(Kennedy 1931:105). 

Shells of semi-mature coconut used to hold raw breadfruit pudding, 

after which it was baked, were also used for a flour and coconut dish 

(Roberts 1955:232,229). 

A bowl containing a cooked pulaka and coconut cream pudding was 

recorded by Roberts (1955:230-231). 

FAST FO'IUNA 

Standardised Recipes 

Ten standardised recipes were recorded from East Futuna. Of these, 

eight were prepared from the raw state and one each from the cooked and 

fermented base states. 
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Table 3. 9: Raw State. Cooked state, Fennented state Standardised Recipes, 

the 'Iype of Base arrl Pudding Names from Fast Futuna. 

STATE OF BASE AT NUMBER STANIWIDISED 
INITIAL BREAKIX)WN RECIPES C'OLIBCIED TYPE BASE IUDDlliG NAME 

a f -; A D 'IDrAL 
1 1 1 1 4 8 

Arrowrcx)t Faikai 
starch Fakafutuna 

Arrowrcx)t Faikai 
starch Tokotoko 

Arrowrcx)t sua 
starch 

Raw Arrowrcx)t Mafana 
starch 

Taro Faikai Tutu 

Taro Mafo 

Green Faikai Futsi 
Bananas 

Taro, green 
bananas or Ta'u 
yarns Fangongo 

C 'IDrAL 
1 1 

Cooked Taro Kanaka 

a 'IDrAL 
1 1 

Fennented Breadfruit Poi, Masi 

Bases arrl Il.lbricants 

Arrowrcx)t starch arrl taro were the predominant raw bases. Less 

frequently used were the green bananas arid yarns. 
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Coconut cream was the main lubricant in these dishes. One case 

utilised a combination of coconut cream and water as an emollient 

substitute. 

Taro was the only recorded base that was initially cooked before 

further processing steps applied. In this dish, coconut cream was mingled 

throughout the cooked taro. 

Burrows records that breadfruit was pitted to achieve fermentation 

(1936:138). 

Preparation Techniques 

Kneading as a primary breakdown method was und.ertaken in the arrowroot 

starch preparations. Raw taro was grated in its first processing step. One 

case required slicing initially of the raw base. On grating raw taro, a 

second processing technique used was kneading for one dish. 

'Ihe cooked taro was cut into generous cubes (Burrows 1936:137). 

Fermented breadfruit or Poi, Mahi was stored in an earth lined pit 

with leaves (:Burro.vs 1936:138). 
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Ethnc:graphic Record - Material CUlture 

Burrows (1936:137) described the use of a wooden bowl in the 

preparation of coconut cream for a pudding. 

A CCXJked taro dish required as containers a wooden 'kettle' and 

special basket (idem). 

A pudclin:J from raw taro, green bananas or yams was CCXJked in half coconut 

shells (idem). 

Coconut cream was stone-boiled in a soup-like pudding ma.de from 

arrowroot starch (idem). 

I.eaf wrappers were corrnnonly used to package the dishes. 

FAST UVFA 

Standardised Recipes 

Seven standardised recipes were recorded from East Uvea. Four 

underwent further processing from the raw state, two were firstly CCXJked 

before more processing and one was initially fennented. 
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Table 3 .10: Raw State, Cooked State, Fe:rmented State Standardised 

Recipes, the Type of Base and Pudding Names from East Uvea. 

STATE OF BASE AT NUMBER S'I'ANDlffiDISED 
INITIAL BRE'AKl:::avN RECIPES COLIEC!'ED TYPE BASE RIDDING NAME 

a d P P2 'IOI'AL 
1 1 1 1 4 

Taro Faikai Talo, 
Tukituki 

Breadfruit Sausau 
Raw 

Arrowroot Ill Fakaafu, 
starch Hoho or Ill 

Mahoaa 

Si,Cordyline 
tenninalis Vaisi 

e 'IOI'AL 
2 2 

Taro Sausau Talo 
Cooked 

Yam Ill Ufi 

C 'IOI'AL 
1 1 

Breadfruit, 
Fe:rmented Banana or 

Arrowroot Mahi 
Starch 

Bases and I.llbricants 

Ill 

Bases used from the raw state were taro, breadfruit, arrowroot starch 

and si (Cordyline tenninalis). 
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Coconut cream was the pred.ominant lubricant worked into these raw 

bases. 

Taro and yam were initially cooked, after which some process to reduce 

them to a paste was undertaken. 

Coconut cream was thoroughly mixed into the cooked preparations. 

Breadfrnit, bananas or arrowroot starch underwent the fennentation 

process. 

Preparation Techniques 

When the base was raw, pounding or grating were applied as primacy 

methods of starch breakdown. In one preparation a combination of grating 

then kneading took place. 

'Ihe cooked bases were both pounded to reduce them to a more hOillCXJen-

eous mass. 

Et.hncgraphic Record - Material CUlture 

Bu.rrcms describes the stone boiling of coconut cream whereby hot 

stones were dropped into a wooden bowl containing the liquid (1937:100). 
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Raw arrowroot was scraped with a sharp shell (idem). 

A rack of crossed sticks or strainer was used to separate the raw, 

grated arrowroot starch out from the liquid (idem) . 

When left to stand, the arrowroot starch settled to the bottom of the 

bowl (idem) . 

'Ille Mahi, fermented arrowroot starch, breadfruit or bananas, was 

stored in banana leaf lined earth pits (Burrows 1937:45). 

Standardised Recipes 

From Tonga, seven standardised recipes were collected. 'Ihree were from 

the raw base state. Two each used a cooked base and a fermented base. 
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Table 3 .11: Raw State, Cooked state, Fermented State Standardised. 

Recipes, 'Ihe Type of Base and Pudding Names from Tonga. 

I STATE OF BASE NI: NUMBER STANDARDISED 
INITIAL --" 'KI I "'"" RECIPES CX>LIBCTED BASE TYPE RIDDING :NAME 

f i 'IDI'AL 
1 2 3 

overripe 
Bananas Hepa 

Raw Very Green Name not given 
Coconut 

Kurnala Hoho 

h i 'IDI'AL 
1 1 2 

Talc Name not given 
Cooked 

Talc or 
breadfntlt Faikakai 

la a 'IDI'AL 
1 1 2 

Plantain or 
Bananas Ma.a 

Fennented 
Breadfntlt or 
Bananas Name not Given 

Bases and lubricants 

over-ripe bananas, the very green coconut and kurnala (kumara) were 

processed from the raw state into puddings. 

'Ihe use of coconut cream and water as lubricants for these dishes was 

recorded. 
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Taro was the main base used from the cooked state. Breadfruit was an 

alternative starchy food. 

Coconut cream was the common lubricant fonn in the cooked base 

preparations. One pudding was a caramellised composite of coconut cream 

and melted sugar. 

Bananas, plantain and breadfruit were allowed to fennent before being 

consumed. 

One pudding necessitated the combination of base and coconut flakes -

as the coconut component in the pudding. 

Preparation Techniques 

For bases at the raw state, slicing which included cubing was the main 

action of primary breakdown. Grating was an alternative method of first 

level processing. 

Pounding was the technical means of reducing the cooked base into a 

homogeneous mass. A second step of processing applied was cubing. 

In one recorded case the plantain or bananas were shaped into balls 

before fennentation took place. 
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Ethncxgaphic Record - Material CUlture 

'!he coconut midrib (kalava) was used to remove the contents of a very 

young coconut. A further processing technique (nusi) required the 

squeezing and rubbing together of all the coconut flesh to engage all the 

coconut juice, unlike the wringing process. 'Ihe working surface was a bowl 

(kumete) (Hamilton 1985:Pers.cormn.). 

A stick, the size of two fists, threaded in one corner was used to 

pound cooked taro into a dough-like consistency (idem). 

A knife was used to cube cooked taro and breadfruit. 

Fennented banana and plantain were stored in underground pits 

(Soderstrom 1937:239). 

Standardised Recipes 

From Niue, eight standardised recipes were recorded. Five began with a 

raw state base and three from the cooked base state. 
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Table 3 .12: Raw State, Cooked State standardised Recipes, The Type of 

Base and Pudding Names from Niue. 

STATE OF BASE AT NUMBERS STANDARDISED 
INITIAL BREAKIX)WN RECIPES COLlECI'ED TYPE BASE RIDDING NAME 

1 p A E Unknown 'IOI'AL 
1 1 1 1 1 5 

Talo Holo Talo 

Arrowroot Faikaiti 
Starch 

Raw 
Ripe Bananas Tuki Futi 

Green Bananas Pitako 

Yams Takihi 

e k i 'IOI'AL 
1 1 1 3 

Talo Name not 
given 

Cooked Arrowroot Nani, Nane 

Arrowroot Vai-halo 

Bases and Il.lbricants 

The bases, talo, yams, ripe and green bananas were used from the raw 

state in pudding preparations. 

The lubricants combined into these dishes were coconut milk, the ti 

root juice, and a cornpJSite of coconut milk and arrowroot starch. 

In the cooked state, talo and a.rra-rroot starch were the bases used. 
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Coconut cream, the main emollient, was mingled through the CCXJked talo 

and arrowroot starch preparations. 

Preparation Tec.hnigues 

Reducing the raw base towards a homcqeneous consistency was achieved 

mainly by poun:ling. 

When the base was CCXJked first, the main primary breakdown steps were 

pounding and kneading. 

Ethnographic Record - Record CUlture 

'!he kumete was a pudding receptacle recorded by Loeb (1926:106). 

Standardised Recipes 

Twenty-four standardised. recipes were collected from Samoa. In sixteen 

the bases were in the raw state at initial breakdown. 'Ihree were at the 

CCXJked state of the base. Five started from the fenuented base. 
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Table 3 .13: Raw State, Cooked State, Fermented state Standardised 

Recipes, the Type of Base and Pudding Names from Samoa. 

STATE OF BASE NUMBER OF S'I'ANIWIDISED 
AT INITIAL RECIPES COLIECI'ED TYPE BASE RIDDING NAME 
BRF.AKIXNm 

a b f fl h i A B 'l'OrAL 
3 1 1 1 2 6 1 1 16 

Talc Fai 'ai valuvalu 

Talc or Fa'apapa 

Talc Fa'ausi Talo, 

Talo Fa'ausi fuafulu 

Talo Talc Fa'ataisi 

Talc I.Dloi or Fa'a-
life Talo 

Ufi (Yam) Ufi fa'ataisi 

Ufi I.Dloi ufi or 
Fa'alifo ufi 

Raw Ufi Sofesofe (a 
Fai'ai variation) 

Ufi Fai'ai valuvalu 
ufi 

Soa'a I.Di fa'i (comp-
(Plantain) are Talo fai' ai 

- grated or un-
grated. Yam is 
grated). 

Soa'a Fa'ausi Soa'a 

Ripe Bananas sua fa'i 

Ripe Bananas Poi 

Masoa (ArrcM-
root starch) Fai'ai vatia 

Masoa Piasua 

Esi (Papaya) sua esi 
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Table 3.13 continued 

STATE OF BASE NUMBER STANIWIDISED 
AT INITIAL RECIPES CDLI.ECI'ED TYPE BASE RIDDING NAME 
BRE'.AKillvN 

Esi Fai'ai esi 

Raw Coconut (young) 
and Arrowroot Vaisalo and 
starch Piasua mix 

e a 'IOI'AL 
1 2 3 

Ulu (Breadfntlt) Taufolo Niu 
Cooked 

Ulu (Breadfntlt) Taufolo Sami 

a al ala alb ale 'IOI'AL 
1 1 1 1 1 5 

Breadfntlt Masi, changed to 
Mama.la (Chief's 
Name, Masi 
avoidance) 

Breadfntlt Masi 

Fennented Breadfntlt Masi Palu 

Breadfntlt Masi Penu 

Breadfntlt Masi Tao 'Ato 

Bases and Illbricants 

'Ihe predominant raw state bases were talo and ufi (yam) • less cornrnonl y 

used bases were soa'a (plantain), ripe bananas, arrowroot starch and esi 

(papaya). other raw bases were a combination of young coconut and 

arrowroot starch and breadfntlt. 
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Coconut cream was the main lubricant in these dishes. 

At the cooked state, ulu (breadfruit) and talo were the starchy focrls 

utilised in puddings. 

The most connnon lubricant worked into the cooked base was coconut 

cream. A composite emollient substitute was coconut milk and salt water. 

Breadfruit, the main base and banana undei:went fennentation. 

Water, as a lubricant, helped soften the fennented breadfruit. Coconut 

cream was sometimes combined with the whole. Another substitute was grated 

coconut. 

Preparation Techniques 

Grating was the most connnon methcxi of primary level raw base 

reduction. Second was slicing. Reducing the raw base to the desired 

consistency infrequently utilised pounding or kneading at the first 

processing step. 

For cooked bases, pounding was the main primary breakdCMn action. 

Kneading was the most connnon fo:rm of first-step processing of 

fennented bases. 
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Ethnc;x:gaphic Record - Material CUlture 

'Ille store pit, lua'i for fennented breadf:ruit was lined with coconut 

them banana leaves or laufao leaves called afei (Buck 1930:132). 

Raw taro was grated on a coral slab (.1fil?g) (Buck 1930:133). 

A wooden bowl was a vessel for preparing most raw and fennented 

puddings. 

A sennit grater functioned as a strainer (Buck 1930:135). 

Special large bowls (tanoa masoa) were receptacles for arrovrroot 

starch (idem). 

A functional knife was made from a strip of alava - off the back of a 

coconut leaf midrib (idem). 

A circle removed from a shell (ai sali) was used to scrape young 

coconut meat (Buck 1930:129). 

Alava strips were used. as mixing rods or spoons ( idem) • 

A pounder was the butt end of a coconut leaf midrib ( 'ulu Q le 

lapalapa) (Buck 1930:130). 
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Charred breadfruit rind was removed with peelers (fofo'e) ( (Buck 

1930:132). 

Silofau described a pounder or autu'i as a young hard pawpaw with 

sticks pierced into it for handles (1984:Pers.cornm.). 

Most leaf wrappers were of banana leaves. 

Coconut was grated on stone graters (tuai rna'-9) (Buck 1930:367). 

Neich (1985:16) described a coconut grater (tuai) as a seat with a 

raised projecting end with a grater on it, originally a sharpened coconut 

shell or more rarely of stone. 

Scrapers of coconut shell or mollusc-shell are now replaced by the cut 

off base of a tin (Neich 1985:14). 

oven tongs or tools for moving hot stones are possible with the 

coconut leaf midrib (Buck 1930:109, Neich 1985:14). 

A short stake driven in the ground was used to scrape yams, taro and 

breadfruit in the traditional way (Buck 1930:109). 
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Accordir:g to Neich (1985:15) the keeled, elliptical wocx:len 1:::>owls as 

described by Buck, are the only smviving traditional vessels at Matata 

(1930:105-8). 

Pratt (1977: 16) described the notched iron scraper attached to a 

wooden seat as a coconut kernel grater or 'ausa'alo. 

'IOKEIAU 

Standardised Recipes 

From Tokelau were collected nine standardised recipes. Five underwent 

further processing techniques from the raw state. Four began from the base 

that was first baked. 

Table 3:14: Raw state. Cooked state Standardised Recipes. the Type of 

Base and Pudding Names from Tokelau. 

STA'IE OF BASE NUMBER STANDARDISED TYPE BASE HJDDING NAME 
AT INITIAL RECIPES OJLIECTED 
BREAKI:avN 

C i a A 'lUI'AL 
1 2 1 1 5 

Iolo ( coconut 
cream) and sago, 
arrowroot or 
dessicated 
pandanus Ipu Iolo 

Raw 
Coconut vaihalo 

Pulaka Fekai Pulaka 
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Table 3 .14: continued 

STATE OF BASE NUMBER STANI:l.ARDISED TYPE BASE HJDDJNG NAME 
AT INITIAL RECIPES CDUECI'ED 
BRF.AKIX)WN 

Pulaka or Tukituki Pulaka 

Breadfruit or Tukituki Ulu 
Raw 

Tq.ro or Tukituki Talc 

Coconut Tukituki Uto 

e 'IOI'AL 
4 4 

'Fruit' Tolo 

'Fruit' Tukituki 
Cooked 

'Fruit' Tao Ipu 

Pulaka Pulaka-tuki 
lolo 

B3.ses and Il.lbricants 

'!he coconut was the predominant raw base. In one dish it was combined 

with arru;vroot, sago, dessicated pandanus or flour to thicken the mixture. 

Pulaka was the next most used base, and taro or breadfruit. 

Coconut cream (lolo) was the main lubricant mixed into the raw bases. 

Water was less frequently used. Sometimes coconut gratings were a coconut 

cream substitute. 

Fruit or foods from plants, and pulaka - a specified 'fruit' were 

cooked before undergoing further processing (Huntsman 1982:270,275,276). 
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'Ihe prevalent lubricant, coconut cream, was mingled into these pudding 

preparations. Grated coconut combined with coconut cream or on its own 

were alternative coconut derivatives. 

Preparation Techniques 

When the base was raw, the ma.in primary breakdown methcd was slicing 

or cubing. Less common breakdown techniques at this first processing step 

were grating or pounding. Sometimes more processing was undertaken at a 

secondary level with one case of :[X)unding and another using a composite of 

kneading, rubbing and grating. Further technical processes, a third step 

level, were by thorough mixing or stirring or making the whole into 

loaves. 

Once cooked, the base underwent :[X)unding as the only primary mode of 

breakdown. 

Ethnographic Record - Material CUlture 

A large wcxxlen bowl was used as a working receptacle for a raw pulaka 

dish (Huntsman 1982:275-276). 

Raw; grated pulaka was pounded with a wocden ma.sher described by 

Huntsman (idem). 
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Ccx::onut meat was squeezed, rubbed and grated using some fibre stripped 

from a coconut frond midrib (Huntsman 1982:277}. 

Ccx::onut half shells contained the coconut pudding of the Vaihalo 

preparation ( idem} . 

Raw pulaka. skin was removed by scraping with a sharp shell or knife. 

(Apolo 1986:Pers.conun.). 

Standardised Recipes 

From Pukapuka in the northern Cook Islands fifteen standardised 

recipes were collected. Twelve began from the raw state. Two were CCXJked 

prior to further processing techniques. One case underwent a preserving 

technique. 
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Table 3: 15: Raw State, Cooked State, Fennented State standardised 

Recipes, the 'fype of Base and Pudding Names from Pukapuka. 

STATE OF BASE NUMBER STANDARDISED 
AT INITIAL RECIPES COLIBCI'ED TYPE B.2ISE roDDING NAME 
BRE'.AKrovN 

a eel e2 e3 i k o A 'IOI'AL 
2 1 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 12 

Talo Tele 

Talo Olo 

Talo Poke 

Talo Kanaka 

Talo Mawu Kanaka 

Talo I.oloi 

Talo Wawa Tukituki 
Tunu 

Raw 
Talo Likoliko 

Young talc 
petioles Tingapula 

Very young 
small talo 
connlets Pikopiko 

Coconut Ipu Koti 

Niu ma.ta, 
raw 

coconut Niu Ka.lokalo 

e 'IOI'AL 
2 2 

Talc lulu -"7 Tata 
Cooked 

Coconut Uto Poi 

a 'IOI'AL 
1 1 

Fennented Talc Presexved Talc 
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Bases and lubricants 

Talo was the predominant raw state base. less conunonly used bases, 

when raw, were the very small, young talo connlets, young talo petioles 

(leaf stalks) and coconut. 

Coconut cream ( lolo) was the most conunon lubricant combined into these 

dishes. less frequently applied coconut derivatives were coconut water and 

grated coconut. 

Talo and coconut were bases utilised from the cooked state. 

Coconut water and coconut cream provided the lubricant component for 

the cooked bases. 

Uncooked talo was buried to presei:ve it. 

Preparation Techniques 

When the base was raw, the predominant primary breakdCMn process was 

grating. less cormnonly used processing techniques were slicing and 

pounding. 

Pounding was the primary breakdCMn technique applied to the cooked 

base. 
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Talo was preserved. 

Ethnographic Record - Material CUlture 

Preparing raw talo conns for cooking required scraping mud off them 

with a scraping peg (tukituki) (Beaglehole and Beaglehole 1938: 101) . 

A kai (coconut shell scraper) applied to raw talo conns produced small 

slices (Beaglehole and Beaglehole 1938:101-102). 

Grating raw talo conns by vigorous rubbing against stone (Pungapunga 

talatala) was described by Beaglehole and Beaglehole (1938:102). 

Raw, grated talo in a bowl was pounded with a tuki (pounder) (idem). 

Perfect and closely set teeth (valu wakaliliki) produced fine gratings 

from a coconut grater (tuai) and yielded more lolo ( coconut cream) . Coarse 

gratings resulted from a tuai head with irregularly and imperfect set 

teeth (valu wakapatapata) (Beaglehole and Beaglehole 1938:100). 

A sharp piece of coconut shell was used to cut a mass of cooked talo 

into small pieces (Beaglehole and Beaglehole 1938:102). 

Breaking up the b~ crust of a cooked talo mass was achieved with a 
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stick (lakau puapua) (idem). 

A wringer of coconut husk fibres for expressing coconut cream from 

grated coconut was terned tawanga (Beaglehole and Beaglehole 1938: 100) • 

Leaf wrappers conunonly made with banana leaves were superseded in one 

preparation by a coconut basket (kete launiu) made and lined with puapua 

leaves (Beaglehole and Beaglehole 1938:102). 

Coconut half shells were pudding receptacles and vessels for coconut 

cream. Beaglehole and Beaglehole recorded two talc, talc co:rmlets and 

coconut puddirBs cooked andjor served in these natural containers (1938: 

102,103). 

A kumete (bowl) provided a working surface for a coconut preparation 

(Beaglehole and Beaglehole 1938:100). 

Unde:rground pits, located near the cookhouse contained the preserved 

talo (Beaglehole and Beaglehole 1938:103). 
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EAST :EOLYNFSIA 

Figure 3. 6: 'Ihe Standardised Recipe Steps from the Raw State of the Base 

at Initial Breakdown. 

ACTION OF 
PRIMARY 
BREAKCCWN 

GRATED 

SLICED 

a 

Ilibricant t· Pudding TAH HAW 
a1 

PALIS ~ Pudding TAH 
e 

roJNDED 7 Ilibricant 7 Pudding TAH M;A MQS 

Other . . g . 
Ingredient 7 KNEADED ~ SLICED .:, Ilibricant 7 Pudding 

~ Pudding (with Ilibricant) MQS 

i 
7 Pudding MAO RAR HAW 

j 
Ilibricant "? Pudding MQS 

1 

'IUA 

SOAKED 7 GRATED 7 1llbricant '1 STIRRED + Pudding M:;A 

CONSTANTLY 
Other MIX rn 
Ingredient 7 WELL 7 CUBED 7 1llbricant 7 Pudding TAH 

n 
~ Pudding M',2A 

RAW . roJNDED 1llbricant Pudding RAR M;A HAW 
BASE . p1 . 

1llbricant ( SLICED ~ Pudding HAW 
FIA'ITENED p3 
I.OAVFS 7' Pudding MAO 

r 
Other -, Pudding TAH 

Ingredient [ 
r1 

1llbricant 7 KNEADED ~ Pudding 
s MAO TAH 

KNEADED 7 Pudding 'IUA 
Other t 
Ingredient ~ Pudding 

w ~ 1llbricant ~ Pudding RAR 
!-7 Pudding RAR M:;A 

l SIFrED ~ Il.lbricant 7 KNEADED 7' IARGE CAKES _ G Pudding MAO 
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Figure 3.6 continued 
X 

KNFADED[o= t~ ~~ Ingredient X 1 

RAW Illbricant ~ Pudding 'lUA 

BASE 
Illbricant; Pudding MQS 

z 

1J.Jbrican1I KNEADED ~ =.s INID 7 ~ TAH 

Pudding MAO TAH 'IUB MQS HAW 

Table 3.16: Raw state of the Base: 'Ihe Standardised Recioes Collected 
from each East Polynesian Island GroUP. 

SPECIFIC FAST FOLYNFSIAN ISLAND GROUP 'IOI'AL NUMBER 
f STANDARDISED STANDARDISED 

RECIPE N.Z. RECIPES IN 
CI.ASS M'AO RAR TAH 'IUB 'lUA M3A MQS HAW EACH CI.ASS 

a 1 1 1 3 
al 1 1 
e 1 2 1 4 
g 1 1 
F 1 1 
i 1 1 1 3 
j 1 1 
1 1 1 
m 1 1 
n 1 1 
p 1 1 3 5 
pl 1 1 
p3 1 1 
r 1 1 
rl 1 1 2 
s 1 1 
t 2 2 
u 1 1 
w 4 3 7 
G 2 2 
X 2 1 1 4 
x1 1 1 
y 2 2 
z 1 1 
I 1 1 1 1 4 

Unknown 1 1 

6 10 10 1 4 7 8 7 53 
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EAST POLYNESIA 

Figure 3. 7: 'Ihe Standardised Recipe Steps from the Cooked State of the 

COOKED 
BASE 

Base at Initial Breakdown. 

ACrION OF 
PRIMARY 
BREAKlnvN 

e . 
-') FOUNDED ,,. lJJbricant 

)I' 

RXJNDED ~~Pudding HAW 

~KNEADED -;- lllbricant e1 Pudding HAW 

~MIXED?Lubricant~ 
!;KNEADED --::,,ROTATION~ Pudding 

STRAINED ?J Pudding HAW MJI'ICN" e3 HAW 

KNEADED 7 roJNDED .;, other :? lllbricant 7 SLICED 7t y 
Ingredient l;AffiATICN";>Pudding 

RAR TAH M:;A 

. i 1 . 
lJJbncant ~ RJUNDED ~ Pudding M:;A 

other k =--[=r:=~:icant~~ 
other 11 

~ Ingredient ~ Pudding 'IUB 
m 

KNEADED ? other ~ FERMENI' "? Pudding RAR 
Ingredient 

FIBRES n 
REM:>VED 7 Pourrled ? CAKES 7 Pudding MAO 

lJJbricant [J? Pudding MAO RAR M::l,S 

FaJNDED ~ Pudding M::lS 

PEEIED f7 lllbricant ; Pudding M:;A 

~ QJARrERED ~ I.llbricant ~ Pudding RAR 

V 
" GRATED - I.llbricant 7 .PuddinJ M;;lS 

RAP 
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Table 3.17: Cooked State of the Base: '!he Standardised Recipes Collected 

from each F.ast Polvnesian Island. Group. 

SPECIFIC '1UI'AL NUMBER 
STANDARDISED FAST roLYNFSIAN ISIAND GROUP STANDARDISED 
RECIPE N.Z. RECIPES IN 
CI.ASS MAO RAR TAH 'IUB RAP 'IUA M:;A M'.2,S HAW FA.CH CIASS 

e 1 2 1 2 5 6 17 
el 1 1 
e2 1 1 
e3 1 1 
X 1 1 
y 1 1 
i 1 1 1 3 
il 1 1 
k 1 1 
1 1 1 
11 1 1 
m 1 1 
n 1 1 
p 1 1 7 9 
r 1 1 
s 1 1 
t 1 1 
V 1 1 

3 6 1 2 1 1 6 14 10 45 
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EAST roLYNFSIA 

Figure 3. 8: The Standardisecl Recipe Steps from the Fenne.nted State of the 

Base at Initial Breakdown. 

RAW 

PASE 

ax)KED 
PASE 

FERMENTED 
PASE 

RAR MQA 

ACI'ION OF 
P.RJNARY 
BREAKIX)WN 

MAO RAR MQA MQS 

a1 

1c 

IDNG !J.Jbricant a2 
~ KNEADED (. Pudding MGA MQS 

!J.Jbricant 7 BRICKS 7 I-UJNDED ~ (2 types) ~ Pudding MQS 
b 

!J.Jbricant 7 FDUNDED ~ Pudding MGA 

other e 

Ingredient f I-UJNDED 7 Illbricant ~ Pudding MGA k 

~ KNEADED 7 Illbricant 7 CAKES 7 FDUNDED ~ Pudding MQS 
f 

KNEADED ~ Pudding RAR TAH 'IDA 

=G ~= ,>~t ~1~ TAIi 

l 'I\'.XJNilED 'J> lubricant 7 KNEADED ,> Iubricantl 

l!kading MGA 

FDUNDED ~ Illbricant ~ Pudding MGA 

~ other f3a 
Ingredient 7 Pudding MGA 

FDUNDED Pudding MGA 

Illbricant L.h Pudding MGA 
other . 
Ingredient ~ Pudding MGA 

other j 
Ingredient 7 FDUNDED 7 Pudding MQS 

1 + 1n = 1nl 
CAKES 7 Pudding MAO 

p + 1m = 1mp 
GROUND 7 Pudding MAO 
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Table 3 .18: Fennented State of the Base: '!he Standardised Recipes 

Collected from each Fast Polynesian Island Group. 

SPECIFIC 'IOI'AL NUMBER 
STANDARDISED FAST fOLYNFSIAN ISIAND GROUP ST.AIBl\RDISED 
RECIPE N.Z. RECIPES IN 
CI.ASS MAO RAR TAH 'IUA 

M;A I M2S FACH CI.ASS 

le 1 1 2 
ld I 1 1 
1n + a 1 2 

I 
2 

le ! 1 1 
a 

I 
1 2 1 

I 
2 1 7 

al 2 2 
a2 i 1 1 

I I I b 
I 1 1 I I e I 2 2 I I I 

k I 1 1 
f 1 1 I 1 3 I 
fl I 1 I 1 
fla I 1 I 1 
f2 1 1 
f3 I 1 1 
f3a 3 3 
g 1 1 
h 1 1 
i 1 1 
j 1 1 
1n + 1 1 1 
1m + p 1 1 

'IOI'AL 6 4 4 1 16 5 36 
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NEW ZF.AIAND MAORI 

Preliminary Note. 

'Ihe New Zealand case is unique. It neither had the tropical starchy 

fruit range nor the coconut so cornrnon in its Polynesian tropical neigh

bouring island groups. As a temperate island group, it possessed the fern

root, a very hard, fibrous root and the native berries such as the hinau. 

Both the fernroot and hinau required exacting treabnents to free the 

palatable meal. Here-in is demonstrated the direct relationship between 

the physical nature of the base and the type of processing technique that 

is warranted to reduce the meal to a workable state. As such, there was a 

predominant use of sun-drying either prior to CCX)king andjor following 

CCX)king. Another cormnon practice was to soak the base for long periods of 

time before freeing the necessary meal. In most cases, water was mixed 

into the meal that fonned cakes, loaves, bread, gru.els or puddings. Best 

(1942:37) stated that the use of loaf, cake and pudding was synonymous. 

Therefore, the dishes so named were included in the research. 

Standardised Recipes. 

Fifteen recipes were standardised from New Zealand Maori accounts. In 

six cases technical processing proceeded from the raw state. Three dishes 

were CCX)ked first before further processing. Six cases had undergone some 

fennentation. 
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Table 3 .19: Raw State, Cooked State, Fermented State Standardised Recipes, 

the Type of Base and Pudding Names from New Zea.land Maori. 

STATE OF BASE NUMBER STANDARDISED BASE TYPE PUDDING NAME 
AT INITIAL RECIPES COLI.ECTED 
~ 

i P3 rl G I 'IOl'AL 
1 1 1 2 1 6 

Kumara Roroi 

Hinau "Te Whatu-Turei-
A-Rua" 

Tawhara (Frey-
Raw cinetia bank-

sii) Name not given 

Hinau Wai Haro 

Hinau Komeke Hinau 

Flour Korori 
e n p 'IOl'AL 
1 1 1 3 

Korneke Aruhe or 
Kohere or 

Fenrroot Meke or 
Cooked Parehe or 

Kohari 

Tawa Name not given 

Kumara Kao 
le 1llll 1na 1nl a 'IDI'AL 
1 1 1 1 1 6 

Karaka Name not given 

Potatoes Mahi 

Fennented Com Kanga Pirau 

Maize Name not given 
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Bases and lllbricants 

Hinau berries were commonly prepared from the raw state. 'Ille other 

bases were: kmnara (sweet potato), Tawhara (Freycinetia banksii) and 

flour. 

Water was the lubricant used to produce a gniel. An alternative emoll

ient used in one dish was the unusual composition of pig brains, some lard 

or train oil and tupakihi (Coriaria sp.). 'Ihis is discussed more fully 

later in Chapter 3. 

'Ille predominant base from the cooked state was a:ruhe ( fernroot) . 'Ille 

kurnara (sweet potato) and tawa were much less utilised. 

Water or tutu and tupakihi juice - both Coriaria sp. , were prevalent 

lubricants combined into these pudding dishes. 

Corn kernels andjor ma.ize unde:rwent fennentation by steeping in water 

for long periods. 'Ille fresh running water from a nearby stream would 

suffice. Alternatively, the cooked karaka kernels or potatoes unde:rwent 

this similar soaking process to fennent them. 

Preparation Techniques 

'Ille main breakdown method of the raw base was pounding. A less cormnon 
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methcxi utilised grating. 

When the base was cooked first, femroot in most cases, it underwent 

pounding at the primary breakdown step. Some dishes involved further, 

secondary treabnent, by making into cakes or rolls the pounded meal. 

Fennentation was undertaken in every case by soaking or steeping in 

fresh, running water from a stream. 'Ihereafter it became fit for consump

tion without further processing. One case described the fennented base 

undergoing a secondary treatment step of being ground. 

To illustrate the conservatism of the Polynesian Pudding in textural, 

taste and flavour terns, reflecting dish complexity (Cf. Amerine 1966: 

118), consider the pudding described by Yate (1970: 111). 

Pudding Preparation. 

'Ihe tawhara, Freycinetia banksii stem is scraped and then beat to a 

pulp. A feJN peaches and onions are chopped with a hatchet. A few cooked. 

potatoes and kurnara and the fruit of the Kohutuhuta, Fuchsia excorticata 

(a berry that is smaller than a sloe, sweetish, but rather incipid, and 

emitting a delicious perfume. 'Ihe juice of this fruit, when boiled, is of 

a bright purple), have added to it, pigs brains, a little lard or train 

oil, the juice of tupakihi, Coriaria sannentosa (A berry silllilar in taste 

to that of the elder, whose leaves, branches and seed, are highly poison

ous.) and a little sugar, if they p:,ssess it. 'Ihe whole is mixed together 
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and pressed to a pulp with the han::is, which are often introduced into the 

mouth of the cook to satisfy his CMn appetite. A piece of hollowed wood, 

vessel in which the ingredients were mixed sei:ves as the cooking contain

er. 'Ihe cook tastes his dish before it is sei:ved up (Yate 1970:111). 

Bases and wbricants 

'Ihe base composition was tawhara stem, peaches and onions, cooked 

potatoes and kurnara. 'Ihe lubricant component comprised of the Kohutuhutu 

fruit, pigs brains, a little lard or train-oil and the juice of tupakihi, 

Coriaria sannentosa. Train-oil is seal oil (I.each 1987:Pers.cornm.). 

Techniques. 

After a preliminary scraping of the raw tawhara stem, the prirrary 

breakdCMn method was pounding this to a pulp. Slicing the peaches and 

onions was a subsidiary processing step. 'Ihe whole, base and lubricant 

combined together by another technical step, kneading. 

New Zealand Maori Comparison with the Traditional Polynesian Pudding. 

In textural tenns, this Maori pudding resembles the traditional homog

eneous mass or pulp that the ingredients are reduced to. In terns of taste 

and flavour, the unusual emollient composite reflects an approximation to 

the sweet-rich, oily component of the distinctive coconut cream. 'Ihe 
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delicious perfume emitted by the Kohutuhutu is paralleled by the aromatic 

scent arising from coconut cream flavoured puddings. 

In an analogous way, the New Zealand Maori pudding fulfils the trad

itional Polynesian pudding elements. Having one or more bases, undergoing 

technical processing steps reducing it to a horncxJeneous mass, to which an 

emollient corqponent, usually coconut cream, but in this dish - an equally 

rich, oily, perfumed composition has been worked into the whole. 

In this extremely isolated temperate Polynesian island group providing 

neither the familiar bases common in tropical Polynesia of banana and 

breadfruit, nor the coconut, this dish presents a case for continued 

taste, flavour and textural preference as revealed throughout the rest of 

Polynesia by making use of the available indigenous ingredients instead. 

Ethnographic Record - Materials CUlture 

'!he kumete, wooden bowl was used in some preparations (Best 1898a, 

1942:37). 

A pudding container or bowl (oko) was made by cutting in half a large 

gourd (hue) (Best 1942:37). 

large wocxien troughs held hinau berries covered with water (Best 1942: 

38, 39, Dieffenbach 1843a:302). 
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A kete (basket) called hitari and tatari, acts as a plaited sieve 

basket by retaining the hinau berry stones, but allowing the meal to pass 

through (Best 1942:37). 

other sieve baskets (m), of length 1m and width 20cm were made from 

tu.aka (midribs of Cordyline pumilio (mauku or karaha)) (Best 1942:38,39). 

The tuki (:pounder) was described as a pestle-like iraplement and as a 

pestle or beater (Best 1898a, 1942:37). 

In pounding fernroot, a wcxxlen club on a stone anvil was applied. 'Ihe 

wooden club (I§ty aruhe) was also described as a short wcxxlen beater (Best 

1898b, 1924:426, 427, 1942:51). Shortland (1851:201-3) described a flat 

stone similar to a cobbler's lapstone, and wooden pestle used in pounding 

fernroot. A wcxxlen or stone mallet used to pound fernroot and loosen the 

fibres was described in Taylor's (1855:379) account. 

Stone-boiling was reported by Best (1924a:429-30, 1942:39,40). 

Black skin from fernroot that had been soaked slightly was scraped off 

with a shell (Taylor 1904:93-94). A shell was used to scrape off the 

blackened outside of roasted fernroot (Taylor 1855:379). 

The husk of fennented karaka was broken using a cockle shell (Wake

field 1908:100-101). 
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A stage (whata, an elevated platfonn) was utilised to city fernroot 

(Piest 1942:81-82). 

Kurnara tubers kept in a storepit became quite city, after which the 

skin was scraped off with a shell (Piest 1976:138-139, Dieffenbach 1843b: 

374). 

A stage (paparahi) was used to dry scraped kurnara, until it became 

quite hard (Piest 1976:138-139, Dieffenbach 1843b:374). 

Fernroot supplies, collected in baskets, were placed on elevated 

platfbnns where they gradually dried (Piest 1942:78). 

Sacks.contained corn kernels which were fennented by soaking in a 

stream for about three months (Beaglehole and Beaglehole 1946:97, Piest 

1942:37). 

Collected karaka kernels placed in baskets were soaked in a pool of 

running water until they fennented (Wakefield 1908:100-101). 

'IHE SOUIHERN OX>K ISIANIS - RAROIDNGA 

Standardised Recipes 

Eighteen standardised recipes were recorded from Rarotonga in the 

southern Cook Islands. Eight were from the raw base state. Six started 

from a cooked base and four underwent fennentation before further 

processing. 
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Table 3.20: Raw state, COoked State, Fermented state Standardised Recipes, 

'!he Type of Base and Pudding Names from Rarotonga in the 

Southern COok Islands. 

STATE OF BASE NUMBER STANDARDISED 
AT INITIAL RECIPES (X)LI.ECI'ED TYPE BASE ruDDING NAME 
BRF.AKIXlWN 

i t u w Unkn.awn 'IOI'AL 
1 1 1 4 1 8 

Bananas, 
Plantains or 
Pawpaw Poi 

I Ripe Bananas Poi-meika 

Ripe Plantains Poi-ueta 

Taro, Yarns, I 
Raw ~' Bananas, 

Plantains or 
Pawpaw Poke 

Breadfruit Poi Hopiko 

Ripe Bread-
fruit Kakai-ere 

I'i (Chestnut) Kanaka, I'i 
Kanaka 

Unkn.awn Raroi 

e i m D t 'IDI'AL 
2 1 1 1 1 6 

Breadfruit Kuru-tata-paka 

Very ripe 
Breadfruit Poi Pepe 

Ripened 
COoked Breadfruit Tatapaka 

Taro Poi Taro, Popoi 

Taro Papaia 
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Table 3.21 continued 

STATE OF BASE I NUMBER STANJ:WIDISED 

I I Kr INITIAL RECIPES O)LIECI'ED TYPE BASE roDDlliG NAME 
BREAKJ:XmN I 

I ~' 

I 
(Alocasia 

Cooked sp) or oto-
I akari or I 

I Meika-tarua I 

l (banana) Parakia 

le a f 'IOI'AL 
1 2 1 4 

Breadfruit Kuru Hopiko 

Breadfruit Mahi 

Fennented Breadfruit Mai 

Breadfruit Mai-Kumu 

Yarns Mai-Oi 

Bases and I..ubricants 

When the base was raw, the most common ones used were taro, bananas 

and plantains. Second to these were breadfruit and pawpaw. Altemati ve 

bases were the chestnut, yams and 1@12§ (Alocasia sp). 

In most of the raw base dishes there was an absence of lubricant. 

1 
I 

Alternatively coconut cream or coconut sauce were the described emollients 

mixed into the pudding. 

'Ihe very ripe or ripened breadfruit was the main cooked base used in 

puddings. 'Ihe other base options were the 1@12§ (Alocasia sp); taro; 

meika - taru (banana) ; or oto - akari. 
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The main lubricant in these cooked base puddings was coconut cream. 

Breadfruit was the main base that underwent fennentation. An alter

native base that was fe:nnented was the yam. 

Preparation Techniques 

When the base was raw, pounding was the main primary breakdown action. 

Slicing and grating were alternative methods. 

In the cooked breadfruit puddings, pounding was the primary action of 

breakdown. 

Kneading the fe:nnented breadfruit was a key preparation technique. 

Ethnographic Record - Material CUlture 

Wooden bowls were the working surfaces described in many pudding 

preparations (Buck 1927:61). 

A wooden pe:'.3', 60 to 90 cm in length was used to clean and peel bread

fruit (Buck 1927:61,62). 

Red hot stones dropped into a mass in a wooden bowl, described the 

technique of stone boiling (Buck 1927:62). 
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The oven in which the mature breadfruit was cooked then became a 

store-pit and the product would last four to six months (Buck 1927:61). 

The raw, pegged breadfruit that fennented after three days of being 

pitted would keep for a year or more but required tight cover {B.1ck 

1927:62). 

Small Vessels (Im) - Ipu rau hau, a holl0v1 made in the ground beside 

the seated person. A large green leaf hau was 

put into the holl0v1, thus the hibiscus leaf cup. 

Ipu hakari, coconut half shell. 

Coconut Graters 

Wooden Ipu, no longer in use (Buck 1927:46-47). 

(kana) - curved seat with four legs and an ann 

projecting out, hewn out of single piece of wood. 

A flat, convex, serrated edge made of iron was 

lashed to the end of the ann. Fo:rmerly coral 

(aravai) was used to fonn the grating element 

(tuai) (Buck 1944a:24). 

Mangaian graters in fonn.er times consisted of 

two legs and a projecting ann, to fonn tripod. 

from small tree trunks (Buck l944a:24). 
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Strainers were made from wide pieces of cocqnut leaf stipule (kaka) 

beaten coconut husk (~) or the beaten stalk 

fibres of a fern named mauku - coconut cream was 

expressed with these kirrl.s of strainers. 

Wooden bowls 

Pounding Tables 

Taka 'akari was a tenn for more elaborate strainers 

(Buck 1944a:24-25). 

(kumete, or Mangaian, uete) - varied in size. 

Small and medium sized ones were used for ordinar:y 

family needs. 

I.arge ones were for making pudding for feasts. 

All kumete were used as vessels for mixing up 

various compounds of arrowroot, taro, and bread

fruit, which was a great proportion of the islands' 

diet (Buck 1927:50). 

(papa'ia) were needed especially to pound taro in 

the popular feast food - the Poke pudding. 

'!he table is fashioned from a solid blcx:::k of wood, 

with a circular flat upper surface supported on 

four legs (Buck 1944a:29). '!he ma.in ctirnensions of 

of the Atiu pounding table are: 62.5cm diameter -

top, 2. 5cm thick at outer edge and 15cm thick at 

the center, height 25 cm. 
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Food Pounders were used for~ taro and breadfruit in 1::x::iw"ls (Buck 

1927:50). 

Standardised Recipes 

'!hey were tenned reni or I2§!1Y and were made of 

basalt, calcite, coral and wood. 

- Basalt was the most common material, but wood 

has been used extensively since older specimens 

have been sold to collectors. 

- Calcite displaced basalt in Man3aia and was 

also used in Atiu and Mauke. 

- A calcite pounder collected from Aitutaki 

(Buck 1927:248) was very likely from Atiu or 

Mauke as there is no stalactite in Aitutaki, it 

is unlike the Mangaian fonn. 

- Coral was little used. 

- Pounders have a head, neck, body and base (Buck 

1927:246) but pounders are grasped by the neck 

(Buck 1944a:31). 

TAHITI 

Fifteen standardised recipes were from Tahiti in the Society Islands. 

Ten began from the raw state of the base. One was first cooked, then 

further processing steps were undertaken. Four started from the fennented 

base state. 
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Table 3.21: Raw state, Cooked state, Fennented state Standardised Recipes, 

the Type of Base and Pudding Names from Tahiti - the Society 

Islands. 

STATE OF BASE I NUMBER STANDARDISED 
AT INITIAL RECIPES COIJ.ECTED 
BREAKIXmN 

l TYPE EI\SE roDDING NAMES 

a al e m r rl z x I 'IOI'AL 
11 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 10 

Raw 

i 'IDI1AL 
1 1 

Cooked 

Breadfruit 
or manioc Popoi 

Breadfnrit, 
bananas and 
fennented 
breadfnrit 
(Mahi) Name not given 

Breadfnrit Name not given 

Pia (arrow-
root starch) Taoto 

Pia (arrow-
root starch) Name not given 

Mape (chest-, 
nut) Po'e Mapa 

'bl2§ (Aloca-
sia sp) Po'e 'Ape 

Mai'a (ripe 
bananas) Po'e Mai'a 

Pawpaw Po'e I'ita 

Manioc Po'e Hio . 
Flour 'Ipo 

I 
Breadfnrit Poe 
or 
Mountain 

I Poe fei Plantain 
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Table 3.21 continued 

STATE OF BASE 
Nr INITIAL 
BREAKIXJWN 

Fennented 

NUMBER STANDA.RDISED 
RECIPES O)il.ECI'ED 

a f fl fla 'ItYI'AL 
1 1 1 1 4 

Bases and Illbricants 

TYPE BASE 

Breadfruit 

Breadfruit 

Breadfruit 

Breadfruit and 
taro, or ban
ana or ripe 

roDDING :NAME 

Mahi 

Ti'o'o, Mahi 

Ipo-Ti'o'o, Ip:r
Mahi 

breadfruit Tahitian Popoi 

Breadfruit was the main base utilised from a raw state. The next most 

conrrnonly used starchy food was bananas, then arrowroot starch and more 

recently introduced manioc. Optionally, but rarely recorded was the 

chestnut (mape) and Alocasia root (~) . 

Coconut cream or water were the prevalent lubricants combined into 

these dishes. The coconut derivatives, coconut water and grated coconut or 

young coconut pulp were used to a lesser extent. 

Breadfruit alone µnde:rwent the fennentation process. In one case, the 

fennented breadfruit - mahi or ti'o'o was mingled with freshly boiled 

breadfruit, taro or bananas. 

When a lubricant was required in these preparations, it was usually 

water. 
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Preparation Techniques 

When the base was raw, the main method of primacy breakdown was 

kneading. Grating was the next most common primacy means of reducing the 

starchy food towards a more workable mass. Pounding and slicing featured 

infrequently at this level of breakdown. 

Further processing steps included either making the doughy mass into 

balls, cubing it, or further pounding or kneading was needed. 

Once cooked, the breadf:rui t or mountain-plantain underwent pounding at 

the primacy breakdown level. 

The fennented breadfnti.t was kneading at the first breakdown step. 

Further processing techniques might involve shaping into oblong cakes and 

sometimes more kneading. 

Ethnographic Record - Material CUlture 

A pawpaw tree root became a tool for stirring in a grated raw~ 

preparation (swartvagher and Folco 1980:44). 

The ·umete, a long wooden bc:Ml, provided the working- surface for many 

Tahitian pudding preparations (Oliver 1974:221, SWartvagher and Folco 

1980:28,43). 
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A pestle (~) used to pound raw breadf:ruit or manioc for .BmQi was 

described by swartvagher and Folco (1980:28). 

'Ille stone pestle was used to pound cooked breadf:ruit or mountain

plantain (Bennett 1840a:122). 

A black polished basalt pestle for pounding raw breadf:ruit and bananas 

on a block of wcx:x:l like a butchers' tray was recorded by Oliver ( 197 4: 

221). 

Cooked pawpaws were pushed through a strainer for Po'e i'ita (swartva

gher and Folco 1980:43). 

Stone-boiling utilised. volcanic stones, the size of large oranges, 

were dropped into the urnete in a manioc pudding, Po'e hio (idem). 

Bamboo tubes with ends blocked using~ leaves. Some 40-50cm long 

and 2cm diameter, contained raw grated ~, and were baked (swartvagher 

and Folco 1980:44). 

Bennett records the use of bamboos in which pia pudding was cooked 

(1840a:122). 

A coconut shell container held a breadf:ruit pudding (Oliver 1974:221). 
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I.eaf wrappers from 'auti were used in BmQi and lQQ puddings (swartva

gher and Folco 1980:28,29). 

Fermented breadfruit was stored in leaf-lined earth and stone-covered 

pits (Oliver 1974:236,238). 

Standardised Recipes 

From Tubuai, three standardised recipes were gathered. One underwent 

proc:essing from the raw state and two were cooked. first. 

Table 3. 22: Raw State, Cooked State Standardised Recipes, the Type of 

Base and Pudding Names from Tubuai. 

STATE OF BASE NUMBER STANDARDISED 
AT INITIAL RECIPES COLLECTED TYPE BASE RIDDING NAME 
BREAI<InvN 

I 'l'OI'AL 
1 1 

Raw Bananas Popoi 

e 11 'l'OI'AL 
1 1 2 

Taro Popoi 
Cooked. 

Taro Popoi Tioo 
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Bases and Illbricants 

Bananas were the only base used when raw. 

A minimal amount of water, the lubricant, was cornbi..ried into the raw 

banana dish. 

Taro was the only base described that was cooked prior to further 

processing treabnent. Ordinary taro paste was mixed into one of these 

preparations. 

Water was worked into one cooked taro dish and grated coconut into the 

other. 

Preparation Techniques 

On cooking, the raw banana-water combination became an edible mass. 

Pounding was the primary method of reducing the cooked taro into a 

smooth consistency. 

Ethncxgaphic Record - Material CUlture 

A stone pestle for pounding cooked taro was described by Aitken 

(1930:40). 
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Standardised Recipes 

One standardised recipe from Rapa - lying on the periphery of the 

Tubuai group, was collected. It was prepared further after cooking. 

Table 3. 23: Cooked State Standardised Recipe, the Type of Base and 

Pudding Name from Rapa. 

STATE OF BASE NUMBER STANDARDISED 
AT INITIAL RECIPES CX:>LIBCI'ED TYPE BASE RIDDING NAME 
BREAKIX)WN 

V 'IOI'AL 
1 1 

Cooked Taro Popoi 

Bases and Illbricants 

Taro was the cooked state base. 

Water, the lubricant combined into the cooked taro was so described by 

Hanson (1970:73-74). It should be noted that coconut does not grow succes

sfully on Rapa. 
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Preparation Techniques 

Pounding was the primary breakdown method. Additional processing steps 

are kneading, more pounding, mingling water into the mass, slicing, 

scooping and flipping action to aerate the rubbecy, plastic blob, and 

finally placing the whole into leaf bundles then hanging these in a tree to 

allow the !2Ql2Qi to fennent. 

Ethncx:i:raphic Record- Material CUlture 

A stone, the size of a brick applied in pounding the cooked taro conns 

on a flat, table rock was recorded by Hanson (1970:73). 

'IUAMOIU ARaIIPEIAGO 

Standardised Recipes 

Nine standardised recipes were from the Tuamotu Archipelago. Seven 

unde:rwent processing from the raw state. One was cooked prior to further 

technical treabnent. Fennentation occurred in one case. 
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Table 3.24: Raw state, Cooked state, Fennented state Standardised 

Recipes, the Type of Base and Pudding Names from the 

Tuamotu Archipelago. 

STATE OF BASE NUMBER STANDi\RDISED 1 

AT INITIAL RECIPES COUECIED TYPE BASE HJDDING NAME 
BREAKI:X:mN 

a s X x1 Unkn 'IOI' 
1 1 1 1 3 7 

Pandanus nuts, 
taro,~ Kapokapoka 
(Alocasia sp) Ka:penu 

Kapenu 
(pandanus) 
starch Name not given 

Kapenu and 
rito pia, 
(arrowroot 

Raw sap) Kavaru. Ka:penu 

Muko, coconut Karokaro Muko Nil 

Unkna,m Karokaro-Poke 

UnknCMn Taota 

UnknCMn Ka:penu 

I k 'IDI'AL 
1 1 

Uto ( coconut) Name not given 
and rito pia but in Anaa 

Cooked (arrowroot sap) called Kauvaru. 
Pia e te ota 
Ngora 

I 

f 'IDI'AL I 
1 1 

I 
Fennented Breadfruit Popoi 
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Bases and lllbricants 

Pandanus and its derivatives were the main bases used from the raw 

state. Other utilised bases were taro, ~' and rnuko from ccx::onut (Emo:ry 

1975:28,30). Tregear defines rnuko as the heart of the coconut tree 

(1895:37). 

Coconut cream was the predominant lubricant in these dishes. Grated 

ccx::onut was mixed into one preparation as an alternative. 

A combination of cooked bases, uto (coconut) and rito pia (arrowroot 

sap) accounted for the only case recorded by Emo:ry (1975:32). 

Coconut cream was worked into this cooked base combination. 

Breadfruit unde:i:went fennentation (Biggs 1979:Ll2). 

Preparation Techniques 

When the base was raw, several processing techniques applied were 

kneading, grating or pounding. 

Once cooked the base was pounded to reduce it to the desired consist

ency. 

'!he fennented base was worked by kneading. 
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Ethnographic Record - Material CUlture 

A large, cylindrical rock set upright was described as the tool for 

grating coconut meat (Emo:ry 1975:32). 

Pourrli.ng a coconut and arrowroot sap pudding (Emo:ry 1975:32) was done 

with a stick. 

'!he bowl provided a working surface for raw pandanus nuts, taro, ~ 

and coconut cream puddings (Emo:ry 1975:28). It was used both to prepare 

and seJ:Ve a coconut and arrowroot sap dish (Emo:ry 1975:31-32). 

'!he puddings were wrapped in leaf packages for cooking in the ground 

oven (Emo:ry 1975:28,31-32). 

'!he dish or trough was called kumete (Tregear 1895:29). 

MANGAREVA 

Standardised Recipes 

'IWenty-nine standardised recorded recipes came from Mangareva. Seven 

were raw, six were processed at cooked state and sixteen had undergone 

fennentation. 

.. 
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Table 3. 25: Raw State, Cooked State, Fermented State Standardised 

Recipes, the Type of Base and Pudding Names from Mangareva. 

STATE OF NUMBER STANDARDISED 
BASE AT RECIPES CDLIBCTED BASE TYPE HJDDING NAMES 
INITIAL 
BRFAKCOWN 

e n 0 w 'IOI'AL 
2 1 1 3 7 

Ripe breadf:ruit 
and taro Puoro taro 

Breadfnrit Piere 

Breadfnrit Kotahe 

Raw Breadfniit Ieie 

Breadfnrit Opiapa 

Breadfnrit Nanie 

Breadfnrit Kunioe 

e i il 1 s 'IOI'AL 
2 1 1 1 1 6 

Taro Poke taro 

Ripe breadf:ruit 
and taro Name not given 

Cooked 
Breadfnrit Poke mei 

Pandanus fnrit Turoro 

Taro Puoro taro 

le a alb e f2 f3 f3a 
1 2 2 1 2 1 1 3 

q h i 'IOI'AL 
1 1 1 16 

Breadfnrit or 
taro Ma, Ma.a 

Fermented Breadfnrit Popoi 

Breadfnrit Mei para and Mei 
moto 



I 
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Table 3.25 continued 

STATE OF NUMBER STANDARDISED BASE TYPE :roDDING NAMES 
B.2\.SE AT RECIPES COll.ECI'ED 
INITIAL 
BR.EAKIXmN 

Breadfnrit Puputa 

Breadfnrit, ti Puputa - ti 

Breadfnrit, 
\ Puputa - taro I taro 
I 

I Breadfnrit, 1 

I I 

I 
ripe bread- I l fnrit I Puputa - mei 

i I 

I 
I 

Breadfnrit (Ma I 
I 

and ripe bread I 
fnrit) ! Revareva 

Fennented I I ! 
I 

I Breadfnrit (Ma I I 
i and tunneric) ! Tagai 
I I 
' 

Breadfnrit (Ma ! 
-1 

I good paste and i 
I bad paste) Koravena I 

Breadfnrit Oravata 

' 

I 
Breadfnrit Pukupuku 

Breadfnrit Taopu 

Breadfnrit Tohutohu 

Bases and Illbricants 

Breadfnrl.t was the main base used at the raw state. In only one 

instance was taro mixed with breadfnrl.t. 
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In most cases, there was an absence of emollient. When it was used, 

the lubricant was either water or coconut cream. 

At the cooked state, taro was the predominant base. Alternative bases 

were breadfruit and pandanus fruit. 

Coconut cream was combined into each of these puddings. 

Breadfruit was the main base that unde:rwent fennentation. Taro was 

also fennented in groom pits. Fennented breadfruit was sometimes combined 

with: taro, ti, ripe breadfruit, tunneric or a composite of 'gocd' 

(fennented breadfruit) paste and 'bad' paste. 'Ihe latter paste was very 

old and rather markedly more sour than the 'gocd' paste. This combination 

would render the dish more palatable. In this way the 'bad' paste was not 

wasted. 

Coconut cream and water were connnon lubricants in puddings from 

fennented bases. 

Preparation Techniques 

Pounding was the prevalent primary breakdown action applied to raw 

breadfruit. 
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Pounding was employed in most cooked breadfruit or taro puddings. 'Ihe 

pandanus keys once knocked off, were scraped. 

Once fennented, pounding andjor kneading became major techniques of 

primary breakdown. A seconda:ty but cormnon processing technique was to 

shape the pounded or kneaded fermented breadfruit into cakes. 

Ethnographic Record- Material CUlture 

A scraper was fashioned from pearl oyster shell (~ iora) or mussel 

shell(~ kuku) (Buck 1938:212). 

Fermentation took place in breadfruit pits or ta'ora, that is, natural 

hollows (15-30cm) that contained small fermented breadfruit quantities. 

'Ihe very good ma, or white kind processed by double scraping was put into 

small pits or kouto. District chiefs controlling great amounts of fruit 

owned the large pits. large stones, 15-25cm in diameter were placed on the 

dry banana leaves covering the fruit. Pits were close to the breadfruit 

grove and marked by large stones raised in the middle and arranged circu

larly. 'Ihe pits were re-used (Buck 1938:205-8). 

A long wooden trough (kumete) made from a hollOiived out log was used to 

process·the fennented breadfruit (Buck 1938:210). 

To mash the fennented breadfruit, a stone i;x:>under was employed (Buck 

1938:210). 
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MAROOFSAS 

Standardised Recipes 

Twenty seven reci:pes from the Marquesas were standardised. Eight 

undel:Went processing from the raw state, 'While fourteen began from a 

cooked base. 'Ihere were five cases recorded in which the base had 

initially undergone fennentation. 

Table 3. 26: Raw state, Cooked State, Fennented state Standardised Recipes, 

the Type of Base and Pudding Names from the Marquesas. 

STATE OF NUMBER STANDARDISED 
BASE AT RECIPES·COLIECI'ED BASE TYPE HIDDING NAMES 
INITIAL 
BRFAKCOWN 

aei lxvF 'IOI'AL 
1111121 8 

Taro and/ 
Breadfntlt Poke ta'o 

Breadfntlt and 
ma Mei kornahi 

Breadfntlt Poke 

Raw Breadfntlt Makiko (northern or 
Ma pou (southern) 

Breadfntlt Feikai mei 

Ihi ( chestnut) Piahi 
manioc, taro, 
yams. Piahi 

e p r V 'IOI'AL 
5 7 1 1 14 

Breadfntlt Mei omi 
Cooked 

Breadfntlt Feikai mei 
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Table 3.26 continued 

STATE OF NUMBER STANDARDISED 
BASE AT RECIPES (X)LI.ECI'ED BASE TYPE ruDDING NAMES 
INITIAL 
BREAKIXMN 

Arrowroot Name not given 

Wild yams Feikai puahi 

Wild banana Feikai huetu 

Breadfruit Ka' aku (northern o:rt 
Cooked Ko' eh.i ( southern) 

j 
Taro Feikai ta'o 

I sweet potato Feikai kurna'a I 
I Banana Feikai meika 

I Pumpkin Feikai hue arahi 
I 

ld a a2 i k 'IaI'AL I 
1 1 1 1 1 5 

Breadfruit Ma 

Ma (breadfruit) Piahi 

Fennented Breadfruit Mah 

Ma and taro Popoi 

Ma and breadfruit Popoi 

Bases and lubricants 

Breadfruit was predominant! y used when raw. Taro was the next most 

utilised raw base. To a much lesser degree, yams, manioc and chestnut 

underwent similar treabnent. 

Coconut cream was the major lubricant in these dishes. Other coconut 
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derivatives, less connnon emollients, were coconut oil and a coconut sauce. 

The latter was prepared from the pounding of ti leaves and grated coconut 

flesh in a bowl. The ti leaves aided in oil extraction obtained on 

squeezing the pounded mass through a strainer. Half an hour's constant 

stirring released the oil and the sauce thickened. This was added to both 

Poke ta'o and Poke preparations. 

Breadfruit was in prevalent use on cooking. Arrowroot and chestnut 

dishes were made. It was only when breadfruit was scarce that wild yams, 

banana, taro, sweet potato and pumpkin underwent the technical processing 

usually applied to breadfruit. 

In almost all the recorded dishes, coconut cream was predominant. 

Alternatively cold water was the lubricant in some cooked state dishes. 

Breadfruit underwent fennentation in silo pits. In one case, taro was 

cooked and mixed into the fennented breadfruit or ma. 

· When a lubricant was utilised, it was either water, coconut cream or 

both, in the fennented breadfruit preparations. 

Preparation Techniques 

'Ihe most utilised method of raw base breakdown was grating. It was 

used in conjunction with either pounding or kneading. 'lhese technical 
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processes were applied mainly to taro and breadfruit. Kneading was another 

mode of reducing the raw base towards a dough-like consistency. A combi -

nation in which the raw base was sliced then grated and stirred at various 

stages of preparation was recorded once, in the chestnut dish. An obvious 

inextricable link between base type and primary breakdown method is 

revealed by the nature, physical features of the starchy food that 

requires a certain processing technique. 

When the base was cooked first, in almost every case, pounding was the 

primary method of breakdown. '!here was only a single dish that following 

cooking, the base undenvent grating - not surprisingly, this base was the 

roasted chestnut which is still fil:m after cooking warranting grating 

rather than pounding as the s:i.ltlplest method. 

'Ihe fennented breadfruit undenvent processing by kneading, squeezing 

or pounding. 'Ibis was dependent upon whether the ma was new, similar in 

consistency to wet meal (Dening (ed.) 1974:278-279) or old and clay-like 

(Handy 1965:26-28). Secorrlary processing took the fonn. of patting the 

whole into cakes (idem) or long bricks (Dening (ed.) 1974:278-279). 

Ethnographic Record - Material CUlture 

In pre-European contact times, the chestnut was beaten open or torn 

apart with the fingers (Handy 1923:200). 
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The skate's tail was used traditionally to grate the chestnut kernel 

(idem). 

Taro was grated on coral and :pJUI'lded with a stone (Handy 1923:199). 

'IWo shal:p-edged holes filed into a shell assisted in peeling raw, 

ripened breadfruit (Handy 1923:187-189). 

A food board, large wooden bowl or trough provided the working surface 

for kneading and pounding processes (Craig (ed.) 1974:26-27, Handy 

1923:199, 1965:26-28). 

A shallow stone mortar and stone pestle were utilised in pounding 

cooked breadfruit (Handy 1923:192). 

The coconut grater comprised of a piece of mother of pearl shell 

attached securely to the extreme end of a heavy stick. The head was 

notched accurately along the straight side like a saw and set 60-90 an 

from the ground. 

The coconut wringer or net-like fibrous substance from the coconut 

tree was used to express coconut cream from grated I11c1.ture coconut meat 

(idem).· 
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Fennented. breadfnrit was stored in large ground silos. Several months 

elapsed before it was transferred from the tahoa pit to the ua-ma pit. 

This pit, 6-7m deep was round or square and if owned by a chief was 

exceedingly spacious. A commoner's pit measured just 2m by 2m (Soderstrom 

1937:238). 

A long wooden trough (hoaka) was the working surface for fennented 

breadfruit dishes~ 

'!he stone pounder (kea tuki 12QQQ.i) was applied to the fennented 

breadfnrit on the hoaka. 

I.eaf wrappers were in common use for Marquesan pudding containers; 

baskets and. calabashes were other options. 

Coconut cream was stone-boiled by dropping hot stones into a bowl of 

liquid (Handy 1923:199). 

HAWAII 

Standardised Recipes 

Seventeen standardised recipes were recorded from Hawaii. Seven dishes 

were further processed from the raw state while ten dishes were prepared 

from bases that had been cooked first. 
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Table 3. 27: Raw state, Cooked State Standardised Recipes, 'lhe Type of Base 

and Pudding Names from Hawaii. 

STATE OF BASE NUMBER STANDARDISED TYPE BASE RJDDJNG NAME 
AT INITIAL RECIPES COLl.ECTED 
BREAKIXlWN 

a i D ol I 'IDI'AL 
1 1 3 1 1 7 

Taro Kulolo 

Taro Pie Piele 

Breadfruit Piepiele 'Ulu 
Raw ('ulu) 

Breadfruit Pepeie'e 'Ulu 
( 'ulu) 

Banana Piepiele 

Arrowroot Haupia 
starch (pia) 

sweet potato Piepiele 'Uala 
('uala) 

e el e2 e3 m 'IDI'AL 
6 1 1 1 1 10 

Taro Poi 

Breadfruit Poi 'Ulu 
. ('ulu) 

sweet potato Poi 'Uala 
('uala) 

Cooked 

I Plantain Poi Mai'a 
(rnai'a) 

sweet potato Ko'ele Palau 
('uala) 

Vi (Soondias Name not given 
dulcis) 

I 
I 

I 
I 
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Bases and lllbricants 

Taro and breadfruit were the ma.in bases utilised at the raw state. 

Less common options were the banana, sweet potato and arrowroot starch. 

Coconut cream was the predominant lubricant worked into the processed 

raw base. 

Taro, the most important base, was cooked first prior to further proc

essing treatment. 'Ihe main dish was mi, considered to be the 'preferred 

essential of a good diet in olden times' (Handy and Handy 1972:113). sweet 

potato and breadfruit were secorrl to taro. Less common cooked bases were 

the plantain and more recently introduced papaya. 

'Ihe predominant emollient was water in these puddings. Coconut cream 

was combined into fewer than half the dishes utilising water. Coconut was 

perhaps not much used compared with other Polynesian island groups because 

of the lack of abundance of trees. 'Ih.is was due to the less truly 

favourable habitat for coconut palms (Handy and Handy 1972:168) that 

Hawaii provided. 

Preparation Techniques 

'Ihe ·method of primary breakdcwn applied to raw breadfruit, banana and 

sweet potato was pounding. 'Ihe raw taro instead was grated. 'Ihere was one 

case of further processing requiring the raw base to be sliced and dried 

by exposure to the sun. 
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Pounding was the prevalent primary breakdown method utilised on cooked 

bases. In the J2Qi preparation, subsidiai:y processing steps required either 

mixing, further pounding or straining. At a tertiai:y or third level of 

breakdown, there was a dish requiring kneading, mixing, more kneading and 

a special rotation procedure - the J2Qi preparation. 

Ethnographic Record - Material CUlture 

A large 'opihi shell, the back of which had been filed off and sharp

ened on a stone, a piece of shell or sharp stone was used to grate raw 

taro conns (Handy 1940:55, Harrly and Handy 1972:175). 

Cooked. breadfrnit skin was removed with a large 'opihi (limpet) shell 

used as a cutter and scraper, or a section of co;.rrie shell with a sharp

ened edge (Handy 1940:188-189, Handy and Harrly 1972:153). 

A sliver of bamboo was used to peel and core cooked breadfrnit by 

cutting around the stem (Harrly 1940: 189, Harrly and Handy 1972: 153) . 

Pohaku ku' i was a stone pounder for mashing cooked taro on a heavy 

board slightly hollOW'ed out on top. ~ ku '.i !2Qi was recorded by Handy 

(1940:55) in the !2Qi preparation. 

lava J2Qi pounders to pound cooked taro conns on an elliptical piece of 

board used as an underlay, were described by Soderstrom (1937:236). 



,l 
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Cooked sweet :pJtato was mashed with a stone pounder (Handy 1940:150). 

Special-purpose wooden ilnplements for stirring mashed sweet :pJtato 

were used in Poi 'uala (Buck 1957:20). 

'Ih.e kurnau, sometimes used to hold J2Qi was a thick bottomed bowl (Handy 

and Handy 1972:115, Pukui 1968:432). 

An mneke 'ai was a wooden bowl or gourd containing mi (Handy and 

Handy 1972:115, Fukui 1968:433). 

'Ih.e finn mass of :pJunded taro~ was strained (Kanana) through a 

cloth. No cloth was used in pre-European days, but the sun dried ~ was 

steamed and re:pJunded to work it towards the desired smooth consistency 

(Handy 1940:55-56). 

Stone-boiling occurred in which red-hot stones were dropped into the 

calabash to cook the starch to the desired finnness (Handy and Handy 

1972:75). 
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SUMMARY 

Table 3. 28: SUrnrnary comparing west Polynesia and east Polynesia at the 

Base state, Primary Action, Co:rresoonding Percentage of the 

Total Number of Standardised Recipes and Number of Island 

GrouPS with Standardised Recipe (S .R.) • 

WEST FDLYNFSIA EAST FDLYNFSIA 
&\SE PRIMARY % of No. of ISLAND EASE % of No. of ISLAND 
STATE ACTION 'IDI'AL GROUPS S.R. STA'IE 'IDI'AL GROUPS S.R. 

S.R. S.R. 

(N=90) (/12) (N=53) (/8) 
Grated 44 12 25 7 
Sliced 23 8 8 3 

RAW Pound.ed 12 9 RAW 43 6 
Kneaded 7 2 15 3 
Miscell 14 7 9 5 

'IDI'AL 100 100 

(N=44) (/12) (N=45) (/9) 
Pounded 68 10 71.11 9 
Sliced 9 3 2.22 1 

a:JOKED Grated 14 4 O::OKED 2.22 1 
Kneaded 7 2 
Miscell 3 1 24.44 4 

'IDI'AL 100 99.99 

(N=15) (/8) (N=36) (/7) 
Pounded 26.5 4 30 4 
Kneaded 26.5 1 42 5 

FERM- Fennenting 
ENTED Process 33 5 FERMENTED 25 5 

Rolled 
into B3.lls 7 1 
Miscell 7 1 3 1 

"'IDI'AL 100 100 
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CONCIDSION 

WEST roLYNFSIA AND FAST roLYNFSIA 

Raw state of the Base 

Preparation Techniques 

GRA'IED: This primary breakdown action cx:::curred about twice as often in 

West Polynesia than in East Polynesia. This is reflected in 44% 

of the standardised recipes from West Polynesia compared with 25% from 

East Polynesia. Twelve island groups representing West Polynesia and seven 

from eight in East Polynesia demonstrated this technique. 

SLICED: About three times more standardised recipes underwent slicing 

from West Polynesia than East Polynesia accounting for 23% and 

8% respectively from each region. Island distribution was: eight of the 

twelve West Polynesian groups and three from eight East Polynesian groups. 

FOUNDED: over three times more pounding cx:::curred in East Polynesian 

groups, reflected in 43% of the East Polynesian standardised 

recipes, than in West Polynesia (that is, only 12% of the standardised 

recipes) • 'Ihe island groups represented were six out of eight from East 

Polynesia and nine of the twelve West Polynesian. 

KNEADED: Twice as many recipes from East Polynesia were kneaded compared 

with the West Polynesian ones, that is, 15% and 7%. This 

accounted for four out of eight East Polynesian island groups and two West 

Polynesian groups. 
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MISCEll.ANEXJUS: In the case of a lack of infonna.tion on the processing 

techniques, the standardised recipe was categorised 

'unknown' or miscellaneous. 'Ihis represented 14% of the standardised 

recipes from seven of the twelve West Polynesian group. From five out of 

eight East Polynesian groups it accounted for 9% of the standardised 

recipes. 

Cooked State of the Base 

Preparation Techniques 

roJNDED: The occurrence of pounding was about as predominant in West 

Polynesia as in East Polynesia. A high percentage of the 

standardised recipes were accounted for in this category, that is, 68% and 

71.11% respectively. 'Ihis is reflected in a high overall island 

distribution of ten from twelve West Polynesian island groups and from all 

nine East Polynesian island groups. 

SLICED: Slicing at the primary level of breakdown occurred in 9% of the 

standardised recipes from three of the twelve West Polynesian 

island groups and in one East Polynesian island group, accounting for only 

2.22% of the standardised recipes. 

GRATED:· A greater frequency of grating was practised by four West Poly

nesian island groups compared with a single island group from 

East Polynesia. The comparative percentage in standardised recipes was 14% 

and 2.22% respectively. 
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KNEADED: Kneading undertaken at the first processing step was recorded 

from two West Polynesian island groups. 'Ihis accounted for 7% of 

the standardised recipes. 

MISCELIANEOUS: In the absence of infonnation on technical processing 

steps, the standardised recipe was categorised 'unknown' 

or miscellaneous. One island from West Polynesia with 8% of the 

standardised recipes and from East Polynesia 24.44% of the standardised 

recipes were in this class. The island group distribution was four from 

Fast Polynesia and one West Polynesian. 

Fermented State of the Base 

Preparation Techniques 

FOJNDED: Pounding was about as common a practice from four East Polynes

ian island groups as in four West Polynesian island groups. This 

reflected in 30% and 26. 5% of the standardised recipes from each respect

ive area. 

KNEADED: Nearly twice the number of standardised recipes, that is, 42% 

and 26.5% collected from five East Polynesian island groups as 

in a single West Polynesian island group had undergone kneading. 

ROLIED INIO BALIS: This shaping method accounted for 7% of the standard

ised recipes from one West Polynesian island group. 
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MISCEUANECXJS: Fennentation usually by umerground storage was about as 

camrnonly practiced in five East Polynesian island groups 

as in five island groups from West Polynesia. Reflecting this was the 25% 

and 33% of the standardised recipes collected from the respective regions. 
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CHAPI'ER 4 

roLYNFSIAN FUDDlliG ANTIQUITY 

Research Approach 

In this chapter the antiquity of the Polynesian pudding is considered 

from two lines of evidence: archaeological and linguistic. The three-fold 

aim of the archaeological synthesis was: 

Ila To assess the ethnographic record for items likely to survive 

archaeologically. 

Ilb To examine the archaeological record of the artefact types 

identified as 

a. Peelers 

b. Scrapers 

c. Coconut Graters 

d. Graters 

e. and pounders. 

from the Polynesian-occupied islands of the Pacific. 

I.2 To address the problems of archaeological tenninology and/or tool 

identity from the archaeological record through: 

a. Criticism 

b. Providing a Definitive Framework 

c. suggesting an Improved Artefactual Record. 
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I.3. To compare and contrast the culinary tool kit in West Polynesian 

and Fast Polynesian island groups by: 

a. Artefact Type 

b. Distribution 

c. Chronology 

Ila. Ethnography 

In the previous chapter, various items were described in association 

with the pudding preparation. 'Ille culinary tool kit contained a consistent 

range from· West Polynesian and Fast Polynesian island groups. 'Ille tool 

fonn varied inter-island but there were persistent functional groups. 'Ille 

artefactual types consisted of peelers, scrapers, knives, scraping pegs, 

graters (including coconut graters), pounders, pounding surfaces, mixing 

sticks and bowls. 'Ille ma.terial from which the irrplement was fashioned, the 

type of base and base state - if recorded, is surmnarised below in tables. 

Peelers 

Material 

- Barbatia candida 

- Asa.phis violacea 

- Sliver of bamboo 

Base Type, State (if recorded) 

taro 

taro 

steamed or charred breadfruit 

Metal knives have n0v1 replaced old shell peelers 



Scrapers 

Material 

- Marine, mollusc 

- pearl shell 

- mussel shell 

- sharp shell 

- limpet ( Cellana sp. ) 

- CCMrie ( Cypraea sp. ) 

- cockle ( cardimn sp. ) 

Coconut Graters 

Material 
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Base~, state (If recorded) 

cooked pandanus keys 

cooked pandanus keys 

raw arrowroot 
young coconut meat 
raw pulaka ( giant taro) 
kurnara ( sweet potato) 
cooked breadfruit into shavings 
blackened cooked fe:rnroot. 

breadfruit 

breadfruit 

fennented karaka kernel 

- A corrposite of wooden stand and a grating element. 

- 'Ihe grating element is a - sharpened coconut shell 
- piece of coral 
- cockle shell cardimn sp. 
- piece of mother of pearl shell 
- tridacna shell · 
- Conus shell 
- stone 
-'pumice stone 

- Hand grater - pearl shell shaped like a shoe-horn but with the 
lower broad end serrated. 

A notched iron grating element·attached to a projecting a:nn with a 
wooden seat has replaced the former coconut grater. 



Pounders 

Material (West Polynesia) 

Coconut wood 

stick, size two fists 

Palm leaf rib or butt 
end of the coconut leaf 
midrib. 

pestle 

wooden masher 

Green breadfruit with 
several sticks inserted 
as a handle 

Young hard pawpaw with 
sticks pierced into it 
for handle 
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B:lse 'fype, State (If recorded) 

cooked taro 

cooked: breadfruit, banana, taro 

breadfruit 

grated pulaka 

breadfruit: cooked 

cooked breadfruit 

A wooden spoon is used in modern times. 

Pounders 

Material (East Polynesia) 

Basalt: flaring pestle 
with face of tiki carved 
head. 

: knob on top 
gripped by hands with 
a base. 

Stone pounder 

Base 'fype, State (If recorded) 

raw breadfruit to soft paste 
cooked breadfruit 
fermented breadfruit 
fermented breadfruit into cakes 
grated taro 
cooked-steamed or boiled taro 
bananas 
cooked sweet potato 



Pounders continued 

Beater 

calcite 

I.ava 

coral 

Material. 

Wood - ma.ire wood 
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mi - J;X)UI'lder 

Type Base, State (If recorded) 

femroot: raw, roasted hinau 
berries: raw, putrid. 

Scraping Peg: A short stake driven in the ground was used to scrape mud 

off raw talo and yarns when preparing tubers for cooking. 

Breadfruit was also peeled and cleaned on such a peg. 

Material 

Short wooden stake 

Wooden peg, 60 to 90cm 
long 

Type Base, state (If recorded) 

yarns 
taro 
breadfruit 

breadfruit 
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Graters ( for starchy base) 

Material 

limpet shell, Cellana sp. 

tail of skate 

tail of ray fish 

coral 

stone or rock set upright 

spiked wooden slag 

shark fins 

Type Base, state (If recorded) 

raw talo conn 

chestnut 

tunneric root 

taro 

pulaka 

taro 
banana 

A nail -perforated tin is used in modern times. 

Mixing sticks 

Material Type Base, state (If recorded) 

WCXJden stick or rod used 
as a spoon Pudding preparations 

WCXJden iniplement - special 
purpose mashed sweet potato 

WCXJd stick grated chestnut dish 

Midrib of green coconut 
leaf 

Strips off back of coconut 
midrib 

Root of pawpaw tree 



Pounding SUrfaces 

Material 

- block wood 

- elliptical piece of wood 
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Type Base, State (If recorded) 

raw breadfruit 

cooked taro 

- top heavy board with hollowed 
out top 

- troughs 

- bowls 

- shallow mortar 

- table rock 

steamed or boiled taro 

taro, breadfruit 

taro, breadfruit, bananas 

cooked breadfruit 

cooked taro 

I..arge metal basins are connnonly used in place of wooden bowls. 

Knives 

Material 

- Sha:tp piece coconut shell 

- strip from back coconut leaf 
midrib 

- Bamboo sliver 

- Reed 

- Cowrie shell, Q{Praea sp. 

- Stone flakes 

- Shark teeth 

- Pearl shell oyster 

- Metal knives 

Type Base, State (If recorded) 

Cooked mass 

breadfruit 



Material 

- Wooden 

See Pounding SUrfaces 
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Type Base, state (If recorded) 

breadfntlt 
taro 
bananas 

The ethnographic record of the above named artefacts typically 

associated with the Polynesian pudding preparation contained many 

perishable materials such as wood, coconut shell and fibre. The most 

likely items to smvive archaeologically can be predicted as follows: 

shell peelers, shell scrapers, shell, tooth and stone knives, shell, coral 

and stone 'base' graters; stone mortars and slabs. To what extent have 

these been identified from archaeological sites? 

Ilb. Archaeology 

When turning to the archaeological record one has to take into 

consideration the artefacts themselves as well as the function ascribed to 

them by the excavator. Many archaeologists have claimed to have identified 

peelers, scrapers, scrapers or peelers, graters ( including coconut 

graters) , pounders and beaters. 
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Table 4.1: Claims for Peelers in archaeological sites. 

No. of Material Dimensions Cormnents Reference 
Site Peelers (if given) 

TIK TK-6 1 bivalve Marked edge - Kirch and 
use Yen 1982: 

252-253. 

TIK TK-36 2 CVPraea Worked edges, 
concave margin Kirch and 
ground trans- Yen 1982: 
versely across 252-253. 
lengthwise 
axis of shell. 

TIK SUrface 
Finds 2 CVPraea Two similar Kirch and 

curved edges Yen 1982: 
for peeling 252-253. 

TIK TK-35 1 Tanna Broken, large Kirch and 
perforation Yen 1982: 
ground into 252-253. 
body whorl. 
Sometimes 
used prepar-
ing breadfruit, 
called Sere. 

Date range: 
996-816 B.C. Kirch and 
A.D. 1269 - Yen 1982: 
1419. 213. 

SAM Falernoa 1 CVPraea average Peeler Janetski 
§9:lantina 5cm long 1980:123, 

by 3.5cm 125. 
wide at 
the base 

SAM Falernoa 1 CVPraea Peeler Janetski 
arabica 1980:123, 

125. 

SAM Falernoa 2 Turbo Peeler Janetski 
1980:123, 
125. 
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Table 4.1: continued 

No. of Dimensions 
Site Peelers Material (if given) Comments Reference 

SAM 1 Fasciola-
Falemoa ridae Peeler Janetski 1980: 

123,125. 

SAM Early Cowrie Part of basic Holmer 1980: 
coastal I.apita t(X)l 145-146. 
sites kit. 

SAM Early Turbo Part of basic Holmer 1980: 
coastal I.apita ~l 145-146. 
sites kit. 

ms Northern Puroura Shell peel- Sinto 1979: 
and rersica ers function 117. 
Southern as vegetable 

scrapers. 

ms Peelers. 
Date Range Sinoto 1965: 
Initial 69, 1979:117. 
Settlement 
A.D.300-600. 

Purpura Developmental sinoto 1965: 
persica Period A.D. 69,1979:117. 

600-1300. 

Cowrie Expansion Sinoto 1965: 
Period A.D. 69, 1979:117. 
1300-1600. 

Nuku Hiva 

NH aa 1-I 2 Tonna outer whorl * see below SUggs 1961a: 
(T.~- perforation 125,127-128 
dix) at any 

NH aa 1-II 6 Tonna point 1/4 to 
3/4s of 
whorl circum-
ference 
from tip. 

NH aa 1-II 1 CVPraea Tonna scraper 
( intrus- length 70-
ive) 36mm width 

50-23mrn 
NH aa 2 1 CVPraea 
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Table 4.1: continued 

No. of Dimensions 
Site Peelers Material (if given) Connnents Reference 

NHo 3-I 6 CVoraea CVoraea 
scraper 

NHo 3-II 8 CVoraea size range 
is from 77 

NH 4 4 CVoraea by 55mm to 
62 by 45mm 

NH tv 1 1 Cypraea 

NT 5 3 Cypraea 

NT 8 48 CVoraea 

*These artifacts are :ma.de of univalve shells. Cypraea or Tanna sp. 
circular perforations, sharpened by grinding, served as cutting edge. 
In type from Cypraea sp. , cutting edge perforation is in front of 
shell. A second perforation, in rear allows strip of vegetable skin 
removed by cutting perforation to pass out of shell and drop off. On 
the scraper from Tanna sp. , cutting edge perforation is so placed on 
outer whorl that the strip of cut skin issues from natural orifice of 
the shell. 

The two scraper types described are distinguished by the :materials of 
which they are :made. 

Tanna scraper retains excellent edge and after 2000 years can still 
function. 

Found only in Settlement and Farly Developmental periods. 

Cowrie scraper is perforated fairly high on front and again in mid.line 
near the tapering back. The front or cutting edge perforation is 
enlarged and sharpened by abrasion on a flat stone, a facet being 
produced at an angle of about 45 degrees to the plane of the cowrie 
base. To scrape breadfruit. 

Appeared ve:ry late Developn1""...ntal period, increased in frequency in 
Expansion period. 
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Table 4.2: Claims for food scrapers in archaeological sites 

No. of Dimensions 
Site Scrapers Material if given Comments Reference 

ANU Test- 1 Patella For peeling Kirch and 
pit and prepar- Rosendahl 

ing vegeta- 1973:88-89. 
ble foods, 
especially 

ANU Test- Pelecv- taro CODIIS 

pit ~ and bread-
f:ruit as well 
as removing 
meat from 
coconut. 

ANU AN-6 4 CVPraea D:>rsum purp- Kirch and 
osefully Rosendahl 
removed. 1973:89. 
Parallel 
edges were 
not sharp-
ened al-
though they 
were delib-
erately 
grour:rl and 
smoothed. 
Microscopic 
examination 
show edge 
damage due 
to scraping 
taro or yarns. 

ANU AN-6 18 Patella, edge wear Kirch and 
limpet Raso-Ildahl 

1973:89. 

ANU AN-6 3 Pelecv- edge wear Kirch and 
~' bi- Rosendahl 
valves 1973:89. 

Iucidinae 

Veneridae 

Tellinidae 

ANU Date rancre: Kirch and 
1165-765B.C. Rosendahl 
to A.D.320- 1973. 
720. 
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Table 4. 2: continued 

No. of Dimensions 
Site Scrapers Material if given C.ormnents Reference 

SAM Jane's 2 Conus Janetski 1976: 
canp 71. 
Faleasi'u, 
Upolu 

SAM Jane's 1 CVPraea Janetski 1976: 
canp tigris 71. 
Faleasi'u, 
Upolu 

SAM CVPraea Dorsum re- Janetski 1980: 
Potusa tigris moved, iden- 122 

tical to 
scrapers at 
Faleasi'u 
and Falemoa. 

SAM 1 CVPraea Janetski 1980: 
mauritiana 125. 

SAM CVPraea Dorsum Janetski 1980: 
tigris removed to 125. 

the callus. 

SAM Conus Smoothing Janetski 1980: 
shell and shaping 125. 
pieces reflect 

possible 
scrapers. 

TAH Viato'- 1 Pearl 120x53x Scraper Sinoto and 
otia site shell 4mm McCoy 1975: 
on Huahine 153,159. 

TAH Viato'- 2 Pearl 143x35x Scraper Sinoto and 
otia, shell 4mm McCoy 1975: 
dredged 153,159. 

132x44x Scraper Sinoto and 
8mm McCoy 1975: 

153,159. 
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Table 4.2: continued 

No. of Material Dimensions Conunents Reference 
Site Scrapers if given 

TAH Vaito'- 2 Turtle 50x50x Scraper Sinoto and 
otia, bone 10 nun McCoy 1975: 
Huahine 153,159. 

43x53x Scraper Sinoto and 
9 nun McCoy 1975: 

153,159. 

TAH Raia- Scrapers Emory 1979: 
tea site not so 204 

connnonly 
found as 
at Huahine 
site. 

TAH Mau- Pearl Scrapers or Emory and 
piti shell spoons, Sinoto 1964 
burials well-polish- in Sinoto 

ed., made 1979:127. 
from ventral 
margin to 
the beak 
convex edge 
ground to 
sharp surf-
ace edge. 

TAH Pearl Type A: Sinoto 1979b: 
Fa'ahia shell spatula- 9,10. 
site like, long 

and rectang-
ular with 
one end hav-

TAH Fa'a- Turtle ing sharpen- Sinoto 1979b: 
hia site bone ed. edge 9,10. 

scrapers. 
TAH Fa'a- 5 Corrplete Sinoto 1979b: 
hia Site Pearl Shell 9,10. 
TAH Fi'a- 12 Broken Sinoto 1979b: 
hia site Pearl shell 9,10. 
TAH Fa'a- 8 Blanks Sinoto 1979b: 
hia site Pearl shell 9,10. 
TAH Fa'a- 3 nearly . comp- Sinoto 1979:b 
hia Site plete turtle 9,10. 

bone 
TAH Fa'a 4 Broken sect- Sinoto 1979b: 
hia site tions turtle 9,10. 

bone 
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Table 4.2 continued 

No. of D.unensions 
Site Scrapers Material if given Cormnents Reference 

TAH Fa'a- 1 Blank turt- Sinoto 1979b: 
hia site le bone 9,10. 
TAH Fa'a- Pearl shell Type B: small Sinoto 1979b: 
hia Site whole pearl 9,10. 

shell and 
two thirds 

TAH Fa'a- 3 complete of dorsal 
hia site Pearl shell margin sharp-

ened for 
scraping. 

TAH Fa'a- Type A: most Sinoto 1979b: 
hia site cormnon in 10. 

Fa'ahia 
Site. 

TAH Vaito' Type B: most Sinoto 1979b: 
otia Site cormnon in 10. 

Vaito'otia 
Site. 

TIK TK-1 4 Codakia, Marked Kirch and Yen 
bivalves edge-use. 1982:252-3. 
Asa12his Marked Kirch and Yen 
bivalves edge-use. 1982:252-3. 

TIK TK-4 1 Patellid Natural Kirch and Yen 
1982:252-3. 

1 bivalve Marked Kirch and Yen 
edge-use. 1982:252-3. 

1 Turtle- Purpose- Kirch and Yen 
bone fully 1982:252-3. 

beveled 
edges. 

TIK TK-6 1 Turtle- Plll:pose- Kirch and Yen 
bone fully 1982:252-3. 

beveled 
edges. 

TIK rate rame: Kirch and Yen 
996-816 B.C. 1982:213. 
A.D.1269-
1419. 

NUI( 1 Pearl 7cm long Pandanus Iavidson 1971: 
shell 2cm wide scraper 75. 
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Table 4.2: continued 

No. of Dimensions Connnents Reference 
Site Scrapers Material if given 

' 
NUI< 1 Pearl 5. 7cm Spoon or Davidson 1971: 

shell long X scraper 75. 
3.2cm 
wide 

NUI< 1 Asaghis Scraping Davidson 1971: 
violascens charred 75. 
(Forscal) breadf:ruit. 

'ION 1 Torma Scraper Poulsen 1968: 
87. 

'ION 1 Arca Scraper Poulsen 1968 
87. 

'ION 1 Strornbus Scraper Davidson 1979: 
Tongatapu 93. 
'ION Cowrie Scrapers Davidson 1979: 
Niuatop- 93. 
utapu 

SAM Ana-ulu 1 Arca Scraper for Davidson 1969a 
po'o at domestic :94. 
A'opo, use. 
Savai'i 
SAM Ioto- Shell food Davidson 1969c 
faga Area scrapers. :251. 
SAM Excav- 1 TLn:bo Scraper for Green 1974: 
ation B domestic 246. 

activity. 
SAM Excav- 1 TLn:bo Scraper for Green 1974: 
ation C domestic 246. 

activity. 

HAW Kauai 1 Pearl A large shell Bennett 1931: 
shell with one 82. 

shaipened 
edge, used 
peeling taro. 
Back edge 
pierced to 
pennit grass 
hand to be 
tied on it. 

HAW 1 Cowrie Re-fashioned McAllister 
from back 1933:56. 
cowrie-shell 
that served 
as an octopus 
lure. Evidenc-
ed. by deli.her-
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Table 4.2: continued 

No. of Dimensions Comments Reference 
Site Scrapers Material if given 

ate hole at 
one end. 'Ihe 
whole length 
(3cm) of one 
edge had 
been evenly 
worn down. 

HAW 1 Cellana 81mm Marked edge- Kirch 1979: 
Waikaloa~ aroenta diam. wear. A 146,171. 
SUrface deliberate 
find 10.5nun dia-

meter hole 
made in 
shell for 
line attach-
ment. 

HAW 1 Pinctada Scraper made Kirch 1979: 
Waikaloa sm,ttoso- from valve 146,171. 

ffi showed edge-
Bartsh use along 

its neatly 
ground 
straight 
edge. 

HAW Site 1 Basalt 105nun 'Ihe edge Kirch 1979: 
El-355 flake length showed 147,171. 

rounding 
and sheen, 
probably 
due to use 
as a 
scraper. 
Scrapers Kirch 1979: 
used as 171. 
vegetable 
preparation 
tools, part-
icularly for 
tubers and 
conns. 

Hivaoa, 3 Cowrie Breadfruit Heyerdahl and 
Taipi shell scrapers Skjolsvold 
Valley mo:lified by 1965:167. 

removal of 
two end 



Table 4.2 continued 

Site 

Pitcairn 

No. of 
scrapers Material 

1 Mother
of-pearl 
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Dimensions Co.rmnents 
if given 

Reference 

Length 7.7 
cm. Maxi
mum width: 
3.3cm. 

sections 
in the 
usual way. 

Spoon shaped Heyderdahl and 
scraper.Some- Skjolsvold 
what oval in 1965:156. 
outline, 
narrowing 
gradually 
away from 
semi-circ-
ular scrap-
ing end 
towards the 
naturally 
thick and 
twisted grip, 
which is the 
hinge section 
of the shell. 
Scraping end 
is not 
se:rrated. 

Table 4. 3: Claims for food scrapers and/or peelers in archaeological 
sites. 

No. of 
Site Tools Material 

MQS 
Habitation 
cave, Hana
pete'o 
Valley, 
Hiva oa 
MQS 
Habitation 
cave, Hana
pete'o 
Valley, 
Hiva oa. 
MQS Hana
pete'o 
midden 

1 

Shell 

Cowrie 

Dimensions 
if given Co.rmnents 

Scrapers for 
peeling 
vegetables. 

Shell pieces, 
signs of 
possible use 
as scrapers. 

Fragmentary 
shell 
scraper. 

Reference 

Skjolsvold 
1972:44. 

Skjolsvold 
1972:44. 

Skjolsvold 
1972:44. 
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Table 4.3: continued 

No. of Dimensions 
Site Tools Material if given Comment Reference 

M2S Hana- 12 Turbo Simple Skjolsvold 
pete'o scrapers. 1972:40,41. 
Valley 
M2S 4 Cowrie Simple Skjolsvold 
Habitation scrapers. 1972:40,41. 
cave, Hana-
pete'o 
Valley 
M2S 1 Pearl Simple Skjolsvold 
Habitation scrapers. 1972: 40, 41. 
cave, Hana-
pete'o 
Valley 
M2S 3 Turbo Perforated Skjolsvold 

scrapers. 1972: 40, 41. 
M2S 1 Cowrie Perforated Skjolsvold 

scrapers. 1972: 40, 41. 
Niuatop- CVPraea- Scrapers, Kirch 1978: 
utapu shell with perf- 10,11. 

oration in 
whorl of 
shell. 

Table 4.4: Claims of Coconut Grater Heads from archaeological sites. 

Site 

NU!{ all 
lcx::ations 

No. of 
Coconut 
Graters 

55 

Material 

pearl 
shell 

Dimensions 
if given 

Average 
length of 
4.8cm max
imum (1): 
7. 7cm. 
Minimum 
(1) :3.5cm. 

Comments 

Coconut 
grater heads 
or identif
able frag
ments.Small 
flat or 
almost flat, 
pieces pearl 
shell, usually 
widest at the 
working edge 
and tapering 
slightly 

Reference 

Davidson 1971: 
72. 
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Table 4.4: continued 

No. of Dimensions 
Site Coconut Material if given Conunents Reference 

Graters 
Average or markedly 
width is tavards the 
3.5cm butt. 'Ihe 
with a grating edge 
range is serrated 
from 2.3 into a number 
cm to 4.7 of comb-like 
cm. teeth. 

On some, serr-
ated edge is 
alnost straight 
while in others 
it is markedly 
convex. 'Ihe 
convex cutting 
edge tends to 
occur on spec-
imens which 
taper towards 
the poll. Some 
graters have 
finer teeth 
than others. 

NUK Nu-2/5 1 Tridacna 5.5cm Shell grater Davidson 1971: 
shell long head. Ten 72. 

comb-like Tw::bott 1971: 
teeth on 14. 
slightly 
curved grat-
ing edge 
which measures 
3.0 cm from 
side to side. 

NUK cardium Shell-hand- Davidson 1971: 
shell graters used 72. 

preparing 
coconuts for 
invalids and 
old people 
without teeth. 
Date Range: Davidson 1971: 

NUK Pearl 18th century 72. 
shell A.O. 

NUK Tridacna Too rare for Davidson 1971: 
·chronologic- 72. 
al position 
assessed 
accurately. 
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Table 4.4: continued. 

No. of Dimensions 
Site Coconut Material if given Comments Reference 

Graters 

Nill{ cardium Likely used Davidson 1971: 
before pearl 72. 
shell grater 
heads-occur 
throughout 
deposits. 

NUI< NU-4 Coconut Turbott 
graters. 1971:18. 

NUI< NU-7 Coconut Turbott 
graters. 1971:23. 

NUI< NU-8 Coconut Turbott 
graters. 1971:26. 

SAM 10 Graters. Emory and 
Amaluia Sinoto 1965: 

45. 
SAM 10 Graters. Emory and 
Tutuila Sinoto 1965: 

45. 
SAM Leone 52 Stone Graters. Emory and 
Tutuila Sinoto 1965: 

45. 
SAM 28 Graters. Emory and 
Fiti'uta Sinoto 1965: 
on Manu'a 45. 
SAM 3 Graters. Emory and 
Faleasao on Sinoto 1965 
Manu'a 45. 
SAM 1 Basalt On aver- Stone grat- Emory and 

flake age: 9 x ers snuck Sinoto 1965: 
3.75cm X from a 46. 
2cm thick basalt core 

SAM SU-Fo- 1 Stone Re-worked. Ishizuki 
1 at Folasa- from an adze 1974:54. 
a-lalo dated. at end 

of occupa-
tional se-
quence. 

SAM Iu-19 1 Stone '!hick flake, Davidson 1969 
at Iuatu- flake possible :199. 
anu'u function as 

coconut 
grater. 
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Table 4.4: continued 

No. of Dimension 
site Coconut Material if given Connnents Reference 

Graters 

SAM 1 Stone Coconut Davidson 1969: 
Coastal grater head. 225. 
midden at 
Iotofaga 

RAR Tonga- Pearl Coconut Bellwood 1978: 
reva shell graters. 194. 
lagoon F.asily ac-

cessible by 
diving in 
Tongareva 
lagoon. 

RAR Turtle Pearl Some thicker Bellwood 1978: 
oven Motu- oyster, ~ar 197. 
unga Islet Pinctada fonns •• as 
Tongareva roarcrarit- coconut 

ifera graters. 
Ton 1. oven 
mound dated 
A.D.1600. 

soc Madre:QQr- Some funct- Emory and 
aria, brain ioned as Sinoto 1965: 
coral coconut meat 90. 

graters. 
soc Pearl Toothed. Emory and 
Tevaiatoa shell Sinoto 1965: 
islet, 90. 
Borabora 
soc Basalt Scrapers may Emory and 

have been Sinoto 1965. 
used as 
graters. 
Roughly 
Flaked or 
retouched 
adze bits 
probably 
used as 
scrapers or 
graters. 

soc 1 Pearl 116x56x Sinoto and 
Huahine Shell 6nnn. McCoy 1975: 
soc 1 Pearl 50X34x rrhe length 153,161; Emory 
Huahine shell 9nnn. of the 1979:203,204 
dredging dredged 

grater would Idem 
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Table 4.4: continued 

No. of Dimension 
Site Coconut Material if given Conunents Reference 

Graters 

have been 
greater but 
it was broken 
specimen. 

soc Date Rancre: Erno:ry 1979: 
Huahine A.D.780-1270. 203,204. 
soc 3 Pearl Similar to Sinoto 1979b: 
Fa'ahia shell Type A scrap- 10. 
Site ers but with 

serrated 
edges. 

:t<QS Hane, 2 One classed Sinoto 1979: 
Uahuka handheld 113. 

grater for 
coconuts. 
'!he other 
traditionally 
attached to 
a stand.. 
Dated: 
A.D.300-600. 

HAW Site 1 Coconut Kirch and 
018 on grater. Kelly 1975:69. 
Gahu 

Nuku Riva 
NHaa 1-I 2 Strip Coconut SUggs 1961: 

pearl graters-cut 100,104. 
shell across shell 

e\ at right 
NHaa 1-II 15 Strip angle to axis 

pearl of hinge. 'Ihe 
shell cutting edge 

of grater is 
NHo 3-I 6 strip beveled on l0v,1-

pearl er side, the 
shell exterior of 

pearl shell, 
NHo 3-II 3 Strip and serrated 

pearl by short 
shell shall0v,1 cuts 

made in this 
NHi 1-I Strip bevel. 'Ihese 

pearl incisions run 
shell the length of 

the bevel, 
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Table 4.4: continued 

No. of Dimensions 
Site Coconut Material if given Conunents Reference 

Graters 

cutting 
NHtv 1 4 Strip through the 

pearl edge and 
shell giving it 

a slightly 
NT 5 5 Strip serrated 

pearl appearance. 
shell These arti-

NT 8 14 Strip facts are 
pearl found in all 
shell periods of 

NHe 3 1 Strip Marquesan 
pearl prehisto:ry. 
shell 

Table 4.5: Claims of Graters for starchy base from archaeological sites. 

Site 

NUK NU-8 

HAW Kauai 

No. of 
Starchy Material 
base 

ters 

1 Coral 

1 Stone 

Dimensions 
if given Conunents 

70cm 
height, 
90cm long, 
55cm wide. 
A depress
ion on top, 
highly p:>
lished from 
use, is: 
55cm long 
40cm wide 
and 7.5cm 
deep. 

Used for 
grating taro 
to make J2Qk 

large rough 
stone, 2Qi 
trough. 

Reference 

Davidson 1971: 
77, Turbott 
1971:26. 

Bennett 1931: 
69. 
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Table 4. 6: Claims for Pounders in archaeological sites. 

Site 

SAM SU
VA-3 

SAM SU
VA-4 

RAR Mang
aia 18, 
Ivil:ua 
district 

soc 
Coastal 
site, 
Moorea 

soc 
Opunohu 
Valley 

No. of Dimensions 
Pound- Material if given Comments 
ers 

Reference 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

Vesicular 
basalt 

Vesicular 
basalt 

Stalactite 

corrplete 

fragments 

12 cm 
length 

17 cm 
length 
7.5 cm 
width 
across 
the base. 

Water rounded Green 1969: 
and modified 156. 
into simple 
stone :pounder. 
Unshaped stone Turrell 1974: 
for pounding. 170. 

Non-flaring 
base, oval 
cross-sec
tion neck with 
a head that 
had lateral 
projections 
and a centre 
ridge. May be 
Tahitian pro
totype to the 
typical flar
ing eared 
pounders. 
Dated AD1250 
± 80 

Pounder. 
Similar in 
bcxiy and 
shape to 
aoove. 
Pounders. 
Dated: 13th 
century in 
association 
with ear
liest occu
pation.Appears 
however that 
sustained 
occupation 
of site was 

Bellwoo:l. 1978: 
153-154. 

Emo:ry 1979: 
215. 

Emo:ry and 
Sinoto 
1965:16,17. 
Emo:ry and 
Sinoto 1965: 
17, Emo:ry 
1979:205,215. 

Emo:ry 1979: 
205. 
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Table 4.6: Claims for Pounders in archaeolQ9:ical sites. 

No. of Dimensions 
Site Pounders Material if given Comments Reference 

between 17th 
and 19th cen-
turies. 

Type pounder - Sinoto 1979: 
was gripped 117. 
with both 
hands and 
may have 
been inci-
pient fonn 
of Hawaiian 
stirrup 
pounder. 
Dated: A.D. 
600-1300. 

M;2S Hane 1 unfinished Pounder. Sinoto 1979: 
site 122. 

M2S Mani- 2 Pounders from Sinoto and 
huna rA.lne the beginning KelllDil 1965. 
site of fhase IV -

plain, conical Sinoto 1979: 
knob-headed. 122. 

M;2S Hane, Pounders. Sinoto and 
Uahuka Dated: mid- KelllDil 1965 

way into the 69. 
Development-
al fhase 
until Classic. 

HAW Kauai Compact Average Typical Hawa-
basalt, weight iian pounder: Bennett 1931: 
Coral 2.25kg conical. It 65,45. 

Average was cone-
height shaped with 
18.5cm a convex-base 
Average and small knob 
base 12cm at the top. 

HAW Kauai Average Stirrup pound- Bennett 1931: 
weight er or Block 66. 
1.45kg rubbers (b. r. ) 
Average Vary but have 
height general feature 
13.5cm a straight face 
Average slightly hollow-
base 10cm ed in the cen-

ter, a convex 
back, a broad 
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Table 4.6: continued 

No. of Dimensions 
Site Pound- Material if given Conunents Reference 

ers 

base, assymet-
rically convex. 
'!he two main 
types of b.r. 
had two or 
three notches 
along top edge 
two or three 
projecting lugs 
which were ang-
ular, rounded 
or extended 
into horns 
and combina-
tions, for grips. 

HAW Stone Essential Diff- Bennett 
erences: 1931:69. 
Conical and 
Stirrup pound-
ers: 

HAW 1. Conical Bennett 
found all is- 1931:69. 
lands, stirrup: 
Kauai, Niihau. 

HAW 2. Conical used: Bennett 
man, stirrup 1931:69. 
used :woman. 

HAW 3. Conical: one Bennett 
hand, stirrup: 1931:69. 
two hands. 

HAW 4. Conical: Bennett 
crushing - 1931:69. 
pounding mot-
ion. 
stirrup: rub-
bing motion. 

HAW 5. Conical: Bennett 
wcxx:len troughs 1931:69. 
Stirrup:stone 
w-troughs. 

HAW Site 50 1 Basalt 13.4cm Pounder with Barrere 
-HA-El-100 height small vesicles. 1971:160. 
on Anaehoo 4.1cm '!he top of knob 
ma lu diameter was a lot flat-

across ter compared 
the knob. with s:inri.lar 
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Table 4.6: continued 

No. of Dimensions 
Site Pound- Material if given Connnents Reference 

ers 

1.61 cm type pounders. 
diam. neck Described as 
tapering functioning as 
to 6.32cm focxi pounder, 
diameter after which 
across used as a ham-
pounding mer stone and 
surface. abrader. 

HAW Halawa 1 Stone Knobbed pounder. Riley, Ro-
and Iapa- sendahl and 
kahu Wind- Tuggle 1971: 
wa:rd Valley 6. 
and I.eewa:rd 
slope 

HAW lanai 1 Light- 17.5cm Pounder: 'Ille Emory 1924: 
gray height neck is circ- 82. 
crystal- 15cm wide ular in cross-
line at base. section and 
igneous 4.25cm at expands above 
rock the top. into the sharp 

3.36kg rim of the top 
weight. and below into 

the sharp rim 
of the base. 
Both top and 
bottom are 
strongly convex. 
Shaping seems 
to have been 
done by peck-
ing and on 
smooth sides, 
by scraping 
and :rubbing. 

HAW oahu Basalt Conical pound- McAllister 
ers. 1933:44. 

Waianae 1 Sandstone Pounder showed McAllister 
rock shelter no distinction 1933:46. 

between head, 
head margin, 
neck body' base 
margin and base. 

HAW oahu 13 (conunon) Pounders. McAllister 
basalt 1933:44. 
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Table 4.6: continued 

No. of Dimensions 
Site Pound- Material if given Cornrnents Reference 

ers 

HAW Qahu 6 (variant) Pounders. McAllister 
basalt 1933:44. 

HAW Slope 2 (variant) smaller than McAllister 
of Ka.ala, basalt common type 1933:44. 
oahu pounder. 
HAW Kulio- l 150mm Ordinary fonn Emo:ty and 
uou, oahu height (conical). Sinoto 1961: 

46. 

Moron:;o Uta 6 Complete Bell-shaped Mulloy 1965: 
specimens tool with a 51. 

circular, 
convex pound-
ing surface: 
Type 1. 

Moron:;o Uta 11 Pommel Type 1. Poi Mulloy 1965: 
fragments pounder. 51. 

Moron:;o Uta 4 Complete Type 2: Shape Mulloy 1965: 
of body, 51. 
pounding sur-
face and hand-
le much slen-
derer. 

Moron:;o Uta 2 Length Type 3: Bases 
13.6 to are sub-rect-
19cm. an:;uiar in Idem. 
larger section, flat 
basal rather than 
diameter: convex. 
9.5 to 
14.8 cm. 
Smaller 
basal 
diam. 
4.9 to 
7 .5cm. 

Moron:;a Uta 30 Basal Type 1 or 2 
fragments Most ( 21 spec-

imens) seemed 
to have con-
tinued in use 
after breaking Idem. 

Moron:;a Uta 1 Unfinished Clearly illust- Idem. 
specimen rates the pro-

cess of mi 
pounder manuf-
acture. 
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Table 4. 6: continued 

No. of Dimensions 
Site Pound- Material if given Conunents Reference 

ers 

Rapa Iti 9 Grey Height One complete Heyerdahl 
basalt 17.5cm pounder with and Skjols-

Maximum usual slender vold 1965: 
diameter neck and 159. 
at base flaring base 
9. 7cm. with concave 
Minimum profile typical 
diameter of Rapa Iti 
at base pounders. 
8.6cm. 
Maximum 
diameter at 
top is 3.9 

Mini cm. -
mum diam-
eter of 
neck 3.5cm 

Raivavae 5 Grey Height 15.5 The body differs Idem. 
basalt cm Diam- from that of 
All are eter at main Rapa-Iti 
complete base 9cm type pounders 

other in rising in a 
measures: slightly 
Height 14 convex cone. 
cm, Base 
diameter: 
9.1 cm. 
Height Type 2 has 
13.2cm. T-shaped top, 
Diameter head fonned as Idem. 
Base 7.5 a transversal 
cm, Length bar projecting 
of top bar laterally, 
7.9cm. Its and reminiscent 
thickness of a connnon Soc-
3.1cm and iety Island type 
neck below of pounder. 
has oval 
cross-
section 
4.9 cm 
by 3.6cm. 
Height Two specimens are Idem. 
15.5cm similar to prev-
Diameter ious, but the bar 
Base 9.2 is Y-shaped rath-
cm width er than T-shaped. 
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Table 4.6: continued 

No. of Dimensions 
Site Pound- Material if given Cormnents Reference 

ers 

across 
branches 
of head 
5.9an and 
minimum 
diameter of 
oval neck 

k is 5.2an 
by 3.lan. 

Tubuai 1 Grey Height One large and Heyerdahl 
Basalt 25.5cm. very heavy and Skjols-

Diameter stone pounder, vold 1965: 
Base: 13.3 s.ilnilar to Y- 163. 
an by shaped Raiva-
15.San. vae, but de-
Width signed for use 
across with two hands. 
forked 
top 14.3 
an.Corres-
ponding 
minimum 
diameter 
of neck 
11.6an. 

Tahiti 2 Dark, Heights: Bases convex and Idem. 
almost 14.9an, strongly flaring 
black, 15.5cm. with circular 
basalt Base dia- cross-section. 

meters Saddle-shaped 
12.3an, handles (length). 
12.4an. 
Length: 
10.2an, 
12.San. 

Hivaoa 2 Fragment- Heyerdahl 
ru:y and Skjol-

svold 
1965:164. 

(Puama.u 1 Unfinished Total Pecked to Heyerdahl 
Valley) - of grey- height conical shape. and Skjol-

ish brown 23.San vold 1965: 
basalt. Diameter 164. 

Base 
13.5an. 
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Table 4. 6: continued 

Site 

Nuku Riva 
(Taipi 
Valley) 

Mangareva 

No. of Dimensions 
Pound- Materials if given Comments 
ers 

22 

3 

Various 
basalt 
types. 
10 cornp
lete, 12 
fragment 

Dark 
grey 
basalt 

Height 19.6 One corrplete 
cm, Diam- has phalloid 
eter base head, flat-
13cm. Head ened at sides. 
6.7cm wide Body is bell
and 3. lcm shaped, sym
thick. metrically 
OVal neck carved and 
3. 9cm by srncx:Jthly 
4. 6cm. finished. 

Height 14 Smallest is 
cm. Diam- conical with 
eter base pannnel wi-
8cm. Max- dened to a 
imurn diam- round and 
eter of flaring head. 
pannnell 'Ihe base is 
is 5.5cm. slightly 
Minimum convex. 
diameter 
of neck 
5cm. 
Total Second 
height specimen 
17 .5cm. has conical 
Diameter shape modi-
Base 10cm fied by slight 
Maximum bulging of neck. 
Diameter Pc:mnnel is al-

Reference 

Heyerdahl 
and Skjols
vold 1965: 
166, Suggs 
1961:99. 

Heyerdahl 
and Skjols-
vold 1965: 
157. 

Idem. 

of Head most flat on top. 
5.5cm.Min-
imurn dia-
meter of 
neck is 
4.5cm. 
Total Third specimen Idem. 
Height is conical with 
19.5cm. only faint in-
Maximum dication of 
diameter slightly wi-
of porn- dening pormnel. 
mel 4cm. In both latter 
Diameter cases, bases 
Base 7cm. are slightly 
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Table 4.6 continued 

No. of Dimensions 
Site Pound- Material if given Comments Reference 

ers 

Minimum more convex 
Diameter than fonner. 
of neck is 
3 .5cm. 

Nuku Riva 
Site NHi-lI 1 More Conical pounder, SUggs 1961b 

porous conical body :100 
but minus the sl-

Site NHe3 1 some'What ightly concave 
harder neck of other 
stone than types.~ SUggs 1961b 
Tiki-head- Type-handle :100. 
ed pound- tenninating in 
er is a flaring head 
used for which is ellip-
Conical soid in section, 
and~ slightly convex 
pounders. along the long-

itudinal axis 
of ellipse, and 
concave trans-
versely. 

Site NT2 1 More Phallic pound- SUggs 1961b 
porous ers-Handle, :99-100. 
but some- ovoid in cross 
'What -section, is 
harder definitely 

Site NI'4 1 stone phallic. The 
than Tiki- base somewhat 
headed more convex 
pounder. than in other 

Site NI'S 1 types, is 
round in plan. 

site Nr2 1 Generally Tiki-headed SUggs 1961b 
denser, pounders. :100. 
softer Although 
stone type similar to 
than that Phallic mi 

Site NI'4 1 used for pounders, the 
other poun- head of the 
ders:Coni- phallus has 
cal,~' been expand-
Phallic ed laterally. 
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Table 4.7: Claims for Beaters (used to crush 'base') from archaeological 
sites. 

Site 

N.Z. PA 
SITE, 
lake 
Horowhe
nua. 

N.Z. 
Oruarangi 
Pa 

No. of 
Beaters Material 

5 Manuka 

Wooo.en 

I2a Criticisms 

Dimensions 
if given Comments 

Fem-root 
beaters, 
~ aruhe. 

Fern root 
beaters. 

Reference 

Rolston 
1948:284. 

Teviotdale 
and Skinner 
1947:340. 

One major criticism of the archaeological record is the lack of 

standardisation in tenninology of shell, obsidian or other stone artefacts 

described as 'scraper' or 'peeler'. 'Ihe claims reflect lack of ethno

graphic insight. 'Ihe discrepancy concerns the confusion between the 

function and form of the tool. 'Ihere is also a lack of complete descrip

tion, that is, the material, dimensions, mo:rphology of the implement and 

frequently the absence of scale drawings or photos. 

_Terminology and Its Usage by Archaeologists. 

'Ihere were only three qualifying descriptions out-lined by the 

excavators associated with the tenn 'scraper'. 

1. Skjolsvold (1972:40,41) differentiated scrapers according to the form 

of the tool. Scrapers were either simple or perforated. 
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a. 
b. 

d. e. 

C. 

f. g. h. 

0 5cm 

Figure 4.1: a,b Worked 'I\l:rbo shells, possibly inter:d.ed for use as 

vegetable scrapers, c,d,e,f,g,h Worked shells, possibly used as scrapers 

(After Skjolsvold 1972). 
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2. Shell tools with a shal:pened edge were descril::ed as 'scrapers' or 

'spoc:ms' (Errory am. Sinoto 1964 in Sinoto 1979: 127) • 

3. 'Ihese same implements were later descril::ed as Type A an:i Type B 

scrapers by Sinoto (1979b:9,10). 

C. 

a. b. - --0 5cm. 

Figure 4. 2: Fa' ahia Site, Society Islams. a. Type A pearl-shell scrap:,_r, 

b. 'fype A turtle-bone scraper, c. Type B pearl-shell scraper 

(After Sinoto 1979b:10). 
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Criticisms of Tenninolcgy Claims by Archaeologists. 

Each atterrpt to qualify the tenn 'scraper' is to be cormnende:i. Al

though the scraper is a common archaeological artefact, it has long been 

assumed that use of the tenn 'scraper' will reflect the same fonn of the 

article. This is not the case. Qualifying statements used with the desc

ription of the 'scraper' tenn demonstrate the range of tool fonIIS, though 

functionally assumed to have been used for the same purpose. 

Some criticism must be directed to the inference that the shell tools 

were 'scrapers or spoons' by Emo:ry and Sinoto (1964 in Sinoto 1979:127). 

'Ihe objection relates to the tenn 'spoons' used as an alteniative tool 

type to 'scrapers'. 'Ihe 'spoon' as a functional tool described in the 

ethnographic record was usually a wooden stick. It was used in the mixing 

of the pudding preparations. It may be that the use of the tenn 'spoons' 

relate:i to the fonn rather than function of the tool. rater Sinoto 

(1979b:9,10) described these scrapers as Type A and Type B, which were 

possibly more definitive 'fonn' qualifiers than the use of 'scrapers or 

spoons' (Emo:ry and Sinoto 1964 in Sinoto 1979: 127) • 

Davidson (1969a:94), Janetski (1976:71, 1980:122,125) and Sinoto 

(1979b:9, 10) have adde:i much to this synthesis by providing complete 

descriptions of scrapers or peelers. Pertinent categories include:i full 

dimensions, material, morphology, provenance; scale drawings or photos 

were provide:i in the descriptions. 
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Clearly, one of two options can persist in the tenninology of scrapers 

and peelers from the archaeological context. One would retain the present 

case, in which there is a lack of standardisation of the the term.. The 

second., is the use of a new universal definition. 

I2b. A Definitive Framework. 

Function has greater validity in tool identity than fonn. The marked 

variety in fonn was reflected in the archaeological account. Variety 

occurs in two ways: 

1. the material from which the tool is manufactured. 

2. the degree to which the tool has or has not been retouched or worked. 

The functional distinction between the act of scraping and peeling was 

best described by Buck {1950:13) in the following statements. "Scraping is 

the process of abrading and removing the skin by drawing the hard edge of 

a shell over the surface". 

Peeling, or cutting through the skin with a sharp 
edge and removing the whole thickness of the skin 
in strips is a more wasteful process than 
scraping. 

These distinctive modes of preparation are also reflected in the 

linguistic evidence (see later in Chapter four). Using Buck's (1950:13) 

descriptions from the ethnographic record, the scrapers and peelers were 

defined according to the functional purpose. For Pacific archaeological 

purposes, three marginally differentiated tools termed 'scraper' and 
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'peeler' can thus be defined. 

Scrapers are any i.rrplement, usually of marine shell, sometbnes of 

coconut shell or stone, utilised to abrade the skin of taro, puraka 

and breadfruit. 

FUNCTIONALLY: scraping involves drawing a sh.arpene:1 flat edge or 

serrated edge across the surface of the taro or breadfruit. 'Ihe 

scraper would nonnally operate at a high angle ( ca 90°) to the 

surface being prepared. 

Perforated peelers are a tool fashioned mainly from shell with one or 

more perforations made in the convex surface. 

FONCTIONAILY: peeling, or cutting through the whole thickness of taro 

skin, banana, plantain or breadfruit to the edible starchy tuber, conn 

or fruit. In soft material peeling results in strips. 'Ihe perforated 

peeler edge operates at a very low angle to the surface being 

prepared. 

Knife peeler is a tool ma.de from shell or bamboo that can also be used 

as a knife. 

FONCTIONAILY: the knife peeler can be used as a 'scraper' or as a 

'perforated peeler' as defined above. '!his is dependent upon the angle 

of operation. 

Graters: '!here are three types of grating tools. Two are associated 
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with coconut grating and the third is for grating tubers, conns or 

fntlt. The grating head or surface was made from shell or coral. This 

i.nstnlrne:nt was used to shred or reduce the tuber, conn or fruit to 

smaller particles. 

Coconut Graters: The coconut grater took one of two fonns - the 

grater head (of shell or coral) was attached to a wooden stand, 

seat or tripod; or it was a harrl-held ill1plement made of shell 

and of 'coconut shell' (Samoan infonnant: Pers.connn. from I.each 

1987). 

Graters for Starchy base: The rough coral surface was used to 

reduce a tuber conn or fruit into very small particles. 

Pounders: A stick, the size of two fists (Hamil ton 1985: Pers. connn. ) 

and mixing si;x:x:>n was the tool used in most west Polynesian food 

preparations. 

A stone pounder with a distinctive head, neck, bcxiy and base 

reminiscent of a pestle was commonly used in pounding East Polynesian 

prepared dishes. 

12c An Improved Archaeological Record 

The definition presented herein differentiating three ethnographic 
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tool-types: scrapers, perforated peelers and knife peelers ma.y provide 

the better alteniative to the tenn.s, presently refe:rred to as 'scrapers' 

and 'peelers' . 'Ihe emphasis is based upon function rather than fonn in the 

first part, and second on defining the physical nature of the tool or fonn 

- so that the archaeologist may begin to adopt this standardised tennin

ology. It is recognised that some scrapers and knife peelers obtained 

archaeologically will not be readily distinguishable, unlike the perfor

ated peelers. 'Ihe archaeologist should perhaps apply the tenn scraper/ 

knife peeler unless microscopic exa:mi.nation suggests the fonner (where 

wear is strongly unifacial) or the latter (where both sides are involved). 

'!here is a clear need for experimental studies on the wear that fonns on 

f:ruit and vegetable processing tools. 

I3a. Artefact Type. 

I3b. Artefact Distribution. 

I3c. Artefact Orronology. 

'Ihese aspects of the artefacts particularly associated with the Poly

nesian-pudding are best considered together in the light of the culinaxy 

practice. '!here are four major archaeologically provenanced processing 

tools reflecting possible Polynesian pudding association. '!hey are the 

newly defined scraper or knife peeler, perforated peeler, graters - both 

for starchy bases and coconut graters, and the East Polynesian stone food 

pounders. 
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Fcx:d Scrapers. 

'Ille earliest dates for cypraea - shell dorsa with scraping-peeling 

edges from Tikopia, a West Polynesian outlier were 996-816 B.C. Scrapers 

from East Polynesia occur late in the Marquesas and the Society Islands. 

Fcx:d Perforated Peelers. 

'Ille perforated peelers made from cowrie and Turbo were dated about the 

late first millennium, as part of the Iapita tool kit from the early coas

tal sites on Upolu (Hollller 1980:145-146). Yet Green (1987:Pers.cornm.) 

maintains that the perforated peeler in Turbo, Tonna or Cowrie shell have 

yet to be found in secure "classic" dentate-stamp Iapita contexts. "Perf

orated scraper types" in the Iapita site of Eloaue in the Mussau group may 

have been found recently by Pat Kirch (Green 1987:Pers.connn.). 

'Ille two Tonna scrapers from To.6. (Poulsen 1967:238-239) were perfor

ated and dated to the Polynesian Plainware period, 430 ± 150 B.C. 'Ille 

perforated peeler appeared late in the Marquesas, fashioned from Purpura 

persica, during sinoto's :Riase II (SUggs' "Developmental Period") from 

A.D. 600-1300. According to Kirch (1986:24, 25, 27), the Marquesan 

sequence may have begun in the second half of the first millennium B.C. 

instead of ca A.D. 300; so this peeler fonn may have been in use earlier 

than A.D. 600. 
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Fcxxl Knife Peelers. 

as for Fcxxl Scra:pers. 

Coconut Graters. 

The earliest associated date of coconut graters from the Marquesas was 

between A.D. 600-800. 

Fcxxl Pounders. 

The East Polynesian stone pounder of the non-conical variety from the 

Marquesas was dated to 600-1300 A.D. (Sinoto) but could be as early as 

A.D. 200-650 if Kirch's (1986) dates are accepted. The later conical 

pounder dated between A.D. 1300-1600 by Sinoto may also be early according 

to Kirch's Hane V dated of about 600-900 A.D. (1986:36). 

FINAL rrMMEN'I'S. 

The dual nature of the peeler and grater :persists into present-day 

culinary utensils used in Hawaii (Morgan and Morgan 1987: Pers. cormn. ) • A 

composite tool, called a "peeler" by Ralph de Vault who designed this 

instrument in 1935, is illustrated below. It has been demonstrated that 

the Polynesian tool is more than a thousand years old and pertiaps that the 

'idea' of the implement is older (See Proto-Polynesian word list in 

C11apter 4). Even so, this relatively 'modern' article has captured the 

essence of that widely used culinary tool. 
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'~ 

Plate 4.1 Hawaiian Peeler, actual size. 
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II 'Ihe follav.ring linguistic section presents Proto-Polynesian and. Nuclear 

Polynesian words associated with six aspects of the pudding preparation. 

Proto-Polynesian Pudding Preparation Practice: Techniques 

Tools 

Texture 

Taste 

Ingredients 

Food processing knav.rledge of the Proto-Polynesian people is reflected 

in the linguistic evidence. Tenns for the techniques associated with the 

Polynesian pudding practice were the prina:ry concern. Texture, taste and 

tool tenninology were of seco:ndal:y llTlpOrtance. 

Proto-Polynesian Pudding Techniques. 

Preparing and. processing the starchy base involved several breakdown 

actions. 'Ihe invento:ry of related Proto-Polynesian words and the island 

group distribution is conclusive evidence for the antiquity of the pudding 

in the Central Pacific for at least 3000 years. 

Preparing. 

It is not claimed that these words were used exclusively in connection 
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with food preparation. 

Strip, peel. HISI: FLJ, 

west Polynesia: EFU, KAP, NIU, NUI<, REN, SAM and 'ION, 

East Polynesia: HAW, MAO and 'IUA (Biggs 1979:03). 

cut, Slice, Slash off. TIPI.1: West Polynesia: EFU, NIU, SAM and 'ION, 

East Polynesia: HAW, MAO, RAR, TAH and 'IUA 

(Biggs 1979:I17). 

Split something lengthwise FASI: FLJ, 

west Polynesia: EFU' KAP' NIK, REN' SAM and 'ION' 

Fast Polynesia: HAW, MAO, RAR and TAH (Biggs 

1979:G2). 

Scrape, Clean by scraping. SA'AI.D: West Polynesia: EFU, NIU,, SAM and 'ION, 

Fast Polynesia: HAW, MAO and 'IUA (Biggs 

1979:F15). 

Processing. 

Grate, Grirrl, HOIO:FLJ, 

West Polynesia: EFU, KAP, NIU, REN, SAM and 'ION, 

Fast Polynesia: HAW, MAO, RAR, TAH and 'IUA (Biggs 1979:P3). 
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Grate, Mash. RO'I: West Polynesia: EFU and 'ION, 

Fast Polynesia: MAO and RAR (Biggs 1979:Pl4). 

Scrape, Scrape out with hands. AKU: FIJ, 

Scrape. SAAKAI..O: 

Scrape. WARU: FIJ, 

West Polynesia: EFU, EUV, SAM and TIK, 

Fast Polynesia: FAS and MAO (Biggs 1979:Gl). 

West Polynesia: EFU, SAM and 'ION, 

Fast Polynesia: MAO and 'IUA (Biggs 1979: Cl5) • 

West Polynesia: EFU, KAP, NTIJ, NUI<, REN, SAM and 'ION, 

Fast Polynesia: HAW, MAO, RAR, TAH and 'IUA (Biggs 

1979:KJ.8). 

Knt:>__ad, Mix. NANE: West Polynesia: NTIJ, 

Fast Polynesia: RAR, TAH and 'IUA (Biggs 1979:LlO). 

Mix, Knead. NA'IU: FIJ' 

West Polynesia: EFU, KAP, REN and 'ION, 

Fast Polynesia: HAW, MAO, TAH and 'IUA (Biggs 1979: 

Ml.O). 
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Knead, Mash. O(O)'I: 

West Polynesia: 'ION, 

East Polynesia: MAO, RAR and 'IUA (Biggs 1979:Cll). 

Pound, Mash, Knead. PAIIJ. 2: 

West Polynesia: 

East Polynesia: 

EFU, NID, REN, SAM and 'ION, 

HAW, MAO, RAR, TAH and 'IUA (Biggs 

1979:Mll). 

Ball, Make into ball by Kneading. ro' oro' o: FLJ, 

East Polynesia: HAW, MAO, RAR, TAH and 'IUA (Biggs 

1979:I12). 

Mashed fruit, vegetable paste. IO'OI: 

West Polynesia: EFU, SAM and 'ION, 

East Polynesia: HAW, MAO, RAR, TAH and 'IUA (Biggs 

1979:IJ.2). 

Proto-Polynesian Pudding Tools. 

'lhe culinary tool kit included the grater, scraper, knife, basket, 

wooden bowl, flat surface and cup. 'lhe island distribution of these items 

are also presented. 
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Grater, Remove skin or rind. FOHI: west Polynesia: NIU and rroN (Biggs 

1979:B3). 

Grater, Polisher. KANA.1: West Polynesia: EFU, NIU, SAM and 'ION, 

Fast Polynesia: HAW, RAR, TAH and 'IUA 

(Biggs 1979:04). 

Coral. ruGA.1: West Polynesia: EFU, REN, SAM and 'ION, 

Fast Polynesia: HAW, MAO, RAR, TAR and 'IUA (Biggs 

1979:E13). 

Molluscs, possibly used for scrapers. 

Cowrie. HJI.E.1: FIJ, 

West Polynesia: EFU, NIU, NUI<, REN, SAM and 'ION, 

Fast Polynesia: HAW, and MAO (Biggs 1979:P12). 

Mollusc species, Turbo species. 'ALILI: 

West Polynesia: EFU, KAP, NIU, NUI<, REN, SAM and 'ION, 

Fast Polynesia: RAR, TAR and 'IUA (Biggs 1979:Kl.3). 

Mollusc species, Univalve. SISI.2: FIJ, 

West Polynesia: EFU, NIU, REN, SAM and 'ION, 

East Polynesia: RAR and TAR (Biggs 1979:M15). 
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Shellfish species. 'UFI.2: West Polynesia: 'ION, 

Oyster sp. Tl0.2:FIJ, 

Bamboo Knife. KOFE: 

Fast Polynesia: HAW and 'IUA (Biggs 1979: 

G14-H14). 

west Polynesia: EFU, NIU, SAM and 'ION, 

Fast Polynesia: HAW, :MAO, RAR, TAH and 'IUA 

(Biggs 1979:I17). 

West Polynesia: SAM and 'ION, 

Fast Polynesia: 'IUA (Biggs 1979:B6). 

Blade, cutting edge, Point, MATA.lA: 

Knife, cut. SEI.E.2:FIJ. 

Wcxxlen bowl. KUMEI'E:FIJ, 

West Polynesia: EFU, KAP, NIU, NUK, SAM and 'ION 

Fast Polynesia: HAW, :MAO, RAR, TAH and 'IUA 

(Biggs 1979:J9). 

west Polynesia: EFU, KAP, NIU, NUK, REN, SAM, 

and 'ION (Biggs 1979 :J15) • 

West Polynesia: EFU, KAP, NIU, NUK, REN, SAM 

and 'ION, 

East Polynesia: HAW, :MAO, RAR, TAH and 'IUA 

(Biggs 1979:K6). 
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Bowl for kava. TAANO'A:FIJ, 

West Polynesia: EFU, SAM and 'ION, 

East Polynesia: HAW (Biggs 1979:E16). 

Broad flat surfaces. IAUPAPA: 

West Polynesia: EFU, KAP, NIU, SAM and 'ION, 

East Polynesia: HAW and MAO (Biggs 1979:C7). 

Broad and or flat, Flat and or borad. IAPA:FIJI, 

West Polynesia: EFU, REN, SAM and 'ION, 

East Polynesia: MAO, RAR, TAH and 'IllA (Biggs 

1979:P6). 

Board or log on which bark for cloth is beaten, 'IU'IUA: 

West Polynesia: EFU, REN, SAM and 'ION, 

East Polynesia: TAH (Biggs 1979:FlB). 

Flat hard surface. PAPA.1: FIJ, 

West Polynesia: EFU, KAP, NIU, REN, SAM and 'ION, 

East Polynesia: HAW, MAO, RAR, TAH and 'IllA (Biggs 

1979:Nll}. 

Parcel, Bundle. KOFU.3:FIJ, 

West Polynesia: EFU, NIU, REN, SAM and 'ION, 

East Polynesia: RAR and TAH (Biggs 1979:B6). 
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Basket of plaited coconut leaves. TAAroIA: 

leaf. IAU: FIJ, 

Basket. KA'IO: FIJ, 

CUp-like. KAIU.1: 

West Polynesia: NIU, 

Fast Polynesia: HAW, MAO and RAR (Biggs 

1979:E16). 

West Polynesia: EFU, KAP, NIU, NUI<, REN, SAM and 

'ION, 

Fast Polynesia: HAW, MAO, RAR and TAH (Biggs 

1979:B?). 

west Polynesia: NIU, SAM and 'ION (Biggs 1979: 

BS). 

West Polynesia: NIU, SAM and 'ION, 

East Polynesia: HAW, MAO, RAR, TAH and 'IUA 

(Biggs 1979:BS). 

Containo.....r for liquid. rro: 

west Polynesia: EFU, KAP, NIU, NUI<, REN, SAM and 

'IUA, 

Fast Polynesia: HAW, MAO, RAR, TAH and TUA (Biggs 

1979:E4). 
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Proto-Polynesian Pudding Textures. 

'Ihe corrplete textural range was evidenced in the Proto-Polynesian 

context. 'Ihis was reflected in the island distribution. 

Smooth. MJI.E>M)IE: 

Sticky. PIKI: 

West Polynesia: EFU, NIU, REN, SAM and 'ION, 

East Polynesia: HAW, MAO, RAR, TAH and 'IUA 

(Biggs 1979:ElO). 

West Polynesia: EFU, KAP, NIU, NUI<, REN, SAM and 

'ION, 

East Polynesia: 'IUA (Biggs 1979:Fl2}. 

Grip, cling to. PIKI.A:West Polynesia: EFU, KAP, NIU, NUI<, REN, SAM and 

'ION (Biggs 1979:F12}. 

Liquid, wate:ry, wet. SUU.1:FIJ, 

West Polynesia: EFU, REN, SAM and 'ION (Biggs 1979: 

D16). 

over-ripe, Soft. PE'E:FIJ, 

W<==>-St Polynesia: EFU, REN, SAM and 'ION, 

East Polynesia: HAW, MAO, RAR, TAH and 'IUA (Biggs 

1979:D12). 
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Dry, friable. PAKAKA: West Polynesia: NIU, SAM and 'ION (Biggs 1979:Ill). 

Unripe, Green MOI0.2: West Polynesia: EFU, EUV, KAP, NUK, REN, SAM and 

Ripe, Rotten PAIA.1: 

'ION, 

East Polynesia: TAH (Biggs 1979:GlO). 

West Polynesia: EFU, KAP, NIU, NUK, REN, SAM and 

'ION, 

East Polynesia: HAW, RAR, TAH and 'IUA (Biggs 

1979:Kll). 

Proto-Polynesian Pudding Tastes. 

Flavour which combines the sense of taste and smell is often 

subjective. Several Proto-Polynesian taste-related words are presented 

with the distribution of island groups. 

sweet. :MAAGAID: West Polynesia: KAP, NIU, NUK, REN and SAM, 

East Polynesia: HAW, MAO, RAR, TAH and 'IUA 

(Biggs 1979:HB). 

sweet, sweet-tasting. SU'AMALIE: 

West Polynesia: EFU, KAP, NIU, REN, SAM and 'ION, 

East Polynesia: MAO (Biggs 1979:D16). 
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west Polynesia: KAP, REN, SAM and. 'ION, 

East Polynesia: HAW (Biggs 1979:J8). 

Fennented, Sour or bitter. MARA:FIJ, 

Acid, Fennented. MASI: 

West Polynesia: KAP, REN, SAM and. 'ION, 

East Polynesia: HAW, MAO, RAR and. TAH (Biggs 

1979:H9). 

west Polynesia: EFU, KAP, NUI<, REN, SAM and. 'ION, 

Fast Polynesia: MAO, RAR and. TAH (Biggs 1979: 

I9). 

Proto-Polynesian Pudding Ingredients. 

'Th.e starchy bases and. lubricants, particularly the coconut cream and 

the island. distribution were recorded from the Proto-Polynesian context. 

Bases. 

Tacca species, Arrowroot. MAA.SOA'A: 

West Polynesia: EFU, SAM and. 'ION (Biggs 1979: 

GB). 

Arrowroot, Starch PIA:FIJ, West Polynesia: KAP, NIU, REN and. SAM, 

East Polynesia: HAW, RAR, TAH and 'IUA (Biggs 

1979:E12). 
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Banana. FUI'I.2:FIJ, West Polynesia: EFU, KAP, NIU, NUK, REN, SAM and 'ION 

(Biggs 1979:J3-K3). 

Breadfruit. KDID.1: West Polynesia: KAP, NUK, SAM and 'ION, 

East Polynesia: HAW, MAO, RAR, TAH and 'IDA (Biggs 

1979:J6). 

Breadfruit. MEI.2: West Polynesia: EFU, NIU, REN and 'ION (Biggs 1979: 

P9). 

Core of Breadfruit. FUNE: 

West Polynesia: EFU, KAP, NUK, SAM and 'ION, 

East Polynesia: MAO, RAR, TAH, and 'IDA (Biggs 1979 

I3). 

Spondias dulcis (mango), Mango. WII:FIJ, 

West Polynesia: EFU, NIU, REN, SAM and 'ION, 

East Polynesia: HAW, RAR and TAH (Biggs 1979:MJ.8). 

Citr:us<fruit. IDLI:FIJ, 

West Polynesia: EFU, NIU, REN, SAM and 'ION (Biggs 

1979:ElO). 

Tree species Morinda citrifolia, Morinda citrifolia. NONU: FIJI, 

West Polynesia: EFU, KAP, NIU, NUK and 'ION, 

East Polynesia: HAW, MAO, RAR and 'IDA )Biggs 1979: 

Bll). 
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Coconut Palm, NIU:FIJ, 

West Polynesia: EFU, KAP, NIU, NUI<, REN, SAM and 'IDN, 

Fast Polynesia: HAW, RAR, TAH and 'IUA (Biggs 1979: 

010). 

taro (Colocasia), Colocasia. TAIO:FIJ, 

West Polynesia: EFU, NIU, NUI<, REN, SAM and 'ION, 

East Polynesia: HAW, MAO, RAR, TAH and 'IUA (Biggs 

1979:L16). 

Cordyline species. TII.1: 

West Polynesia: EFU, NIU, REN, SAM and 'ION, 

East Polynesia: HAW, MAO, RAR, TAH and 'IUA (Biggs 

1979:G17). 

Pandanus. FARA: FIJ, West Polynesia: EFU, NIU, NUI<, REN, SAM and 'ION, 

East Polynesia: HAW, MAO, RAR, TAH and 'IUA (Biggs 

1979:G2). 

Plant sp. (pandanus), Pandanus. KIE.A:FIJ, 

West Polynesia: EFU, NIU, REN, SAM and 'ION, 

Fast Polynesia: HAW, MAO, RAR, TAH and 'IUA (Biggs 

1979:I..5). 
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Pandanus sp., Pandanus flower. SIGANO: 

West Polynesia: EFU, KAP, NOK, SAM and 'ION, 

East Polynesia: HAW, RAR and TAH (Biggs 1979: 

N15). 

Yam sp., Dioscorea nummalaria. PAIAI:FIJ, 

West Polynesia: EFU, NIU, REN, SAM and 'ION, 

East Polynesia: HAW, RAR and TAH (Biggs 1979: 

IJ.5). 

Yam, Dioscorea acuteata. 'UFIIEI: 

West Polynesia: EFU, SAM and 'ION (Biggs 1979: 

H14). 

Dioscorea sp. (wild yam), Wild yam. SOI: 

Tunneric. REX:;A: FIJ, 

West Polynesia: EFU, NIU, REN, SAM and TON, 

East Polynesia: HAW, RAR, TAH and 'IUA (Biggs 

1979:015). 

west Polynesia: NOK, REN, SAM and 'ION, 

East Polynesia: HAW, MAO, RAR, TAH and 'IUA 

(Biggs 1979:014). 
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Alocasia sp. KAPE: West Polynesia: EFU, REN, SAM and 'ION, 

East Polynesia: HAW, RAR, TAH and 'IUA (Biggs 1979: 

B5). 

I.llbricants. 

Coconut cream sauce. PEKEPEKE: 

West Polynesia: EFU, SAM and 'ION, 

East Polynesia: HAW (Biggs 1979:Cl2). 

Trash, especially grated coconut flesh, Grated coconut flesh. PENU.A:FIJ, 

West Polynesia: EFU, NUK, REN, SAM and 'ION, 

Water. WAI: FIJ, 

East Polynesia: MAO and 'IUA (Biggs 1979:D12). 

West Polynesia: EFU, KAP, NIU, NUK, REN, SAM and 'IDN, 

Fast Polynesia: MAO, RAR, TAH and 'IUA (Biggs 1979: 

I18). 

Coconut milk or oil, Brains, Bone matter, Spongy matter. 1010 .1: FIJ, 

West Polynesia: EFU, KAP, NIU, NUK, REN, SAM and 'IDN, 

East Polynesia: HAW, RAR, . TAH and 'IUA (Biggs 1979 :M7) 

Sprinkle water PII>PII: 

West Polynesia: NIU, NUK, REN and 'ION, 

East Polynesia: HAW, MAO, RAR, TAH and 'IUA (Biggs 

1979:F12). 
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Proto-Polynesian Pudding states. 

'lllree states of the base already discussed were raw, cooked and 

fennented. 'Ihe Proto-Polynesian people's l~ge reflected these too. 

Related words are included in conjunction with the associated island 

groups. 

Raw, Green, Unripe. MATA (Biggs 1979:J9). 

Unripe, Green, OOI0.2: West Polynesia: EFU, EUV, KAP, NUK, REN, SAM and 

'ION, 

East Polynesia: TAH (Biggs 1979:GlO). 

Cook over fire, Grill, Smoke. I.AI.A. 2 : FIJ, 

Cooked. MJSO .1: 

West Polynesia: EFU, KAP, NUK, REN and 'ION, 

East Polynesia: HAW, TAH and 'IUA (Biggs 1979:N6). 

West Polynesia: EFU, KAP, NIU, REN and 'ION (Biggs 

1979:GlO). 

Make, Ll.ght v., Tend (fire), Cook. TAFU:FIJ, 

West Polynesia: EFU, KAP, NIU, NUK, REN, SAM and 

'ION, 

East Polynesia: HAW, MAO, RAR, TAH and 'IUA (Biggs 

1979:G16). 
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Cook in earth oven. TA'O: west Polynesia: EFU, KAP, NIU, NUK, REN, SAM and 

'ION, 

Fast Polynesia: MAO, RAR and 'IUA (Biggs 1979:G16). 

Cook on open fire. 'IUNU:FLJ, 

West Polynesia: EFU, KAP, NIU, NUK, REN, SAM and 'IDN, 

Fast Polynesia: HAW, MAO, RAR, TAH and 'IUA Biggs 

1979:D18). 

Fenne.ntecl focxi. MAA. 2: West Polynesia: KAP and 'ION (Biggs 1979:E8). 

Fenne.ntecl, Sour or bitter. MARA:FLJ, 

West Polynesia: KAP, REN, SAM and 'ION, 

East Polynesia: HAW, MAO, RAR and TAH (Biggs 

1979:H9). 

PROID-NUCI.EAR FOLYNESIAN: Techniques 

Tools 

Taste 

Ingredients 

Techniques, Tools, Taste and Ingredients 

'Ihese terms were used somewhat later than the Proto-Polynes~an words 

(1000-3-400B.C.) (Green 1986:52) that is, about 3-400 B.C. to approxim

ately 200-300 A.D. (Green 1986:52). 'Ihe Proto-Nuclear Polynesian tennin

ology was presented. in that it too reflected an association with the 

Polynesian pudding practice. 'Ihe distribution of island groups is includ

ed. 
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Knead, Mix to a pulp. I.AIU: West Polynesia: NUI<, 

Fast Polynesia: MAO, RAR, TAH arrl 'IUA (Biggs 

(1979:P6). 

Mix, Pudding made by mixing. roKE: 

Coconut Grater. 'IUAI.2: 

salty, Sour. MA'AI: 

Fast Polynesia: MAO, RAR, TAH arrl 'IUA 

(Biggs 1979:I12). 

West Polynesia: EFU, KAP, NUI<, REN arrl SAM, 

Fast Polynesia: HAW, RAR and 'IUA (Biggs 1979: 

P17). 

West Polynesia: NUI< arrl SAM, 

Fast Polynesia: MAO arrl RAR (Biggs 1979:F9). 

cyrtospenna sp., Plant sp. RJIAKA: West Polynesia: EFU, KAP, NUI< arrl SAM, 

Fast Polynesia: RAR (Biggs 1979:P12). 

Sago palm. 'OI'A: West Polynesia: EFU arrl REN (Biggs 1979:G14). 
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SUMMARY 

Several key words directly related to the processing techniques, cook

ery tools, pudding texture, taste, ingredients and base states have been 

discussed. Pounding, mixing, kneading, grating and mashing appear in the 

Proto-Polynesian te:rminology. It is highly likely that they were associa

ted with the Polynesian pudding technical processes. Scrapers and mollusc 

species, and graters were items of the culinary tool kit reco:rded. From a 

Proto-Polynesian context, tenns related to texture included 'SlllCX)th', 

'sticky', and 'watery'. Shaping into balls by kneading was known in Proto

Polynesian times. Words reflecting taste were 'sour or bitter', 'sweet' 

and 'fresh' from Proto-Polynesian times. In Samoan, the distinction made 

between 'fresh' and 'sweet' was 'not salty' and 'not sour' respectively. 

When an abundance of breadfruit or bananas cx:::curred, sour fennented Masi, 

that is Masi Ulu and Masi Fa'i was made. '!he main bases taro, breadfruit, 

banana and arrowroot starch were itemised in Proto-Polynesian. Coconut 

cream sauce, the grated coconut flesh, water and the 'I.DID' were Proto

Polynesian listed lubricants. '!he raw, cooked and fennented states were 

all expressed in the Proto-Polynesian context. 

ffiNCIDSIONS 

From the Proto-Polynesian period, until the complete settlement of 

West Polynesia and into the later Eastern Polynesian cultural context, 

through to the 'traditional' and recent (1980's) times, the Polynesian 
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pudding has been described, reflected in the material culture and language 

and demonstrated in a 'traditional' and 'mcxiern' context (See Chapter 5). 

The relatively isolated Eastern Polynesian island group of New Zealand 

exhibits the conservative nature of the culinary practice manifested in 

the Polynesian pudding. The 'unusual' New Zealand dish illustrated the 

pudding processing technique of kneading to achieve the texture of a soft 

pulp, possibly homogeneous in consistency with a particular taste, very 

rich, and oily, spongy flavour. 

In Proto-Polynesian times an important term, 'I.DID' was defined as: 

"Coconut milk or oil, brains, bone matter, spongy matter" (Biggs 1979:Ml). 

It had a wide island distribution across the Pacific. The island groups 

were: FIJ, West Polynesia: EFU, KAP, NIU, NUK, REN, SAM and 'IDN, 

East Polynesia: HAW, RAR, TAH and 'IUA. 

This crucial 'taste' factor indicated by the New Zealand dish is 

mirrored in the Samoan context (See Chapter 5) • Samoa in contrast to the 

New Zealand situation- reflects one of the most culturally alive or stable 

and conservative Polynesian island groups in the 1980's, also reflecting 

the preference for 'rich-oily' and 'dense' food. 'lhe 'taste' aspect is 

summed up in the Proto-Polynesian tenn 'IOIO' meaning 'rich, oily, spongy 

matter'. The antiquity of the Polynesian pudding is irrefutably more than 

3000 years old. 
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rnAPI'ER 5 

WESTERN SAIDA - CASE SIUDY 

Introduction 

A strong cultural tradition can be reflected by persistence in a flux 

of change, such as the cultural contact which has impacted on tropical 

Polynesian islands for more than a century. Relocation in an ecologically 

different area dominated by other cultures is the most extreme test. 

This chapter will demonstrate such persistence in Polynesian pudding 

making in the 1980s both in Samoa and New Zealand. It will concentrate on 

Western Samoan practices. From a time perspective, this will present 

another aspect of the 'longitudinal' glimpse into Polynesian pudding 

practice from the prehistoric past through the historic and early 

ethnographic stage through to the present - in the 1980s. Particular 

attention will be paid to the facets of preparation, ingredients and 

texture, that is, the qualitative nature of the Samoan pudding. 

MethodolOCJY 

Infonnants provided the Samoan pudding recipes from interviews, 

questionnaires and correspondence. Detailed accounts were carefully 

translated and recorded from Samoan into English in many cases. 'Ihese were 
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presented verbat:iin. A summary diagram encapsulates the English record of 

Samoan recipes from other infonnants. 

Theoretical Framework - The Place of Foc:x:i 

'Ihe traditional Polynesian way of life revolved much about foc:x:i 

procurement, preparation and feasting. 'Ihe place of foc:x:i habits peculiar 

to Polynesia was plainly realised by an early ethnographer of the 1930s. 

He stated that: 

'Ihe correct interpretation of the attitude of the 
Polynesian towards his foc:x:i is ONE OF THE MOST 
IMroRI'ANT KEYS [my errphasis] to the economic life 
of these people, as to contacts so far ma.de have 
been in the main of an economic nature, it is 
clear 'IHAT NO EXaJSE NEED BE OFFERED FDR THE S'IUDY 
OF THE PI.ACE OF FOOD IN FDLYNESIAN LIFE [my 
errphasis] 

(from Bell 1931:135). 

'Ihe case in Western Samoa was not diss:iinilar from that recorded for 

the Funafuti people (Bell 1931:117). 

'Ihe main object in life with all Funafutians is to 
get enough kaikai ( foc:x:i) and most of the work done 
by them consists of the cultivation, procuring and 
cooking of foc:x:i (David in Bell 1931:117). 

Foc:x:i was an integral part. of the socio-political and religious aspects 

of Samoan lifestyle. Status was reflected to some degree by the ability to 
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provide grand amounts of focxi for feasts. 'lhis was the responsibility of 

those particularly in leadership, that is, matai (chiefs of extended 

family households) . 'Ihe distinction was made, at the indigenous level, 

between vegetables and puddings. Not only was quantity important but more 

so the qualitative aspects of the pudding. 

Samoan Puddings : Western Samoa 

Methodology 

Traditional Samoan puddings prepared by Silofau, Mulu and Mulu and 

Mulu and other taulele'a (urnnarried young man) from Alafua village near 

Apia, Upolu, Western Samoa are described. 'Ihe Taufolo and the Fa'ausi, two 

traditional puddings, have been recorded and photographed from Western 

Samoa. The other puddings are from Samoa-born infonnants, of dishes made 

at the present time in Samoa. 



Samoan Traditional Dishes 

Samoan 

o Le Taufolo (Silofau 1984:Pers. 

conun.) • 
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English 

'Ihe Taufolo 

MEIBOD OF PREPARING TAUFOID DISH 

1. Aotele ni ulu. 1. Gather some breadfruit. 

2. Tao i le urnu. 2. Bake on earthoven. 

3. Fofo'e. 3. Peel outer skin of breadfruit. 

4. 'Ii.l'i i le Tanoa 4. Mash in the large wcx:xlen bowl 

ma aveese fatu. and remove the core - seeds. 

5. 'Ii.l'u iai le pe'epe'e 5. Add the coconut cream 

(niu e le suia) • · (undiluted with water) • 

6. 'Ii.l'u iai le ma'a aasa 6. Add hot stones 

ma fai loa puta. and make the mass into balls. 

7. Asu loa ma ai. 7. Dish out and consume. 

Taufolo 

'Ihe Samoan dish, Taufolo was basically mashed breadfruit, to which 

some pure, undiluted coconut cream was added. Hot stones were dropped into 

the coconut cream to stone-boil it. 'Ihe breadfruit mass was made into 
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balls. 'Ihe whole was then sei::ved for consumption. 

'!he Taufolo preparation was photographed at each step in the procedure 

by Silofau from Al.afua, Upolu in Western Samoa. 
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Plate 5 . 1 

Plate 5.2 
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Taufolo Preparation continued 

Plate 5 . 3 

;, 

·'-

Plate 5.4 
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Taufolo Preparation continued 

'· 

Plate 5.5 

A 

.... 

Plate 5.6 
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Taufolo Preparation continued 

~. 

Plate 5 

\ _, 

Plate 5.8 
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TAUFDID PREPARATION SEQUENCE 

PHOID CAPI'IONS 

Plate 5.1 

Plate 5.2 

Plate 5.3 

Plate 5.4 

Plate 5.5 

Plate 5.6 

Plate 5.7 

Plate 5.8 

"The umu (ground oven), breadfntlts on umu for the taufolo" 
(Silofau 1984:Pers.comm.). 

Tanoa (wooden bowl) , fofo' e (peeler) , autui (:pounder) - made 
from pawpaw with sticks as handles. All placed on banana 
leaves. 

Vavaluga o Ulu. Scraping skin off breadfrnit for cooking. 

Fofo'e ulu-ua urna ona tunu mo le taufolo. Cooke:! breadfrnit 
peeled for taufolo. 

Tuiga o le taufolo - aveese fatu. Pounding the taufolo -
heart - seeds already removed. 

Ua urna ona tui ulu, sasaa iai le pe'epe'e, tu'u iai le ma'a 
aasa e tole ai le niu. Once the breadfrnit is pounded, the 
coconut cream is added which is heated towards a syrup with 
the hot stones. 

Ua vela le niu ole taufolo. Ua fai puta, e tipi i le alava o 
le niu - ole alava e sae mai le alo o le launiu 
Once the coconut cream for the taufolo is cooke:l., balls are 
made by cutting the mass with "the skin of the flat part of 
the stem of the cocoa-nut leaf" (Pratt 1977:25). 

Ua asu puta ile lau ulu 
The balls are put into breadfrnit leaves - the traditional 
way to serve taufolo. 



Samoan 

le Fa ausi (Silofau 1984:Pers. 
conun.). 
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English 

'Ihe Fa ausi 

MEI'HOD OF PREPARING FAAUSI DISH 

1. Valu ta.lo. 
2. Olo i le lapa. 
3. Fai fa'apapa. 
4. Tao i le lilllU. 

5. Valu popo - matatuai. 
6. Tatau penu - tauaga. 

7. Tolo le niu - ma'a aasa. 

8. Fu'e le lilllU, Talai fa'a -
papa. 

9. Tipi fa'apapa fa'alagolago i se 
niu (fua o le niu). 

10. Tu 'u mafu i le tanoa ua 
iai le niu ua tnna ona tolo. 

11. Tu'u i mailo, afei i laufa'i 
ua tnna ona lalani. 

12. Ave loa e taurnamafa matai 
po'o se malaga. 

E mafai ona faasuka i le 
sua o le niu. 

Faausi 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

Scrape the skin off ta.lo. 
Grate on grater. 
Make into flattened packages. 
Bake in earth oven. 
Grate ccx::onut - grater. 
Wring out the grated ccx::onut 
meat - wringer. 
Heat the ccx::onut cream with 
hot stones. 
Open earth oven, unwrap the 
flattened packages. 

cut flattened packages into 
ccx::onut cream. (Make as many 
pieces according to the amount of 
ccx::onut cream). 
Put these pieces into a large 
bowl in which the ccx::onut cream 
has already been stone boiled. 
Put into dishes, made of banana 
leaves that have already been 
heatec;i. 11 
It can not be served to a chief, 
or a visiting group. 

One can add sugar to the liquid 
of the coconut cream. 

'Ihis Samoan dish was prepared from grated ta.lo and baked in a 

flattened package. 'Ihe dough-like mass was then cut into pieces and added 

to the previously stone-boiled coconut cream. 

Some of the Faausi steps were photographed by Silofau (1984:Pers. 

comm.) • 
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FMUSI PREPARATION 

i-1 

Plate 5.9 

Plate 5.10 
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FAAUSI PREPARATION continue:i 

Plate 5.11 

Plate 5.12 
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FAAUSI PREPARATION 

FHOID CAPI'IONS 

Plate 5.9 

Plate 5.10 

Plate 5.11 

Plate 5.12 

Oloina o le talo mo le faausi 
Taro is grated on a tin sheet with holes that is mounted 
with sticks on a banana tree trunk. 

Faiga ole fa'apapa 
Grated talo is parceled with banana leaf 

Ua tipi le fa' apapa, maua mafu o le faausi. O le tanoa o lo
o iai le niu ua mua ona tolo, o iai le ma'a ma le la'au e 
saeu ai e faalagolago i le niu ma tipi. 
cutting the leaf package contents gives rise to the pieces 
for the fa'apapa. 'Ihe wcxxlen bowl contains the syn.Jp-like 
coconut cream, that is stone-boiled. 'Ihe stick used to stir 
the whole is leant up in the coconut cream and against a raw 
nut, the mass is cut. 

o rna.fu ole faausi ua tu'u i le niu pe'epe'e ua urna ona tolo. 
'Ihe pieces of the faausi are put into the already 
stone-boiled coconut cream. 
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SUrnmary Comment: Taufolo and Faausi 

'Ihe faausi was prepared in the same way as the 
taufolo. It was made for the consumption of the 
chiefs at a village meeting of on the arrival of 
visitors into the village (Silofau 1984:Pers 
comm.). 

More Samoan Puddings 

Several Samoan-born infonnants described other Samoan puddings. 'Ihese 

were divided into two categories, traditional that is, originating prior 

to European contact or during the 18th - early 19th centuries. 'Ihe second 

category was, the more recent, that is from about the early 20th century. 

'Ihis latter category arose from the introduction and availability of white 

flour, white rice and white sugar. 'Ihese became ingredients of the more 

recent Samoan puddings. Many of these puddings have become part of the 

culinary practice in New Zealand Samoan households. Some of the 

traditional dishes such as faausi and fa'apapa are made on very special 

occasions or for special guests in New Zealand Samoan homes when the talo 

or breadfruit is available. In both pudding cases, the traditional starchy 

base is sometimes substituted by flour and sugar, in New Zealand Samoan 

homes. 
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'Traditional' Samoan Puddings 

Fa'apapa 

I..oifa'i 

Pe'epe'e Esi 

SUpo Esi 

Piasua 

Poi Fa'i 

sua Fa'i 

Vaisalo 

Masi Samoa 1. Masi Ulu 

2. Masi Fa'i 

Taufolo Sami 

Recent Samoan Puddings 

Kopai 

Alaisa dishes 1. sua Alaisa 

2. Koko Alaisa 

3. Alaisa Fa' apopo 

4. Alaisa Fa' a saiga 

Pancakes 

Porridge 
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Traditional Samoan Pudding Preparations Presented 

Fa' apapa Preparation (Fournolo 1985: Pers. conun. ) 

Ingredients - talo 
coconut cream 
sugar 

Usually done by the young men of the family (taulelea) 

Method 

1. Grate talo usin;J grater or "~" - tin sheet with holes. 
2. Add a little bit of coconut cream to make it stick together. 
3. Wrap it up with banana leaves, then bake it in oven (umu). 
4. When cooked, cut up into small squares. 
Served on coconut leaf trays (mailo) covered with banana leaves. 
Same as faausi but without sauce. 
You can use ripe bananas or pawpaw instead of taro. 

I.Difa' i Preparation (Foumolo 1985: Pers. conun. ) 

Ripe bananas baked in coconut cream. 

Pe'epe'e Esi Preparation (Fournolo 1985:Pers.conun.) 

Ingredients - Pawpaw (Esi) 
Coconut cream 

Method 
1. cut pawpaw into thin strips. 
2. Wrap with banana leaves. 
3 . Bake in umu ( earth oven) • 
4. When cooked, add coconut cream. 
5. SeJ:Ve • 

Taufolo Sami Preparation (Fournolo 1985: Pers. conun. ) 

Ingredients - breadfruit, a special type called "aveloloa" 
Coconut cream 
seawater 

Method 
1. Breadfruit is cooked on stones (umu) with the skin. 
2. When cooked, the skin is peeled off then put into the 

tanoa (large wooden bowl). 
'!his type of breadfruit is sweet when matured. 

3. While still hot, the coconut cream is added with seawater. 
4. '!hen broken into small pieces "fifi". 

'!his is done only by "sogaimiti" - a young man with a tattoo. 
5. SeJ:Ved together the breadfruit and juice in "mailo" 

(Coconut leaf trays covered with banana leaves) . 
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Piasua Preparation (SU'a 1984:Pers.comrn.) 

Samoan 

1. 

2. 

3. 
4. 

5. 

6. 

3 Potoi Masoa palu ile vai pei 1. 
ale falaoa ma.ta. 

Ona sasa'a loa lea ile ulo e falai 2. 
ai ia vela ma suisui ile pe'epe'e 
ua urna na fa'a suka. 

A vela loa 'ai. 3. 
Ia po'o le tolo i se ma'a 'a'asa 4. 
tu'u le masoa ua urna na palu 
ise tanoa ona tu'u lea iai ia 
vela pei lava ona fai ile 'ulo. 

Sui le pe'epe'e fa'avaivai 5. 
ile susu fa'asuka. 
Ona 'ai ai lea le piasua 6. 
pei sona sosi. 

SUpo Esi Preparation (SU'a 1984: 
Pers. comm. ) 

1. Fa'aaoga esi ua pula lelei ma 1. 
vaivai. 

2. 5 esi pula, Tipilua 'ave ese 2. 
fatu. 

3. Salu le a'ano ise ulo ale a 3. 
fa'aaoga e tunu ai - ise 
sipuni. 

4. Ona tu'u loa lea iai ni vai 4. 
fa' alilo lelei esi ile vai. 

5. Ona tunu loa lea. 5. 
6. Puna loa ona lulu lea iai le 6. 

masoa Samoa po'o le saito 
po'o le kapioka ma saeu pea 
seia vela. 

7. Ona sasa'a lea iai se iputi 7. 
pe'epe'e po'o se'afa paina 
susu. 

8. Ona fa'asuka lea pe'a le 8. 
suamalie. 

9. Ma asu loa i ipu supo ma 9. 
taurnafa loa a'o vevela. 

English 

3 lurrps of arrowroot mixed to a 
paste with water as you would 
with white flour and water. 
Once thats done, pour the paste 
into a pot to heat it through. 
On cooking, dilute the whole 
with sweetened coconut cream. 
On cooking, it may be consumed.. 
An alternative method is to add 
hot stones into a large wooden 
bowl containing the masoa 
mixture. The hot stones are 
left in, until the mixture is 
cooked just as in the pot. 
Dilute the coconut cream with 
with sweetened milk. 
Then the Piasua can be consumed. 
like a sauce. 

Use very ripe and very soft 
pawpaw. 
Take 5 ripe pawpaw, halve and 

remove the seeds. 
With a spoon, scrape out the 
flesh into a pot to cook the 
pawpaw. 
Then add some water making sure 
that the pawpaw is well covered 
with water. 
Then begin cooking (boiling) 
Once its boiled, shake in the 
Samoan arrowroot or sago or 
tapioca and stir until cooked. 

Then pour in one cup of coconut 
cream or half a pint of milk. 

Then add sugar if it is not 
sweet. 
Serve in soup bowls and 
consume while its hot. 

Fua ale saito, masoa po'o le 
kapioka, afa le iputi po'o le 
tasi fo'i iputi 

Measure out the sago, arrowroot or 
tapioca using half a cup or one cup 
of either. 
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sua Fa'i Preparation 

Samoan (Mulu 1984: Pers. conun. ) 

1. Fa'amama le ulo ona fofo'e lea 
i ai o fa' i ua pula lelei. 

2. Pei o fa'i o le poi. 
3. Fa'a'afa le ulo i fa'i pula. 
4. Ona fa'alilo lea o fa'i i vai 

ma tu'u loa i le cgamnu. 
5. Fisi lelei se lapalapa e tata 

ai fa'i pea puna le ulo ina ia 
palauma fa' i. 

6. llllu se luu'ga masoa po'o 
saito i totonu ole ulu. 

7. Ma saaeu le ulo i le lapalapa 
pipii le masoa i le muli o 
le ulo seia vela le masoa. 

8. A vela le masoa ona sasaa 
loa lea i ai o se ipu ti 
pe'epe'e se tasi. i 

9. Sii i tua le ulo. 
10. E taumafo. 

To'a Preparation (SU'a 1987:Pers. 
conun.) 

Manioca - used as a starch 

Methcxi 

English 

1. Clean the pot then peel the very 
ripe bananas and place in pot. 

2. As for the bananas in the mi. 
3. Half-fill the pot with bananas. 
4. 'Ihen cover the bananas with 

water, and place on the oven. 
5. cut a good piece of coconut 

midrib frond to stir the bananas 
with once the pot has boiled -
until such tb:ne as all the 
bananas have become like mush 
- very soft. 

6. Shake in a handful of arrowroot 
or sago into the pot. 

7. And stir the pot contents with 
the coconut midrib of the frond 
to prevent the arrowroot from 
sticking to the bottom of the 
pot, until the arrowroot is 
cooked. 

8. Once the arrowroot is cooked 
then add one cup of coconut 
cream. 

9. Lift the pot off the heat. 
10. Consume the dish. 

1. Dig from under the ground - then clean. 
2. Peel skin (which is hard) , peels off like a banana. 
3. Clean again. 
4. Scrape or grate into a big bowl and leave overnight. 
5. Next day - pour out, that is, drain the juice. When you've done that 

you're left with the to'a. 
6. To'a - is the white stuff, this is starch. 
7. Storing - make to' a into round balls, that is, roll into balls. 
8. 'Ihe balls are then placed outside on table mats to dry. 

'Ihe to' a is used in sua fa' i and SUPQ esi. 
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Poi Fa'i Preparation 

Samoan (Mulu 1984 : (Pers. cormn. ) English 

1. Fufulu mama le tanoa fai mea' - 1. Clean the large wocxien 1:::xJwl 
ai. thoroughly. 

2. Ona fofo'e lea i ai o fa'i pula 2. 'Ihen peel the very ripe bananas 
!~1 lelei lava. and place in the 1:::xJwl. 

3. E fuafua le tele o fa' i pula i 3. 'Ihe am::>UI1t of bananas is 
le toatele o tagata e aai i le dependent upon the number of 
poi. people that will consmne the 12Qi. 

4. A Uim1 ona fofo'e fa'i i totonu 4. Once the peeled bananas are 
o le tanoa po'o se lapoia, inside the large wocxien 1:::xJwl, 

5. Ona palupalu loa lea i le lina 5. then the bananas are softened by 
seia pala uma fa'i. mashing with the hands. 

6. Vauvau fa'atasi loa fa'i ua uma 6. Knead the mashed banana with 
ona palu ma ni lau tipolo se 5 or 6 lemon leaves. 
lina po'o ono. 

7. Sasa'a i ai ma se ipu pe'epe'e 7. Pour in one cup of coconut 
ma sui i se ipu vai lapoa se cream that has been diluted 
tasi. with a large cup of water. 

8. Ona asu loa lea i ipu ma.la- 8. Serve in a glass or cup and 
ma.lama po' o ipu ti ma ai loa consmne it. 

Vaisalo Pre~tion 

Samoan (Mulu 1984:Pers.cormn.) English 

1. Sali i se sipuni ia aano 1. With a spoon, scrape out the 
o niu i totonu o sua o niu coconut flesh into a large 
i se tanoa fai mea-ai po'o se wooden focxi 1:::xJwl or large 
apa fafano lapo'a washing basin containing the 

coconut juice. 
2. Ona sae mai lea o alava i 2. 'Ihen tear down the fibres of 

le pita i luma o ni lapalapa stem and wocxi of the coconut tree 
se urna e fai ai se tauaga. to make a wringer. 

3. E vauvau ai aano ma sua 3. 'Ihe coconut flesh and juice is 
niu seia aa'lu lelei. then kneaded together until the 

consistency is smooth. 
4. E pei o le aa'lu o le 4. 'Ihis is likened to the texture of 

falaoa ma.ta ua palu fa' avai- white flour that has been mixed 
vai. to a smooth, soft paste. 

5. A faapena loa le aa'lu o le 5. On reaching the consistency of a 
sua niu ona ao ese loa lea o watery-coconut mix then remove 
aano e pei o le tatauina the flesh as in the case of 
o le pe'epe'e uma ona fa'arna- coconut cream when the coconut 
ma le niu. meat is discarded after the cream 

has been expressed. 
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6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 
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Ona tunu loa lea i se ulo. 6. 

Puna le ulo ona lulu fo'i lea i 7. 
ai o sina masoa po'o saito 
E fa'a aalu ai pea le aalu ma 8. 
saaeu i se lapalapa seia vela 
le masoa. 

A vela loa le masoa ona asu 9. 
fo'i lea i bowl ai, e taurnafa 
ai. 

Masi samoa· 1. Masi Mulu Preparation 

2. Masi Fa' i Preparation 

Samoan (Mulu 1984 : Pers. cormn. ) 

1. Eli se pu e fuafua i le tele o 1. 
ulu e ofi ai ona afei lelei loa 
lea i ni laufa' i. 

2. Ia malu lelei ulu ia aua ne' i 2. 
palapala 

3. Tali mai loa ulu, soo se ituaiga 3. 
ulu lava e fai ai ma lafo i 
totonu o le pu lea ua uma o 
afei lelei. 

4. E tanu ma pa 'u ulu e le vavalua 4. 

5. Ufiufi i nisi laufa' i luga o 5. 
ulu ma tanu malu i palapala 

6. E tusa e tasi pe lua vaiaso 6. 
ona laga loa lea o ulu 

7. E fuafua fo' i le tele o masi e 7. 
fai i le tele o le pe'epe'e e 
palu ai le ulu lea ua pala 
sa tanu 

8. E sali mai lava i le pu ulu ua 8. 
pala ma palu i le pe'epe'e e 
pei o le vaivai o le paluga 
o le keke 

9. Ona afifi foi lea fa'arnanifinifi 9. 
i laufa'i ma tao i se umu aasa 
ina ia vela lelei ai. 

Once all the extraneous bits of 
coconut flesh is rem::Yved from 
the bowl and liquid, the coconut 
liquid is heated in a pot. 
On boiling, same arrowroot or 
sago is shaken into the pot. 
'!he whole coconut mixture is 
stirred with the stem of a 
coconut leaf until the arrowroot 
is cooked. 
Once the arrowroot is cooked it 
is then seJ:Ved in a bowl and 
ready for consunption. 

English 

A hole is dug according to the 
quantity of breadfnrit that will 
fit in. Banana leaves are used to 
line the pit (or hole), 
to prevent the breadfruit from 
getting dirty. 
Gather the breadfruit, any kind 
can be used and place into the 
well-lined pit (or hole). 

The breadfruit is buried as it is 
without being scraped. 
The breadfruit is covered with 
more banana leaves on top and 
then the dirt is piled on to 
finnly pack the whole in. 
'Ihis is left for one or two weeks 
then the breadfruit is uncovered. 
One measures the amount of masi 
to be made according to the 
coconut cream that will be needed 
to mash with the lll1COVered soft 
breadfruit. 
The soft breadfruit is scraped 
from the pit and mashed with 
coconut cream so that it's as 
soft as a cake mixture. 
One then wraps the whole in a 
very thin parcel with banana 
leaves and baked in a very hot 
earth oven so that it cooks 
right through. 



Masi Ulu Preparation continued ••• 

Samoan (Mulu 1984: Pers. comm. ) 
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10. Tao le mnu i le 'afa tula ona 10. 
fua loa lea ma. tal.Illlafa loa. 

11. A le l.Illla ona faaaoga ulu 11. 
na tanu ona toe tanu lelei foi 
lea e toe faaaoga foi pea l.Illla 
ona ai ma.si ia l.Illla ona fai. 

12. E oo atu lava i le ma.sina o 12. 
tanu ma. auauai ia misi faapalaga 
ulu pea tele ni ulu e tatau 
lava ona. ma.lu lelei le lua i 
sao i ai se a pe ma.ua ai ni 
ilo. 

Masi Fa'i Preparation 

Samoan (Mulu 1984: Pers. comm. ) 

1. 'I\.rtusa lelei lava faiga ma. le 1. 
ma.si ulu ae, e fofo'e ese pa'u 
fa'i o fai ma.ta ma. lafo· i le 
pu ua l.Illla ona afei lelei i 
laufa' i ma. ufi ufi i nisi 
laufa' i ma. tanuloa i palapala 
mo le tasi po'o lua vaiaso. 

2. raga fo' i lea ma. palu faatasi 2. 
ma. le pe'epe'e ma. tao i le 
lilTIU., ma. faaaoga loa. 

3. E ma.fai ona atoa le tolu po' o 3. 
fa vaiaso o le ma.si e le' i leaga. 

English 

Bake in oven for half an hour 
then as you gauge it is ready, 
it can be consumed. 
If the buried breadfruit isn't 
cc:mpletely used then it can be 
carefully re-buried after the 
consumption of the already 
cooked ma.si. 
'Ihe whole will keep up to a 
month buried, and more breadfruit 
can be added if there is a 
sw:plus of breadfruit. It is 
crucial that the buried bread
fruit is well packaged to keep 
it air-tight and so ma.ggots can't 
get in. 

English 

'Ihe same procedure occurs as for 
breadfruit ma.si except that 
unripe bananas are peeled prior 
to being transferred into the 
well-lined banana-leaf pit. More 
layers of banana leaves are put 
on top and then buried with dirt 
for one to two weeks. 
Open the pit then ma.sh the buried 
banana with coconut cream and 
bake in ground oven and use it. 
'Ihe ma.si can last upwards of 
three or four weeks without going 
off. 
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Recent Samoan Puddings Presented 

Kopai Preparation 

Samoan (SU'a 1984:Pers.corran.) 

1. Palu ipu falaoa ma.ta fa 
2. 'Alla le vaivai tele ona fa 

lea puta ise sipuni pea puna 
le vai ile ulo. 

3. Fa'a afa le ulo i vai - ona 
palu lea sona kaleve po'o le 
sua. 

4. Palu fa'a suavaia le falaornata. 

5. Sasa'a iai i totonu ole ulo 
ma saeu seia vela puta. 

6. Ona susunu lea se lua ma le 
afa sipuni-laulau ole suka e 
fa' a mumu ai le kopai, urna na 
susunu sasa'a loa iai i le ulo 
fa'a mumu ai le kopai. 

7. Ma taurnafa loa pe' a vela. 

English 

1. Mix together 4C of flour 
2. with same water to a thick 

consistency then make into balls 
with a spoon when the water has 
come to the boil in the pot. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Half-fill the pot with water then 
mix up the whole into a thicker 
broth by, 
mixing same water and flour - a 
very thin mixture. 
Pour this thin mixture into the 
pot stirring it until the dough 
balls are cooked. 

6. 'Ihen caramelise the 2.5 table
spoons of sugar that will add 
colour and flavour to the cooked 
dough balls, giving it a red.
brown colour. 

7. '!hen consume when it is cooked. 

'!he Origins of Kopai (Aiono-Le-Tagaloa 1984:Pers.comm..) 

'Ihe kQpai was introduced to Samoa in the early 1900s. It was called 

'D:mgh pie' and coined by the Samoan as Kopai. 

When the crops failed, large dough balls, the size of a fist were made 

and a bowl of broth. '!his occurred particularly during famine time - that 

is, the preparation of Kopai. 

It was said of kopai: "E to'a ai lou moa" (Aiono-Le-Tagaloa 1984:Pers. 
comm.). Literally, this phrase translates: 

"It calm.s, thickened the centre of 
the chest or heart", 

that is, 

"It SATISFIES [my emphasis) because 

it 's FILLrnG" [my emphasis] (Aiono-Le-Tagaloa 1984:Pers. 
comm.). 
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Alaisa Dishes 

sua Alaisa Preparation (Aiono-I.e-Tagaloa 1984:Pers.comm.) 

Ingredients rice 
water 

Ratio rice:water, lC to 5C 

Preferred tastes - very thick to very thin 

Method: 

1. Boil until rice is almost crumbly, that is very soft, tending towards 
a mushy-smooth appearance. 

2. No water is removed. 
3. Add coconut cream. 
4. Boil again. 
5. sweeten with sugar. 
6. Se:tve hot or cold. 

Koko Alaisa Preparation (Aiono 1984: Pers. Corrnn) 

Ingredients As for sua Alaisa 
mix cocoa and water 
Add a couple of lemon leaves 

'Ihe koko alaisa combination is very rich. 'Ihe coconut cream, cocoa and 

lemon deliver a very fragrant aroma. 

It was consumed as a ma.in meal for breakfast between 10-11 am. To be 

ready for breakfast it was prepared early 9-10 am. At midday, koko alaisa 

was also eaten 

Alaisa Fa'apopo Preparation (Aiono-Ie-Tagaloa 1984:Pers.comm.) 

Alaisa Fa'asaiga Preparation (Aiono-Ie-Tagaloa 1984:Pers.comm.) 

Ingredients Rice 
Water 
Coconut cream 
Salt 

Rice:Water, lC : 1. SC sometimes 
compared with Alaisa fa'asaiga Rice:Water, lC lC 
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Method 

1. Rice is boiled a little softer than normal. 
(Normal rice is the Alaisa fa' asaiga variety) 

2. Boil until ready. 
3. Meanwhile coconut cream is expressed and salt is added. 

'Ihe combination has a very pleasant fragrance - aroma. 
4. Make holes in the rice. 
5. Pour coconut cream into it. 
6. Mix right through. 
7. Serve and consume. 

Alaisa Fa'a::popo can be consumed in a number of ways: 

1. As it is, on its own. 
2. .Accoirpanied by a cup of sweet tea, to counter-balance the rich flavour 

of the alaisa fa'apopo. 
3. Add sugar. 
4. Eat with fish as a main meal. 

Aiono-I.e-Tagaloa (1984:Pers.carmn.) stated that: 

"'Ihe feeling of being 'oily' is counterbalanced 
by a cup of tea". 

Pancakes Preparation (Aiono-I.e-Tagaloa 1984: Pers. comm. ) 

Ingredients 

Method 

As for scone mixture flour 
water 
sugar 
baking povrjer 

Cooked in hot oil 

1. Round ones are shaped by ripping out of dough mixture with a spoon. 
Flat ones were made during lean times. 

2. out-side texture was crunchy and crisp from being cooked in oil (hot). 
3. It tunied a golden brown colour. 

Sometimes colouring was used before cooking such as green, 
red, 

or blue 
4. Serve and consume. 

'Ihese were a 'fast' food bought in markets as the oil was not readily 
available and expensive for many households. 

Porridge 

'Ibis was sold in stores. Porridge was considered a fancy food possibly 
because of its western cultural origins. 
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RE'SUilI'S - 'Traditional' Samoan Pudding Preparations 

Each of the three states described in the ethnographic research was 

represented in the infonnants' recipes. Nine of the Samoan puddings were 

prepared from a base in the raw state. Two each were from the cooked and 

fennented states. In each dish the lubricant was coconut cream. 

standardised Recipes 'Traditional' 

'Ihirteen standardised recipes were collected from the 'traditional' 

category of the Samoan pudding preparations. 'Ihe nine puddings from the 

raw base state were: Faausi, Fa'apapa, Pe'epe'e Esi, Sµpo Esi, Piasua, 

Ioi Fa'i, Poi Fa'i and SUa Fa'i. 'Ihe puddings from the cooked state of the 

base were Taufolo niu and Taufolo sami. From the fennented base state were 

the two puddings: Masi Ulu and Masi Fa' i. 
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Table 5 .1: Raw State, Cooked State, Fennented State Standardised Recipes, 

the Type of Base and Pudding Names from Samoa, 'Traditional'. 

State of Base Number Standardised Type Base Pudding Names 
at initial Recipes Collected 
Breakdown 

a di h j· p B A E 'IOI'll.L 
1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 9 

Banana Poi Fa'i 
Banana sua Fa'i 
Banana I..oi Fa'i 

Pawpaw SUpo Esi 
Pawpaw Pe'epe'e Esi 

Raw 
Talo Faausi 
Talo Fa'apapa 

Arrowroot Piasua 

Coconut Vaisalo 

e 'IDI'AL 
2 2 

Breadfnrit Taufolo niu 
Cooked 

Breadfnrit Taufolo sami 

C 'IDI'AL 
2 2 

Breadfnrit Masi Ulu 
Fennented 

Banana Masi Fa'i 
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DISCUSSION - 'Traditional' Samoan Pudding Preparations: 

Textural change procedures were related to the actual type of 

carbohydrate base and the state at initial breakdown. For example, the 

CCX)ked breadfruit was pounded for the taufolo niu and the raw talo was 

grated in the faausi preparation. '!he fennented dishes underwent pounding 

once removed from the underground 'safe' , in the preparation of masi. 

An infonnant (Mulu 1984: Pers. comm. ) stated that the reason for making 

breadfruit and banana masi was to increase the 'shelf'-life. In the 

fennented state, the masi would keep for two months or more when there was 

a surplus of breadfruit and banana. 

'!he raw talo was more easily worked towards a paste-like consistency 

on grating. 

'!he cooked breadfruit was most easily reduced to a smooth paste mass 

with pounding. 

'!he lubricant, coconut cream provided a rich aroma and flavour when 

stone-boiled, to the bland carbohydrate base. '!his i.nproved the flavour of 

the whole to the Samoan palate. In the fennented state dishes, the coconut 

cream counteracted the sourness of the one to six week old buried 

breadfruit or banana. 
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'Ihe consistency of the Samoan puddings varied from that of thick, 

nmny in the case of the Piasua and Vaisalo, and Poi Fa' i to the heavier, 

semi-solid mass package of the Taufolo niu, Taufolo sami, Faausi, 

Fa' apapa, Masi ulu and Masi fa' i. All the other Samoan puddings 

('traditional') fall within the two extremes already described. These 

included the SUpo esi, Pe'epe'e esi and sua fa'i. The SUpo esi is like 

the sua fa'i only esi (pawpaw) is used instead of fa'i (banana). The to'a 

(manioca starch) that has been dried and shaped into balls is used in the 

sua fa'i and SUpo esi dishes (F. SU'a 1987:Pers.cormn.). 



., 
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SAMJAN RJDDINGS NEW ZEALAND 

Very few 'traditional' Samoan puddings are prepared in New Zealand 

homes. When the dishes are made, they are for special occasions. The taro 

and breadfruit or traditional base types were not available in most New 

Zealand centres except where the demand warranted it. '!his included places 

with a proportionately high Pacific Island population such as the greater 

Auckland area, Wellington and Rotorua. 

In Samoa, the main ingredient, breadfruit in the Taufolo is usually 

inaccessible in New Zealand. Thus it cannot be made regularly. Faausi talo 

and Faausi esi are prepared from taro and pawpaw respectively. In New 

Zealand Faausi and Fa'apapa can be made with taro or with pumpkin and 

flour. These dishes are rarely prepared (F. SU'a 1987:Pers.connn.). 

Most of the 'recent' Samoan puddings are prepared in New Zealand for 

guests and domestic consumption at breakfast, lunch, mid-afternoon or at 

supper - post evening meal time. The most popular or frequent tune that 

these puddings are consumed is at breakfast and supper. These dishes 

include the Kopai, Koko Alaisa, Alaisa Fa'a:popo and round pancakes. 

other assimilated culinary dishes are the Pa.qi popo, Pai saiga and 

@i. All three dishes, the Kopai and pancakes each utilise white flour and 

sugar as the base substitute, or main ingredients. 
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Pagi popo reflects traditional aspects of the preferred culinary 

ideals, that is, the incorporation of the sweetened, rich coconut cream 

sauce arrl the yeast buns - highlighting taste arrl aroma or flavour 

preferences arrl the place of texture in the yeast bun that nrust gratify 

the consmner. 'Iwo custard pie derivations, the Pai arrl Pai saiga arrl 

highly favoured when well made for suppers or special occasions such as a 

post-SUnday church service. 

'Ihe preparation sequence for the Pagi Popo was photographed by Nara 

SU'a (1987:Pers.corrrrn.) arrl prepared by Fa'amalama SU'a (1987:Pers.connn.) 

both of Wanganui, New Zealarrl. 
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PAGI FOFO PREPARATION 

., 

Plate 5 . 13: 

Plate 5.14: 
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PAGI FOFO PREPARATION continued 
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Plate 5.15: 
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Plate 5.16: 
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PAGI roro PREPARATION cont ... 
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Plate 5.18 
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·- PAGI FOFO PREPARATION continued 
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Plate 5.19: 

Plate 5.20: 
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PAGI roro PREPARATION continued 
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Plate 5.21: 
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Plate 5.22: 
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PAGI roro PREPARATION continued 

Plate 5.23: 
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Plate 5.24: 
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PAGI roro PREPARATION continued 

;, 

Plate 5.26: 
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PAGI roro PREPARATION 

FHOIO CAPI'IONS 

Plate 5.13 

Plate 5.14 

Plate 5.15 

Plate 5.16 

Plate 5.17 

Plate 5.18 

Plate 5.19 

Plate 5.20 

Plate 5.21 

Plate 5.22 

Plate 5.23 

Plate 5.24 

Plate 5.25 

Plate 5.26 

Into a large bowl containing 1. 5 pints water (wann) , add 
6 tsp yeast, 1 tsp sugar. 
I.eave to stand without stirring for 10 minutes. 
Cover bowl with large plate so that covers bowl entirely. 
When yeast bubbles above surface, it is ready for flour to 
be added. 

9C flour, 9 tsp B.P., pinch of salt, mixed together and 
added to the liquid mixture so that it makes a dough. 

It is mixed. 

And kneaded lightly to make a dough. 

Pot and lid or something large enough is buttered for the 
dough to be put in. I.eave in a wann place to stand and rise 
for 20-30 minutes. 

r.:ough is patted evenly at bottom of pot, so that 'when it 
rises, it does so evenly together. 

r.:ough half way risen in pot. 

r.:ough fully risen in pot. 

Prepare a mixture of 1 tin coconut cream and 2 tins water. 
Add 1 tbsp cornflour, stir. 
'!his is poured over the coiled buns 'when completed ( on top) • 

Coiled buns - made by flattening dough into a long strip and 
coiled around the first and second fingers from the thumb so 
that it is made into a bun. 
Placed in dish. 

Rest of coiled buns are placed evenly in large baking dish. 
Coconut cream mixture poured over coiled buns. left in wann 
place to rise before placing in oven. 

Placed in oven for 20-30 minutes until brown. Removed and 
brushed with mixture boiled water and sugar to give buns 
shiny appearance. 

Appearance of brown top : Pagi popo. 

Coconut cream side: Pagi popo, 
"Yummy part" (Su'a N. 1987:Pers.cornm.). 
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DISCUSSION - Samoan Puddings: New Zealand 

The highly esteemed and preferred quality aspects in the Samoan 

pudding that persisted into the present day were: 

1. the desire for a heavy, solid mass - provided by the base component 

of the dish. 

2. the rich tasting sauce and aroma or flavour produced by the coconut 

cream. 

The greatest contributory factor to the success of 'traditional' 

puddings was characteristic too of the 'recent' dishes, that is, that one 

feels satiated and therefore satisfied. such was the effect with faausi 

and faapapa. The thick soup consistency of sua fa'i was favoured tcx,. Pa.qi 

12QI2Q employed the traditional fonn of a dough-like base - yeast buns 

irrrrnersed in the rich, aromatic coconut cream sauce. 

Changes in Samoan Pudding Preparations in New Zealand. 

Western Samoa 

1. leaf wrappers : banana, 
breadfruit 

2. Umu, ground oven 
3. Ingredients - The Bases 

- Taro 
- Breadfruit 
- Pawpaw (recent) 

New Zealand 

1. Aluminium foil 

2. Electric, gas stove 
3. SUbstitutes : 

- Flour, sugar; rice, sugar; 
pmnpkin and flour 



4. 

5. 

Pe'pe'e, coconut cream 

Tauaga, wringer, coconut
meat strainer. 
- made from the fibrous 
husk of the coconut 

6. Autui - pounder 
- made from raw pawpaw with 
stick as handles 
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4. 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 
5. (iv) 

(v) 

(vi) 

(vii) 

(viii) 

( ix) 

Tinned processed coconut cream. 
An alternative method of . 
procuring coconut cream was: 
Heat in saucepan and 2 pints milk 
and bring to the boil. 
Add 1 packet of dessicated coco
nut, about 250 gm. 
I.eave to stand for 5-10 minutes. 
Take some 3-4 ply string, of 
length, half a metre, unravel to 
make into a stringy coconut meat 
strainer or wringer. 
Reroc:lve pot contents from heat and 
pour into large open bowl. 
Take wringer and dip into the 
bowl and express coconut cream 
from it. 
Discard coconut meat from wring-
er. 
Take more coconut meat mix from 
the open bowl and repeat steps 
(vi) and (vii) until all the 
coconut granules are gone. 
'Ihick coconut cream remains in 
bowl for use. 

6. Woo::len spoon or hands are used as 
a pounder for the fa'ausi or 
fa'apapa preparation. 

- a raw breadf:ruit with sticks 
as handles 

7. Tanoa - large woo::len bowl 

8. Fofo'e - peeler made from a 
piece of woo::1 

7. large open plastic or tin bowl of 
about 30cm in width. 

8. A sharp small -nosed knife or a 
short sharpened piece of wood of 
about 8 cm in length. 

Moo.em or 'recent' Samoan 
puddings prepared from the 
introduced ingredients such as 
flour, sugar, or rice, use undil -
uted or sweetened coconut cream. 

Tinned Coconut Cream can be used 
as a substitute in all puddings 
such as Koko Alaisa, Kopai and 
sua fa'i. 
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CONCIDSION 

Samoan puddings made in New Zealan:I. retain two major characteristics 

of 'traditional' puddings made in Samoa. 

1. 'Ihe dense nature or mass or consistency. 

2. 'Ihe use of coconut cream that provides the distinctive 'heavy or rich' 

aroma an:!. flavour. 

'Ille physical sense of being satiated is coupled with a very real sense 

of well-being that is much desired when one considers the choice of food 

that is available. 



SUrnmary 
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CHAPI'ER 6 

THE IOLYNESIAN mDDING IN HIND SIGHT 

This thesis attempted as one of its goals to take the archaelogist 

into the Polynesian kitchen. Prehistorian interests end usually at the 

scraper or peeler, pounder, fennentation pit, umu and midden. Although in 

most western kitchens, the cook is usually female, in Polynesia - mainly 

Samoa and Hawaii, it was a male domain. Pukui (1968:425) states that mi 

:making and imu cooking is usually done by men but in ancient tillles, it was 

AililAYS a male practice [lllY emphasis] (Cf. Sodestrom 1937:241). 

The processing of fennented foods or breadfruit preserves and food 

preparation in general was a task for men particularly in Polynesia 

(Soderstrom 1937:241). In old tillles no women were authorised to be present 

at the processing of breadfruit preserves (idem). Soderstrom's assertion 

in the Marquesan situation is that the removal of ma, fennented breadfruit 

from small pits to larger ones necessitated the strictest observations 

such as sexual abstinence and the presence of women was not pennitted 

(idem). In Hawaii, mi preparation was exclusively men's work (idem). All 

food was prepared by men in Samoa (Holmes 1974, Soderstrom 1931, Vuli 

1985:Pers.camm.). large feasts and umu cooking was usually undertaken by 

Niue men (Okesene 1987:Pers.camm.). Similarly too the observation in the 
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Tokelau case where in January until mid-April 1986, I saw many Tokelau 

puddings prepared by Mr Apolo. 

Greater understanding of the culinary-related utensils from excavation 

sites was gleaned by examining the original context of use, ethnographic

ally and historically. Analys~ key process~ techniques and applying 

these to the archaeological record was a major research concern. 'Ihe main 

processing. steps and associated utensils exemplifies the link between 

ethnographic and prehistoric context tool use and need. 'Ihe raw base 

predominantly underwent grat~ in West Polynesia and pounding in Fast 

Polynesia. When the base was initially cooked, the connnon breakdown method 

in both regions was pounding. On fennentation, kneading and pounding as a 

first step to reducing the base into a paste, occurred with equally high 

frequency in West and Fast Polynesia. 'Ihe same preliminary breakdown 

methods adopted in West and East Polynesia were applied when the base was 

cooked and fennented. A divergent process was undergone when the base was 

raw. In West Polynesia, the raw base was grated first rendering it more 

easily worked during further processing and not requiring a heavy stone 

pounder to reduce it to a paste. 'Ihe degree of need or dewand for this 

tool was low. 'Ihis hypothesis presents an explanation of the absence of 

the stone pounder in West Polynesia although processing cooked and 

fennented state dishes employed the pounding technique. The 'natural' 

pounders or sticks were the pounders of West Polynesia. In Fast Polynesia, 

the frequent preparation of these dishes may have warranted a pennanently 

accessible tool - such as the stone pounder. 'Ihe margin of uncertainty in 
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this area is great. Perllaps the addition of more standardised recipes from 

the Polynesian island groups will help to check this grey area. 

A substantial case for food preparation as a cultural rather than a 

chemical process (Chang 1977) provided significant insights into the 

prehistoric domain of culinary practice. 'Ihis was exe:rrplified by the 

proto-vocabularies that underline the ingredients, taste, texture and 

pudding processes. The promotion of ethnographic and historic continuity 

into prehistoric times was demonstrated by the Polynesian pudding process. 

Conservation in the technical processes characterise the Polynesian 

pudding. From island to island in West Polynesia, Kapingamarangi, Rennell 

and Bellona, Anuta, Tikopia, Vaitupu and Funafuti of Tuvalu, East Futuna, 

East Uvea, Tonga, Niue, Samoa, Tokelau and Pllkapuka, and from East 

Polynesia, the southern Cook Islands - Rarotonga, the Society Islands -

Tahiti, Tubuai, Rapa - Australs, the Tuamotu Archipelago, Mangareva, the 

Marquesas, Hawaii and Easter Islands, the Polynesian pudding was prepared. 

In each case, the pudding fundamentals were exhibited, that is, a specific 

taste, smell and particular texture preferred by 'experience' . Consider 

the unusual New Zealand dish already documented in Chapter 3. It reflected 

all the significant elements of 'oiliness, richness and being solid' as in 

the true pudding. Compare the present day Samoan pudding, where similar 

elements persist: the pre-requisite rich-oily, aromatic flavour from 

coconut cream and the solid or homogeneous mass. 'Ihis combination of 

ingredients, flavour and texture provide a meal to satisfy and sustain. A 
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case in :point is the Pagi 12Q.2Q dish described in Cra.pter 5. All the 

canposite pudding elements are met and greatly appreciated on consumption 

(SU'a N. 1987:Pers.corrrrn.). 

The evidence of 'base' and food-related changes allows for periodiz

ation of the Polynesian culinary-culture history. In Samoa, adoption of 

flour and sugar alongside traditional starchy bases was due to western 

contact in the 1800's. Highlighting this was a Gennan dish, later teniled 

~ (from 'Iough pie' - See Cra.pter 5), mainly dough balls of flour and 

water in a sugar-syrup sauce. This was at the time of Gennan occupation in 

Samoa, until the end of World War I. Rice would have accompanied the 

migrant Chinese to Samoa towards the end of the 19th century, but this 

grain did not become an important part of the Samoan food regime until 

about the 1930s. Today, rice, an accepted starchy meal substitute is also 

cooked as a Samoan pudding - a truly Polynesian innovation. Rice is rice, 

a 'vegetable' or 'staple' not a 'sweet' or 'pudding'. The use of rice in 

pudding fonn is wholly repugnant to today's New Zealand Chinese youth 

(King 1984:Pers.corrrrn. - a New Chinese fe:rnale), yet a relished pudding as 

Koko Alaisa - cocoa or chocolate rice, in most New Zealand Samoan homes. 

Pit preservation was very early: associated with late Iapita 

occupations on Niuatoputapu, Tonga they are dated between 800 B.C. and 

A.D. 100; on Anuta in association with the earliest colonisers, they date 

to before 500 B.C., and in Samoa, possible breadfruit pits a Site Va-1 

(Green 1969:120-121) date about the 1st Centmy A.D. whereas similar pits 

at Jane's camp (Jennings et al 1976:65-67) are dated just after 500 B.C. 
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(Ayers and Haun 1981:Ms). stone pounders were found late in east 

Polynesia. Simple stone pounders from the Marquesas was dated at 600-1300 

A.D. and the conical pounder, A.D.1300-1600. 

'Ihe Polynesian pudding is clearly a very early practice as reflected 

in the Proto-vcx:::abularies and archaeology (See Chapter 4). Helen I.each 

(1987:Pers~carrnn.) suggests that the Polynesian pudding may have evolved 

from the need to render palatable the fennented food. But I think not, for 

three reasons. First, as the pudding practice is very old, I suggest that 

their processing techniques and the fennentation process were concurrent. 

'Ihe basis of this is summarised in Chapter 3. Fennented dishes account for 

only one tenth of the total culinary processing examples or standardised 

recipes from west Polynesia and for a quarter collected from east 

Polynesia. Fennented state preparations occurred in one out of six of the 

total recipes standardised. 'Ihirdly, accounts from three separate island 

groups record the acceptable taste and smell or flavour of fennented 

dishes. In a Tikopia example, the record showed that Masi, a fennented 

food made from taro, breadfruit or banana, and described by Firth as 

having a strong smell and pungent flavour but "appeals to the taste of the 

Tikopia especially as a substitute for fish to relieve a plain vegetable 

diet" (1957:107). A Samoan case held that fennented breadfruit in pit 

storage kept for years and was relished all the more when it was older. 

Baked as small cakes, it was a food used particularly when taro was scarce 

and breadfruit was out season. "'Ihe odour of these cakes is offensive in 

the extreme to a European; but a Samoan turns from a bit of English 
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cheese with nore disgust than we do from his fennented breadfruit" (Turner 

1983: 107) • 'Ihree cases from New Zealand highlight the preference for 

fennented foods. Beaglehole and Beaglehole (1946:97, Best 1942:37) 

intimated that "According to pakeha ideas the smell is horrible and the 

taste not Ilnlch better than the smell. But the Maoris count the dish ( a 

fennented one) a luxury titbit and eat it with avidity when it is 

available". A second fennented food was described by '!ham.son as the 

dish smells like excrement and tastes like 
Pannesan cheese. 'Ihis disgusting node of preparing 
food is Polynesian. 'Ihe science of cooke:ty was in 
a primitive state among the New Zealand, for being 
destitute of vessels capable of resisting fire, 
the cookery ••• , was limited to steaming and 
roasting (1859a:153-154). 

'Ihe third dish, from fennented karaka required no later cooking, and was 

extensively used in travel. It was vividly described by Wakefield: 

'Ihe odour is so offensive that I could not prevail 
myself to eat them; but I have known many 
Englishmen who have acquired a taste for them, and 
described them as ve:ry good food (1908:100-101). 

Puddings prepared from the raw and cooked states for the distinctive 

flavour, ritual or ceremonial role, were more corrrrnonly prepared than the 

fennented dishes. 

'Ihe segmentation of the Polynesian pudding practice within the 

Polynesian culinru:y tradition (01.ang 1977) provides variety to the diet. 

Social and religio-political necessity warrants the making of puddings. 

Quality in tenris of Amerine's (1966) corrplexity, balance and flavour 
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realise:i in conception and made real by experience exemplifies pudding 

significance. Although the pudding stnicturally complements the first part 

of the 'main' meal, that is, the baked pieces of staple and the fish or 

flesh m::>rsel, it also demonstrates a blending of staple and coconut, or 

staple and 'flesh' or "fat" in the fonn of coconut cream. Coconut cream 

can be added to baked m::>rsels or poured over fish or flesh fcx:x:1s but a 

prevalent difference in the use of a variety of technical processes with 

the same starchy base and coconut cream lubricant does produce a wholly 

' 
new food. In pudding fonn it becomes a palatable meal in itself. It can be 

consumed at any time in the day. Illustrating this, in modern tillles, the 

Koko alaisa pudding is served for breakfast, at mid-m::>rn.ing, lunch, 

mid-afternoon and for mid-evening supper. One main 'flesh' and staple 

composite meal is usual in the day. 'Ihe pudding with common ingredients 

blend.ed, mixed thoroughly or mingled throughout the whole, produces an 

innovative and agreeable meal alternative. 'Ihese processing techniques 

were discussed in Chapter 3. 

Familiar and acceptable common place ingredients highlight the place 

of experience. Frequent exposure and consumption of them acts as a natural 

background for the range and connoisseur appreciation of distinctive 

flavours - too subtle, they go unnoticed or disliked by the novice 

partaker. 'Ihe distinctive character of coconut cream to indigenous users 

is discerned even in a curried fish dish (Carley and Tasanrru 1987:Pers. 

comm. ) . During the prelimina:ry research stages, a question often raised 

regarded the 'flavouring' used in pudding preparations. Mis-reacting the 
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coconut cream's culinary niche, set me l(X)king for an additional western

type ingredient such as that derived from noni, Morianda citrifolia, a 

citrus flavour. But the use of noni was only sporadic in the making of 

puddirgs. Comprehending coconut cream as a complex ingredient affecting 

flavour, aroma and texture was realised when an infonnant said, 

Once the dish has cooked, you know that it is ready 
because of the rich aroma of the coconut cream that 
entices you to eat (Aiono-I..e-Tagaloa 1984:Pers.corrrrn.). 

Coconut has a paramount role in culinary processes. A corranon practice 

of the use of leaf wrappers for pudding mixtures cannot be underestimated 

in the enhancement of flavour. Francis carley put it like this: "Ground.

cooked food has a favourable aroma of banana leaves and is earthy" 

(1987:Pers.corro:n.). More on 'flavour' can be gleaned from the various 

ethnographic and early European accounts presented below: 

TIK Two grated puddings from raw yam and pulaka, with coconut cream mixed 

throughout the whole were of a specially nutty flavour (Firth 1957:104). 

TIK A raw state pudding made from taro and breadfruit or ripe bananas, 

thoroughly mixed with a lubricant combination of coconut cream and sago 

flour produced a unique Tikopia dish that was: 

1. employed as a ritual food. 

2. the only food where breadfruit and taro are put together as a corranon 

base. 

3. the long cooking impenneating each constituent with the flavours of 

the other, gives the food a peculiar taste, rich from the sago and 

cream (Firth 1957:105). 
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'ION A very green, soft coconut, the main irgredient in a 'lbngan pudding 

requiring no swee~, as it was already, had moegalo leaves added to 

it, of a citrus flavour. 'Ibis addition to the coconut was described by an 

infonnant as "Brings a good flavour and aroma" (Hamilton 1985:Pers.corrnn.). 

SAM Buck described the use of rnoegalo shrub leaves for flavouring a ripe 

banana pudding with coconut cream mixed through from Samoa (Buck 1930: 

134,130). 

NIU . 1oeb (1926:106) noted the preparation from a baked, pounded talo and 

coconut cream pudding that: "I have tasted all these foods and though they 

are good, the foreign palate soon grows tired of them". 

MAO From New Zealand, a femroot cake steeped in tutu juice was held to 

be a superior meal, providing a sustaining food or "Te manawa nui 9 Whete" 

(Best 1942:81-82, Shortland 1851:203, 'Iharn.son 1859:154). 

MAO A femroot dish, occasioned the shaping into rolls and soaking in 

tutu berry juice, of the femroot was considered very tasty (Best 1898b, 

1924:426,427). 

MAO Hinau cakes were highly esteemed by the New Zealand Maoris and 

appeared like very brown bread but oily, heavy and unappetising to the 

European onlooker (Best 1924a:429-430, 1942:38,39, Taylor 1855:380,393). 

'Ibis brief account attests the role of flavour in these dishes. 

A contribution to the food and food habits in Polynesia, it is hoped, 

has been accomplished to some degree in the following ways: 

1. by invalidating the statement 'that women belong in the kitchen'. 
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2. by advancing a methodological approach to historical description. 

3. in providing a critical general outline of the culinary material 

culture from prehistoric contexts. 

4. by presenting a new dimension to Polynesian social and cultural 

histories from a different perspective. 

ffiNCIIJSIONS 

From this culinary-related research, four conclusions can be drawn in 

the Polynesian situation. 

1. Continuity or conseI:Vatism vastly out-weighs change in this aspect of 

culinary history (<l1ang 1977:20). 

2. Periodising Polynesian history rna.y add a new perspective to the food 

and food habit changes, illustrated by the Samoan case, with the 

adoption of rice from the migrant Orinese, and the substitution by 

flour and sugar of some staples in puddings prepared in New Zealand 

and in Samoa. 

3. '!he antiquity of the Polynesian pudding stretches back more than 3000 

years. 

4. 'lhe Polynesian pudding is firstly food but also variety that is often 

superior to the nonral products of cooking. When the criteria ?f 
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quality, idealised in complexity, balance and flavour whet the 

appetite, it is realised in const.nrption. '!his is attested throughout 

Polynesia. 

In the Samoan case this is reflected in "~ sua vai'a le niu", that is, 

"the coconut cream is too thin". 'Ihe connotations or assumed cultural 

knowledge relate this statement to coconut cream that usually if 

generously used yields a very rich, pleasant aroma but if "thin" produces 

no pronounced flavour so the balance and complexity recognised as superior 

by the connoisseur, is much reduced. 

"~ le manwi", "there is no scent, aroma" or rather, nothing to 

entice, encourage or excite me to consume this dish. After all the proof 

of the pudding is in the eating. 

If complexity is met, then one will hear"~ to'a ai le moa.". 'Ihe 

complete semantics conferred is "'Ihe pudding satisfies, fills the gap, 

pronounces satiation. 'Iherefore the rich, oily, heavy pudding qualities, 

unlike 'stodgy' food, in pudding fonn evokes not only physical but psych

ological or mental and spiritual sense of well-being, contenbnent and 

fullness or wholeness". 

Tnlly fine foods are memorable and. one that does not prompt or promote 

recall can never be great (Amerine 1966). But of the Polynesian pudding it 

can be said, 'E 'IO'A AI IE MOA'. 
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APPENDIX ONE 

WEST POLYNESIAN - RAW STATE BASE STANDARDISED RECIPES 
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KAPINGAMARANG I 

HUAAHUU Preparation (Lieber and Dikepa 1974: 198) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Lubricant 

BUDALA OLOOLO Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Lubricant 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Raw 

GRATED 

Coconut Cream 

[A] HUAAHUU 

Base 

- Taro 

- Cooked in ground 
oven 

- a pudding 

(Lieber and Dikepa 1974: 197) 

Raw 

GRATED 

Coconut Cream 

Coconut Shell 

[A] BUDALA OLOOLO 

Base 

- Taro 

and basket in ground 
oven. 



PIAPIA Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action 

Action-

Container, Working 
Surface 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Lubricant 

Container, Working 
Surface 
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(Buck 1950: 33-34, Lieber and Dikepa 1974: 198) 

Raw 

PEELED 

Lumps flesh 
picked off 

Bowl 

KNEADED 

Water 

Coconut 
shell cups 

[D] PIAPIA, BIABIA 

Base 

- Ripe breadfruit 

- Scraped with shell 
to remove skin 

- with fingers 
- separating seeds 

into basket 
- discarding cone 

when picked clean 

- squeezes pieces 
with fingers to 
form mash. 

- during mashing 
process 

- Mashed breadfruit 
greenish colour -
caused urer layer 
of skin, not removed 
from light scraping 

- No coconut cream 
added 

- Small porcelain bowls 
now used (for serving) 

- Never seen breadfruit 
treated in similar 
manner in any part of 
Polynesia 

- This food, termed 
piapia 

- Served as first course 
in meal which was 
subsequently provided 

- Delicious taste, as 
good as any fruit salad 
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PIAPIA Preparation (continued) 

Further notes: - Nearest approach is 
Samoan preparation 
of ripe bananas, 

- termed poi, 
- but it is mixed with 

coconut cream during 
mashing process. 

HAKATE Preparation (Buck 1950: 19, Ueber andDikepa 1974: 197) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Lubricant 

Container, Working Surface 
Surface 

[ j ] 

Raw 

SLICED 

Green Coconut 

Coconut Shell 

HAKATE KURU/ 

HAKATE TARA/ 

HAKATE PURAKA or 

Base 

- kuru, tara, puraka; 
that is: breadfruit, 
taro and Alocasia sp. 

- Grated with hand grater 
to fine creamy consistency 

- some fluid may be 
poured back from green 
coconut 

- Placed in oven 

HAGADEE 



PUTARA Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Lubricant 

Container, Working 
Surface 

HAGALLOI Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Lubricant 

Container, Working 
Surface 
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(Buck 1950: 19, Lieber and Dikepa 1974: 198) 

Raw 

SLICED 

Coconut Cream 

Mature Coconut 
shell 

[j] PUTARA KURU/ 
PUTARA TARA/ 

Base 

- Kuru, tara, puraka, 
that is, breadfruit, 
taro and Alocasia sp. 

- shell 
- shells (ipu) 
- termed ti ipu tara 

used with tara leaf 
leaf cover 

- and so with puraka 
and breadfruit (kuru) 

- Cooked in oven 

PUTARA PURAKA or BUDALA 

(Lieber and Dikepa 1974: 197) 

Raw 

SLICED 

Coconut Cream 

Small Basket 

[j] HAGALLOI 

Base 

- Taro or breadfruit 

Cooked in ground 
oven 



1101 Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Lubricant 

Container, Working 
Surface 
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(Lieber and Dikepa 1974: 197) 

Raw 

POUNDED 

Coconut Cream 

Large basket 

[ p] 1101 

Base 

- Breadfruit 

- mashed mixture of 
soft breadfruit 

- in ground oven 
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HOKOOTO Preparation (Buck 1950, Lieber and Dikepa 1974: 102) 
usually pronounced Sokoto (Buck 1950:19) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Action 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Action 

Lubricant 

Action 

Raw 

SLICED 

Wrapped in leaves 

POUNDED 

Bowl 

Ground (unuki) 

Grated mature 
coconut flesh 
(ka niu waruwaru) 

POUNDED 

[e] HOKOOTO KURU/ 

HOKOOTO PURAKA/ 

Base 

- Breadfruit, puraka 
Alocasia sp., taro 

Cooked in oven 

- with beater until 
soft (para) 

- Difference between 
pounding (tuki) 
and grinding or 
rubbing (unuki) 

- pounding, direct 
downward blows, 

- unuki, process 
rubbing material with 
beater against bottom bowl. 

- Eliminate small lumps. 

HOKOOTO TARA or HOGOODO 



TOKONAKI Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Lubricant 

Container, Working 
Surface 
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RENNELL AND BELLONA 

(Christiansen 1975: 74) 

Base 

RAW - Taro 

GRATED (See Songo) 

Coconut Cream 

Wrapped in large banana leaves 

[a] TOKONAK.I - a kind of pudding 



PUDDING Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Action 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Action 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 
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BELLONA 

(Christiansen 1975:75) 

Raw 

Bowl 

Hot oil 

Decanted 

Coconut containers 

Afterwards 

Base 

- Pandanus drupes 

- boiling water 
- heated by immersion 

of hot stones 
- process called tio. 

- after some time 

- in which it will 
keep for several 
years 

Skin removed from stones 

POUNDED 

[Al] PUDDING 

- into pudding and eaten 
- even kernels can 

be utilized after 
cracking hard shells 



TAKI NIU Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 

'Lubricant' 

UOUA ORO Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Lubricant 
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ANUTA 

(Feinberg 1977) 

Raw 

GRATED 

Grated Coconut 

[a] TAKI NIU 

(Feinberg 1977) 

Raw 

GRATED 

Coconut cream 

[a] UOUA ORO 

Base 

- Manioc, banana 
or any type of starchy 
food 

- baking in earth oven 

- when dried by 
overcooking in oven 
called PAKU. 

- A pudding 

Base 

- Taro tuber 

- and baked before 
adding. 

- a pudding 
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PAKAPAATAI Preparation (Feinberg 1977) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown Raw 

Lubricant Coconut cream 

[A] PAKAPAATAI 

UNUKI Preparation (Feinberg 1977) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown Raw 

Lubricant Coconut cream 

PAKAVATIA Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

/ 

Lubricant 

[A] UNUKI 

(Feinberg 1977) 

Raw 

Coconut cream 

[A) PAKAVATIA 

Base 

- Taro tuber 

- added before baking 

- a pudding 

Base 

- Taro 

- added before baking 

- a pudding 

Base 

- Sago flour 

- a pudding 

I 



TUA Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 
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(Feinberg 1977) 

Raw 

[unk] TUA 

Base 

Sago flour is 
one of the ingredients 
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TIKOPIA 

UNUKI Preparation (Firth 1957: 106, 1985: 572) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Lubricant 

UNUKI UFI Preparation 

State of Base 
at Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Lubricant 

;' 

Further notes: 

Raw 

GRATED 

Coconut Cream 

[A] UNUKI 

(Firth 1957: 106) 

Raw 

GRATED 

Coconut cream 

[A] UNUKI :UFI 

- One yam sufficient if it is a large one; 
- Two if they are small. 

Base 

- Banana or yam or 
giant taro. 

- in famine (1957) 
cordyline from umu 
ti used instead of 
coconut cream 

Base 

- Yams 

- Sago flour may be added 
or not according to 
choice 

- Mixture· . baked in oven 
till it is hard. 

- s·ince all dishes of the kofukofu type are made in limited quantity, 
- as DELICACIES [my emphasis] 
- Amount of work a Tikopia will put into making sma:.11 package of SPECIAL 

KIND OF PUDDING [my emphasis]for -.his chief or 
- for distinguished visitor ---
- and he will invite admiration of recipient 

as tribute due to an ARTIST [my emphasis) 
- Unuki futi, made from banana in similar style 
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NGARUENGA PREPARATION (Firth 1957: 95-96) 

Demands considerable preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Lubricant 

Action 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Raw 

GRATED 

Bowl 

Wrapped small 
leaf packets 

Coconut cream 

POUNDED 

Bowl 

[ c] NGARUENGA 

Base 

- Taro or bananas 
peeled and treated 
likewise 

- on spiked wooden 
slab over 

- cooked in oven 

- added to hot soft 
mass in each case 

or with breadfruit 



NGARUENGA Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Lubricant 

Action 

Container, Working 
Surface 

SUSUA TARO Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Action 

Lubricant 

Action 
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(Firth 1957: 96) 

Raw 

BROKEN UP 

Coconut cream 

POUNDED 

Bowl 

[c] NGARUENGA 

(Firth 1957: 104) 

Raw 

GRATED 

Wrapped little 
packages of leaf 

Bowl 

POUNDED 

Coconut cream 

POUNDED 

Base 

- Breadfruit 
- Roasted whole on 

hot stones 

- to the soft mass 
in each case the 
cream is added 

Base 

- Taro 

- cooked in oven 
- charred leaf stripped 

off 
- Flesh put in bowl 

- poured over it 

- mass thoroughly 
mixed by further 
pounding 
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SUSUA TARO Preparation (Continued) 

[c] SUSUA TARO 

POKE TARO Preparation (Firth 1957: 106) 

- Susua futi, susua 
ufi, and susua pulaka 
puddings of banana, yam, 
and giant taro made 
in similar fashion -
The two latter have 
specially nutty flavour 

' .•. This is special kind of susua pudding demanding more work than usual'. 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Action 

Lubricant 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Lubricant 

Action 

Raw 

GRATED 

POUNDED 

Coconut cream 

Laid out on leaves 

Base 

- Taro 

- Cooked in oven 

- banana or pulaka 
and over it is 
poured cups of: 

Hot oil from further 
dish of coconut cream 

KRAU 

BALL 

[cl] POKE TARO 

- which been clarified 
by addition of hot stones. 

- brown, sugary-like 
residue of clarification 
is also mixed and very 
often 

- of mass made with fingers 

- Special Poke 

Taro made on ritual occasions by clan Taumako known as Pora 



ROI Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Lubricant 

Container, Working 
Surface 
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(Firth 1957: 105) 

Raw 

SLICED 

Coconut Cream 

Wrapped leaves 

[j] ROI 

Base 

- Taro or breadfruit 
or ripe bananas 

- Green bananas not 
used for roi 

- and sago flour 

- Cooked for ten hours 
or so. 

- Usually set in oven 
at night and 

- taken out early in 
the morning. 

- since employed as 
RITUAL FOOD [my 
emphasis] in number 
of most sacred 
religious ceremonies. 

- This is ONLY Food [my emphasis] where breadfruit and taro are put 
together as common base. 

- The long cooking 
Impermeating each constituent with the flavours of the other, gives 
the food a peculiar taste, RICH from the sago and cream [my emphasis]. 
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TAKINIU Preparation (Firth 1957: 107, 1985: 476) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Lubricant 

Other Ingredient 

Container, Working 
Surface 

TAMERUA Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Other Ingredient 

Lubricant 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Raw 

GRATED 

or 

POUNDED 

Bowl 

Water 

and 

Sago flour 

Green leaf 

(Firth 1957:107, 1985:480) 

Raw 

POUNDED 

or 
GRATED 

Sago flour 

and 

Water 

Green leaf 

[u] TAMERUA 

Base 

- Mature coconut 
flesh (niu motomoto) 

- Baked 

- container packages 
in oven 

Base 

- Mature coconut 

- container in oven 



VATIA TAUO Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Lubricant 

SUA TAUO Preparation 
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(Firth 1985:510) 

Raw 

Coconut Cream 

[A] VATIA TAUO 

(Firth 1957:101-102) 

Base 

- Turmeric flour Tauo 

- Baked 

- as special food 
for guests 

preparation ... continues for couple of hours'. 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Lubricant 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Lubricant 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Action 

Raw 

Coconut cream 

Bowl 

STIRRED 

Coconut cream 

Half Coconut shell 

POUNDED 

[A1] SUA TAUO 

Base 

- Tumeric flour 

- stone boiled 
- Meanwhile extraction 

more coconut cream. 
- In about five minutes 

or so sua begins to 
coagulate and solidify 

- IT IS COOKED [my emphasis] 
- with stick 
- More cream added 
- Stones lifted out 

on stick, 
- dropped on leaf 

- piece banana leaf 
over top. 

- top of pudding with 
cup 

- Coating of coagulated 
pudding from surface 
of stone removed. 



FAIK.AI TUTU Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Lubricant 

Container, Working 
Surface 
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EAST FUTUNA 

(Burrows 1936:137) 

Raw 

GRATED 

Leaf Wrapper 

Cooked 

Coconut cream 

Leaf Wrapper 

[a] FAIK.AI TUTU 

MAFO Preparation (Burrows 1936:137) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Action 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Raw 

GRATED 

KNEADED 

Wooden Kettle 

Special Basket 
Cooked 

[f] MAFO 

Base 

- Taro 

- Meanwhile coconuts 
are grated into a 
wooden bowl and 
coconut cream, niu 
valu mosomoso i-s~ 
cooked 

- in oven 

- Eaten by chiefs and 
honoured guests. 

- a special delicacy. 

Base 

- Taro is peeled on day one. 

- in oven overnight 

- eaten on day two 
- dipped in raw coconut 

cream 



TA'U FANGONGO Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Lubricant 

Container, Working 
Surface 
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(Burrows 1936:137) 

Raw 

SLICED 

Coconut Cream 

Half- Coconut Shell 
Cooked 

[j] TA'U FANGONGO 

MAFANA Preparation (Burrows 1936:137) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Lubricant 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Raw 

Coconut Cream 

Bowl 

[A] MAFANA 

FAIKAI TOKOTOKO Preparation (Burrows 1936:136) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Lubricant 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Raw 

Coconut pudding 

KNEADED 

Leaf Wrapper 

[D] FAIKAI TOKOTOKO 

Base 

- Taro, yams or 
green bananas 

- cut into small pieces 

Base 

- Arrowroot Starch 

- cooked by stone 
boiling 

- A soup that must be 
heated quickly 

- Regarded as good for 
invalids 

Base 

- Arrowroot Starch 

- (Implied) 
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FAIKAI FAKAFUTUNA Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

(Burrows 1936:136) 

Raw 

Base 

- Arrowroot Starch 

Lubricant Coconut Cream and Water 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Container, Working 
Surface 

KNEADED 

Leaf Wrapper 

[D] FAIKAI FAKAFUTUNA 

FAIKAI FUTSI Preparation (Burrows 1936:136) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Lubricant 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Container, Working 
Surface 

SUA Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Lubricant 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Raw 

Coconut Cream 

KNEADED 

Leaf Wrapper 

[D] FAIKAI FUTSI 

(Burrows 1936:137) 

Raw 

Coconut Pudding 

KNEADED 

SUA 

- (Implied) 

Base 

- Green Bananas 

- (Implied) 

Base 

- Arrowroot Starch 

- (Implied) 

Perhaps the same 
as Faikai Tokotoko 
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EAST UVEA 

FAIKAI TALO, TUKITUKI Preparation (Burrows 1937:100) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Lubricant 

Raw 

GRATED 

Coconut Cream 

[a] FAIKAI TALO, TUKITUKI 

Base 

- Taro 

- previously cooked 
in a wooden bowl 
with hot stones 
dropped in. 

LU FAKAAFU, LU HOHO or LU MAHOAA Preparation (Burrows 1937:100) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Lubricant 

Action 

Raw 

SCRAPED 

GRATED 

Bowl 

Water 

KNEADED 

Base 

- Arrowroot Starch 

- with a sharp shell 

- placed on a strainer 
that rests on a rack 
of crossed sticks 
placed over a .. 

- the liquid strains 
through, is left 
to stand until the 
starch settles to 
the bottom 

Lubricant Coconut Cream 

[d] LU FAKAAFU, LU HOHO or LU MAHOAA 



SAUSAU Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Lubricant 

VAISI Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Lubricant 

Action 

Container, Working 
Surface 
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(Burrows 1937:100) 

Raw 

POUNDED 

Coconut Cream 

(p) SAUSAU 

(Burrows 1937:100) 

[ p2] 

Raw 

Cooked 

POUNDED 

Coconut Cream 
and Arrowroot 
Starch 

MIXED IN 

Leaf Wrapper 

VAISI 

Base 

- Breadfruit 

- crushed 

Base 

- Roots of Si, Cordyline 
terminalis 

- in earth oven for 4 nights 

- crushed and the 
sweet juice is 
extracted 

- Very rare due to 
long labour of 
preparing it. 
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TONGA 

PUDDING Preparation (Hamilton 1985: Personal Communication) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Action 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Container, Working 
Surface 

FURTHER NOTES: 

Raw 

SCRAPED 
the coconut 

SQUEEZE IT 
with Kalava 

Nusi process 

Bowl 

until soft 

Put it in pot 

[£] PUDDING 

- and put in middle to cook with coconut 

Base 

- Very green coconut 
- very soft one 
- usel or 6 dozen coconuts 
- Because not much 

inside 

so depends size of 
family 

- the midrib of coconut 
- Informant used to do 

two dozen 

- not wringing but 
squeezing and rubbing 
together 

- USE ALL JUICE of 
coconut into bowl 

- Don't need water. 
- no sugar added 

because already sweet 

no sugar used 
- Boil slowly two 

hours 
- Put leaves_ moegalo 

- tie together one 
and a half dozen 

' -''Brings good flavour and smell 11 when cooked take out 
- Serve it after your main meal or dinner 
- Serve it for a pudding 
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HOHO Preparation (Hamilton 1985: Personal Communication, Waalken 1985:116) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Raw 

Peel 

CUBED 

Pot or foil 
or banana leaves 

Lubricant Coconut Cream 

[j] HOHO 

Base 

- Kumala (hoho) 

Clean it 

- Slice into 2.5 cm 
cubes 

- pour on top to 
mix with them 

- not too much, just 
to cover them. 

- salt to taste 
- Cook in umu until 

soft 
- for two hours 
- Can serve for 

lunch or tea 
sometimes put in 
sliced meat, for 
example corned beef, 
pork 

- not too much 
- just a· little 



HOPA Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Lubricant 
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(Hamilton 1985: Personal Communication) 

Raw 

PEELED 

SLICED 

Put in on pot 

Water 

[j] HOPA 

Base 
Over ripe banana 

- is very good 
- were 'sweet' 

- skin 

- as fine as you can 

- poured two inches 
over hopa or banana 

- Cook it for two hours, 
very slowly. 

- Before cooking 
- Put one can of coconut 

cream over top or two 
coconuts. 

- cream squeezed from 
fresh coconut. 

- When cooked, serve 
it for pudding 

- Can serve it hot or 
cool 
Can't put in fridge. 



FAIKAITI Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Lubricant 
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NIUE 

(Loeb 1926:106) 

Raw 

Coconut milk 
and pia 

[A] FAIKAITI 

Base 

- juice or ti root 

Cooked in umu 



SOLO PULAKA Preparation 

or TE SOLO Preparation 
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FUNAFUTI - TUVALU 

(Kennedy 1931:104, Roberts 1955:230) 

Notes: The pulaka, Alocasia indica, cultivated in large garden pits 
excavated down to the.natural water table, together with the 
MORE DELICATELY FLAVOURED talo, Colocasia antiquorum, form 
a great part of the Ellice Islar1der' s foo~ intake [my emphasis] . 
Pulaka may be simply boiled or baked, and eaten with fishas a 
savoury addition, or it MAY BE PREPARED IN MORE COMPLICATED 
WAYS [my emphasis]. 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 
Action 
Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Lubricant 

Action 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Raw 

SCRAPED 

GRATED 

Molasses 
and 
Lolo, Coconut cream 

MIXED 

Leaf Package 

Cooked 

[a] SOLO PULAKA 

Base 

- Pulaka, giant taro. 
The tuberous roots 
may be .. 
Skinned with a knife 
and then .. 

- scraped down into 
small fragments by 
being rubbed on the 
jagged surface of a 
tin grater. 

- coconut toddy molasses, 
kaleve tunu 

- and heated fresh toddy 
kaleve 

- into the raw fragm.e_nts, 
and two or three handfuls 
of the mixture are placed 
on a section of green 

- Paste 
leaf which is then 
tied into a parcel before 
being placed 

- in earth oven. One hour. 

- When cooked this food, 
may be expected to remain 
edible for up to thr~e 
weeks. 

- Eaten hot or cold 

(the "cream" expressed 
from grated coconut) 
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FUNAFUTI - TUVALU 

FEKEI PULAKA Preparation (Kennedy 1931:105, Roberts 1955:231) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Lubricant 

Other Ingredient 

Action 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Lubricant 

Action 

Note: A Pulaka PUDDING, or FEKEI PULAKA 
is OFTEN the HIGHLIGHT of a fakaala, or 
banquet menu [my emphasis]. 

Raw 

GRATED 

Base 

- Pulaka roots, skinned 
and then ..... . 

- rasped into small 
fragments on a tin 
grater 

Coconut Toddy molasses, kaleve tunu 
and 
Kaleve , heated fresh toddy 

Kou pata, banana 

KNEADED 

Leaf Wrapper 
Cooked 

Lalo, Coconut Cream 

MIXED 

[a] FEKEI PULAKA 

- is grated, locally 
known banana and can 
be used instead of 
flour 

whole is well mixed 
with the hand. 

- Tuvalu cooks EMPHASIZE 
that TIME and CARE MUST 
BE SPENT ON MIXING, and 
when this is done 
satisfactorily the mass 
is . . i'.my emphasis.] 

- banana leaves 
placed in oven. When 
baking is in process 
an amount of 

- is prepared. When 
sufficiently cooked the 
pulaka - molasses - kau 
pata mixture is taken 
from oven, and while 
still is hot is .. 

- by laboured mixing with 
a stick - and again it is 
EMPHASISED that this FINAL 
MELDING OF THE INGREDIENTS 
BE UNHURRIED. THE WHOLE 
is then placed in an 
enamel wash basin. READY 
FOR CONSUMPTION [my 
emphasis] 



TE PUATOLO Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Lubricant 

Container, Working 
Surface 
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VAITUPU - TUVALU 

(Kennedy 1931: 104) 

Base 

Raw - Fresh pulaka 

GRATED 

Lolo, Coconut cream - sometimes omitted. 
- The "cream" is 

and expressed from grated 
coconut. 

Kaleve tunu, Coconut toddy molasses 

- A greater amount of 
molasses is used than 

and for SOLO PULAKA, TE SOLO. 
Kaleve, fresh toddy - heated 

Leaf package - Mixture is 

Cooked - to a harder consistency 

[a] TE PUATOLO 



SUASUA Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Action 

Lubricant 

,( 
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FUNAFUTI 

(Kennedy 1931:105 Roberts 1955:231) 

Raw 

PEELED 

GRATED 

Leaf Wrapper 

Cooked 

Base 

- Talo 

- Green banana leaves 

- Baked in earth oven. 
- When cooked the tol-o 

should be 

MIXED - with •••• 

Lolo, Coconut cream - To a fairly stiff 
consistency 

[a] SUASUA 
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FUNAFUTI 

FEKEI TAMU Preparation (Roberts 1955:231) 

Notes: At Funafuti a coarse caladium (A genus of plants of the Arum 
family having starchy corms Friedrichsen 1984:266). called tamu is 
extensively grown, and while it is recognised as being not nearly as 
pleasant a food as the pulako, it may be planted on the atoll surface 
and does not require pit cultivation. A pudding, fekei tamu, may be 
made in the same way as is made fekei pulaka, but CARE MUST BE TAKEN 
TO ENSURE THAT CERTAIN IRRITANT PROPERTIES of the root are REMOVED 
[My emphasis]. 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Action 

Lubricant 

Action 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Lubricant 

Action 

Raw 

PEELED 

GRATED 

GRATINGS 

SQUEEZED 

Molasses and 
Kau pata, banana 

KNEADED 

Leaf Wrapper 

Cooked 

Lolo, coconut cream 

MIXED 

[ dl] FEKEI TAMU 

Base 

- Tamu, Arum sp. 

- skin must be scraped 
down to the innermost 
of the rings which, seen 
in cross section, encircle 
the root to about 1.7 cm in 
from the outer surface. 
Then, too, after the 
tamu root has to 

- scraped on the tin grater 

- must have the juices 

- from them the liquid 
being discarded. 

- latter is grated 
- Coconut toddy molasses, 

kaleve tunu 

- the whole mixed well 
with the hand 

- banana leaves 

- laboriously with a 
stick, the hot cooked 
mass and the lolo. 



PAKAMAIOTO Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Action 

Action 

Lubricant 

Action 
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(Roberts 1955:229) 

Raw 

GRATED 

SUNDRIED 

HEATED 

Co
1
ronut toddy 

mo assess 

ROLLED INTO SMALL 
BALLS 

[F] PAKAMAIOTO 

Base 

- Coconut 

Coconut gratings 
are spread in .. 

- sun to dry, after which 
they have the appearance 
of the dessicated 
coconut ... 

- in a container over 
glowing charcoal fire. 

- small quantities are 
poured over the grated 
coconut until the mass 
becomes sticky and hard. 
This is then .. 

- or merely left in 
basin where it may be 
taken as desired. 

- A sweetmeat 
made from coconut 
gratings and molasses. 
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PULELETI Preparation (Roberts 1955:230) 

Notes: A similar type of sweetmeat to Pakamaioto, but with more 
enduring properties, is the puleleti. 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Lubricant 

Action 

Action 

Action 

Action 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Base 

Raw - Coconut gratings 

SUN DRIED - placed in a •. 

Tali, Wooden Mortar - and well .. 

POUNDED 

Coconut toddy 
molasses 

HEATED 

MIXED 

SLICED 

BALLS 

Leaf Wrappers 

[G] PULELETI 

- is then .. 

- and poured into 
tali to be 

- with the coconut 
until the substance 
is solid. 

The Puleleti is then 
cut into portions the 
size and shape of 

- cricket balls and these 
are 

- dried pandanus leaves 

- The food is said to 
remain edible for twelve 
months, but as the sweet 
"all day sucker" properties 
are attractive to children 
of the family who, with 
their playmates, manage 
to consume a large basinfull 
within twenty-four hours 
of it having been made, this 
recommendation would appear 
to be unproven. 
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SALATI FUTI Preparation (Roberts 1955:232) 

Note: To round off a meal a salati futi, or banana salad, may be produced. 
This is a dish designed to ease the jaws of the aged for it consists of •.• 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Lubricant 

Notes: 

Raw 

SLICED 
and 
CUBED 

Coconut cream 

[j] SALATI FUTI 

Base 

- Ripe bananas, ripe 
olesi or papaya 

- ripe bananas, futi 

- ripe olesi, papaya 

- The soft white flesh 
of pi, or green coconut, 
is sometimes added. 

Use is seldom made, if ever, of the fruit of the noni, Morianda citrifolia, 
and pandanus fruits of edible varieties are so rare as to be merely 
"something to chew" by children gathering coconuts in the bush. 

The COOK ON A CORAL ATOLL MAY HAVE LIMITED MATERIALS WITH"WHICH TO WORK, 
but she is CAPABLE OF PRODUCING VARIETY OF SUSTAINING DISHES WITH A 
DIVERSITY OF FLAVOURS [my emphasis]. 
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TAUFANGONGO MEI Preparation (Roberts 1955: 232) 
or TAUFANGONGO PATETA Preparation (idem) 
or TAUFANGONGO FOTI Preparation (idem) 

Note: Breadfruit trees, Artocarpus incisa, bear prolifically in the 
Ellice Islands and the fruit, therefore, is a prominent item of diet. 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Lubricant 

,I 

Raw 

PEELED 

SLICED 

Shells of semi
mature coconuts 

Coconut cream 

Cooked 

TAUFANGONGO MEI 

or 

TAOFANGONGO PATETA 

OF 

[j] TAOFANGONGO FOTI 

Base 

Breadfruit, mei 

- the outer skin of the 
mei is removed by scraping 
with a sharp sea shell 
or knife, and the fruit 
are then .. 

- cut into small pieces. 

are filled with these 
pieces of mei, 

- and .•. 

- is added so that the 
level is about halfway 
up the shell. 

- the shells are then 
placed in the oven until 
the breadfruit sections 
are cooked and the coconut 
cream has thickened. 

- By using small potatoes 
instead of breadfruits. 

- may be made, and similarly, 

- if bananas are used 
in place of the breadfruit .•. 

- is the result 



FAUSI PATETA Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action 

Action of Primary 
Breakdowns 

Container, Working 
Surface 

-302-

(Roberts 1955:232) 

Base 

Raw - Sweet potato tubers are 

WASHED 

POUNDED 

Tali, Wooden Mortar 

Lubricant Kaleve tunu, Coconut toddy molasses - added 

Action 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Lubricant 

KNEADED 

Leaf Wrapper 

Cooked 

Coconut cream 

[sl] FAUSI PATETA 

- mixed well with potatoes~ 
and .. 

- Green leaves contain 
resultant substance. 

- in earth oven 
- When the potato molasses 

mixture is thought to be 
cooked it is removed from 
the oven and warmed, 
thickened ••. 

- is poured over it. 



POI Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Other ingredient 

Action 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Action 

Action 

Lubricant 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Container, Working 
Surface 
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FUNAFUTI 

(Roberts 1955:229) 

Base 

Raw - White flour 

Coconut flesh - from semi mature coconuts 

SLICED - cut from shell and placed 
in a •••• 

Wooden Mortar, Tali - where it is ... 

POUNDED - with a wooden pestle, tuki 

Flour 

MIXED 

Sweet Toddy 

THIN PASTE 

KNEADED 

Coconut shells 

Cooked 

[D] POI 

- until it has the appearance 
of a white-grey porridge 

- In separate container, a 
quantity of •. 

- is .. 

- with 

- made from the sweet sap 
exudate of the flowerspathes 
of the coconut trees. 

- until a •. 

is obtained. This paste is 
then well mixed with the 
pounded coconut flesh in the 
tali, by •... 

- kneading with hands or by 
stirring with a stick. 

- Several of the semi-mature 
coconut shells from which the 
coconut flesh was cut have 
been kept, and into these the 
mixture is poured. 

- The coconut shells are 
carefully stood upon the hot 
stones 

- in the earthen oven 

- may be boiled, but so cooked 
is not palatable or flour 
might be excluded from the 
recipe in which case the 
mixture tune may be drunk 
uncooked. 
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NIUE 

HOLOTALO Preparation (Tregear and Smith 1907:57) 

Base 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown Raw - Talo 

Action of Primary GRATED - Cooked in earth oven 
(Assumed) Breakdown 

[i] HOLOTALO - 'a pudding of grated talo' 
(Tregear and Smith 1907:57) 

TUKI FUTI Preparation 

"A favourite dish 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Lubricant 

Container, Working 
Surface 

(Tregear and Smith 1907:113, Loeb 1926:106) 

11 (Loeb 1926:106) 

Base 

Raw - Ripe bananas 

POUNDED 

Kumete 

Coconut milk and arrowroot 

Leaves 

Baked in umu 

[p] TOKI FUTI 



PITAKO Preparations 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Other Ingredient 

TAKIHI Preparation 
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(Tregear and Smith 1907:95) 

Base 

Raw - Green bananas 

Coconut 

Baked 

[E] PITAKO 

(Tregear and Smith 1907:104) 

' a dish composed of coconuts and yams' 

(Tregear and Smith 1907:104) 
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SAMOA 

FAI'AI VALUVALU Preparation (Buck 1930:129) 

Notes: Coconut cream is wrapped with talo, in leaf package in 
which it curdles and thus form~i'ai talo. Two preparations 
are distinguished according to the talo - ungrated or grated. 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Lubricant 

Container, Working 
Surface 

RAW Talo 

GRATED (vavalu) 

Slab of coral (lapa) 

Coconut Cream 

Wrapped in leaf package 

[a] FAI'AI VALUVALU 

Owing to softer nature of grated talo, the package is flatter and smaller 
than a TAISI package. 
This form of package is called FA'APAPA. 

FAI'AI VALUVALU UFI Preparation (Buck 1930:133) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown RAW UFI 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown GRATED (vavalu) 
Container, Working 

Slab of coral (lapa) Surface 
Lubricant Coconut Cream (pe'epe'e) 

Container, Working 
Surface Wrapped in leaf package 

Cooked 

[a] FAI'AI VALUVALU UFI 
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FAI'AI VATIA Preparation (Buck 1930:135) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Action 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Action 

Lubricant 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Container, Working 
Surface 

PIASUA Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Action 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Action 

Lubricant 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Action 

Lubricant 

Action 

Lucricant 

RAW 

Base 

- Roots of arrowroot or masoa 
(Tacca pinnatifida) 

GRATED - on sennit grater 

Washed and decanted 

Tanoa masoa - special large bowls 
Raw arrowroot is ... 

MIXED - with ..• 

Coconut Cream 

Bowl 

Banana leaf package 
Cooked in oven 

[a] FAI'AI VATIA 

(Buck 1930:135) 

Base 

Raw - Arrowroot 

GRATED - on sennit grater 

Washed and decanted 

Tanoa masoa 

MIXED 

Water 

Bowl 

STIRRED 

Coconut cream 

When baked 

SLICED 

- special large bowls 
Arrowroot is .•.• 

- with ... 

and heated stones dropped in 

- and coconut cream added 

the mass is clear and gelatinous 

- cut up into small pieces with strip 
of alava from back of coconut leaf 
midrib 

Coconut Cream - May be served with coconut cream 

[b] PIASUA 
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VAISALO Preparation (Buck 1930:129) 

(Self Adaptation from Te Rangi Hiroa (1930,129) up to and including 
'VAISALO' below). 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Action 

Action 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Action 

Action 

Base 

RAW - Coconut, not too mature 
- opened at muli end 
- fluid poured into bowl 

Meat SCRAPED out - with circle removed 
shell (ai sali) 

Bowl 

Meat RUBBED small - with alava strips and 

WRUNG - into 

Bowl - When nothing but liquid in bowl. 
- hot stones added until cooked 

VAISALO forms - Arrowroot may be added 

Crumbled 

Stirred 

- If arrowroot is added then 

- in as hea_ted 
- Vaisalo ..• 

- The mixture, although referred 
to as Vaisalo, is really a 
mixture of 

(f] VAISALO AND PIASUA 



FA'AUSI TALO Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Action 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Lubricant 

Action 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Lubricant 
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(Buck 1930:129) 

RAW 

GRATED 

MADE UP INTO 
FLAT CAKES 

Leaf Wrapper 

When Cooked 

Base 

- Talo 

- Sufficiently moist without 
addition of water 

\ 
- Faapapa packages 

Coconut Cream - not added before cooking packages 

CUBED 

Wooden Bowl 

Niu Tolo 

- Flat cakes cut up into fair
sized cubes 

- Oily preparation of coconut cream 

- It is served with oil 

[h] FA'AUSI - "TWO FORMS ARE RECOGNISED 
FA'AUSI MALAULAU, when the 
fa'ausi is made hot or immediately 
after the grated talo cakes are 
cooked; FA'AUSI FUA FULU, when cubes 
are cut from cold cakes cooked 
overnight" [my emphasis] (Buck 
1930:130) 
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FA'AUSI of Plantain Preparation (Buck 1930:129) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Action 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Lubricant 

Action 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Lubricant 

RAW 

GRATED 

MADE UP INTO 
FLAT CAKES 

Base 

- Soa'a or plantain 

- sufficiently MOIST without 
addition of water [my emphasis] 

Leaf Wrapper - to form fa'apapa packages 

When Cooked 

Coconut Cream 

CUBED 

Wooden bowl 

Niu tolo 

- not added before cooking 
packages 

- flat cakes cut up into 
fair sized cubes 

- Oily preparation of coconut 
cream 

[h] FA'AUSI SOA'A - It is served with some of oil 



SUA FA'I Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Lubricant 

Container, Working 
Surface 

SOFESOFE Preparation 
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(Buck 1930:134) 

Base 

RAW - Ripe bananas, uncooked 

SLICED - thin slices 

Water - little 

Banana Leaf Wrapper 

Cooked in oven 

[j] SUA FA'I 

(Buck 1930:133) 

- Principally for sick people 
and invalids 
The iron pot is now used 

Note: This is a variation of the FAI'AI preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Lubricant 

RAW 

SLICED 

Pe'epe'e, 

Cooked 

[j] SOFESOFE 

Base 

- Ufi or 

Cut up into smaller pieces 

Coconut cream 

- An intermediate dish between 
Loloi ufi and Fai'ai valuvalu ufi 
Kramer (1906:153 in Buck 1930:133) 
terms this preparation Loi ufi 



_J 

SUA ESI Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Lubricant 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Lubricant 

-312-

(Buck 1930:135) 

Base 

RAW - Papaia 

SLICED - thin slices 

water 

Wrapped in banana leaf 

Cooked in oven 

Coconut Cream - may be served with it 

[j] SUA ESI - As in case of sua fa'i, 
pot ndw generally used 

FAI'AI ESI Preparation (Buck 1930:135) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Lubricant 

Base 

RAW - Papaia 

PEELED 

SLICED - cut into quarters 

Wrapped banana leaf 

Coconut Cream 

Cooked in oven 

[ j ] F AI I AI Es I 
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UFI FA'ATAISI Preparation 

and 

(Buck 1930:133) 

LOLOI UFI or FA'ALIFO UFI Preparation (Buck 1930:133) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Lubricant 

RAW 

SCRAPED 

SLICED 

Base 

- UFI 

- divided longitudinally 
- two or three parts 
- according to size of ufi 

Ti leaf package (taisi) 

UFI FA'ATAISI 

Pe'epe'e 

LOLOI UFI/ 
[j] FA'ALIFO UFI 

- Taisi ufi also loosely used 
- Coconut Cream Fai'ai also 

used in similar way 

- added to whole or 
- divided ufi 
- and cooked with it 

TALO FA'ATAISI Preparation (Buck 1930:129) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Action 

Lubricant 

RAW 

SCRAPED 

SLICED 

Leaf package 
(taisi) 
SLICED 

TALO FA'ATAISI 

Coconut Cream 

Base 

- Talo 

- divided longitudinally 
- into two or three parts 
- according to size talo 

- Ti leaves 

- Smaller pieces ensure 
- cooking through wrapper 
- when cooked, talo 
- cleaner and whiter appearance 

than ordinary talo tao. 

- added before cooking 

[j] LOLOI/FA'ALIFO TALO 
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LOI FA'I Preparation (Buck 1930:134), Bazore 1967:46) 

'This is a fai'ai preparation' (Buck 1930:134) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action 

Lubricant 

Base 

RAW Banana, unripe 

PEELED 

Coconut Cream 

Container, Working 
Surface Wrapped in banana leaf 

Cooked 

[A] LOI FAI' I 

Compare: 

Talo fai'ai can be grated or ungrated 
Yam is grated 



POI PREPARATION 

State of Base at 
Initial breakdown 

Action 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Lubricant 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Action 

Action 

Lubricant 

Container, Working 
Surface 

-315-

(Buck 1930:134, Bazore 1967:47) 

Base 

RAW - Ripe Bananas 

PEELED 

Wooden Bowl 

Water 

POUNDED - Mashed with knuckles (tu'itu'i) 

SQUEEZED - between palms ('o'omi) 

SQUEEZED - and between fingers Qomi) 

to produce thick gruel 

Coconut cream 
and lime juice 
(tipolo) 

Coconut half shells 

[BJ POI 

- before introduction of 
limes, 

- the leaves of moengalo 
shrub used for flavouring 



FEKAI PULAKA Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Action 

Lubricant 

Lubricant 

Action 

-316-

TOKELAU 

(Huntsman 1982:275-276) 

Raw 

GRATED 

Large Wooden Bowl 

POUNDED 

Clear kaleve 

Baked loaves 

Coconut Cream 

THROUGH M.IXING 

Base 

- Pulaka 

- with wooden masher 

- added before baking to 
fruit 

- to sweeten dish 

- must be hot for Coconut 
Cream to blend with, melt 
into, mingle with pulaka 

[c,] FEKAI P ULAKA 



·' 
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VAIHALO Preparation (Huntsman 1982:277) 

11 is prepared by men, specifically taulelea (young adult men), 
because •... only they have the strength to squeeze and rub the gai 
(custardy meat of young coconuts) to produce the proper consistancy." 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Action 

Action 

Action 

Action 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Raw 

Sweet liquid 
pour into .. 

Basin 

SLICED 

Base 
- Green coconuts at particular 

stage of development, just 
before meat begins to harden 
but when it is stiff and 
rubbery. 

- meat sliced out of shell 
in thin sections 

Bundle of fibre stripped from midrib of coconut 
frond 
-used break down meat. 

by squeezing, rubbing and grating 
releases custardy essence 
thereby thickening liquid in basin 

- When gai thoroughly expressed. 
- all solid residue removed by 

STRAIN THROUGH 
FIBRE 
STIREED 

Half coconut shells 

[i] VAIHALO 

- thickened liquid 

Thus cleaned mixture is 
brought to boil and .•. 

Served hot 

" Women may make small amounts of vaihalo for infants or invalids, 
using sennit fibre to break up the gai. 

To·make a thicker, more substantial vaihalo, a bit, of flour or arrowroot 
or sago maybe addedu. 
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TUKITUKI UTO Preparation (Apolo 1986: Personal ~ommunication) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Lubricant 

Action 

Notes: 

RAW 

Break off shell 
with knife 

CUBED 

Big Pot 

Water 

Put sugar in 
water 

Cooked on open fire 

Base 

- Coconut 

- cut into fine cubes with 
knife 

Pour water out but drain out water which is left in Uto. 
Don't put in bowl but leave in pot. 

Action Mix Coconut in well (grated) 

Lubricant Coconut Cream 

[i] TUKITUKI UTO 
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TUKITUKI PULAKA Preparation (Apolo 1986: Personal Coinniunicatio.n) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Lubricant 

Action 

Lubricant 

Raw 

SCRAPED 

SLICED 

Bowl 

Pot 

Water 

Strained off water 

Pulaka starch 

Coconut Cream 

[i] TUKITUKI PULAKA 

Base 

- Pulaka 

- with sharp shell 
or knife 

- cut into small pieces 

- of water to wash 
pulaka 
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TUKITUKI TALO Preparation (Apolo 1986: Personal Communication) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Lubricant 

Action 

Lubricant 

Raw 

SCRAPED 

SLICED 

Bowl 

Pot 

Water 

Drain water 

Coconut Cream 

[i] TUKITUKI TALO 

Base 

- Taro 

- with sharp shell 
or knife 

- Cut 

- of water 

- of water with salt 
or sugar 

- Add grated coconut 



,_ 
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TUKITUKI ULU Preparation (Apolo 1986: Personal communication) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Lubricant 

Action 

Lubricant 

Raw 

SCRAPED 

CUBED 

Bowl 

Pot 

Water 

STRAINED OFF WATER 

Breadfruit Starch 

Coconut Cream 

[i] TUKITUKI ULU 

Base 

- Breadfruit 

- with sharp shell 

- cut into small cubes 

- of water to clean 
cubes 

- to cook breadfruit 

TUKITUKI - ULU Preparation (Huntsman 1982:274) 

State of Base at 
Initiat Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Lubricant 

Base 

Raw - Breadfruit 

POUNDED - mashed 

Coconut gratings 

[p] TUKITUKI - ULU 



.. , 
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IPU 1010 Preparation (Huntsman 1982:277) 

literally 'cup of coconut cream'. 
amount of coconut cream in such a dish'. 

There should be a liberal 
(Huntsman 1982:277.) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Other Ingredient 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Raw 

Sago 

Half coconut shell 
or pot 

[A] IPU 1010 

Base 

- Coconut Cream 
- main ingredient 

- added for thickening 
- presumably arrowroot 

could be used. 
- or dessicated pandanus 

- used for flavouring 

- left on coals overnight 

- ready for fisherman, 
whenever he returns. 



TELE Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Lubricant 

Container, Working 
Surface 

-323-

PUKAPUKA 

(Beaglehoie and Beaglehole 

Raw 

GRATED 

Banana and puapua 
leaves 

Lolo 

Leaf package 

Baked in imu 

[a] TELE 

1938:102) 

Base 

- Talo 

- scraped into small slices 
with tukituki and kai 

- placed on •• 

- poured on top of starch 

- bundled and fastened 
as for loloi 

NIU KALOKALO Preparation (Beaglehole and Beaglehole 1938:100) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

,( 

Lubricant 

Raw 

GRATED 

Coconut milk 

[A] NIU KALOKALO 

or 

Niu mata 

soft uto 

Thoroughly mixed 

UTO POI 

Base 

- Niu mata coconut 
- Drinking liquid poured 

into empty shell 

- nut with kalokalo 
implement 

- liquid poured back 

- Grated flesh and liquid 
stirred together (yeu) 

- especially infant's food 
[Related to Uto poi - a cooked 
state preparation] 

- eaten 
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010 Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Action 

Lubricant 

Action 

Container, Working 
Surface 
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(Beaglehole and Beaglehole 1938:102) 

Raw 

GRATED 

Bowl 

POUNDED with tuki 

Fresh water (yua) 
coconut liquid is 
and lolo 

or 

Base 

- Taro corms 

- to creamy mixture (olo) 
- by vigorous rubbing against 

stone. 

- on Pungapuna talatala scrape 
is placed on puapua leaf. 

added 

stirred on with tuki 

A new coconut leaf 
is made and lined 

[el OLO 

basket (kete launiu) 
with puapua leaves 

Into this olo is scooped 
with coconut cup. 

- The two sides of basket 
brought together 
and tied at two ends and 
middle with 
single piece of coconut leaf. 

- leaf is ••. knotted finally. 

- baked overnight 010 WAKAU1U; 
- baked for few hours. 010 TAO 

UKU (olo baked to open). It 
has not such a crisp outer 
layer as 010 WAKAULU. 
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POKE Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Lubricant 

Action .. of Primary 
Breakdown 

Container, Working 
Surface 

KANAKA Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Action 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Lubricant 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Container, Working 
Surface 
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(Beaglehole and Beaglehole 1938:102) 

OLO 

Bowl 

Lolo 

STikkED 

POKE 

Banana leaves 

Baked in imu 

[el] POKE 

Base 

- Talo corms 

with long, ci_rcular, clockwise 
sweeps of tuki 

left hand grasping top 
of tuki, 

- right hand below 

- packet tied as for loloi 

- about three hours 

(Beaglehole and Beaglehole 1938:102) 

Base 

Raw - Olo, talo corms 

Placed over layer of olo 

Wrapped banana leaves - Packet tied as for loloi 

Baked for about three hours 

Talo removed and placed in 

Bowl 

Lolo 

KANAKA 

BROKEN UP 

[e2] KANAKA 

Served on laulau platter 
lined with puapua leaves 

- with stick, lakau puapua 

- to work brown crust on 
top into a PUDDING 

- and lolo into all. 
Food scooped from bowl 
with coconut cup. 



MAWU KANAKA Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Action 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Lubricant 

Action 

Action 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Action 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Lubricant 

Container, Working 
Surface 
Action 

Container, Working 
Surface 
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(Beaglehole and Beaglehole 1938:102) 

Raw 

Banana leaf 
wrapper 

Baked about 
three hours 

Talo removed 

Bowl 

Lolo 

Tuki dipped 
into lolo 

Bowl 

Base 

- Olo, talo corms 
- placed over layer of 

olo then ... 

- package tied as for 
loloi 

- In the meantime 

Preparation Lolo 

Coconut cups covered 
with coconut half-shells 

- cooked on hot stones and 
coals 

- Added to talo in following 
form. 

- open cup of lolo placed 
beside bowl 

with twist wrist lolo .•. 

- scooped out with cup and 
transferred to ... 

(Lolo) rubbed over outside of pudding 

SLICED 

Pulaka leaf 

lolo 

Bowl 

SLICED 

Leaves 

- cut small pieces 
- with sharp piece coconut shell 

- poured into •• 

- cut up talo 
dipped into lolo 
placed on 

ready for serving as •. , 

[e 3] MAWU 



TINGAPULA Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Lubricant 

Containe 4 Working 
Surface 

IPU KOTI Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Lubricant 

Container, Working 
Surface 

.( 
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(Beaglehole and Beaglehole 1938:103) 

Raw 

PEELED 

SLICED 

Base 

- Young petioles 

- Broken into smaller 
pieces 

Placed on puapua leaves 

Lolo is added· 

Packet tied as for loloi 

Baked 

[j] TINGAPULA 

(Beaglehole and Beaglehole 1938:102) 

RAW 

SLICED 

lolo 

Coconut half shell 

IPU 

[j] IPU KOTI 

Base 

Corms, taro 

cut into small pieces, 
then filled with ••. 

Preparation Container: 

- Large well-shaped drinking 
nuts 
opened at eye (mata) 
end of nut ~~ 

- flesh removed 
Each shell (ipu) is 
half filled. 

Baked in imu about two hours 

- Pudding served in shells 



LOLOI Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Lubricant 

Container, Working 
Surface 

-328-

(Beaglehole and Beaglehole 1938:102) 

Raw 

SLICED 

Banana leaves 

Coconut Cream 

Leaves 

Baked in imu 

[j] 10101 

Base 

- Talo corms~ whole or 

-

-

Cut into small pieces 
according to preference 

(lau wuti) 

two or three half coconut 
shells 
Poured over corms 

- Puapua leaves are laid on 
on top and banana leaves 
folded overall 



PIKOPIKO Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Other Ingredient 

Action 

Lubricant 

Container, Working 
Surface 

-329-

(Beaglehole and Beaglehole 1938:103) 

Raw 

PEELED 

BROKEN 

Base 

- Very small, young talo 
cormlets (pikopiko-)~-

- with fingers 

- cormlets and their 
petioles are .. 
into small pieces 

Wrapped in puapua leaves 

Baked 

Bowl 

Grated ipiipi (ota) 
?prinkled over it 

Whole POUNDED together 

Coconut Water 

[k] PIKOPIKO 

- is added 

receptacle that food is 
served up in 
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WAWA TUKITUKI TUNI Preparation (Beaglehole and Beaglehole 1938:103) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Lubricant 

Raw 

Cooked in IMU 
for one hour or more 

WAWU TUNU PAKAPAKA 

Bowl 

GRATED yakali 
nut flesh is added 

Action Both are POUNDED 

Lubricant lolo 

Container, Working 
Surface Shells 

[~] WAWA TUKITUKI TUNU 

Base 
- Unpeeled corms placed 

on oven stones (imu na pu, 
the oven that has been 
burned) 

- and allowed to cook for 
one hour or more 

- served with ipiipi 

- until well mixed 

- is added to mixture 

- Food is served in shells 

Dish is considered very 
RICH, and is not often made. 



LIKOLIKO Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Lubricant 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Action 

Action 

Container, Working 
Surface 
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(Beaglehole and Beaglehole 1938:102) 

Raw 

Shells 

STIRRED 

Lolo 

LIKOLIKO 

Baking shells 

Baked for three hours 

Base 

Olo, talo corms 

- with small puapua stick 
until soft 

- stirred in 

Cover of each cup removed 

Food STIRRED 

served in cups 

[A] LIKOLIKO 

11 This dish was favourite food of ,Pukapukan navigator and warrior, Te Nana, 
when he visited Jayake. 

Te Nana reputed eaten 40-50 cups of likoliko each day 11 



Coconut Cream Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Lubricant 

Action 

Action 
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(Beaglehole and Beaglehole 1938:100) 

Raw 

Coconut Cream 

Nut SPLIT in Two 

GRATED (valu) on 
grater (tuai) 

yakali or niu papaku 
stage is obtained ipiipi 

- made from ipiipi 

Product: FINELY COARSELY 

Description GRATERS: 

1. Teeth perfect and closely set 

Names: valu wakaliliki 

2. Imperfect and irregularly set 

valu wakapatapata 

Fine grating preferred because in proportion the amount: 

More lolo from finer gratings less lolo from gratings 

Action 

Container Working 
Surface 

Further Notes: 

Wringer of coconut 
husk fibres (tawanga) 
wrung (~) 

Wooden bowls or coconut shells 

lolo 

Refuse ota left in wringer after oil is expressed 
- thrown away 

Relation Graters to Special dishes 

- None 
- Characteristic results of particular tuai 

Use of Ipiipi 

Common kinaki for fish or other foods in absence of talo. 
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Preparation Talo Corms for Cooking (Beaglehole and Beaglehole 1938:101) 
·--·~--------------·-

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Base 

Raw - Talo 

SCRAPPED (tele) mud off on scraping peg 
(tukituki) with coconut shell scraper (kai) 

To wrap talo in leaves and make food packet, 
termed yawi sometimes given awi 

Cooked 

TALO CORM 
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WEST POLYNESIAN - COOKED STATE BASE STANDARDISED RECIPES 
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RENNELL and BELLONA 

SONGO Preparation (Christiansen 1975:75, Elbert 1975:4) 

'Songo (pudding) is one of the few traditional dishes made without 
heating; it is almost an ESSENTIAL INGREDIENT of COMMUNAL FEASTS, 
[my emphasis] as at New Year' (Christiansen 1975:75) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Lubricant 

Cooked 

GRATED 

Wooden Bowl, kumete 

Coconut Cream 

[a] SONGO or SOGO 

Base 

Taro or yam roots. 
Raw materials are 
precooked taro or yam 
roots and coconut cream 

Grating coconut endosperm and 
subsequent wringing out in 
bundles of hau fibres or 
coconut cloth must have been 
arduous task before iron graters 
were introduced, although shell 
graters (tuai hasi), are said to 
have been quite efficient. 
Previously taro was almost 
solely used for the traditional 
puddings now not only the 
recently introduced manioc 
(lioka), but also old tubers 
including various yam types 
are accepted as ingredients' 
(Christiansen 1975:75) 



POTA Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

[unk] 
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(Elbert 1975:33) 

Cooked 

POTA 

Base 

- Taro 

- 'balunga, balungaa, 
Layer, as of cooked 
taro leaves in 

pudding' 

(Elbert 1975:33) 
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EPUEPU Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Lubricant 
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ANUTA 

(Feinberg 1977) 

Cooked 

FINELY SCRAPED 

Coconut Cream 

[a] EPUEPU 

TE TUKTPEI DOUA Preparation (Feinberg 1977) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Lubricant 

Cooked 

POUNDED 

Coconut cream 

[e] TE TUKIPEI UOUA 

Base 

- Baked taro or 
puraka 

A type of pudding used 
especially for small 
children. 

Base 

- Taro baked first 

- Mashed with stick 

- fresh 

- a pudding 



TE POKE Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 
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(Feinberg 1977) 

Cooked 

POUNDED 

Lubricant Coconut Cream 

[e] TE POKE 

TE RARO MATA Preparation (Feinberg 1977) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Lubricant 

Action 

Cooked 

POUNDED 

Coconut Cream 

ROLLED INTO BALLS 

[g] TE RORO MATA 

Base 

- Baked tubers, taro 

- stone boiled, 
(te roro tutu) 

- a pudding 

Base 

- Baked tuber, taro 

- Mashed 

- highly esteemed food, 
pudding 
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POKE Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Lubricant 

Action 
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(Feinberg 1977) 

Cooked 

POUNDED 

Coconut Cream 

ROLLING INTO BALLS 

[g] POKE 

Base 

- Baked taro 

- Mashed 

- stone boiled 

- a very prestigious 
food which is prepared 
on important ceremonial 
occasions. 



KAROKARO MEI Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Action 

Lubricant 
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TIKOPIA 

(Firth 1957:105) 

RAW 

HALVED 

SCRAPED INTO 
SHAVINGS 

Rind 

MIXED 

Coconut cream 

[a] KAROKARO MEI 

KAVU TUNU Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown Tool 

Lubricant 

(Firth 1957:105) 

Cooked 

GRATED 

Coconut Cream 

[a] RAVA TUNU 

Base 

- Breadfruit 

- Cooked 

- with sharp shell 

- keeping rind intact 

- each man has his own dish 

Base 

- Taro tubers roasted 
tunu on fire 

- When cooked .... 
- into shavings with shell 

- This dish differs 
from Upupu in that there 
is not second cooking 

- nor is any sago flour 
mixed with it. 



UPUPU Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Lubricant 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Action 
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(Firth 1957:104) 

Cooked 

GRATED 

Coconut Cream 

Bowl 

KNEADED 

[b] UPUPU 

Base 

-Breadfruit or taro 
roasted on stones or 
in oven 

- Flesh scraped with 
shell into shavings 

- Added to liquid ••. 

- sago flour added one 
at a time 

- and mixed in ..• 

- worked into pastey mass. 
Whole cooked in oven in 
ordinary way. 

- This described as food 
of infants, or again as 
puddings of chiefs. 

- Special attention being 
bestowed on these two 
categories of persons. 
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Breadfruit Pudding 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Action 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Action 

Lubricant 

Container, Working 
Surface 
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(Firth 1957:100-101) 

Cooked 

PEELED 

Leaf wrapper 

SLICED 

Wooden bowl 

POUNDED 

Coconut Cream 

Leaves 

[d] Breadfruit PUDDING 

Base 

- Breadfruit roasted on 
oven stones 

- in ovenhouse 

- pilaka leaves, steaming 
hot 

- cuts them up 

- food with pestle 
- Mashing fruit demanding 

considerable energy 
- Two men combine, squeezing 

cream over pudding while 
other continues pounding. 

- pilaka, hold portions 

- half coconut shell covered 
with banana leaf used to 
scoop out food 

- Pounding over, portions 
on leaf platters. 
Meal is then begun 



OKA Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Lubricant 
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(Firth 1957:105) 

Cooked 

POUNDED 

voia 

[e] OKA TARO 

Base 
- Taro, breadfruit and 

banana 

mixed in with base in 
usual way. 

This is type of pudding in 
which voia, Canarium almonds 
replace coconut cream as 
emollient agent. 

- Voia, kernel of plum-like drupe 
- resembles a Brazil nut. 
- It is white and waxy in 

appearance, of a rich, oily 
flavour all its own. 

- For this dish not grated but 
pounded up in a mortar and 
mixed with taro or other basis. 

- Hence there are oka taro, oka 
mei and oka futi, the latter 
being compounds of breadfruit 
and banana. 

- A variant of this is produced 
by wrapping the pounded voia 
up in leaves. ~~ 

- tying them together at the 
top and placing the package 
on fire for a time. 

- After some roasting it is 
taken off - and voia is mixed 
in with taro or other base in 
usual way. 

- The appearance of aka is rather 
like speckled dumpling. 
- since brown skin of kernel 

is not removed before pounding 
it up. 
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NEKENEKE TARO Preparation (Firth 1957:105) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Lubricant 

Base 

Cooked - Taro tubers, not grated 

POUNDED - mashed flesh 

GRATED Coconut - not with expressed cream 

[el NEKENEKE TARO Nekeneko mei (Breadfruit) 
- Nekeneke pulaka and 
- Nekeneke futi (banana) 

are similar dishes made with 
the basis named in each case. 

NGARlJENGA TOKI FlJA Preparation (Firth 1958:105) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Lubricant 

Cooked 

Bowl 

POUNDED 

Coconut Cream 

Base 

- Taro tubers 

- them up to form basis of 
pudding 

- instead grating them up beforehand 
as is usual 

- poured over mass in ordinary way. 

[el NGARlJENGA TOKI FlJA - This is a rough dish 
hastily prepared 

- The name of this may be 
translated as "Pudding 
pounded naked". 
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SUSUA MEI Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Lubricant 

Action 
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(Firth 1957:104) 

Cooked 

Wooden bowl 

POUNDED 

Coconut Cream 

POUNDED 

[f] SUSUA MEI 

Base 

- Fresh breadfruit (mei) roasted 
whole on hot stones off oven 
- When cooked, rind removed, 
as also core, seeds, bad parts, 
and flesh is put into 

- up 

- then poured over it 

- Mass thoroughly mixed by ... 
further 

Susua futi (banana), 
Susua ufi (yam) 
are made similar way. 
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PUDDING Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Lubricant 

Action 

Action 
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(Firth 1957:100) 

Base 
Cooked - Breadfruit, banana or taro 

Wooden bowl 

MASHED 

Coconut Cream 

Squeezing 

MASHED 

[f] PUDDING 

- with pounder of palm leaf rib 
- for up to twenty minutes for 

breadfruit. 
- Food rendered as soft as possible 

Soaking vakai in it like sponge, 
helper holds it over food in 
both hands 

- gently 
down 

vakai so that cream dribbles 

- into pudding. 
- care taken to see all portions 

of food are creamed equally. 
- When cream exhausted and final 

squeeze of vakai given, 
- hands of operator pressed cursorly 

on top of pudding to transfer 
least vestiges of liquid. 

- bowl covered with leaves, 
half coconut shell wrapped in 
limp banana leaf put on top to 
serve as ladle 

- and vessel pushed on one side till 
moment of distribution. 



TOKOTOKOI Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Lubricant 
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VAITUPU - TUVALU 

(Kennedy 1931:104) 

Cooked 

CUBED 
sifinga 

Coconut Cream 

Base 

-Pulaka - boiled or baked 

- chopped into small blocks 

- expressed from grated kernel 

- Poured over blocks 

[c] TOKOTOKOI - Dish eaten hot or cold 

TE TANGANA Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Lubricant 

(Kennedy 1931:104) 

Cooked 

POUNDED 

Grated Coconut 

[e] TE TANGANA 

Base 

- Pulaka 

- mashed while hot 
- mixed with 

- One third own bulk or 
- Coconut toddy molasses added 

sometimes 



TE TANGANA Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Lubricant 
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VAITUPU - TUVALU 

(Kennedy 1931:104) 

Base 

Cooked - Pulaka 

POUNDED - mashed while hot 
- mixed with ..•. 

Grated Coconut - One third own bulk or 
- Coconut toddy molasses added 

sometimes 

[e] TE TANGANA 
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FUNAFUTI - TUVALU 

LIPILIPI PULAKA Preparation (Roberts 1955:230-231) 

Notes A still FURTHER VARIATION OF THE SAME THEME as Tolo Pulaka, ---
Fakapapa Pulaka is LIPILIPI PULAKA [my emphasis]. 

State of Base 
at Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Lubricant 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Cooked 

SLICED 

Coconut Cream 

Bowl 

Action STIRRED 

[c
1

] LIPILIPI PULAKA 

Based 

- Pulaka bake<l 

broken into pieces roughly the 
size of a walnut. These are 
coated with ..... 

- which is poured into the .... 

- and .... 



PUDDING Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Lubricant 

Action 
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VAITUPU - (Ellice Islands) Tuvalu 

(Kennedy 1931:105) 

Base 

Cooked - Pulaka placed in 

Tali sua, mixing dish 

POUNDED 

Kaleve tunu 
and 

- mashed and broken up with 
a mixing stick, sua. 

- This is made from the midrib 
of a green coconut leaf 

- coconut toddy molasses 

Coconut Cream, lolo 

KNEADED 

[e] PUDDING 

- mixed thoroughly improportions 
1:9 
Both hot and cold "cream" added 
to pudding and mixed in. 

Meanwhile other small dishes, 
tali have been filled with lolo. 

- Some stone-boiled. Imported 
stones, not coral which is only 
stone found on low island, are 
used 

- An alternate use of Te Fekai 
(See 'Raw' recipe with that name) 
- Eaten hot or cold 
- Keeps for about four days 
- MOST POPULAR DISH [my emphasis] 
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FUNAFUTI - TUVALU 

TOLO PULAKA Preparation (Kennedy 1931:104, Roberts 1955:230) 

Notes A variation on Solo Pulaka is Tolo Pulaka 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Lubricant 

Action 

[e] 

TE POTOI Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Lubricant 

Action 

Cooked 

POUNDED 

Tali tuki 

Base 

Pulaka is peeled (by skinning) 
then baked in earthern oven 

- then in a ... 

- until they are broken into small 
pieces, adding warmed 

Lolo, Coconut Cream and 

STIRRING - with a stick 

TOLO PULAKA - Eaten hot or cold 

(Kennedy 1931:105) 

Base 

Cooked Talo - baked whole in oven 

POUNDED - mashed 

Tali tuki - Pounding dish 

Grated Coconut - dried in sun 
- The whole 

POUNDED - mashed 

[f] TE POTOI - Eaten cold 
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TE FAKALALA Preparation (Kennedy 1931:105) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Container Working 
Surface 

Action 

Container Working 
Surface 

Lubricant 

Cooked 

POUNDED 

Tali tuki 

ROLLED INTO BALL 

Tali 

Coconut Cream 

[g] TE FAKALALA 

Base 

Talo in oven 

- mashed 

- pounding dish 

- placed in 

- dish 

- Eaten cold 
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FUNAFUTI - TUVALU 

FAKAPAPA PULAKA Preparation (Roberts 1955:230) 

Notes: The same ingredients as for Tola Pulaka MAY BE COMBINED IN A 
DIFFERENT MANNER to make fakapapa pulaka [my emphasis]. 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Action 

Lubricant 

Cooked 

Base 

- Pulaka, the skinned and baked 
tubers are placed between two 

Green banana leaves - on a level surface to 
be 

POUNDED - flattened into ... 

LONG THIN "DOOR MATS" - on which warmed and 
thickened 

Coconut Cream - is spread 

[q] FAKAPAPA PULAKA 

FALIFU MEI Preparation (Roberts 1955:232) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Lubricant 

Action 

Cooked 

Coconut cream 

KNEADED 

[j] FALIFU MEI 

Base 

- Breadfruit, previously made 
into small pieces are boiled. 

- The water poured off and •.. 

- mixed with the breadfruit 
- The cook has made a food 

called .....• 



KANA.KA Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Lubricant 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Lubricant 

Container, Working 
Surface 

-354-

EAST FUTUNA 

(Burrows 1936:137) 

Cooked 

Coconut Cream 

CUBED 

Leaf Wrapper 

Coconut Cream 

Leaf Wrapper 

Cooked 

[c] KANA.KA 

Base 

- Taro, from Mafo preparation 
(See Raw State pudding by that 
name) 

- Cut into generous cubes 

- tied 

overnight in oven 

- Reserved for important feasts 
- Regarded as a masterpiece of 

Futunan cookery 
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SAUSAU TALO Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Lubricant 

LU UFI Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

[e] 
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EAST UVEA 

(Burrows 1937:100) 

Base 

Cooked - Taro 

POUNDED - Crushed 

Coconut Cream 

SAUSAU TALO 

(Burrows 1937:100) 

Cooked 

POUNDED 

Base 

- Yam 
Lu is a general name given to 
various dishes with coconut cream 

- There are specific varieties 

- Crushed 

Lubricant Coconut Cream 

[e] LU UFI 
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TONGA 

FAIKAKAI Preparation (Hamilton 1985:Pers. CoIIlill) 

Sauce Preparation 

Use four - six coconuts and 2 C water 

Action: Scrape coconut 

Next 

Next 

Action 

Squeeze it 

Cream of Coconut 

21b sugar 

Melt it 

Pour 1 by 1 C 

Stir all the 
time 

- take out coconut meat, separate coconut meat 

"Mother used to do (informant: Hamilton 1985) 

- on fry pan or pot 

- coconut cream, pour once 

- other wise lumpy 
- 'That is the hard thing of making the pudding' 

(Informant) 
- When it 'drops thick' - 'like when you are making 

jam', 'it looks like its already cooked' (Informant) 
- It is very bright, dark, and cooked. 

Put in one small lemon for 3 or 5 minuts - stir in 
- don't peel or cut it 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Consistency 

Working Surface 

Action 

- for flavour 
- Take it out after 3 or 5 minuts 

Cooked 

Base 

- Use only eating kind of talo 
called 'Talo faikakai', because 
it is used a lot ot make fakakai 
- 'Cook the talo in umu' 
- When cooked, clean it because 

PEEL talo was cooked, with skin 
- Put in ..• 

Bowl 'kumete' - "called in Tonga, Samoa 
and Fiji: (Informant) 

POUNDED 

dough 

when hot, can't if cold~ 
with stick, size of two fists 

thread it in one corner 

- like "when making 'bunni' 
(buns) or bread' (Informant) 

Leave on tray to keep it cool 
- when cool -

CUBED - cut into 2.5cm squares or 
1.5 cm squares (as desired) 
with knife 
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Container Bowl 

Lubricant lolo 

[h] FAIKAKAI 

- Put in ..• 

- Pour, to mix on top with cut 
dough. 

- When the coconut cream was 
cooked with sugar it was called 
lolo 

- because it had been mixed with 
sugar 

- Use talo, and breadfruit 
- Cook breadfruit as talo in umu 

TALO DISH Preparation (Hamilton 1985: Personnel Communication) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Lubricant 

Cooked 

Coconut 
Cream 

[i] TALO DISH 

Base 
- Talo - two different kinds of 

talo can be used 
- Need to wash in hot water because 

'itchy' nature) 
- peeled 
- put on pot 
- boil water just over talo 

- on top 
depends in water 

- Boil until soft 
- ready 

Take out, serve it 



PUDDING Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Lubricant 

Container or Working 
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NIUE 

(Loeb 1926:106) 

Cooked 

POUNDED 

Coconut milk 

Base 
- Talo (implied by action of primary 

breakdown) 

Surface Hollowed papaya - stuffed with above mixture 

[e] PUDDING - 'I have tasted all these foods 
- and though they are good, 
- the foreign palate soon grows 

tired of them 
- Most of the white people residing 

on Niue refuse to eat native food; 
(idem)~ 

VAI-HALO Preparation (Tregear and Smith 1907:116, Buck 1942:39) 

'a dish composed of scraped coconut and arrowroot' (Tregear and Smith 
1907:116) 

'a boiled mixture of scraped coconut and arrowroot' (Buck:1942:39) 

NNI or NANE Preparation (Tregear and Smith 1907:90,94; Biggs 1979 LlO) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Lubricant 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Base 
Cooked - Boiled arrowroot, pia 

Coconut Pudding 

MIX WELL or KNEADED 

NANI 

or 

[j] NANE - a pudding 



TAUFOLO Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action 

Container 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Lubricant 

Action 

Container 

Lubricant 
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SAMOA 

(Buck 1930:132, Bazore 1967:47, Kramer 1906:49) 

Cooked 

Charred rind 
removed with 
fofo'e peelers 

Wooden bowl 

Base 

- Slightly more mature fruit is 
cooked on open heated stones 
of oven, but no cover of leaves 
is placed over it. 

- Breadfruit 

MASHED with autu'i pounder 
made from uncooked breadfruit 

- and the core (fune) 
- and immature seeds 

(fatu) 

- When mashed to CONSISTENT 
MASS [my emphasis] 

Coconut Cream added to bowl; two forms are 

[g] TAUFOLO SAMI when little sea water 
is added to 

- coconut cream 

Mass divied up by pinching off smaller 
pieces with fingers, fifi and squeezing 
or rolling them into balls 
- Quickly done as mass is hot. 

Maopo leaves - and served on maopo leaves 

Coconut Cream 

TAUFOLO - Figures as food for special occasion 



TAUFOLO Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action 

Container 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Lubricant 

Action 

Container 

Lubricant 
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SAMOA 

(Buck 1930:132, Bazore 1967:47, Kramer 1906:49) 

Cooked 

Charred rind 
removed with 
fofo'e peelers 

Wooden bowl 

Base 

- Slightly more mature fruit is 
cooked on open heated stones 
of oven, but no cover of leaves 
is placed over it. 

- Breadfruit 

MASHED with autu'i pounder 
made from uncooked breadfruit 

and the core (fune) 
- and immature seeds 

(fatu) 

- When mashed to CONSISTENT 
MASS [my emphasis] 

Coconut Cream added to bowl; two forms are 
named: 

[g] TAUFOLO NIU - when coconut cream has been 
merely heated 

- with hot stones to bring 
OUT FLAVOUR [my emphasis] 

Mass divided up by pinching off smaller 
pieces with fingers, fifi and squeezing 
or rolling them into balls. 
Quickly done as mass is hot 

Maopo leaves - and served on maopo leaves 

Coconut Cream 

TAUFOLO - figures as food for special 
occasion 
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TAUFOLO Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action 

Container 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Lubricant 

Action 

Container 

Lubricant 
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SAMOA 

(Buck 1930:132, Bazore 1967:47, Kramer 1906:49) 

Cooked 

Charred rind 
removed with 
fofo'e peelers 

Wooden bowl 

Base 

- Slightly more mature fruit is 
cooked on open heated stones 
of oven, but no cover of leaves 
is placed over it. 

- Breadfruit 

MASHED with autu'i pounder 
made from uncooked breadfruit 

- and the core (fune) 
- and immature seeds 

(fatu) 

- When mashed to CONSISTENT 
MASS [my emphasis] 

Coconut Cream added to bowl; two forms are 
named: 

[g] TAUFOLO NIU 

[g] TAUFOLO SAMI 

- when coconut cream has 
been merely heated 

- with hot stones to bring 
OUT FLAVOUR [my emphasis] 

- when little sea water 
is added to 

- coconut cream 

Mass divided up by pinching off smaller 
pieces with fingers, fifi and squeezing 
or rolling them into balls 
- Quickly done as mass is hot 

Maopo leaves 

Coconut Cream 

TAUFOLO 

- and served on maopo leaves 

- figures as food for special 
occasion 
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TOKELAU 

PULAKA-TUKI LOLO Preparation (Huntsman 1982:274) 

State of Base at Base 

Initial Breakdown Cooked - Baked pulaka 

~ -'\,. 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown POUNDED - mashed 

Lubricant Coconut Cream 

[e] PULAKA-TUKI LOLO 
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TAO IPU Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Lubricant 

Container or Working 
Surface 

TUKITUKI Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Lubricant 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

TOLO Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 
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TOKELAU 

(Huntsman 1982:276) 

Cooked 

POUNDED 

Coconut Cream 
and 

Base 

- 'Fruit' 

- mashed 

Grated immature coconut meat 

Coconut half-shells 

(e] TAO IPU 

(Huntsman 1982:276) 

Cooked 

Liquid 
and 

Base 

-'Fruit' 

Grated mature Coconut meat 

POUNDED 

[e] TUKITUKI 

- mashed 

(Huntsman 1982:275) 

Base 
Cooked _ 'Fruit 1 

baked in 
- or pot 

- boiled in coconut liquid 

POUNDED - mashed with ... 

Lubricant Coconut Cream 

[e] TOLO 
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TATA Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Container, 
Surface 

Lubricant 

Container, 
Surface 

Working 

Working 
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PUKAPUKA 

(Beaglehole and Beaglehole 1938:101-102) 

Cooked 

POUNDED 

Wooden Bowl 

Lola 

Laulau 

[e] TATA 

Base 

Baked Talo, Lulu 
Lulu Preparation: 

- Raw whole corms talo 
- Pile on puapua leaves 

(wawao ki loto o te lau puapua) 
- Ends of leaves folded over 

talo, and bundle tied with 
coconut leaves. 

- Food packet (lulu) 
- Baked in imu for one 

to two hours 
- LULU 

- with tuki pounder 
- until each corn is flattened 

Each corm dipped, first on one 
side and then on the other, 
- into .•.. 

contained in coconut shell. 
- Corms then placed side by side on 

leaflet platter 
- served 
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UTO POI Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown, 

Container, 
Surface 

Lubricant 

Working 
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(Beaglehole and Beaglehole 1938:100) 

Cooked 

POUNDED 

Kumete 

Coconut liquid 

[e] UTO POI 

Base 
- Baked uto - absorbing organ 

of cotyledon 
- Removed from shell 

- with Tuki in 

- until soft 

of niu mata or drinking liquid 
niu kalokalo 
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PUKAPUKA 

Method TALO Puddings Rebaked (Beaglehole and Beaglehole 1938:103) 

State of Base as 
Final Product 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Talo puddings 

Leaf Wrapper 

Baked oven 

- pulaka, banana or puapua 
leaves. (yawi kite lau 
pulaka ma) 

- and tied with coconut leaflets 
(takai kite launiu) 

- Leaflet package preferred 
well browned. 

- Pudding is desired 
- Pairs of coconut leaflets 

stripped from midrib 
- One leaflet twisted lengthwise 

round packet 
- the second widthwise and packet 

fastened securely 
- To make them more pliable, 

leaflet ends may be first 
healed over a fire. 
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WEST POLYNESIAN - FERMENTED STATE BASE STANDARDISED RECIPES 

; ' 
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RENNELL and BELLONA 

PUKE MASI Preparation (Christiansen 1975:75) 

Only a few living Bellonese have ever tasted it. 

Pits, about one metre in diameter, dug in ground. Furnished with 
lining of banana leaves and paste of cooked taro was placed within. 
Afterwards coconut cream was poured upon it and pit was sealed with 
leaves •.•.• ' (Christiansen 1975: 75) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Lubricant 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Cooked 

POUNDED 

PASTE 

Coconut Cream 

Banana Leaf 
Wrapper 

[c] PUKE MASI 

Base 

- Taro 

(inferred, own comment) 

- pit sealed with leaves 

- sour taro paste 



MA or MAA Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 
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ANUTA 

(Feinberg 1977) 

RAW 

BURIED 

Fermented to 
acid 

[a] MA or MAA 

Base 

- Number of vegetable substances 
such as taro. 

- in large pits where its ••. 

- in which condition it can be kept 
many years without spoiling 

TIK:Masi 
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TIKOPIA 

MASI Preparation (Firth 1957:107) 

' ••. essentially a store-food hence the absence of yarn rnasi, since 
yarns .•.• not so plentiful as other crops, and remain, good in tuber 
form out of ground'. (Firth 1957:107) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Containter, Working 
Surface 

Action 

Lubricant 

Raw 

GRATED 

Pitted in ground 

POUNDED 

Coconut Cream 

Base 

- taro breadfruit or banana 

- in holes lined carefully 
with leaves. 

- There the paste ferments 
- but remains edible. 
- When it is required pit 

is opened, 
- desired quantity removed 

and cooked in oven then •.. 

- to form a pudding. Cooked 
~ in oven 

NOTES: 

[c] MASI 

It has a strong smell and 
- pungent flavour, 
- but appeals to the taste of the Tikopia, 
- especially as a substitute for fish. 
- to relieve plain vegetable diet. 
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EAST FUTUNA 

POI, MASI Preparation (Burrows 1936:138) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action 

Action 

SU'A YiASI Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Other Ingredient 

Lubricant 

Raw 

PEELED 

FERMENTS 

[a] POI, MASI 

(Firth 1985:452) 

Fermented 

Sago 
or 
Turmeric Flour 

Coconut Cream 

[d] SU'A MASI 

Base 

- Breadfruit 

- in earth pit lined with leaves 
- Can be kept for nx:mths 

- Made in unusually abundant 
breadfruit crops 

Base 

- Banana or yam or 
fermented paste 

- pudding 



MAHI Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Container, Working 
Surface 
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EAST UVEA 

(Burrows 1937:45) 

Raw 

Pits 

[c] MAHI 

Base 

Arrowroot Starch, or sometimes 
breadfruit and bananas were 
preserved 

- earth lined with banana leaves 

- kept in this form, Mahi 
for months. 
Made only in unusual abundance 



MAA Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action 
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TONGA 

(French-Wright 1983:91) 

Base 

RAW - 'fermented plantain or banana' 

STORED IN PIT - Fermented 

[a] MAA 

BANANAS FERMENTED Preparation (Soderstrom 1937:239) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Other Ingredient 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Action 

Base 

Raw - Breadfruit, bananas 

Coconut flakes 

MADE INTO SMALL BALLS 

ALLOWED TO FERMENT 

FERMENTED BANANAS, 
[la] FERMENTED BREADFRUIT 
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MASI Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Action 
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SAMOA 

(Buck 1930:132) 

RAW 

Store pit 
(lua'i) 

FERMENTED 

[a] MASI 

Base 

- surplus breadfruit 
- often unscraped, mature breadfruit 

- lined with coconut leaves 
and inner layer of banana 
or laufao leaves which are called 
afei 

name avoidance in district 
owing to chiefs name being Masi. 
- the fermented breadfruit was 
called mamala 

It will keep in the pit for 
a year or more. 



MASI Preparation 

State of Base at Initial 
Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Action/Tool-

Container,Working 
Surface 

Lubricant 

Action/ 

Container,Working 
Surface 
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(Buck 1930:132) 

Base 

Fermented Breadfruit masi 

CRUMBLED with hands 
(nguti) 

KNEADED 

Wooden bowl 

Water 

PICKED OUT 

Leaf Wrappers 

- into cakes 

- dry or with little .•.• 

- The fune has softened during 
fermentation 

- but the hard fatu seeds are ... 

- Cakes cooked in earth oven 
with or without (masi afifi) 

[al] MASI - Besides the plain mode of 
preparation, 

- there are three others 
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MASI PALU Preparation 

State of Base at Initial 
Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Br.eakdown 

Action 

Container, Working 
Surface 

Lubricant 

Action 

Lubricant 

Container,Working 
Surface 
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(Buck 1930:132) 

Fermented 

CRUMBLED 

KNEADED 

Wooden bowl 

Water 

PICKED OUT 

Coconut Cream 

Leaf Wrapper 

[ala] MASI PALU 

Base 

- Breadfruit masi 

- with hands (nguti) 

- into cakes 

- dry or with little ..•.. 

- The fune has softened 
during fermentation but the 
hard fatu seeds are .... 

- when mixed before cooking 
in •.. 

- cream makes dish softer 
Cakes cooked in earth oven 
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MASI TAO 'ATO Preparation (Buck 1930:132) 

State of Base at Initial 
Breakdown 

Action. DE Primary 
Breakdown 

Action 

Container,Working 
Surface 

Lubricant 

Fermented 

CRUMBLED 

KNEADED 

Wooden bowl 

Water 

Action PICKED OUT 

Container, Working 
Surface Basket ('ato) 

[a.lb] MAS I TAO I ATO 

Base 
- Breadfruit masi 

- with hands (nguti) 

into cakes 

- dry or with little .... 

- the fune has softened during 
fermentation but the hard 
fatu seeds are •.•. 

- Cakes cooked in earth oven 

- to provide quantity 
- It forms useful reserve food 

on journeys 
Rations broken off as required. 
was useful provision on sea 
voyages 
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MASI PENU Preparation (Buck 1930:132) 

State of Base at Initial 
Breakdown Fermented 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Action 

Container Working 
Surface 

Lubricant 

Action 

CRUMBLED 

KNEADED 

Wooden bowl 

Water 

PICKED OUT 

Base 
- Breadfruit masi 

- with hands (nguti) 

- into cakes 

- dry or with little .... 

- the fune has softened during 
fermentation but the hard fatu 
seeds are .... 

Other Ingredient GRATED coconut (penu) 

Containe~ Working 
Surface Leaf Wrappers 

[ale] MASI PENU 

- Cakes cooked in earth oven with 
or without ...• 
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PUKAPUKA 

PRESERVED Talo Preparation (Beaglehole and Beaglehole 1938:103) 

State of Base Initial 
Breakdown 

Action 

Containe~Working 
Surface 

Base 

RAW - Uncooked talo 

Buried 

Ground - near cook house 
- Kept without rottLng for about 

three weeks. 

[a] PRESERVED TALO 

Further Notes on Puddings 

- Large talo puddings have been known to 
be kept for a week or more 

- without lolo in them curdling (vi), 
- simply through being rebaked day after day 
- though after much rebaking puddings get hard 

and lose flavour 
- The unusual thing about sue preservation is that 

puddings should remain so long uneaten 
- Without fish for food complement, 

could not eat pudding, 
- and so kept preserving it in hope men 

household get fish. 
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APPENDIX 2 

EAST POLYNESIAN - RAW BASE STATE 

STANDARDISED RECIPES 
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NEW ZEALAND-MAORI 

ROROI Preparation (Dieffenbach 1843b:388, Kendall 
1820:204, Williams 1975:345) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown Raw 

Base 
kumara 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown GRATED - into a pulp. 

Half-Cooked 
[i] ROROI - 'a sort of pudding' 

(Dieffenbach 1843b: 388, 
Kendall 1820:204) 

"TE WHATU-TUREI-ARUA" Preparation (Best 1898a) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown Raw 

Base 
Hinau berries are collected in 
baskets in the forest, carried 
home to the kainga and placed 
in .. 

Container or 
Working Surface 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Action 

Lubricant 

Action 

Container or 
Working Surface 

[p3] 

Kumete 

POUNDED, 
tuki 

POUNDING 

Water 

FLATTENED 

(wooden bowls) in which 
they are 

after which they are sifted 
through a basket to separate 
the meal, the skins of the 
berries being subjected 
to a second .. 
process. After this, the 
meal is mixed with .. 
as we mix flour for bread 
and formed into 

LOAVES which are .. 

Wrapped 
in loaves and cooked in the national 

hapi or steam-oven. These 
loaves will keep thus for 
a considerable time and 
this bread, known as .. 

"TE WHATU-TUREI-A-RUA", was one of the 
chief foods of the bush tribes of 
Tuhoel and is still used to a considerable 
extent .. -
In later times honey has been used 
to mix with the meal, when it is much 
appreciated. A famous saying applying 
to this food will serve to show in 
what estimation it was held -
"Kia whakaara koe i taku moe-ko te 
whatu turei a rua~" - should you awaken 
me from my sleep let it be for the 
(purpose of eating) hinau bread. 
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NEW ZEALAND-MAORI 

Pudding Preparation (Yat2 1970:111) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown Raw 

Base 
Tawhara (Freycinetia banksii) 

Action of Primary - stem is scraped 
Breakdown POUNDED - beat to a pulp 

Other Ingredients Preaches 
and onions - a few 

Action, Tool SLICED - chopped with a hatchet 

Other Ingredients Potatoes & 

Lubricant 

Lubricant 

kumera - a few cooked ones 
and the 
fruit of 
Kohutuhutu - Fuchsia ex Corticata 

Brains of 
a pig, 

[A berry somewhat smaller 
than a sloe, sweetish, but 
rather insipid, and emitting 
a delicious perfume. The 
juice of this fruit, when 
boiled, is of a bright purple.] 

a little lard 
or train-oil, (seal oil) 
Juice of Tupakihi -(Ccriaria sarmentosa) 

a berry similar in taste 
to that of the elder, whose 
leaves, branches and seed, 
are highly poisonous 

Other Ingredient A little 
sugar - if they possess it. 

Action 

Action 

ALL MIXED TOGETHER 

Container, 
Working Surface 

KNEADED - are pressed to a pulp 
with the hands, which are 
often introduced into the 
mouth of the cook to satisfy 
own appetite. 

Piece hollowed 
wood - vessel in which the ingredients 

were mixed 
[rl] PUDDING - Cook tasting his dish 

before it is served up. 
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NEW ZEALAND MAORI 

WAI HARO Preparation (Best 1924a:429-430, 1942:39,40) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown Raw 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Action 

Lubricant 

Action 

POUNDED 

SIFTING 
PROCESS 

Water 

WAI HARO 

KNEADED 

Base 
'Berries of the hinau (Elaeo-

carpus dentatus) were collected 
in large quantities as a 
food supply. The mealy 
matter was separated from 
the stones by a .. 

and 

Of this meal a kind of gruel 
was sometimes made by mixing 
it with .. 
and cooking it by means 
of putting hot stones in 
it. This was called .. 
apparently an old name, 
for at Niue Island, in Polynesia, 
scraped coconut and arrowroot 
boiled is called vai halo. 

Action FORMED As a rule, however, the 
INTO LARGE meal was mixed with water, 
CAKES kneaded into a paste and 

formed into somewhat large 
cakes. These cakes were 

Cooked then cooked in a steam oven. 
they are very dark coloured 
and heavy, oily, and unappetising 
to Europeans. They will 
keep for a considerable time, 
and were much appreciated 
by the folk of pre-potato 
days' (Best 1924a:429-430) 

Notes 'A kind of gruel was made by mixing this 
meal' (hinau berries as treated for komeke) with 
water and then placing hot stones in the mixture; 
this is usually termed stone boiling, but so far 
as I could ascertain it was simply a heating, not 
boiling, process. This gruel is called wai horo; 
at the isle of Niue a boiled mixture of scraped 
coconut and arrowroot is known as vai halo, while 
at Tahiti vai haro is the juice of plants. The 
hinau meal gruel is said to have been sometimes 
made for sick folk. White alludes to it as rerepi, 
which seems to be a modern term applied to a mixture 
of flour and water, the lillipee of early Colonial 
writers' (Best 1942:39) 
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NEW ZEALAND MAORI 

WAI HARO Preparation continued (Best 1942:39,40) 

'The Tuhoe folk .. sifted the pounded berries twice, 
the second taken or sifting-basket being of a closer 
plait than the first ... put into a bowl or trough, 
water poured in, then a vigorous stirring with 
the hands produced a sort of thin wai-haro, or 
gruel-like drink appreciated by the Maori. The 
stones, etc. in it were scooped out with the hands. 
The so-called stone-boiling may or may not have 
tended to thicken the mixture; I have not actually 
seen this part of the 'process. The meal to be 
formed into cakes was put in a bowl, water was 
added, and the two mixed (poipoi, pokepoke) into 
a stiff but plastic mass, and this was put into 
shallow baskets termed rourou ... The solid, heavy 
mass, when cooked bears a striking resemblance 
to a dried linseed poultice. In late times Tuhoe 
have mixed honey with the meal ere cooking it' 
(Best 1942:40). 

KOMEKE HINAU Preparation (Best 1942:37-39, R. Taylor 1855: 
380, 393, Dieffenbach 1843a: 302,399, Williams 1975:132,288). 

Notes. In some inland districts where 
food supplies were short especially 
such places whereat little was obtained 
from cultivated plants, hinau and 
tawa berries formed an important part 
of the food supply. The berries were 
collected in great quantities and 
conveyed to the village. Often being 
placed in a kind of creel made of 
split supplejack, termed a toi by 
my Warapu informants 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown Raw 

Base 
Hi"nau berries. In preparing 
the berries they were placed 
in a .. 

Container or 
Working Surface 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Wooden 
trough, 

POUNDED 

kumete and .. 

with a pestle-like implement 
called a tuki. This name 
is applied to such pounding 
clubs as were used endwise, 
when such a tool is used 
as a beater, as in pounding 
fern-root, it is alluded 
to as a patu. This process 
served to disengage the 
mealy substance from the 
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NEW ZEALAND MAORI 

KOMEKE HINAU Preparation continued 

Action 

Container or 
Working surface 

Container or 
Working Surface 

Lubricant 

Action 

Container 
Working Surface 

Action 

SIFTED 

hard stone within the berry. 
The whole of the pounded 
matter, meal and stones 
together, was then .. 
through specially made kete 
or baskets called hitar-i~
and tatari. These plaited 
sieve baskets retained the 
stones of the crushed berries 
but allowed the meal (renga) 
to pass through the interstices 
of the open plait basket 
during the vigorous shaking 
process, and this meal fell 
upon a closely woven .. 

Plaited mat 

Wooden 
kumete 

Water 

KNEADED 

Basket, 
kopae 

Cooked 

It was then placed in a 
vessel, usually a .. 

sometimes a bowl (oko) made 
by cutting a large gourd 
(hue) in half, water was 
added, and the meal .. 

into a thick paste; the meal is 
dark-coloured, neither it 
nor the cooked product has 
an attractive appearance. 

was plaited of Cordyline 
or 'Irreycinetia ( kiekie) leaves, 
and in this basket the heavy, 
dark mass was placed, the 
basket 
- being then placed in a 
prepared umu (steaming pit), 
where it was carefully covered 
with mats of earth to confine 
the steam, and so left for 

(About 12 not less than twelve hours. 
hours) Flax (Phormium) leaves were 

not employed as material 
for the basket, inasmuch 
as they impart a bitter 

LOAF, CAKE taste to the cooked meal. 
or PUDDING When the LOAF, or CAKE, 

or PUDDING, termed a KOMEKE 
POHA by the Maori, [my emphasis] 
was taken from the steaming 
pit it became hard when 
it cooled. These heavy, 
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NEW ZEALAND MAORI 

KOMEKE HINAU Preparation continued 3 
sad~looking cakes were then 
placed in a toi or creel-like 
receptacle that had been 
lined with leaves covered 
with a pad of bracken securely 
lashed round the toi, and 
that container was then 
put in a pool of water, 
such was the storage place 
for .. 

[G] KOMEKE HINAU It is said to have been 
so kept for a year or even 
two; when wanted a komeke 
was taken out, the soiled 
outside parts scraped off, 
and the interior eaten' 
(Best 1942:37) 

KORORI Preparation (Marshall 1836:109) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown Raw 

Lubricant Water 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown Mix 

[I] KORORI 

Base 
Flour 

- only a thin paste. 

- The natives divided themselves 
into small companies, and 
took up their seats in a 
circle, with the iron pots 
containing the Korori in 
their centre, and there 
they feasted away at their 
leisure, employing their 
fingers as forks, and drinking 
their flour potations out 
of the Cynic's cup' (Marshall 
1836: 109-110). 
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RAROTONGA 

KANAKA Preparation (Savage 1962:84) 
also called I'I KANAKA Preparation (Savage 1962:84) 
State of Base at Base 
Initial Breakdown Raw - Fruit of chestnut, ii, inocar

pus edulis, which bears large 
sized nuts' (Savage 1962:84) 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown GRATED 

[i] KANAKA or 
I'I KANAKA 

POKE Preparation (Savage 1962:260) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown Raw 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown KNEADED 

Other Ingredient Arrowroot 

Baked 

[ t] POKE 

'Native pudding made from 
certain vegetables or fruit 
which is ... 

Base 
- The root foods generally 
used are taro, yams and 
Kape, the fruits being bananas, 
plantains or pawpaw, etc' 
(Savage 1962:260) 

- to mix, 'to make ready 
any kind of meal or other 
ingredients, ... or to mix 
composite mixture taro, 
arrowroot, bananas or plantains 
into a combined mass.' 
(Savage 1962:199). 

POI Preparation (Savage 1962:258) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown Raw 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown MASHED or 

(SLICED) 

[w] POI 

Base 
- Ripe fruit, 'bananas, 
plantains or pawpaw' 
(Savage 1962:260) 

-'a kind of salad' 
(Savage 1962:258). 
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RAROTONGA 

POI-MEIKA Preparation (Savage 1962:259) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown Raw 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown MASHED 

[w] POI-MEIKA 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown Raw 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown FINELY 

SLICED 

POI-MEIKA 

Base 
- Ripe bananas 

-and mixing other ingredients 
therewith, as may suit the 
fancy 
- a salad ... 

Or 

Base 
- Ripe bananas 

- instead of being mashed 

POI-UETA Preparation (Savage 1962:259) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown Raw 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown MASHED 

Base 
-Ripe plantains 

[w] POI-UETA - 'This was a favourite 
dish in ancient days. Large 
wooden troughs were filled 
with this mass on occasion 
of large feasts, the diners 
scooping up the mass with 
their fingers' 
(Savage 1962:259) 

KAKAI-ERE Preparation (Savage 1962:81) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown Raw 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown MASHED 

Paste 

[w] KAKAI-ERE 

Base 
- Ripe breadfruit 

-'is somewhat of the same 
nature as the mai, which 
is also made from ripe bread
fruit' (Savage 1962:81) 
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RAROTONGA 

POI HOPIKO Preparation (Buck 1927:61) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown Raw 

Base 
- Breadfruit 

Action Peeling skin 

Action of Primary POUNDED 
Breakdown 
Container, 
Working Surface Wooden bowl 

Other Ingredient Ripe bananas 

Action Mixed (hire) with it 

Lubricant Cream 

[u] POI HOPIKO 

- from grated mature 
coconut 

RAROI Preparation (Savage 1962:296) [unk] 

'a kind of native pudding' 
(Savage 1962:296) 

TUBUAI 

POPOI Preparation (Aitken 1930:42) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown Raw 

Lubricant 

Container, 
Working Surface 

Water 

Leaf 
Wrapper 

Cooked 

[I] POPOI 

Base 
- Bananas 

- with the least amount 

- ti leaves and hau bark 
wrapping 

- Keeps for weeks 
- Used for trade with Tahiti, 
Tuamotu 
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TUAMOTU ARCHIPELAGO 

KAROKARO MUKO NIU Preparation (Emory 1975:32) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown Raw 

Base 
~o, coconut 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown GRATED - with a large, cylindrical 

rock set upright 

Container, 
Working Surface 

Ota 

Bowl 

- water is expressed and 
thrown away 
-dry grated mass 

Other Ingredient Rito pia, arrowroot sap 

Action KNEADED - into a dough 

Container, 
Working Surface 

Action 

Lubricant 

Container, 
Working Surface 

Leaf Wrappers 

Baked - in earth oven, After cooking ..• 

SLICED cut up in pieces 

Coconut Cream 

Bowl - when it is ready to eat 

[g] KAROKARO MUKO NIU 

KAPOKAPOKA KAPENU Preparation (Emory 1975:28) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown Raw 

Base 
- Pandanus nuts, taro, kape 
or giant taro 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown POUNDED - and pandanus starch, kapenu 

from drupes are put in 

Container, 
Working Surface 

Lubricant 

Action 

Container, 
Working Surface 

Bowl 

Kamikami niu, Coconut cream 

Tiromi, KNEADED 

Leaf Wrappers 

Cooked - in umu 

resulting in a 
dough 

[ s] KAPOKAPOKK-_ KAPENU - at Tatakoto 
- if it's desired 

to keep some, 
it's necessary 
to rebake every 
evening 
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TUAMOIT'l!J( 1 ..AR£HIPELAGO 

PUDDING Preparation (Emory 1975:28) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown Raw 

Base 
-Pandanus starch, kapenu 

Other __ Ingredient Coconut meal 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown Natu, KNEADED - into kapenu 

Container, 
Working Surface Leaf Wrappers 

Baked 

[x] PUDDING 

KAVARU KAPENU Preparation (Emory 1975:28) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown Raw 

Base 
- Kapenu, pandanus starch 

Other Ingredient Rita pia, arrowroot sap 

Action of Primary 

- Arrowroot, pia, Tacca 
leontopetaloides 

Breakdown KNEADED with kapenu 

Lubricant Coconut added while kneading 

Container, 
Working surface 

cream - when thoroughly mixed .. 

Leaf Wrappers 

Baked - in ground oven 

[x] KAVARU KAPENU 

& TE PIA & TE HINU NGORA 

KAROKARO - POKE Preparation (Tregear 1895:21) [u] 

"A paste; dough" 

TAOTA Preparation (Tregear 1895:76) [n] 

"A pasty, a pie" 

KAPENU Preparation (Tregear 1895:20) [k] 

"A pasty, a pie" 
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TAHITI 

POPOI Preparation (Swartvagher and Falco 1980:28) 

Ingredients Manioca or breadfruit 
'Auti leaves 
lemon juice 

'This method of preparing 
breadfruit and manioca is 
not practised so frequently 
in Tahiti nowadays, though 
in the Mao-quesas Islands 
it is very commonly used, 
as it allows the product 
to be kept for long periods 
in case of shortages 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown Raw 

Base 
~Breadfruit or manioca 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Container 
Working Surface 

Container 
Working Surface 

Action 

Lubricant 

GRATED 

Wrap in 'auti leaves 
- and boil in water 
- When cooked, remove leaves 
- and place .. 

packages - in an 

Umete, long wooden bowl 

POUNDED 

pestle, 
penu 

- the substance for a consider
able time with a .. 

- adding .. 

water and lemon juice 
-until smooth consistency 
is obtained 

[e] POPOI - It may be served with 
mashed ripe bananas 
and lots to drink. 
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TAHITI 

PO'E 'APE Preparation (Swartvagher and Folco 1980:44) 

Ingredients 3 kg raw 'ape 
3 litres coconut milk 
350 g granulated sugar 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown Raw 

Base 
~ 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown GRATED 

Container 
Working Surface 

Action 

Lubricant 

Action 

Container 
Working Surface 

Large bowl 

STIR with the root of a pawpaw tree 
- for about one hour 

Coconut milk - and sugar 

Mix well - and place into 

Bamboo tubes 
- some 40 to 50 cm long 
and 2 cm diameter 
- Block the ends with the 
leaves of purau 
- and bake in a hot oven 
for at least 2 hours 

[d] PO'E 'APE - Serve hot or cold 

PO'E MAPE Preparation (Swartvagher and FoJ.cn 1980:44) 

Ingredients 3kg mape 
3 litres coconut milk 
350 granulated sugar 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown Raw 

Base 
mape. Peel mape and ... 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown GRATED 

Action MIX WITH 

Lubricant 

Container, or 
Working surface 

Action 

Coconut milk - and sugar 

Banana leaves - which are made ~nto 

LIGHTLY PACKAGED BALLS 

- Bake for about 50 minutes 

[i] PO'E MAPE 
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TAHITI 

PO'E 'I'ITA Preparation (Swartvagher and Folco 1980:43) 

and PO'E MAI'A Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown Raw 

Base 
~Pawpaws, 4kg ripe pawpaws 
or ripe bananas for PO'E 
MAI'A 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown SLICED - Each fruit cut into 6 

or 8 slices 

Baked - Place in a baking dish 
and cover with water 
- Add the vanilla pods, 
broken in two pieces and 
cook for about 50 minutes. 
- Pour off water, allow 
to cool 

Action STRAINED - pass pawpaws through a 
strainer 

Other Ingredient Manioca 
starch - Add starch in the proportion 

of 1 for 3 of fruit 

Action 

Container 
Working Surface 

Action 

Lubricant 

Mix well - taking care to avoid the 
formation of lumps 
- pour mixture into 

buttered dish or on to 
banana 
leaves 

CUBED 

- to a depth of 2 or 3 cm 

- Bake in a hot oven for 
about 45 minutes. 
Remove. 
- cut into cubes of about 
2 cm 
- and add sugar and 

Coconut milk. 

[m] PO I E I I I I TA - Serve hot or warm. 

PO'E MAI'A PO'E MAI'A preparation 
same as given previous recipe. 
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TAHITI 

PUDDING Preparation (Forster 1777 a:295-296 in Oliver 1974:221) 

State of Base at Raw 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown POUNDED 
,\ 

Water 

Base 
- Breadfruit and bananas 

- with a black polished, 
basalt pestle 

Lubricant 

Container, 
Working Surface Large Wooden Bowl 

Other Ingredient Mahi 

[r] PUDDING 

- A quantity of fermented, 
sour breadfruit paste called 
Mahi. 
- A dessert with a consistence 
mixture that might properly 
be termed a drink. 

PUDDING Preparation (Oliver 1974:221) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown Raw 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown POUNDED 

Container, 
Working Surface Block of 

Lubricant Water 

Other Ingredient Banana 

Base 
- Breadfruit 

- Stone was used in beating 
breadfruit. 

wood - vessel like a butcher's 
tray 

- reduces to the consistency 
of a soft paste. 

sour paste - or it is omitted. 
- and made up to the taste 
of the master. 

Lubricant Water - poured in by degrees and 

Action 

Container, 
Working Surface 

KNEADED 

Coconut 
Shell 

[rl] PUDDING 

- Squeezed with hands until 
it becomes the consistence 
of thick custard 

- until set, then master 
supps it down as one would 
with custard 
if we had no spoon to eat 
it with 
- His dinner then finished, 
and 
- anything left is put into 
a basket again. 
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TAHITI 

~IPO Preparation (Swartvagher and Falco 1980:29) 

Ingredients 250g flour 

Lubricant 

50g sugar 
2 grated coconuts 
water of 2 coconuts 
'Auti leaves 

In most of the Tuamotu atolls, 
~ is the normal substitute 
for bread and it is greatly 
appreciated. Though less 
popular elsewhere, it is 
nevertheless consumed in 
all islands of the Territory 

Coconut water and 
Grated coconut 

- Pour over .. 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown Raw 

Base 
--Flour. 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Action 

Container or 
Surface 

- Adding sugar gradually. 

KNEADED - Mixed thoroughly and mould 
dough into 

FIST-sized BALLS [my emphasis] 
-Wrap each ball in an 

'auti leaf - and bake in oven for 
about 45 minutes 

[ z] I IPO 

TAOTA Preparation (Bennett 1840a: 122-123, Davies 1851:249, 
Tregear 1895:76) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown Raw 

Base 
- Pia, arrowroot starch 

Lubricant 

Action 

Young coconut pulp 

KNEADED 

[x] 'fAOTA 

- mixed mess of food, small 
compact puddings 
- of rich but agreeable 
taste 

Pudding Preparation (Bennett 1840a:122) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action 

Other Ingredients 

Container, 
Working Surface 

[xl 

Raw 

MIXED 

Bananas 

Cooked 

Bamboos 

Pudding 

Base 
- Pia, arrowroot starch 

- mingled with .. 

- or other native fruits and .. 

- in 

- recorded by Bennett (Idem) 
as 'good jellies'. 
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TAHITI 

PO'E HIO Preparation (Swartvagher and Folco 1980:43) 

Ingredients 1kg manioca starch 
300g sugar 
2 litres coconut water 
3 litres coconut milk 
4 pods vanilla 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown Raw 

Base 
~ioca starch 

Container., _ 
Working Surface 

Action 

Lubricant 

Action 

Container., 
Working Surface 

Lubricant 

'tlmete 

MIX 

Coconut 
water. 

- This recipe is seldom used nowa
days, except for some of 
the remoter parts of Tahiti 
and probably in some of 
the outer islands 
- In a deep .. 
-wooden bowl 

- the starch and sugar with 
the .. 

- Add the vanilla and blend 
well. 

- Choose a few volcanic 
stones about the size of 
large oranges and heat them 
in a wood fire until red 
hot. 

Drop two or three 
hot stones into the 

'Unete - while mixing rapidly to 
avoid lumps forming. 
- The mixture becomes a 
paste of about the same 
consistency as other varieties 
of po'e, while the flavour 
should be slightly smoked 
or have a caramel-like taste. 
Remove the stones and add 
the .. 

Coconut milk - and sugar. 

[I] PO'E HIO Serve warm 
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MANGAREVA 

KOTAHE Preparation (Tregear 1899:38) 

State of base at 
Initial Breakdown Raw 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown POUNDED 

Lubricant Water 

[e] KOTAHE 

IEIE Preparation (Tregear 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown Raw 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown POUNDED 

Lubricant Water 

[e] IEIE 

Base 
- Breadfruit 

- implied 

implied 

- 'paste or porridge that is 
stack and scanty' (Tregear 
1899:38) 

1899:23) 

Base 
- spoilt breadfruit 

- implied 

- assumed 

- 'brown bread, bad paste 
or porridge (Tregear 
1899:23). 

PIERE Preparation (Tregear 1899:70, Buck 1938:205) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown Raw 

Base 
- Mei~para, bread-fruit softened 
in a neap for two days 

Action 

Container 
Working Surface 

Skin, stalk, and inner material ('ume) 
removed, 

Banana leaf wrapper - Cooked in oven. 

[n] PIERE -'cake made of soft breadfruit, 
with or without pulp' 
(Tregear 1899:70). 

OPIAPA Preparation (Tregear 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown Raw 

Action of Primary POUNDED 
Breakdown [w] OPIAPA 

1899:62, Buck 1938:209) 

Base 
- made from spoilt fruit 
of breadfruit, mei. 

- Paste of mei 
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MANGAREVA 

NANIE Preparation (Tregear 1899:57, Buck 1938:209) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown Raw 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown POUNDED 

[w] NANIE 

Base 
- Bad, unripe or deteriorated 
breadfruit 

- implied 

- paste 

KURUOE Preparation (Tregear 1899:42, Duck 1938:209) 

State of Base at Base 
Initial Breakdown Raw - Abortive breadfruits 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown POUNDED - implied 

[ w] KURUO--E - an edible paste. 

PUORO TARO Preparation (Tregear 1899:78, Buck 1938:205) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown Raw 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown POUNDED 

Base 
- Mixture of ripe breadfruit 
and taro. 
- Mei-para, breadfruit softened 
in a heap for two days. 

Lubricant Coconut Cream 

[p] PUORO TARO 
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MARQUESAS 

POKETA'O Preparation (Handy 1923:199, Dordillon 1931:332) 

'Taro forms the basis of the native 
dish called Poke (Handy 1923:199) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown Raw 

Action PEELED 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown GRATED 

Base 
- Taro is 

- and .. 

- formerly on coral. This 
is a difficult task, since 
contac.t with the raw taro 
makes the hands itch, so 
that they must be held now 
and then over the fire to 
to relieve them and never 
during the process be ·put 
into water. 
- The gratings are 

Container, 
Working Surface Wrapped fau leaves. 

Action 

Action 

Lubricant 

Baked until cooked in earth oven. 

POUNDED 

- Meanwhile coconut flesh 
is grated and mixed with 
pounded ti leaves to aid 
in extracting the oil and 
the whole is squeezed with 
a strainer in a bowl. Hot 
stones are dropped into 
the bowl of liquid and stirred 
constantly for half an hour, 
until the oil forms and 
the sauce which is called 
koneko thickens. 

- When the taro is taken 
out of the oven it is .. 
- with a stone 

MIXED WITH .. 

Coconut sauce 

[e] POKE TA'O - eaten hot. 
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MARQUESAS 

POKE TA'O Preparation (Handy 1923:199) 

Poke ta'o can also be made with .. 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown Raw 

Base 
- Ripe breadfruit when such 
is to be had. The .. 

Other ingredient Taro - is 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown GRATED - and 

Action KNEADED - with the flesh of the 
ripened breadfruit on the 

Container, 
Working Surface Food board - after which the dough 

is .. 
Container, 
Working surface 

Lubricant 

Action 

Lubricant 

Wrapped 
in taro 
leaves - with an outer covering 

of banana leaves 

Earth oven - left for two days 

Cooked - It is eaten with .. 

Oil of 
coconut - as is pure ta'o poke. 

- Today taro is also baked 
[F]POKE TA'O in its skin in an oven 

in the same way that sweet 
potatoes are cooked. 

MIXED WITH 

Coconut sauce 

[e]POKE TA'O - eaten hot. 
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MARQUESAS 

PIAHI Preparation (Handy 1923:200, Dening(Ect) 1974:256). 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown Raw 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown SLICED 

Action SOAKED 

Action PEELED 

Action GRATED 

Lubricant 

Action 

Container, 
Working Surface 

Coconut 
milk 

STIRRED 

Banana 
leaves 

Base 
- The ihi. Inocarpus edulis, 
which may be roasted and 
eaten in the same way as 
the chestnut of America, 
is delicious when made into 
a piahi. 

- cut open with axe. 
- Formerly, natives say, 
there grew an ihi which 
could be bitten open or 
torn apart with the fingers. 
- The kernel is removed 
-overnight so that the dark 
skin can be 
- off. The kernel is then 

- in former times on the 
tail of the skate. 
- then immediately immersed 
in .. 

- liquid preventing it turning 
dark and rancid. 
- The milk and gratings 
- constantly until thick 
batter formed. 

- long flat packages 

Baked in earth oven. 

[I]PIAHI 

PIAHI Preparation (Handy 1923:200) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown Raw 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown GRATED 

Perhaps a piahi was made 
in the old days of wild 
arrowrod (pia, pia taki 
oho au). Piahi Ihu, nut, 
Inocarpus edulis, chestnut. 

Base 
- Taro, yams, manioc. 

Lubricant Coconut milk 

Container, 
Working surface Leaf wrapper - packed into a loaf 

[j] PIAHI (loaf) 
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MARQUESAS 

MEI K0Iv1AHI Preparation (Handy 1923:195) 

Mei Komahi was formerly fed 
to babies when they were 
weaned, this sufficing them 
for about a year and a half. 
When the breadfruit had 
been ripened, it was 

State of base at 
Initial Breakdown Raw 

Base 
- Ripened breadfruit 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown MIXED and 

KNEADED - with old dark .. 

Other Ingredient ma, (ma 
tehito) 

Container, 

- and made up into small 
packages in .. 

Working Surface ihi leaves - These were in turn wrapped 
in fau leaves and cooked 

- in the usual oven, from 
which they were removed 

[x)MEI KOMAHI only as needed. It was 
possible to leave them for 
two or three months in this 
cache before they would 
spoil, though it is doubtful 
if this was often done, 
for the custom was to carry 
komahi as presents to others 
who had young babies. 

BREADFRUIT Preparation (Dening (Ed~ 1974:252) 

State of Base at 
Initial breakdown Raw 

Base 
- Sweet breadfruit 

Lubricant Coconut milk 

Container 
Working surface Plantain leaves 

A Baked in ground 

[y)BREADFRUIT SWEETMEAT. 

Note: "James Cook and the Forsters 
were distressed at Marquesan eating 
habits: 'I once saw them make a Batter 
of fruit and roots diluted with Water, ... " 
(Cook 1961: 375, Forster 1777 II: 
27 Dening (Fd.) 1974:252). 
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MARQUESAS 

FEIKAI MEI Preparation (Dening (Ed) 1974: 278-279) 

Notes. 'They have another dish which 
in general is used as a dessert.at 
feasts and great mens houses. They 
collect the finest breadfruit they 
have and break off the stalks and 
then drives a bit of stick into the 
fruit and then packs with grass about 
a dozen of fruit into the bark of 
a tree, then covers it with another, 
stopping each end with a coconut shell 
to keep out the rats. Being bound 
up it forms a narrow trunk, it is 
then (Dening(!d) 1974:278) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown Raw 

Base 
- Finest breadfruit treated 
as above then left for 3 
days. 

Lubricant 

Container or 
Working Surface 

Coconut 
Cream 

Plantain 

~ When opened is soft_and 
sweet. 

They scrape a quantity of 
old coconuts and work out 
the milk as thick as cream. 

leaf wrapper - centre leaf of plantain 
tree, about 30 cm wide and 
1.2 m or 1.5 m long. 

Baked 

- it is scorched over a 
slow fire, which renders 
the leaf like silk. Into 
this they put five or six 
fruit and pours over a 
quantity of the milk. 
- it is then tied up in 
double leaves and carefully 
put into the .. 
- baking pit, stays 6 -
8 hours. 

[y] FEKAI MEI - When done, hung to cool. 
Its sweet and lucious. 

Note 'Possibly a variety of makiko or fekoi mei Handy 
1923: 192-193' in Dening ( d.) 1974:279) -v-
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MARQUESAS 

MAKIKO or MA POU Preparation (Handy 1923: 192-193). 
(northern name) (southern name) 

. I 

'Another dish that utilizes the fast 
ripening mei is makiko (northern.name) 
or ma pou (southern name). 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown Raw 

Base 
- Breadfruit (mei) is picked 
one. day, ripening the next 
with the aid of a guava 
stick piercing it; 

Action PEELED 
CORED 

AND 
- next day. 
- The ripe flesh is then 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown KNEADED 

Container, 
Working Surface bowl 

Lubricant Coconut 

Container, 
Working Surface 

milk 

Wrapped 

Baked 

[G] MAKIKO 
or 

MA POU 

- in a 

- with .. 

- until the consistency 
of a soft dough, when it 
is .. 

- in small packages in Fau 
leaves and tied with a strip 
of bark. 
- The packages are .. 
- for an hour in the usual 
way in the earth 
oven, when they are removed 
and eaten immediately. 

NOTES. 'I am told that the truer native process of makiko 
is to ripen the breadfruit by digging a hole 

about 5 cm long in the fruit, where the stem 
has been knocked off, and filling it with the 
juice and pounded leaves of the papa vahana 
(Phaseolus amoenus). The breadfruit (mei) 
is left standing on end, so that the juice runs 
down the core and ripens the flesh. When it 
is thoroughly ripe, the skin may be peeled off 
with the fingers. After kneading the flesh and 
removing all the lumps, it is mixed with cooked 
ma. The whole is wrapped in ti leaves in long 
bundles and baked in the usuar-oven. Makiko 
is often fed to new-born children' (Handy 1923: 
192-193). 
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HAWAII 

KULOLO Preparation (Handy 1940:55, Handy and Handy 1972:175). 

Notes This is considered the FI.NEST 
OF ALL PUDDINGS [my emphasis] This 
is a MORE DIFFICULT ONE TO MAKE, as 
it REQUIRED the GRATING OF RAW TARO 
[my emphasis]. 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown Raw 

Base 
- Taro corn 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Lubricant 

Action 

Container, 
Working surface 

GR.~TED 

Coconut 
Cream 
MIXED 

Ti leaf 
wrappers 

Cooked 

- care was taken to select 
a variety with least "itch" 

- with 'opihi sh~ll. The 
old method of peeling was 
with a large)'opihi shell. 
The back of which was filed 
off and was sharpened on 
a stone, or with a sharp 
stone or piece of shell. 
- care of taro choice was 
to spare hands doing grating. 

- to a thickness that would 
allow it to be wrapped in 
bundles 

- in imu, ground oven 
- overnight, 
- a minimum of ten hours 
to be thoroughly done. 

[d]KULOLO 

Notes. It is interesting to note, 
as Pa'ahana (Pukui's mother) points 
out, that all these concoctions were 
regarded as "desserts," or special 
feast-day dishes; ... 

PIE PIELE Preparation (Handy 1940:55, Handy and Handy 
1972:111). 

State of Base at Base 
Initial breakdown - Taro 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown GRATED 

STEAMED 

[i] PIE PIELE 
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HAWAII 

PIE PIELE 'ULU Preparation (Handy 1940:189, Handy and 
Handy 1972: 153-154) 

Notes Breadfruit is most relished 
in the form of piepiele 'ulu. 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown Raw 

Base 
- Very ripe breadfruit is .. 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown POUNDED - mashed as in making poi, but .. 

Lubricant 

Action 

Container, 
Working Surface 

Coconut milk - is .. 

MIXED 

PASTE 

Ti leaves 

Cooked 

- with it instead of water 
and this .. 
- is wrapped in .. 

- in oven 

[p] PIEPIE~E 'ULU 

PIEPIELE Preparation (Handy 1940:176). 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Lubricant 

[ p] 

Notes: 'Lele is one of the commonest 
wild bananas of the uplands on all 
the islands. It has a tall, slender, 
tapering trunk with narrow leaves. 
The fruit grows in compact small or 
long bunches on a long stem, is angular 
and tapering, and several fruits are 
generally warped or pressed flat; 
the skin is thin, green when inunature, 
yellow when ripe; the flesh is light 
pink, edible raw or cooked, good for 
piepiele' (Handy 1940:176) 

Base 
Raw - Banana 

POUNDED - mashed 

Coconut milk 

Steamed 

PIEPIELE (taken from Piepiele uala 
- Handy 1940:150) 
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HAWAII 

PIE PIELE UALA Preparation (Handy 1940:150: Handy and 
Handy 1972:135) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown Raw 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown POUNDED 

Base 
-Sweet potato, uala 

- mashed 

Lubricant Coconut milk 

Steamed 

[p] PIEPIELE UALA 

PEPEIE'E ULU Preparation (Handy 1940:189, Handy and 
Handy 1972:154 

Notes Pepei'e 'ulu is piepiele made 
with a great deal of coconut milk 
and successive other steps. 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown Raw 

Action 0£ Primary 
Breakdown POUNDED 

Lubricant Coconut 
milk 

Action MIXED 

Container, 
Working surface 

Action 

Action 

Ti leaves 

Cooked 

COOLED 

Base 
- Very ripe breadfruit 

- mashed as in making Eoi, 
but 

- instead of water, and 
a great deal of it. 

- with the whole and the 
paste is wrapped in 

- thoroughly, then .. 

- and .. 

Action SUN DRIED - so that a hard oily film 
forms over the surface. 

[p] PEPEIE'E 'ULU If sunned occasionally to 
prevent mildewing, this 
will keep from the end of 
of one bearing season to 
the beginning of the next. 

HAUPIA Preparation (Handy and Handy 1972:75). 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown Raw 

Base 
- Arrowroot starch, pia 

Lubricant 

Action 

Container, 
Working Surface 

Coconut Cream 

Action 

STIRRED - together in a .. 

Calabash 

RED-HOT STONES - dropped in to cook 
the starch to the desired 
firmness 

[I] HAUPIA - a pudding 
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EAST POLYNESIAN - COOKED BASE STATE 

STANDARDISED RECIPES 
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NEW ZEALAND MAORI 

KOMEKE ARUHE Preparation Best 1898b, 1924:426,427. 1942: 
81-82, 51, 71, Shortland 1851:201-203, 1973:201, Taylor 
1855:379, Thomson 1859a: 153-154,'Tregear 1891:161, 
1904: 93-94, Williams 1975: 132 
KOHERE Pr~paration (Best 1942:71, 78, Tregear 1891:155, 
Williams 1844:124) or 
MEKE Preparation (Best 1942:71, Tregear 1891:240, Williams 
1844:200) or 
PAREHE Preparation (Best 1942:71) or 
KOHARI Preparation (Tregear 1891:155, Williams 1844:124). 

Container or 
Working Surface 

State of Base at 

Notes 

Whata 

Initial Breakdown Cooked 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown POUNDED 

Aci:.ion KOHERE or 
cake 

Newly dug roots were placed 
on an elevated platform, 

a stage 
- and there left to dry 
without any protection from 
the elements, or fern or 
fronds of tree-ferns were 
put over it. These .. no 
protection from rain but 
merely from the sun. When 
dry, roots were stowed away 
in a rua or storepit, and 
take thence as required. 
Base 
- Aruhe, fern root 

- thoroughly much of the 
kiri, skin or bark, would 
drop off. When a considerable 
quantity of the cooked root 
was required, one or more 
persons would attend to 
the roasting only; they 
would throw the roasted 
roots to others who attended 
to the pounding. When the 
cook decided to form the 
fecula into a .. 

- it was prepared by the 
removal of all the stringy 
fibre, these were pulled 
out after the roots had 
been well pounded, or the 
meal was stripped from the 
fibres with the fingers. 
- A quantity of this meal 
would be formed into cakes 
by means of another 
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NEW ZEALAND MAORI 

KOMEKE ARUHE Preparation (Best 1942: 81-82, 51, 71, 
Thomson 1859a: 153-4continued 

Action 

Action 

Container.or 
Working Surface 

Action 

Action 

Action 

Lubricant 

THUMPING - if beaten while still 
warm the meal sticks together. 

CAKE - so formed would be again 
heated at an open fire, 

Baskets 
STORED 

HEATED AT 
FIRE 
POUNDED 

CAKE 
ARUHE 
TUTU 
berries 

a bed of embers preferred, 
ere being eaten. If designed 
for future use such cakes 
were leaf wrapped, packed 
in .. 

- and stowed in pataka or 
elevated store-house. Kept 
so they became extremely 
hard; and, ere being eaten, 
had to be .. 

- and subjected to another 
- in order to soften them. 
- Fernroot was viewed as 
a strong sustaining food, 

deemed excellent rations 
for workers, travellers, 
and fighting-men when engaged 
on their peculiar business. 

- steeped in .. 

juice - looked upon as a SUPERIOR 
MEAL [my emphasis]. This 
sustaining food is often 
alluded to as Te manawa 
nui a Whete, because it 
was the principal sustenance 
of that ancestor when strenuous 
doings were toward, ere 
entering a fight he would 
endeavour to find time to 
consume a meal of .. 

[n] KOMEKE ARUHE - synonomous KOHERE or 
orMEKE or PAREHE or KOHARI. 

- after which ... he gets 
busy and performs prodigies 
of valour, 
- The saying He manawa te 
tina also refers to fernroot 
used as food, and means 
'A SATISFIED STOMACH'; [my 
emphasis], aruhe is said 
to be a SATISFYING FOOD 
[my emphasis] (Buck 1942: 
81-82). 
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NEW ZEALAND MAORI 

KAO Preparation (Best 1976:137-139, Dieffenbach 1843b:374, 
Tregear 1904:87) 

State of Base at 

Notes: .kumara tubers were kept in 
the storepi ts until they had bec·ome 
quite dry, then the skin is scraped 
off with a shell. They are then placed 
on a stage, paparahi to dry, exposed 
to the sun, but were taken under cover 
at night. When well dried they were: 

Base 
Initial Breakdown Cooked - Kumara tubers, in a steam 

oven, the leaves and twigs 
of the parataniwha being 
used as retao or covering, 
then again .. 

Action 

Container or 
Working surface 

Lubricant 

[p] 

DRIED IN 
SUN 

Small 
baskets 

- until quite hard. It 
was then packed in .. 

- lined and covered with 
mokimoki, a fragrant plant, 
then put away for winter 
use; also used on expeditions, 
and as food for invalids, 
for which purpose it was 
made into a .. 

GRUEL, THIN 
PORRIDGE - like mess, heated with 

hot-stones 
Water 

KAO - On other occasions the 
mess seems to have been 
eaten cold (Best 1976:138-9) 
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NEW ZEALAND MAORI 

PUDDING Preparation (Best 1898a, 1924:430) 

State of Base at 

Notes The kernels of the tawa b.erries 
were used to a great exten~his 
tree being very plentiful in the 
district, whereas the karaka will 
not grow here. The pulp of the tawa 
berry, called pokere, is not preserved, 
but merely the kernel thereof. These 
berries are collected in irruuense numbers, 
and after being spread out on mats 
are dried in the sun. They are then 
pounded to separate the kernels and 
put in baskets, being carefully wrapped 
in leaves ... , afterwhich they are 
placed in the hapi (ovens). 

Base 
Initial Breakdown Cooked - Tawa berry kernels. 

Lubricant Water 

- The leaves ... used as 
a covering for the kernels 
in order to give them the 
brown colour so much desired 
- Remain in hapi for about 
48 hours. 
- When boiled soft ... can 
be eaten, after 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown POUNDING (Best 1924) 

[e] PUDDING - These dried, ... keep 
for years. 

POI PEPE Preparation 

State of base at 
Initial Breakdown Raw 

COOK ISLANDS 

(Buck 1927:62) 

Action of Primary POUNDED 
Breakdown 
Lubricant Coconut 

Cream 

[e)POI PEPE 

Base 
-=-very ripe breadfruit 
-or that which had been 
pegged, peeled, cleaned, 
wrapped in green leaves 
such as banana or hau, 
and cooked for 24 hours. 
- as poi 

- may be mixed with it. 
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RAROTONGA 

POI-TARO Preparation (Savage 1962:259) 
also called POPOI Preparation (Savage 1962:259) 

State of Base at Base 
Initial Breakdown Cooked - Taro 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown MASHED - mass is mixed with 

Lubricant Coconut cream 

[e] POI-TARO or 
POPOI 

prepared . . 
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RAROTONGA 

PAPAIA Preparation (Savage 1962: 230) 

State of base at 
Initial Breakdown Cooked 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown· POUNDED 

Other Ingredient Root food 

[i]PAPAIA 

Base 
- Taro 

- 'taro, yams and kape' 
(Savage 1962:260). 
'Kape, giant taro, 
Colocasia Macrorchiz~ 
(Savage 1962:85) 

PARAKIA Preparation (Savage 1962:233) 

State of Base at Base 
Initial Breakdown Cooked - Kape, giant taro 

- taro 
-oto-akari 
-meika-tarua, banana, separately. 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown KNEADED - together and mass is placed 

Action 

Action 

Action 

Placed in 
ground 

in hole in the ground 

Outer skin - of ripe drupes of pandanus 
is placed among mass to 
give same pleasant smell. 
- it is allowed to remain 
in hole after being properly 
covered up to .. 

FERMENT - and taken out when needed 
and recooked. 

[m] PARAKIA 

TATAPAKA Preparation (Savage 1962: 362) 

'A kind of pudding made from .. 
(Savage 1962:362) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown Raw 

Lubricant 

Cooked 

Coconut 
sauce 

[ p] TATAPAKA 

Base 
- Ripened breadfruit. 

- Baked to which is added 

- then red hot stones are 
dropped into mass. 
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RAROTONGA 

KURU-TATA-PAKA Preparation (Savage 1962:124) , I 

State of Base at 

'Fruit picked then a pointed stick 
is forced into the core to open it 
to allow the steam to escape. Fruit 
is then placed whole on the fire and 
when .. 

Base 
Initial Breakdown Cooked - Breadfruit. Burnt outer 

Action 

Container 
Working Surface 

Action 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Lubricant 

skin is 
cut away - It is then .. 

Ti leaf 
wrappers - and basted well to soften 

mass 
Ti leaves removed - and discarded. 

- Cooked fruit is then .. 

SLICED - Cut up into four quarters 
QUARTERED or smaller, according to 

taste. 
Coconut 
sauce - or savoury is then made, 

and breadfruit is put into 
it or 
it is added to breadfruit 

[t] KURU-TATA-PAKA and then served hot. 
A very nice dish' 
(Savage 1962:124). 
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TUBUAI 

POPOI Preparation (Aitken 1930:40) 

State of Base at Base 
Initial Breakdown Cooked - Taro 

- Tubuai dish is the same 
as Hawaii poi. 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown POUNDED - using stone pestle 

Lubricant Water 

[e] POPOI 

to a smooth paste. 
- Consistency of individual 
preference 
- or can add pounded very 
ripe bananas to popoi. 

Notes. - Bananas were ripened by 
storage in covered pit for a few days 

- The cover, made from a 
few ripe cones or fruit of hala, hinano. 

- POI IS IMPORTANT. 
- A FULL DESCRIPTION OF 

ALL KINDS OF POI WOULD FILL A FAIR-SIZED 
COOKBOOK 

- IT IS THE MOST IMPORTANT 
ITEM OF TUBUAI DIETARY [my emphasis] 

POPOI TIOO Preparation (Altken 1930:17) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown Cooked 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown POUNDED 

Other Ingredient Grated 
Coconut 

Cooked 

Action POUNDED 

Base 
- Taro, left in umu for 
several days 

- crushed 

- again in umu. 
- After several hours of 
cooking 
- mixed with 

Other Ingredient Ordinary taro paste 

[ll]POPOI TIOO - final product considered 
excellent 
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RAPA 

POPOI Preparation (Hanson 1970: 73-74) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown Cooked 

Action of.Primary 
Breakdown POUNDED 

Base 
- Boiled taro for several 
hours 

- with a stone the size 
of a brick 

Container, 
Working surface flat rock - table rock 

Lubricant 

Action 

Action 

Paste 

Water 

KNEADED 

POUNDED 

- Cook smashes corm after 
corm, until she has rounded 
mass of sticky 
- 45 cm to 60 cm diameter 
- Then she pokes her fingers 
into it, 
- and scoops .. 
- into depression 

- paste with hands, hits 
it with fists and delivers 
- crashing blows with her 
pounder from full arm's 
length. 
- This is one of the points 
where making popoi is very 
hard work 
- and why women over 40 
seldom do it 
- Jobs like this make it 
highly desirable to have 
[taure'are'a] girl in household. 

Other Ingredient Small 
lump of 
old popoi - This aids fermentation 

and she keeps splashing 
Lubricant Water - until she has desired 

consistency. 

Action 

Action 

Container, 
Working Surface 

- Finally, pounder set aside. 
Grey, rubbery blob. 

SLICED 

SCOOPED 

FLIPPED 

Leaf 
bundles 

- cut about 5 cm from the 
edge with the sides of both 
hands. 
- toward her and quickly 

- it back over 
- This process, which takes 
much practice, traps an 
air bubble and thus aerates 
the popoi 
- After about 15 minutes 
of aeration, the popoi is 
trussed up in 

- exactly the size and shape 
of punching bags. 
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RAPA 

POPOI Preparation continued (Hanson 1970:74,76 

Action Hung in 
a tree 

[y] POPOI 

- while the popoi ferments, 
- to preserve them from 
hungry chickens and rats. 

- In normal sitting a woman 
makes enough popoi foi about 
three bundles. 
- in the process requiring 
around 1.5 hours from smashing 
the first corm to completion 
- A household prepares popoi 
two or three times a week. 
- On Saturdays everyone 
makes it for the Sabbath 
- and shiny green bundles 
of popoi decorate trees, 
roofs of outhouses and other 
high places. 
- There is a friendly rivalry 
among the girls and women 
as to who makes the best 
popoi 
- Making popoi is fun when 
done in groups 
- Five or six young women 
seat themselves around a 
circle of table rocks and, 
when 
- they reach aeration stage, 
time their flips to produce 
a rapid cadence 
- After a day or two a bundle 
of popoi is ready to come 
down from a tree. 
- Popoi, when poorly made 
is sickly and runs like 
heavy soup 
- When well-made, popoi 
maintains its shape, a glistening 
white mound filled with 
tiny holes. 
- The opened bundle now 
serves as a common platter 
- Fermentation gives a tangy 
taste faintly reminiscent 
beer. 
- It is important to eat 
popoi within four days of 
its preparation: 
- older popoi is so badly 
fermented - fit only for 
pigs. 
- "Taro paste" is a highly 
appropriate translation 
for popoi 
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TUAMOTU ARCHIPELAGO 

PUDDING Preparation (Emory 1975:31-32) 

State of Base at Base 
Initial Breakdown Cooked - Uto, coconut 

Container, 
Working Surface 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Other Ingredient 

Action 

Container, 
Working Surface 

Bowl 

POUNDED - with a stick 
- Water is squeezed out and 
is thrown away. Ota remains 

Rito pia, arrowroot sap - added 

KNEADED - into a dough 

Leaf Wrappers 

Baked 

SLICED 

- in ground oven 

- Served cut up in Action 

Lubricant Coconut Cream 

[k] PUDDING 

or 

KAUVARA PIA E TE OTA NGORA - called in Anaa 

TAHITI 

POE Preparation (Bennett 1840a:122) 
and POE FEI Preparation (idem) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown Cooked 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown POUNDED 

Container, 
Working Surface Trough 

[ i] POE 

Base 
- Breadfruit or mountain
plantain 

- beaten with a stone pestle 
to a state of a uniform 
and plastic pulp. 

- Poe fei, or mountain
plantain .~ is the pride 
of the natives, and is 
ALMOST PECULIAR TO THIS 
ISLAND and TAHITI [my emphasis] 
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MANGAREVA 

POKE MEI Preparation (Tregear 1899:72, Buck 1938:202) 

State of Base at Base 
Initial Breakdown Cooked - Breadfruit, mei 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown POUNDED 

Lubricant Coconut Cream, roro 

[e)POKE MEI 

POKE TARO Preparation (Tregear 1891:348, 1899:72, Buck 1938: 
202) 

State of Base at Base 
Initial Breakdown Cooked - Taro 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown POUNDED 

Lubricant Coconut Cream, roro 

[ e) POKE TARO 

POKE TARO Preparation (Buck 1938:213) 

State of Base at Base 
Initial Breakdown Cooked - Taro 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown MASHED 

[ i ) POKE TARO Ripe breadfruit 

MASHED Action 

Lubricant 

Action 

Coconut Cream 

MASHED 
[I) PUDDING 

[ i l )PUORO TARO 
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MANGAREVA 

TURORO Preparation (Buck 1938:212 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown Raw 

·Base 
- pandanus fruit 

Action 

Action 

Lubricant 

Container, 
Working Surface 

- collected and heaped 
in one place (puki 
kite va'i e ta'i.) 

Whole fruit cooked (tao) - native 
oven 

Bumping - keys are separated 

SCRAPED off - flesh (tupere te kavu) 
- with shell of pearl oyster 
(paka ioro) 
- or mussel shell 
(paka kuku) 

Coconut Cream - optional 

Wrapped up (ai) 
in pandanus leaves 

- Cooked 

(s] TURORO 

MARQUESAS 

ARROWROOT Preparation ( Dening ( Ed.) 19 7 4 : 2 7 9 ) 

State of Base at Base 
Initial Breakdown Cooked - Baked arrowroot 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown POUND - (beat) to a dough 

Lubricant Coconut milk - stone boiled 

(e] ARROWROOT 
PUDDING 

- until it breaks into a 
curd 

- This is also a very good 
food. It may be compared 
to a rich batter pudding 
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MARQUESAS 

BREADFRUIT Preparation (Dening(~d.) 1974:278) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown Cooked 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

.Lubricant 

POUND 

milk 

[e] BREADFRUIT 
DISH 

Base 
- Any ripe breadfruit on 
the trees, roasted in morning 
and .. 

- (beat) them into a dough 
and pour 

- of old coconuts over it 
and eaten with raw fish 
marinated in salt water 

BREADFRUIT Preparation (Dening(Ed.) 1974:278) 

State of Base at Base 
Initial Breakdown Cooked -Roast breadfruit 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown POUND - (mash) it in 

Lubricant Cold 
Water and eat it with sea weed 

marinated in salt water 
when there is no fish to 
be got. This is a comfortable 
meal, far better than Potatoes 
and milk. 

[e] BREADFRUIT 
DISH 
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MARQUESAS 

BREADFRUIT Preparation (Handy 1923:192) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown Cooked 

Container or Working 

Base 
- Breadfruit, as soon as 
cooked, from fire exteiior 
removed 
- Core extracted 
- Remaining part placed 
in sort of shallow .. 

Surface Stone mortar 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown POUNDED 

Action 

Action 

Lubricant Coconut 
Cream 

[e] BREADFRUIT DISH 

- Briskly worked with pestle 
of same substance 

- Another person take ripe 
coconut 
- Break in half 

- GRATE juicey meat into 
fine particles 
- Done with piece of mother 
of pearl shell, lashed firmly 
to extreme end of heavy 
stick, with straight side 
accurately notched like 
a saw 
- suspending it 30 cm to 
90 cm from ground 
- Place pure white meat 
into recepta-GJ.e provided 
- Having obtained quantity 
sufficient for this purpose 
- Place it in a bag made 
of net-like fibrous substance 
attached to all coconut 
- trees and compressing 
it over breadfruit which 
being now sufficiently 
pounded, is put into a wooden 
bowl 

extracts a thick 

- creamy milk 
Delicious liquid soon 

bubbles round and leaves 
it at last 
just keeping above its surface 
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MARQUESAS 

PUDDING Preparation (Handy 1923:201) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown Raw 

Base 
=-"I'apaya, Papaya cavica, 
also called vi by natives 
(Spondasdulas) 
- is uncut and unpeeled 

Container 
Working Surface Wrapped fau leaves 

Action 

Earth oven - left for two hours 

PEELED 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown POUNDED - mashed 

Lubricant 

Container, 
Working Surface 

Coconut milk 

Bowl 

[e] PUDDING 

MEI OMI Preparation (Handy 1923:191) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown Cooked 

Action 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

PEELED 

POUNDED 

Base 
- Roasted breadfruit on 
an open fire 
- When the breadfruit season 
is at its height and dishes 
other than popoi are being 
made of it, a favourite 
dish with which to begin 
the day is mei omi 
- skin removed 
- The hot flesh .. 

- mashed 

Lubricant Cold Water into a paste 

[e[ MEI OMI 

- At the present time, ti 
kava, a very strong tea, 
is its accompaniment, but 
salted fish or meat (nai) 
belongs with it ~~ 
- The simplest method of 
preparing breadfruit is 
by roasting on a wood fire, 
as a potato in the skin 
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MARQUESAS 

,FEIKAI~MEI Preparation (Handy 1923:193) 

Notes:In the old days Marquesans seem not to 
have been very fond of sweets -.nor 
indeed of any marked seasonings for 
that matter. The feikai mei, however, 
which they make today and made for 
some time, utilizes honey of bees 

State of Base at 

and seems distinctly to take its place 
as a dessert, though the natives make 
a meal of it when they eat it. 

The milk is squeezed from 
the grated flesh of about forty coconuts 
and mixed with sufficient honey to 
turn the liquid a rich brown. Meanwhile, 
about thirty breadfruit have been .. 

Base 
Ipitial Breakdown Cooked - Roasted breadfruit, on 

wood fire 
Action PEELED - of their charred skins, 

and .. 
Container, 
Working Surface 

Container, 
Working Surface 

Action 

Lubricant 

Baked (6 hours) 

[p] FEIKAI MEI 

Wrapped in fau leaves - to keep them 
hot. 
- Baskets of coconut leaves, 
about two and a half feet 
deep by a foot and a half 
in diameter, are plaited 
and lined with banana leaves, 
those of the meika mao'i 
(one of the native bananas) 
being the best . 
... Into these .. 

~askets - layer by layer, is laid 
the flesh of the .. 

breadfruit -
Broken away from hearts (which are 

Coconut 
milk and 
honey 

.. thrown away) and gradually 
the mixture of .. 

- is added until each basket 
is filled 

Notes. A few taro, halved or quartered, 
are placed on top, and the whole is 
covered with a banana leaf tied tightly 
around the mouth of the basket. The 
baskets are placed in the oven and 
left for about six hours 
- When removed, the confection is 
hard, and covered with a coagulated 
sauce 
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MARQUESAS 

Handy (1923:199)continued 

Notes'If there is no inai to go with the 
popoi, a ripe banana or a piece of coconut will suffice 

VEGETABLE, FRUIT, AND NUT DISHES 

When breadfruit is gone and the sour ma is growing 
scarce, the natives begin to utilize otherI1ative products. 
A variety of dishes are made. Among these are feikai 
puauhi made of raw wild yams peeled and cut up into coconut-leaf 
baskets and baked in the oven with coconut milk in the 
fashion of the mei feikai; 

feikai huetu ( a kind of wild banana called fei in Tahiti) 
made of raw, very ripe huetu and coconut mil~cooked 
in the same way; 

feikai ta'o made sometimes with the large kape ta'o 
(Colocasia esculeata); 

feikai kuma'a (sweet potato), 

feikai hue arahi (pumpkin); 

feikai meika (banana) 

All the fruits must be half-cooked before the feikai 
is made' (Handy 1923:199). 
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MARQUESAS 

KA'AKU Preparation (Handy 1923:191-192) 

KO'EHI in the southern group and 
KA'AKU in the northern 

State of Base at 
It is simply made .. 
Base 

Initial Breakdown Cooked - Roasted breadfruit being 
taken from the wood fire, 
- and mixed with .. Action PEELED 

Lubricant Coconut 
milk 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown POUNDED - till soft, and eaten without 

further cooking. 
[r] KA'AKU 

or 
KO'EHI 

Garcia says this dish 
(which he calls kakou) 
satisfies hunger for so 
long a period that it was 
often eaten on long voyages 

Notes 'The preparation of the coconut 
milk for this and other dishes proceeds 
as follows: Coconut flesh is grated 
on a low wooden stool with a long 
neck on the end of which are iron 
teeth, but in ancient times a sharp 
shell was used instead. Moistened 
in water, the grated flesh is caught 
up in a tauaka and the milk squeezed 
out. The tauaka is an ingenious manufacture, 
an excelsior-like substance made by 
flattening the stalks of the reed 
called mouku between two sticks, and 
then shredding it under water, so 
as to wash out all the gluey sap. 
When it is balled up, it becomes a 
kind of coarse cloth, excellent for 
straining out the milk from the coconut 
flesh 
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MARQUESAS 

SOUTHSEA CHESTNUT Preparation (Craig (Ed) 1980:18) 

State of Base at Base 
Initial Breakdown Cooked - Southsea chestnut -.It 

is an article food when 
roasted; sometimes it is 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown GRATED - down, and mixed with .. 

Lubricant 

[v] 

Milk - expressed from the kernel 
of the coconut, and baked 
in an oven of heated stones 

SOUTHSEA CHESTNUT 
DISH - When used in this state 

it resembles brown bread. 
The chestnut to Polynesia, 
( Craig ( Ed.) 19 8 0 : 18 ) 

HAWAII 

KO'ELE PALAU Preparation (Handy and Handy 1972:174-175) 

State of Base at Base 
Initial Breakdown Cooked - Sweet potato 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown POUNDED - mashed 

Lubricant 

Action 

Action 

Coconut Cream 

STIRRED - into it while hot and 

MIXED - to a smooth paste 

[e] KOELE PALAU - described as a pudding 
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HAWAII 

POI'ULU Preparation (Handy 1940:188-199, Handy and 
Handy 1972:153) 

State of Base at 

Notes. the breadfruit skin was removed 
with a large 'opihi, limpet shell 
used as a cutter and scraper, or 
a section of cowrie shell with the 
edge sharpened. 

Base 
Initial Breakdown Cooked - Breadfruit, ulu, the simplest 

way of cooking the ripe 

Action 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Lubricant 

fruit is to bake it in its 
skin on an open fire. This 
is called 'ulu pulehu. 
But as a substitute for 
taro, it is commonly steamed 
in the imu, then .. 

PEELED 
AND CORED - by cutting around the 

stem with a sliver of bamboo, 
after which it is .. 

POUNDED - mashed with a little 

Water - to make .. 

[e] POI 'ULU - This poi keeps as long 
as that made from taro, 
but Hawaiians consider it 
inferior both in taste and 
nutritional value and because 
it produces much gas in 
the stomach. 
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HAWAII 

POI 'UALA Preparation (Buck 1957:20; Handy 1940: 150-151, 
Handy and Handy 1972:134-135). [e] 

State of Base at Base 
Initial Breakdown Cooked - Sweet potato, 'uala_cooked 

in ground oven. imu 
Action PEELED 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown POUNDED - mashed with stone pounder 

or with fingers 
Lubicant 

Action 

Water 

MIXED or 
STIRRED - with wooden implements 

made for this special purpose 
[e] POI 'UALA - This is regarded by Hawaiians 

as dietetically superior 
to taro poi, but it is less 
relished; and in a practical 
way it is much less satisfactory 
as a staple since it keeps 
only a few days without 
excessive fermentation, 
where as taro poi remains 
edible for a week or more. 

Sweet potato poi fermented 
quickly and formed a .. 
sour poi which was greatly 
enjoyed. 

POI MAI'A Preparation (Handy 1940:181) 

State of Base at Base 
Initial Breakdown Cooked Plantain - those banana 

varieties which had to be 
cooked to be edible were 
steamed in the oven, mai'a 
kalua and eaten just so 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Lubricant 

or in times of scarcity 

POUNDED - mashed 

Water (assumed) 

[e] POI MAI'A 

Notes; 'Polapola is the Tahitian 
musa fehi with a tall black trunk 
and upright stalk bearing large round 
fruit the skin of which is reddish-orange 
when ripe; the flesh is yellow, deep 
yellow when cooked, and is not edible 
raw. 

When taro was scarce Hawaiians 
used to eat as poi mai'a, steaming 
it in oven, mashing it with the stone 
pounder, and keeping it in a gourd 
like taro~ (Handy 1940:177) 
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HAWAII 

POI Preparation (Handy 1940:55, Handy and Handy 1972:111-115, 
Pukui 1968:425-435, Cf. Allen and Allen 1933:5, Angas 
1850:41-42, Bazore 1967, Begley 1979, Begley, Spielmann 
and.Vieth 1979, Bennett 1840a: 213-214, Feingold 1942:488, 
Greenwell 1947: 279, 281, 285, 287-288, Jones, Larsen 
and Pritchard 1934: 399-401, 405-406, 408, Mac Caughey 
1917a:75-16, 1917b:265-267, Malo 1951:25,27,44, Miller 
1932:339, Moy and Nip 1979, 1983: 261-262, Onwueme 1978:222, 
Pukui and Samuel 1971, Soderstrom 1937:235-242, Standal 
1983:147, Tregear 1891: 346, 352, Watson 1979, Whitney 
1937: 15, 30) 

State of Base at 

Note The term 'ai food referring 
to taro entered almost into all food 
preparations (Handy and Handy 1972:115). 

Base 
Initial Breakdown Cooked - Steamed or boiled taro 

corms in imu, ground oven 
- removal<Jf outer skin, 
ho'opohole 

Action 

Action 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Container, 
Working Surface 

Lubricant 

SCRAPED 

PEELED 

POUNDED 

- scraped clean of peeling 
or flaws, using large 'opihi 
shell. 
- usually done by adult, 
render taro perfectly clean. 

- with stone pounder 1 pohaku 
ku'i. 
- Pounding was not so much 
a matter of strength as 
of knowing how. 
- Soderstrom described a 
lava poi- pounder (1937:236) 

Heavyboard - slightly hollowed out 
on top, papa ku'i poi or 
an underlay consisting of 
an elliptical piece of board 

Water - At intervals taro is lubricated 
to prevent sticking by dipping 
the left hand in water and 
passing it under the mass 
of taro or over the lower 
surface of the pounder. 
- The moistening and turning 
was called paku'iku'i, and 
the forming into a solid 
mass was called hui ka 'ai. 

[ e] POI - Poi was a term used only 
after the food was prepared 
and ready to be eaten 
- From this stage there 
were three options in further 
preparation for use or storage 
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POI Preparation (continued) 

POI 

Option 1 

Container, 
Working Surface Ti leaf 

If poi carried to a relative 
or friend some distance 
away, pounding stopped at 
this stage. 

wrappers - Pounded taro mass laid 
on this and made into neat 
bundle: 

[e] 

Container, 
Working surface 

Action 

Container, 
Working Surface 

PA'I 'AI 

Board 

POUNDED 

Bundles 

- The person receiving the 
poi placed it on his .. 

- named according to size: 

[e ] HOLO 'AI PA'I 'AI 
1 very large smaller 

PUKELE'AI 
still smaller 

Option 2 

Action 

Option~ 

Action 

HO'OPUHA 

KNEADED 

Container, 
Working Surface Board 

Water Lubricant 

POHO, KUPELE 

- In each instance the 'ai 
means food 

If poi was intended for 
family use 
- The left hand was dipped 
in water and the bottom 
of the stone moistened with 
a quick pat before it came 
down on the mass. 
- The only change from the 
other stage was moistening 
the bottom of the stone 

- Poi was sold commercially 
at this stage. If for family 
use work continued. 
- on .. as one would knead 
dough for bread 

- poured in, small amount 
at a time but mass not allowed 
to get soft. 
- is the name of this process 
- This process was to discourage 
any tendency of poi to harden 
or dry. 
- If allowed to harden it 
became grainy, one one. 
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- After pounding and kneading 
was done and .. 

[ e ] POI 
2-Container; 

Working Surface 

- put into .. 

Action 

Lubricant 

Action 

Action 

Container - Sticky, watery residue 

MIXING 

on board, kale 'ai, was 
saved. If there was a baby 
of the creeping or toddling 
age around, his limbs and 
body were massaged with 
the kale'ai to strengthen 
them. As the ka'ai dried 
it acted as an astringent. 

- Poi mixing was-ho'owali'ai. 
This was the last stage in prepar
ation for eating poi which 
had been kneaded and stored 
in containers ready for 
use. 

Water - was added in small quantities 
at a time in 'mixing' so 
as to have it completely 
absorbed into the mixture. 
- too much water all at 
once made it hakuhaku. 
Lumpy. 

KNEADING - Working the poi so that 
it was forced between the 
fingers was called 'opa'opa. 

ROTATION - of the hand in the mass 
while mixing was 'owai. 
- Now and then the thumb 
side of the hand was worked 
upward against the side 
of the contianer to break 
up any lumps that might 
be left in the poi. This 
was called ko. 
- Hawaiians preferred poi 
that had begun to ferment 
(left 2 or 3 days), forming 
air bubbles called poha. 
- Very fresh poi was called 
'ai ko'eko'e, poi ko'eko'e, 
to invalids OT babies. 
- The longer the poi remained 
unused, the more bubbly 
and sour it became, by my 
(Pukui 1967) people never 
threw away any poi away, 
no matter if it tasted like 
vinegar! 
- They had a saying, Ho'olei 
wale i ka 'ai a hiki mai 
no la e nana mai ai 'ia 
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which means, "Throw poi 
away and the day will come 
when it will just look at 
you"; that is, waste poi 
today and tomorrow you may 
want some and not get it .. ' 
(Handy and Handy 1972:112-115) 

POI Consistency 

- Soft poi should never be 
served to a guest: poi that was thick 
could be thinned to suit one's taste, 
but thin poi could not be thickened! 
- in mashing taro, a preca~tion is 
observed. 
- ' Soft taros of different varieties 
may be combined, or hard taros of 
different varieties, but the two should 
not be pounded together, for their 
DIFFERENT CONSISTENCIES MAKE DIFFICULT 
THE PRODUCTION OF THE EVEN TEXTURE 
AND SMOOTH EATING QUALITY THAT IS 
THE TEST OF GOOD POI' [my emphasis] 
(Handy 1940:55, Handy and Handy 1972:112) 
- 'Making poi is a SCIENCE in itself, 
a DESCRIPTION OF EACH STAGE OF WHICH 
WILL FIND ITS PROPER PLACE IN THE STUDY 

·• OF FOOD PREPARATION' [my emphasis] 
(Handy 1940:55). 

'Ai Pa'i is stiff poi 
- 'Ai Wali is soft 

'Ai Hehe'e is very soft 
- Poi when fermented should be stirred 
to release gas bubbles 

- CONSISTENCY is a matter of TASTE 
and CONVENIENCE (Handy 1940:55, Handy 
and Handy 1972:112) [my emphasis]. 

Notes Connoisseurs ~f Poi 

- 'Connoisseurs know taro variety by 
poi appearance 
- Lehua, with deep pink corm, makes 
a deep pinkish poi, RICH IN TEXTURE 
AND FLAVOUR [my emphasis]. 
- pi'i ali'i, with lighter pink corm, 
also makes pink poi which is LIGHTER 
in colour and CONSISTENCY [my emphasis]. 
- Both of these were POI ALI'I 
[my emphasis], reserved for overlords 
in old Hawaii. 
- Pike Kea, the corm of ~hich is white 
when raw, turns bluish in cooking, 
and makes bluish, RATHER COARSE POI 
[my emphasis]. 
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- Kuoho makes whitish, THIN-TEXTURED, 
arid TASTELESS POI [my emphasis] 
- Ka-i is TOUGH, IN CONSISTENCY BUT 
RICH IN TASTE [my emphasis] 
- The "red poi" which is now prized 
and was formerly reserved for the 
ali'i comes from those varieties 
which have a reddish corm. 

- Some say that the QUALITY of POI, 
and the rapidity of its fermentation, 
IS DETERMINED MORE BY HOW IT IS MADE 
AND WHO POUNDS IT THAN BY THE VARIETY 
OF TARO USED [my emphasis] 

Rate of Poi Fermentation 

- Thin p[i is likely to ferment 
RAPIDLY my emphasis]. 
- hence it is kept thick, 
- except when actually prepared for 
eating' (Handy 1940:56, Handy and 
Handy 1972:112-113). 

Importance of Poi in Diet 

- Made from taro, poi was the MAIN 
and PREFERRED ESSENTIAL of a good 
diet in olden times' (Handy and 
Handy 1972:113). 

Notes Terms Related to Poi Making 

1. Mamahu refers to Pa'i Ai, firm 
poi mass. 
- that has been exposed to air, which 
dries it 
- hard as brick. 
- From this state it is salvaged 
by steaming and repounding (Handy 
and Handy 1972:112). 

2. To pound, poi ku'i ai 
3. To mix it with, ho'owali'ai 
4. To strain it, kanana 'ai 
5. Hard poi, 'ai pa'a 
6. To buy poi from store, pukele 

'ai 
7. Sometimes used komou or 'ai 

referring to poi 
8. This comes from the thick bottomed 

bowl used, the kumau, that contained 
the poi 

9. A wooden bowl or gourd with poi 
on it was an 'umeke 'ai 

-10. To cook taro was kahumu 'ai or 
kahu 'ai 

11. Cooked, UNFOUNDED TARO was kalo 
~ or kupu'u [my emphasis-]~
(Pukui 1967:432-433) 
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POI Preparation continued (5) 

Etiquette for Eating Poi 

1. To eat with three fingers 
is piggish 

2. For women, proper to eat 
with two fingers 

3. M~n ate with one or two 
fingers, as they pleased 

(Handy 1940:56, Handy and Handy 
1972:112) 

Poi Storage 

Old Hawaiians placed poi in 
covered containers of calabash, 
or wood 
- but in later days, clean flour 
sacks suffice (idem) 

Notes Poi making Implements 

1. Poi boards made from ahakea 
or 'ohi'a wood 

- 45 - 90 cm long for one person 
to pound on 
- and twice the size for two 
persons 

2. Stone Pounder 
- poheoheo, the knob on top 
- ku'au, the part gripped by 
hands 
- Ka'e, the rim 
- Mole, the base (Handy and 
Handy 1972:113 

POI Preparation (Neal 1948: 158, 159) 

Notes Nearly three hundred 
Hawaiian forms have been recorded 
(of taro). Distinctions are 
based on size, shape and colour 
of leaf, stern, tuber and flower. 
All vegetative parts of the 
plant are eaten. Many kinds 
are best for their tubers, a 
few serving for table use (baked 
or boiled), BUT MOST BEING MADE 
INTO POI. 
[my emphasis] 

.. The flesh is tough, 
spongy and fibrous, and ranges 
in colour from white, yellow, 
lilac-purple, and pink to reddish, 
but the QUALITY is the MOST 
IMPORTANT [my emphasis]. 
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POI Preparation continued (2) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Lubricant 

Action 

[ x] 

Action 

Base 
Cooked - Raw taro tubers boiled 

or baked 

POUNDED - by hand or machine 

Water - little added 

STRAINED - paste is strained and 
eaten fresh 

FRESH POI 
OR 

ALLOWED TO FERMENT 

Poi is especially good when 
eaten with baked pork or fish and 
seaweed. All parts of the plant 
contain an acrid principle, irritating 
to mouth and oesophagus, which is 
due to pointed calcium oxalate in 
capsules. Chewing affords pressure 
enough to eject the crystals; but 
LONG COOKING AND COOKING WITH FAT 
MEAT DESTROY THEIR ACTIVITY [my 
emphasis]. Parents tubers are 
especially acrid. POI and TARO ARE 
EXCELLENT CARBOHYDRATE FOODS AND 
GOOD SOURCES OF MINERALS AND VITAMINS 
A AND B [my emphasis]. 

Types Cultivated Taro 

- are wetland, wet and upland, dry 
taro. 
- The so-called dry taro is grown 
in rain-watered uplands, with out 
other irrigation, whereas - "wet" 
taro is planted along streams, in 
marshy land irrigated by streams, 
or artificial terraces called lo'i, 
which are kept flooded with several 
centimetres of water until taro is 
pulled. 

Types Taro Used For Cooking 

- A few wetland taros are used for 
POI [my emphasis], 
- other drier kinds for the table 
- None keeps long after harvesting, 
few as long as two months 
- A crop from the south United States, ... 
small tubers, the largest about 5 
cm diameter, 
- crisp, easy to cut and NOT SUITABLE 
FOR POI [my emphasis]. 
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POI Preparation continued (3) 

Taro Handling Problems 

Notes - Handling STICKY, COOKED TARO was 
solved by the discovery that fr_eezing 
if for a day CHANGES IT INTO A SOLID, 
CHEESE LIKE CAKE that CAN BE EASILY 
SLICED, SHREDDED and DRIED RESULTING 
IN A NUTRITIOUS FLOUR, suitable for 
bakery goods, KEEPING LONGER THAN 
TARO OR POI [my emphasis] . 
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KANGA PIRAU Preparation (Beaglehole and Beaglehole: 97, 
Best 1942:37 

Notes 'A few Maori families are able 
to grow or acquire enough sweet corn 
to make the special food called 
kanga pirau - fermented corn' 
(Beaglehole and Beaglehole 1946:97) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown Raw 

Container or 
Working Surface Sacks 

Base 
-nried corn kernels are 

placed in .. 

and 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown SOAKED in a nearby stream for 

about three months 
The corn is then .. 

Action GROUND and cooked up as a kind 
of porridge or mush 
According to pakeha ideas 
the smell is horrible and 

[lmp]KANGA PIRAU the taste not much better 
than the smell. But the 
Maoris count the dish a 
luxury titbit and eat it 
with avidity when it is 
available 

MAIZE Preparation (Thomson 1859a:153, 154) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown Raw 

Action of Primary 

Base 
~aize was introduced 
by Governor King from Norfolk 
Islands in 1793, and it 
is frequently eaten, like 
potatoes, putrid; .. 

Breakdown Stream (assumed) 

[lna] MAIZE 
Dish 

- in which state the dish 
smells like excrement, 
and tastes like Parmesan 
cheese. This disgusting 
mode of preparing food 
is Polynesian. 

The science of cookery 
was in a primitive state 
among the New Zealanders, 
for being destitute of 
vessels capable of resisting 
fire, the cookery of the 
whole race, except those 
living near boiling springs 
of Rotorua and Taupo, was 
limited to steaming and 
roastin~' (Thomson 1859a: 
153-154) 
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MAHI Preparation (Thomson 1'859a:153, 1859b:365) 

'Potatoes were given by Cook to several 
tribes. Potatoes are cooked in the 
usual manner, or kept in a .. 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown Raw 

Base 
- Potatoes .. 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown Stream - until putrid, in which 

state they are cooked, 
and the dish is called 
(Thomson 1859:153) 

[lna] MAHI 

MAIZE CAKES Preparation (Dieffenbach 1843b: 18-19,21) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown Raw 

Base 
'The Europeans also brought 
them maize, but in order 
to soften the grains of 
it, the natives 

Action of Primary STEEPED 
IN WATER - lay them in water, and 

allow them to 
FERMENT or 
DECOMPOSE - until they produce a 

sickening smell; they are 
then .. 

Action POUNDED - and 

Action BAKED IN 
CAKES - and are consumed in large 

quantities, but form a 
very unwholesome food, 

[lnl] MAIZE CAKESwhich disturbs.t~e w~ole 
~~~~~~·process of ass1m1lat1on' 

(Dieffenbach 1843b: 18-19t 

' I have often known gastric 
fevers caused exclusively 
by the use of rotten corn' 
(Dieffenbach 1843b:21) • 
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KARAKA Preparation (Wakefield 1908: 100-101) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown Raw 

Action of Primary STEAMING 
Breakdown IN UMU, 

OVENS, 

Container 
Working Surface Baskets 

SOAK Action 

[le] FERMENTED 
KARAKA 
DISH 

Base 
-=-i<a'raka .. Kernel forms 
an important article of 
native food. It is enclosed 
in a tough stringy husk. 
The natives gather the 
berries when ripe, and 
after separating the pulp 
of the fruit from the kernel 
by .. 

- they collect the kernels 
J.n •• 

- and 

- them in a pool, dammed 
up in a running stream. 
They are allowed to remain 
in to soak until they ferment, 
when they are fit for use. 
As they require no cooking, 
the natives used them extensively 
in travelling. A cockle-shell 
is used to break the husk. 
The odour is so offensive 
that I could not prevail 
myself to eat them; but 
I have known many Englishmen 
who have acquired a taste 
for them, and described 
them as very good food' 
(Wakefield 1908:100-101). 

The practice of fermenting food was known and practiced. 
Various terms using similar words to those found in 
other Polynesian islands of the Pacific bear this out. 

Mahi v.i. Ferment, putrefy (Williams 1975:163). 
--YY mai (i) 
Mai -rT) 1. a. Sour, fermented= moi 

Moi 1. v.i. 
(Williams 1975:166~ 

Turn sour, ferment 

Nate werawera; moia ai a tatou kai II "i 
(Williams 1975:206~ 

I (i) v.i. 1 Ferment, turn sour. 
(Williams 1975: 73 ). 

One method of fermenting maize (Own comment) 
Mara (ii) a. Prepared for eating by sleeping in 

fresh water . 

. whakamara, v.t. Prepare food by steeping in water. 
(Williams 1975:180). 
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MAHI Preparation (Buck 1927:62) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown Raw 

Base 
- Pegged breadfruit that 
were very soft after .4 
days 

Container; 
Working Surface 

Action 

Action 

Container, 
Working Surface 

Action 

Pits 

PEELED 

-stored in 
-vaha rua 
- prepared size and depth 
determined by quantity 
of fruit 
- lined with dry banana 
leaves (rau huru) 
- breadfruit 

CORED (hune) - flesh (kiko) 
- Put in 

Pit - top breadfruit covered 
(tapoki) with more dry 
banana leaves 
- and weighted down with 
block stones, pohatu maori 
- material 

Ferments - or turns sour after 3 
days 

[a] MAHI - will last a year or more 
- but must be well covered 
up after any has been removed. 
It may also be mixed with 
bananas . 
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KURD HOPIKO Preparation (Buck 1927:61) 

State of base at 
Initial Breakdown Raw 

Base 
-Mature breadfruit 

Action 

Container, 
Working surface 

Action 

Container, 
Working Surface 

- large quantity gathered 
by village community 
- Each kuru had .. 

Titia driven 
into it - wooden peg, 2-3" long 

- correct wood to use 
purautea, Broussonetia 
papyrifera 
- left 4 days until quite 
soft 

Earth Oven - umu atupaka 

Breadfruit 
put in 

- very large one was prepared 
- Over heated stones 
was outerskin of banana 
stem (pihoro) and above 
that layer of mata grass 
spread. 

whole - without being peeled 

When 
cooked - left in oven now functioning 

as 
Store pit - People take out only 

what is required for 
[a] KURD HOPIKO days 

Further 
Notes: - provision 

- and then oven covered 
again 
- Breadfruit cooked and 
preserved 
- Kept thus from 4-6 months 
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MAI Preparation Savage 1962:128) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown Raw 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown POUNDED 

Container~ 
Working surface Troughs 

FERMENT 

Quantity 
of paste 
Cooked 

Base 
- Fully ripe breadfruit, 
of bright lemon colour 
- When imposible to consume 
all breadfruit and to provide 
against possible season 
scarcity, was customary 
to dig large hole in ground, 
taking care not to dig 
too deeply. 
- Hole then generously 
lined with either leaves 
uetu, plantain or mountain 
banana, then the liquid 
breadfruit poured into 
hole from .. 

(assumed) 

- in which it was prepared 
- In some instances it 
required quite a number 
of troughs filled with 
this liquid or thick paste 
to fill one hole 
- When the hole was sufficiently 
filled; the top of the 
mass was covered with suitable 
leaves and weighted with 
stones, care, however taken 
to allow vents for escape 
of gas generated in course 
of fermentation. 
- This paste, which was 
thick consistency, kept 
good for a whole year, 
with, of course, proper 
attention. 
- When shortages occurred, 
or some desired, a quantity 
of paste was removed for 
use, and prepared in many 
ways f_or eating 
- in native oven 

[lc]MAI - consistency of fresh 
cheese, 
- slight acid taste, not 
at all unpleasant. 

Notes. 'The food was in the olden days one of 
the main stand~by foods of the natives, and was 
much prized by them. It was one of the main 
food supplies during the long sea voyages 

Mai-oi Food prepared from a kind of yam in similar 
manner to preparation of breadfruit' (Savage 1962: 
128,199) 
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MAI-KUMU Preparation (Savage 1962:128) 

State of base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

[ f] 

Base 
Fermented - Breadfruit mai 

All moisture expressed - made up 
into 

PUDDINGS 

TUAMOTU 

POPOI Preparation (Biggs 1979: Ll2) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Lubricant 

Base 
Fermented -Breadfruit 

POUNDED or 
KNEADED - (Implied) 

Water - (Implied) 

Paste 

[f] POPOI 

TAHITI 

MAHI Preparation (Oliver 1974:236,238, Bennett 1840:369) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown Raw 

Base 
- Breadfruit 

Action 

Container.,-__ -
Working Surface 

Remove 
rind - throw pulp into heap 

Allow ferment - for 3-4 days 

Leaf-lined - earth and stone covered 
pit 

[a] MAHI 

- where it is contained 
to soften and 
- ferment for some months 
-Fermentation was hastened 
by adding a few overripe 
fruit to the heap or by 
- leaving in the cores 
- The paste (mahi) was 
taken out as needed and 
baked either 
- by itself 
- or mixed with other ingredients 
- Large quantities of breadfruit 
of precisely 
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MAHI Preparation continued 

- right stage ripness were 
required in making of mahi 
- Since few households 
possessed so much at any 
one time, 
- measures were taken to 
make up difference . 
... the men and women having 
each their own trees 
- have also their own Mahee.' 
(Morrison 1935:215) 
' ..• As the whole making 
of this Mahai as they call 
it 
- depends upon fermentation 
I suppose it does not always 
succeed' (Beaglehole 1962: 
I, 345) 

TI'O'O, MAHI Preparation (Bennett 1840a:122-123, 1840b: 
369, Soderstrom 1937:237-238) and 
IPO - TI'O'O, IPO-MAHI Preparation (Soderstrom 1937:237-238) 
and TAHITIAN POPOI Preparation (idem). 

State of Base at Base 
Initial Breakdown Ferment -=--r:fru, ripe breadfruit. 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown KNEADED 

On fermenting, it becomes 
converted into a doughy 
substance of yellow colour 
and sour taste 

- into a sort of paste 

[f] TI'O'O, MAHI - quite fit to be eaten 
after a lapse of 3-4 months 
-When it was eaten, it 
was shaped into .. 

Action OBLONG CAKES 

[f
1

] IPO TI'O'O, IPO MAHI 
Container or 
Working Surface Leaf wrappers 

Action 

Other Ingredient 

Lubricant 

Cooked 

TI'O'O 

MIXED WITH 

- steamed - boiled in umu 

Breadfruit, taro or bananas - freshly 
boiled 

Water 

TAHITIAN POPOI Popoi did not, however, 
necessarily have to contain 
ti'o'o. 
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MA Preparation (Tregear 1899:42, Buck 1938: 207-209) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown Raw 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown POUNDED 

Base 
- Breadfruit or taro· .. 

- implied after softening 
process 

Action [k] MA - paste or porridge and 
FERMENTED in ground 

MAA Preparation (Tregear 1899:42, Soderstrom 1937: 239) 

Base State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown Raw - Breadfruit or. taro. 'Taro 

was made to ferment in 
pits in ground' (Soderstrom 

Action of Primary 1937:239) 
Breakdown POUNDED - implied 

MAA - paste 

Action FERMENTED IN GROUND 

MEI PARA and MEI MOTO Preparation (Buck 1938:205-208) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action 

1. ordinary MA 

Action SCRAPED 

Brown colour 
resulted from 
exudate of gummy 
matter, tapau 

Base 
Raw - Breadfruit 

- gathered 
Rolled into heaps 

2. Fermented breadfruit 
- whiter colour, kuokuo 

SCRAPED - longitudinally by special 
process, ta'ere 

Fruit exposed to air for 
some hours 

- until gummy tapau exuded 
from scraped parts 

- In afternoon, remaining 
strips of skin and gummy 
exudate 

SCRAPED off 

[a] Very white MA 

- -· ···--- ... ·~ . ··-

.. ··~ - -
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MEI PARA and MEI MOTO Preparation continued 

Action 

Container1 

Working surface 

Action 

Container, _ 
Working Surface 

Action 

Action 

Action 

Action 

Action 

- In the morning softening 
process, 'akapara continues 

Covered dry leaves - 4 - 7 days 

- Fruit soft, central core 
pitoi easily 

PULLED out, tata 

MEI PARA 

On Green 
banana leaves - inner layer green 

banana leaves, 
- outer layer dry banana 
leaves 

WEIGHTED Down, taomi 
- with stones 2 weeks 
(and SOFTENED FRUIT) 

SCRAPED MOTO - unripe fruit 

SLICED(ti'i) MIXED, raga 
- utilize full crop to 
best advantage 

Core removed 
- with hand or trampling 
with feet if quantities 
large 

Mixed (raga) 

ripe fruit 

MIXTURE MEI PARA and MEI MOTO 
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BREADFRUIT' EERMENTATION continued 2 

Further Notes: - Fermentation already commenced 
in MOTO process 
- Fruit required for immediate 
use continues to ferment on surface 
without being stored in pit. 

This fermented food termed 
tiatiakai 
- Size fermentation pits for 
breadfruit : 

1. Small natural hollows, ta'oro 
- 6 to 12" deep 
- used for small quantities fer-
mented breadfruit. 

2. Small pits, kouto 
- made for extra good ma, for 
example; white kind prepared 
by double scraping. 

3. Large pits - had proper names 
- owned by chiefs of districts 
- commanding large quantity of 
fruit. 
- In seasons of plenty, 'ou people 
contributed to contents of district 
pit. 
- Done to build up reserve for 
important social occasions. 
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FERMENTED BREADFRUIT continued 

Further Notes: - Breadfruit mixture was put into 
prepared pit. 
- upper surface, tapu shaped off 
into dome. 
- Major projection several centimetres 
above ground level 
- First its covered with overlapping 
green banana leaves 
- Leaves warmed over fire to prevent 
splitting. 
- Dry banana leaves heaped as outside 
cover 
- Whole weighted down with large 
stones, 15 to 25 cm diameter 

- Pits located some distance from 
dwelling houses in the midst breadfruit 
grove. 
- Distinguished by circular cover 
of large stones raised in centre 
- Same pits used for subsequent crops. 
- Pits completed relined, orima with 
ti leaves or only partly with them 
=-New ma is differentiated from old 
as new ma is softer with a less penetrating 
odour than 

- very old ma, ma pokopoko 
Fermentation process involves: 

1. Fermentation process produced heat 
termed pukane (kane, heat) 

2. ma 

3. ma' ou 

4. ma ta'ito 

resultant food 

fermented 1 or 2 months 
( 'ou, new) 

longer period fermentation 

(ta'ito, old) 
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MA Preparation (Handy 1923:187-189, 1965; Linton 1923:351-
352, 1925: 102, Craig (:g:d.) 1980:16; Soderstrom 1937: 
238-239) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Ac::tion 

Container{ 
Working surface 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Container, 
Working su·rface 

Notes 'Since the main business of 
harvest time is the making of ma 
(fermented breadfruit) that process 
should be described first. The 
horror of famine must have loomed 
large in the minds of Marquesans, 
for, in spite of their happy enjoyment 
of the present without a thought 
for the future in other respects, 
they developed in the making of 
ma a very elaborate system of conservation 
of the breadfruit in the ground. 

The breadfruit are picked mature, 
but not ripe, the ripening process 
being artificial. The stem is knocked 
off and a small sharpened guava 
stick (bamboo in Riva Oa) is struck 
through at this point, so as to 
pierce the fruit from end to end. 
This hastens the ripening, which 
takes place usually in one day, 
sometimes in two. When the fruit 
is sufficiently_tender ... 

Base 
Raw - Ripened breadfruit(mei) 

PEELED - by women with the~ 
kava, a shell in which 
two sharp-edged holes have 
been filed, and lay it 
on a bed of .. 

Fau leaves - with a cover of leaves, 
to ripen further. 
- The next day, the flesh 
is so tender that it may 
be squeezed off the core 

SQUEEZED with the hand. The cores 
are thrown away, the flesh 
is put into a temporary 

Shallow 
hole 

- lined with plaited coconut 
leaves and with banana 
leaves or in an above-ground 
- basket of plaited coconut 
leaves attached to a circle 
of the fau pegs driven 
into the earth 
- When mei has been .. 
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MA Preparation (continued) 

Action 

Action 

Container or 
Working Surface 

DRAINED of some water - in this 
temporary hole, and .. 

FERMENTATION - has started, it is 
transferred to the 

Permanent 
silo, ma pit 

[ld] MA 

- The mei now becomes ma, and it 
may be~id to keep almost indefinitely, 
the natives considering it improved 
with age. 
- True, the earth mingles with its 
substance, it becomes darker and 
sourer, the ti leaves and the outer 
crust of the ma rot; but it is kept 
in what is considered good condition 
by adding layers of fresh mei (tii 
moto i te ma) by digging out the 
center, throwing away the crust, 
and adding fresh ti leaves. 
Ma tahiti, which is considered the 
best, is about ten years old and 
is dark brown in colour. The ma 
on the different islands varies 
according to the species of breadfruit 
and the composition of the soil 
in which the trees are grown. Nuku 
Hiva ma has the reputation of being 
very dark and very sour, that of 
Ua Huka, of being white and not 
sour. 
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OROVATA Preparation (Tregear 1899:63, Buck 1938:209) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 

Maa 
Base 
- Fermented breadfruit 

Breakdown KNEADED - badly done 

[dl] OROVATA - paste 

PUKUPUPU Preparation (Tregear 1899:77, Buck 1938:205) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Lubricant 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Base 
POPOI PASTE Fermented breadfruit 

Water 

POUNDED 

[b]PUKUPUKU 

- not well diluted or .. 

- slackened, 
full of lumps or pieces 

REVAREVA Preparation (Tregear 1899:84, Buck 1938:209 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Other Ingredient 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Lubricant 

Action 

Base 
Maa paste - Fermented breadfruit 

Breadfruit - more breadfruit than of 

POUNDED 

Water 

old maa paste 

- implied 

- implied 

MADE INTO CAKE 

[ e ] REVAREVA 

TAGAI Preparation 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Other Ingredient 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Lubricant 

(Tregear 1899:89, Buck 1938:209) 

Base 
Maa paste - Fermented breadfruit 

Tumeric 

POUNDED 

Water 

- implied 

- implied 

[e] TAGAI 
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POPOI Preparation (Tregear 1891:346, 1899:73, Buck 1938: 
208-209) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Container, 
Working Surface 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Lubricant 

Action 

Container, 
Working Surface 

Action 

Container 
1
·,,_;·,c 

Working Surface 

'The fermentation process 
produced ... the resultant 
food termed ma. Ma that 
had fermented in the pit 
for a month or two was 
termed ma 'ou ('ou, new), 
while that of a longer 
period was ma ta'ito (ta'ito, 
old). New ma is softer 
and has a less penetrating 
odor than the very old 
ma (ma pokopoko) ... 
When ma is prepared as 
food, it is termed popoi, 

(Buck 1938:208) 

Base 
Fermented - Ma, Breadfruit, 'A quantity 

of~opoi was emptied into 

Kumete 

KNEADED 

Water 

the long ... 

- and divided into two 
portions. A woman at 
either end 

- the food with the hands 
(rapu) to make it very 
soft (maru roa) and a 
little .. 
- was added (anoi te vai) 
from time to time. 
- Kneading lasted nearly 
an hour, as the ma was 
old; new ma would have 
taken half the time. 
Food cooked directly without 
this kneading was termed 
mapu. 

KNEADED INTO CAKES - about 10 cm 
in diameter and 5cm thick 
and when .. 

Half dry breadfruit leaf wrapper 
- Cooked in earth oven 
- Cooked cakes unwrapped 
and ... 

MASHED - with stone pounder held 
around the neck with one 
or two hands. The pounder 
brought down directly 

Kumete on cakes a number of times, 
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Action 

Lubricant 

Action 

Lubricant 

Action 

Action 

Lubricant 
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and, as paste .. 
spread out, it was scooped 
back with one hand for 
further .. 

POUNDING - which lasted fifteen 
minutes. Toward the end, 
the pounder was used with 
a rubbing movement along 
the bottom of the trough 
to break up the small 
lumps. 

After pounding. 

Water - was added ('akaranga) 
to make the paste soft 
and adhering ('akaitaita). 
It was .. 

WORKED WITH THE FINGERS, rapu -
until the water was absorbed, 
then more .. 

Water - was added, and the .. 

RAPU PROCESS - with the fingers 
continued to thin and 
improve the paste ('akameitetaki, 
to make good). Any remaining 
small lumps were removed 
('akakakokako) by .. 

SQUEEZING WITH THE FINGERS - so 
that it became smooth 
(u'au'a). The addition of 

Water -brought the paste down 
to the required thinness 
(vari). The paste was 

[f
2

] POPOI PASTE drawn out (kumea) with 
the fingers to test its 
consistency' (Buck 1938:208-
209) 
' The food of the natives; 
a paste made of maa, kneaded 
and cooked' (Tregear 1899: 
7 3). 

PUPUTA Preparation (Tregear 1899:78, Buck 1938:209) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Lubricant 

Base 
POPOI PAST~Fermented breadfruit 

MIXED, 'i'o 

Coconut cream 

[f3]PUPUTA 
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PUPUTA-MEI Preparation (Tregear 1899:78, Laval in Buck 
1938:210) · 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Lubricant 

Base 
POPOI PAST~Fermented breadfruit 

KNEADED 

Coconut Cream - added to first kneading 
and was not submitted 
to a second kneading. 

[f3] PUPUTA 

Action Could be combined with: 

Other Ingredient Ti or Taro or Ripe 
Breadfruit 

[f3a] PUPUTA-TI [f3a] PUPUTA-TARO [f3a] PUPUTA-MEI 

TAOPU Preparation (Tregear 1899:94, Buck 1938:209) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Maa 

POUNDED 

[g] TAOPU 

Base 
- Fermented breadfruit 

- assumed 

-'Cooked and not diluted 
with water' (Tregear 1899:94) 

TOHUTOHU Preparation (Tregear 1899:105) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Lubricant 

Maa 

POUNDED 

Water 

Base 
- Fermented breadfruit 

- assumed 

- assumed 

[h] TOHUTOHU - 'food, maa, badly cooked; 
cooked without crust; 
half-cooked; half raw' 
(Tregear 1899:105).· 
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POPOI Preparation (Handy 1965:26-28, Dordillon 1931:334) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Other Ingredient 

Action 

Container, ··· 
Working Surface 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Lubricant 

Action 

Container, 
Working Surface 

Action 

Container, 
Working Surface 

Ma 

Taro 

.MIX 

Base 
- Fermented breadfruit. 
-'dug out of the pit was 
a clay-like substance, 
... woman .. prepare this 
ma for baking 
=-boiled to .. ' (Handy 
1965:27) 
- with the ma as there 
was no mature breadfruit. 
- Taro was nec~ssary to 
mix with the ma to take 
the sting out of the slightly 
fermented paste. 

Wooden trough 

KNEADED - hard dough 

Water - was trickled from a 
coconut shell to soften 
it gradually until there 
was a mound of soft paste 
which .. 

PATTED INTO CAKES, 

Wrapped in leaves - and, laid with 
the half-cooked taro on 
the stones of the oven. 

POUNDED 

Big 
Wooden 

POPOI 

- When the ma and the 
taro were thoroughly cooked, .. 
(beat) - them together 
in .. with 
- basalt pounder, flanng 
pestle, head carved with 
faces of a tiki 

Trough 

- tasted sour and had 
a slight sting 
'The paste was more palatable 
with a protein accompaniment. 
- a staple dish 
- ... There were many 
silos in the islands, 
some big enough to store 
ma for a whole tribe. 
In Atu Ona Valley there 
was one fifteen feet deep; 
in one there was ma a 
hundred years old. Ten
year old ma was the best 
we heard' ( Handy 19 6 5 : 2 8 ) . 
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KOROVENA Preparation (Tregear 1899:38, Buck 1938:209) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Lubricant 

Base 
Maa paste - Fermented breadfruit 

POUNDED 

Water 

- implied 

- implied 

Other Ingredient Good paste and 
bad paste - 'a great deal of Bad' 

(Tregear 1899:38) 
[i]KOROVENU - 'to eke out supplies 

and render bad paste more 
palatable' (Buck 1938:209) 

MARQUESAS 

PIAHI Preparation (Dordillon 1931:321) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Container or 
Working surface 

Base 
Ma - Fermented breadfruit 

Large package 

COOKED 

[d]PIAHI 
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MAH Preparation (Dening(ed) 1974:278-279) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Lubricant 

Container or 
Working Surface 

Action 

Mah 

KNEADED 

Water 

Base 
-Fermented breadfruit 
'When they prepare Mah 
for use when t~ken out 
of the ground, if new, 
[it] is something like 
wet meal 

- and worked with .. 

- to a proper temper. 
It is then put up in .. 

Leaves - and made up in shape 
of .. 

Long bricks - from 1.133 kg to 11.33 kg 
weight 

Baked - in ground oven, very 
clean manner in shallow 
pit. When baked enough, 
it is taken out to cool 
and then .. 
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MAH Preparation continued 

Action 

Container,· 
Working Surface 

Action 

Lubricant 

Container, 
Working Surface 

Action 

Lubricant 

BEAT 

Trough 

MIXING 

Water 

- on a shallow .. 

- it with .. 

- till it becomes to the 
state of slack dough. 
It is then put into a 

Calabash - and sometimes 

MIXED - with 

Coconut milk - which makes it very 
good 

[d2] MAH - This is their principle 
food 
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POPOI Preparation (Craig(Ed-) 1980: 26-27, Dordillon 
1931:334, 1932:376) 

State of Base at 
Initial Breakdown 

Action 

Action of Primary 
Breakdown 

Other Ingredient 

Action 

MA 

COOKED 

Base 
-Preserved breadfruit, 
called ma was occasionally 
collected from pits, and 
wrapped in leaves to transport 
them home. -
- in an oven of heated 
stones, after which it 
is .. 

POUNDED - (beaten) into a fine 
pulp and mixed with .. 

Breadfruit - when both are .. 

POUNDED (beaten) together and 
forms .. 

[j] POPOI - the principal dish of 
the natives. When beaten 
it is placed in a large 
wooden bowl or trough, 
and left in the house 
for the use of the family, 
when they feel disposed 
to eat' (Craig(Ed) 
1980:26-27). 
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MALA Preparation (French-Wright 1938:91) 

State of Base at Base 
Initial Breakdown Fermented - sweet potato 

[a] MALA 'sour, as fermented sweet 
potato'. 
(French-Wright 1983:91) 
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CODES AND ABBREVIATIONS 

/ Boundary of the portion of the form considered to be 

unambiguously reconstrubtible. 

9 Voiced velar nasal, eng. 

Q Glottal stop 

Codes and abbreviations in daughter language three-letter code names 

(Column 2) 

EFU East Futunan, the language of the Horne Islands, part of the 

French self-governing overseas territory of Wallis and Futna. 

FIJ 

HAW 

KAP 

MAO 

NIU 

NUK 

RAR 

REN 

The Bauan dialect of Fijian. 

Hawai'ian 

Kapingamarangi. 

New Zealand Maori. 

Niuean, the language of Niue Island. 

Nukuoro. 

The Rarotongan dialect of Cook Islands Maori. 

Rennellese, including the dialects spoken on the islands of Rennell 

and Bellona. 

SAM The Western Samoan dialect of Samoan, formal register (i.e. the 

so-called t-dialect). 

TAR Tahitian, the language of the Society of Isalnds. 

TON 

TUA 

Tongan, the language of the Kingdom of Tonga. 

Tuamotuan (also called Pa'umotuan) the language of the Tuamotu 

(or Paumotu) Islands of French Polynesia. 
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Codes and abbreviations in supporting data entries (column 3). 

Q Glottal stop . 

.() Enclosed material is not counted on cognate with the restructured 

proto-form 

/ Boundary of the portion of the form cited that is considered 

to be cognate with the restructured proto-form (e.g. /PILI/A 

as a reflex of *pili). 

(B) Borrowed. 

(BGS) 

(CLK) 

(CPL) 

(CWD) 

(DLN) 

(DPF) 

(DVS) 

(EBT) 

(GZL) 

(HKT) 

(I) 

(JSN) 

(L) 

(LBR) 

(MCE) 

(MKA) 

(MNR) 

(MTE) 

(OBS) 

(PKI) 

Biggs, Bruce. 

Clark, Ross. 

Capell, A. 

Churchward, C. Maxwell, also Churchward, Spencer. 

Dordillon, Rene Ildefonse. 

Dempwolff, Otto. 

Davies, John. 

Elbert, Samuel H. 
,, 

Grezel, Le P. 

Hockett, C.F. 

Informant. 

Jaussen, Tepano; also Jensen, John Thayer. 

Learned. 

Lieber, Michael E. 

McEwen, J.M. 

Rangi Moeka'a. 

Milner, G.B. 

Lemaitre, Yves. 

Obsolete. 

Fukui, Mary Kawena. 
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(PLY) Pawley, Andrew K. 

(RW) White, Ralph Gardner 

(STN) Stimson, J. Frank. 

(SVE) Savage, Stephen 

(TGR) Tregear, Edward. 

(WMS) Williams, H.W. 

(WTE) White, Ralph Gardner. (After Biggs, B. 1979) 

!- ~ 
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' .. C. 3. 

FARA 
FARA 
FARA 
FARA 
FARA 
FARA 
FARA 
FARA 
FARA 
FARA 
FARA 
FARA 
FARA 

FASI 
FASI 
FASI 
FASI 
FASI 
FASI 
FASI 
FASI 
FASI 

FASI 
FASI 

FASI 
FASI 
FASI 

AKU 
AKU 
AKU 
AKU 
AKU 
AKU 
AKU 
AKU 

FOHI 
FOHI 
FOHI 
FOHI 

FOLE 
FOLE 
FOLE. 
FOLE 
FOLE 
FOLE 
FOLE 
FOLE 
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PPN Pandanus 
EFU FALA pandanus 
FIJ VADRA pandanus 
HAW HALA panda nus 
MAO PUV/WHARA/WHARA 
NIV FAA pandanus 
NUK HALA pandanus 
RAR QARA pandanus 
REN HAGA pandanus 
SAM FALA pandanus 
TAH 
TON 
TUA 

pandanus 
FAA 
- HARA 

pandanus sp. 
pandanus 

smoothing lengthwise PPN 
EFU 
FIJ 
FIJI 
HAW 
KAP 
MAO 
NlJK 
RAR 

split 
VASI 
VASI 
VACI 
WAAHI 
HAAHI 
WAAHI 
HASI 
V A,\ln 

diviser Couper en Marceaux 
split firewood 

REN BASl 

cut yarns for planting 
split 
cut open, cut lengthwise 
split, part, place 
cut off taro corm from stalk 
split 

slice V as cucumber, papaya (EBT) 
REN HASI pearl shell used as spoon, grater: 

cut V such (EBT) 
SAM FAASI split ( portion) 
TON FAHI split 
TUA VAAI split 

PPN Scrape out with hands 
EFU /AKU/AKU - /VAKU/VAKU scratch, scrape out (BGS) 
FIJ AKU scrape out with hands 
NIO AKU scrape out with hands (I)' dig up, shovel up (MCE: 
REN excavate, dig, shovel (EBT) 
SAM AQU scrape out with hands 
MAO scrape out with hands 
TON V/AKU/ dig up, unearth, scrape away dirt from 

PPN Grater 
PPN 1 remove skin/rind 
NIU FOHI scraper 
TON Remove skin/rind/peel 

PPN strip V 
HAW HOLE strip V 
KAP HORE peel, unwrap 
MAO HORE strip 
NIV FOLE, FO/FOLE/ to skin, to peel 
RAR 0/QORE/Strip 
TAH - HORE strip 
TUA Ho/HORE - HORE strip V 
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13 FUNE PPN Core of breadfruit 
FUNE EFU Coeur du fruit a pain ovaire, d'un fruit, 

d'ure fleur 
FUNE KAP HUNA breadfruit core 
FUNE MAO HUNE papus of rampo seeds 
FUNE HUNE core of breadfruit 
FUNE RAR /QUNE/KURU core of breadfruit 

FUNE SAM core of breadfruit 
FUNE TAH HUNE core of breadfruit 
FUNE TO~ core of hreadfruit 
FUNE TUA HUNE core of breadfruit, core of pandanus 

-, 
FUTI. 2 PPN banana J3 
FUTI. 2 EFU FUTI banana 
FUTI. 2 FIJ VUDI banana 
FUTI. 2 KAP HUDI musa :earadisicica & musa nana (LBR) 
FUTI. 2 NIV FOTI banana 

K3 FOTI. 2 NUK HUDI banana plant 
FOTI. 2 REN HUTI banana plantain (EBI) 
FOTI. 2 SAM FOTI banana 
FOTI. 2 TON FUSI banana 

03 HISI PPN Strip 
HISI PPN 1 peel 
HISI EFU ISI Saw, cut off 
HISI FIJ CIC I separate coconut pulp with knife, plantain 
HISI FIJ l SIS I landslide 
HISI HAW IHI strip, peel 
HISI KAP IHI peel off in long strips, as of bark (LBR: 
HISI MAO IHI strip, peel 

I>-' 
HISI NIV HIHI strip, peel 
HISI NUK ISI peel of long thin strips 
HISI REN ISI scoop, scrape, as cut meat from shell (EBT'. 
HISI SAM ISI split 
HISI TON HIHI scoop out. gouge out 
HISI TUA IHI strip, tear off with teeth 

P3 HOKA.2 PPN stah 
HOKA.2 PPNl pierce 
HOKA.2 EFU OKA Husk coconut 
HOKA.2 EFU < SOKA stab> 
HOKA.2 FIJ COKA stab, pierce 
HOKA.2 KAP OKO husk, as coconuts 
HOKA.2 MAO OKA stab, pierce 
HOKA.2 NUI HOKA pierce, poke 
HOKA.2 NUK OGA husk coconut 
HOKA.2 RAR OKA pierce and husk coconut 

> ~ 
HOKA.2 REN QOKA husk coconut a stick on 
HOK.A. 2 REN- < SOKA pierce> 
HOK.A. 2 SAM OQA husk coconuts 
HOKA.2 SAMl SOQA stab, pierce 
HOKA.2 TON HOKA husk coconuts 
HOKA.2 TUA OKA stab, pierce 
HOKA. 2 TUA <.. HOKA stab, pierce> 



P3 

B4 

E4 
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t, 

BS 

HOLO 
HOLO 
HOLO 
HOLO 
HOLO 
HOLO 

HOLO 
HOLO 
HOLO 

HOLO 
HOLO 

HOLO 

HOLO 
HOLO 
1101.U 

IPU 
IPU 
IPU 
IPU 
IPU 
IPU 
IPU 
IPU 
IPU 
IPU 
IPU 
IPU 
IPU 

KANA. l 
KANA. l 
KANA. 1 

KANA. l 
KANA. l 
KANA. l 
KANA. l 
KANA. 1 
KANA. l 
KANA. l 
KANA. l 
KANA. l 
KANA. l 
KANA. l 

KAPE 
KAPE 
KAPE 
KAPE 
KAPE 
KAPE 
KAPE 
KAPE 
KAPE 

PPN 
PPN l 
EFU 
FIJ 
HAW 
KAP 
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Grate 
Grind 
010 
SOLO 
010 
ORD 

lOROlI 
HOLO 

Grate, grind 
Rub, rasp 
Grate, rub back and forth 
Rub, file, sharpen (EBT), grate 
(taro) (LBR) 
Sharpen by rubbing 
Grate 

MAO 
NIU 
NUK < OLO Area in which sand has accumulated 

beach> 
RAR 
REN 

SAM 

TAH 
TON 
TUA 

PPN 
EFU 
HAW 
KAP 
MAO 
NIU 
NUK 
RAR 
REN 
SAM 
TAH 
TON 
TUA 

PPI'\ 
l'l'Nl 
EFU 

HAW 
NIV 
RAR 
REN -
REN - 1 
SAM 
TAH 
TAH l 
TON 
TON 
TUA 

PPN 
EFU 
HAW 
RAR 
REN 
SAM 
TAH 
TON 
TUA 

(0) ORO 
OGO 

Grate, grind, rub back and forth 
Rub v 

OLO Grate, grind, rub (MNR), rub, make 
smooth (PRT) 

ORO Grate taro 
Grind kava (with teeth/stones) 
Grate, grind 

Container for liquid 
Container for liquid 
Container for liquid gourd 
IBO coconut shell, cup (LBR) 
Container for (1), gourd 
IPU container for (1), cup (B) 
UBU shell coconut 
Container for (1), calabash 
Container for (1) 
Container for (1) 
Receptacle, cup calabash (JSN) 
Container for (1) 
Container for (1) 

Crater 
Polisher 
KANA hard sponge used as polisher (Gll), 

Soft coral (I) 
QANA 
KANA 
KANA 

< KANA 

pumice used as abrasive 
soft coral (MC) 
grater, rasp 
marine growth on coral, when dried 

used as 
QANA 

sandpaper (EDT)> 

QANA 
/QANA/QANA 
KANA 
/KANA/QA 
KANA 

Alocasia 
KAPE 
QAPE 
KAPE 
KAPE 
QAPE 
QAPE 
KAPE 
KAPE 

coral used as pumice-stone 
(container) grater 
coral gravel 
hard marine growth 
polish with kana 
coral used as rasp, grater 

sp. 
Alocasia 
Alocasia macrorrhiza 
Alocasia macrorrhiza 
Alocasia macrorrhiza (EBT) 
Alocasia sp. 
Alocasia sp. 
Alocasia macrorrhiza 
Alocasia macrorrhiza 

. 
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BS KAPU.l PPN cup-like 
KAPU.l HAW QAPU coconut shell cup 
KAPU. l MAO KAPU hollow of hand, mussel scoop 
KAPU.l NIU KAPU cup-like 
KAPU.l RAR KAPU ladle, cup 
KAPU.l SAM QAPU cup made from leaf 
KAPU.l TAH QAPU Half shell, hemisphere 

-• KAPU.l TON KAPU form banana leaf into cup like shape 
,L" KAPU.l TUA KAPU ladle 

KATO PPN basket 
KATO FIJ KATO basket 
KATO NIU KATO basket 
KATO SAM QATO basket 
KATO TON KATO basket 

LS KIE.A PPN Plant sp. (pandanus) 
KIE.A PPNl pandanus 
KIE.A EFU KIEKIE plant sp. ('rine) (BGS) 
KIE.A FIJ KIEKIE plant sp. pandanus 
KIE.A HAW QIEQIE plant sp. (pandanus) 
KIE.A MAO KIEKIE 
KIE.A NIU KIEKIE Flax-like plant 
KIE.A RAR KIEKIE Freycinetia banksii 

I>--' KIE.A REN KIE pandanus used for fine mats (EBT) 
KIE.A SAM QIEQIE plant sp. (pandanus) 
KIE.A TAH QIEQIE plant sp. (wicker) 
KIE.A TON KIE plant sp. (pandanus) 

7 KIE.A TUA KIEKIE plant sp. (?pandanus) 

t. 

B6 KOFE.B PPN Bamboo knife 
KOFE.B SAM QOFE knife (MNR) 
KOFE.B TON /KOFE/TAFA bamboo knife 
KOFE.B TUA KOFE - KOHE bamboo knife 

KOFU.3 PPN Parcel 
KOFU.3 PPNl Bundle 
KOFU.3 EFU KOFUKOFU parcel of cooked food (BGS) 
KOFU.3 FIJ KOVU tie up fish, etc in banana leaves 
KOFU.3 NIU KOFUKOFU parcel, bundle 
KOFU.3 RAR KOQUKOQU bird/tie in bundle 
KOFU.3 RARl KOQU parcel, bundle 
KOFU.3 REN KOHU package of cooked food 
KOFU.3 SAM QOFUQOFU tie up in leaves ready for cooking (PRT) 
KOFU.3 TAH (Q) OHU wrapped bundle of food 
KOFU.3 TON KOFUKOFU parcel, bundle 
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K6 
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N6 
... 

KOTA 
KOTA 
KOTA 
KOTA 
KOTA 
KOTA 

KULU.l 
KULU. 1 
KULU.l 
KULU. l 
KULU.l 
KULU. 1 
KULU.l 
KULU.l 
KULU.l 
KULU.l 

KUMETE 
KUMETE 
KUMETE 
KUMETE 
KUMETE 
KUMETE 
KUMETE 
KUMETE 
KUMETE 
KUMETE 
KUMETE 
KUMETE 
KUMETE 
KUMETE 
KUMETE 

LALA.2 
LALA.2 
LALA.2 
LALA.2 
LALA.2 
LALA.2 
LALA.2 
LALA.2 
LALA.2 
LALA.2 
LALA.2 
LALA.2 

PPN 
PPNl 
MAO 
MAO. l 
TAH 
TON 

PPN 
HAW 
KAP 
MAO 
NUK 
RAR 
SAM 
TAH 
TON 
TUA 

PPN 
EFU 
FIJ 
HAW 
KAP 
KAP .1 
MAO 
NIU 
NUK 
RAR 
REN 
SAM 
TAH 
TON 
TUA 

PPN 
PPNl 
PPN2 
EFU 
FIJ 
HAW 
KAP 
NUK 
REN 
TAH 
TON 
TUA 
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scraping 
refuse 
/KOTA/KOTA chips, shavings, scrapings 
Excreta of woodboring grubs/insects 
(Q) OTA chaff, bran, refuse 
grated coconut from with milk expressed 

Breadfruit 
QULU breafruit 
GULU breadfruit tree, artocarpus altilis (LBR) 
KURU breadfruit 
GULU breadfruit 
KURU breadfruit 
QULU breadfruit 
QURU breadfruit 
KULU kind of tree 
KURU Breadfruit 

\.Jooden bowl 
\.Jooden bowl, wooden trough (GZL) 
Wooden kava bowl 
QUMEKE Wooden bowl 
KUMATA Wooden bowl (EBT) 
GUMADA large wooden bowl for pounding food 
Wooden bowl 
KUMETE wooden bowl 
GUMEDI bowl of wood 
wooden bowl 
wooden food bowl (EBT) 
QUMETE wooden 
QUMETE wooden 
kava bowl 
wooden bowl 

cook over fire 
grill 
smoke 

bowl 
trough/bowl 

/LALA/A : se chauffer 

(oval 

RARA Reheat food near fire 
warm up cook over fire 
heat up (LBR) 
roast 
smoke, as fish on fire 

in shape) 

LALA 
LALA 
LALA 
GAGA 
RARA 
LALA 
RARA 

scorch on the fire 
Half-cooked lightly (of fish) 
Cook over fire. grill. smoke 

(LBR) 
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1- ' 

B7 

~· 

i:.,,. 

C7 

,, . 

LAPA 
LAPA 
LAPA 
LAPA 
LAPA 
LAPA 

LAPA 
LAPA 
LAPA 

LAPA 
LAPA 
LAPA 

LAPU 
LAPU 
LAPU 
LAPU 
LAPU 
LAPU 
LAPU 

LAU. l 
LAU.l 
LAU. 1 
LAU .1 
LAU .1 
LAU .1 
LAU .1 
LAU .1 
LAU .1 
LAU.l 
LAU .1 
LAU .1 
LAU.l 
LAU.l 

LAUl 

LAUPAPA 
LAUPAPA 
LAUPAPA 
LAUPAPA 
LAUPAPA. 
LAUPAl'A. 
LAUPAPA 
LAUPAPA 
LAUPAPA 

PPN 
PPNl 
EFU 
FIJI 
MAO 
RAR 

REN 
RENl 
SAM 

TAH 
TON 
TUA 

PNP 
PNP 
MAO 
NUK 
RAR 
TAH 
TUA 

PPN 
EFU 
FIJ 
HAW 
KAP 
KAPl 
MAO 
NIU 
NUK 
RAR 
REN 
SAM 
TAH 
TON 

TUA 

PPN 
EFU 
HAW 
KAP 
KAPl 
MAO 
NIU 
SAM 
TON 
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Broad and or flat 
flat /broad 
flat 
RABA breadth, width, broad, wide. 
RAPA anything broad or flat 
/RAPA/RAPA oval-shaped with flattend 

sides, to be 
/GAPA/GAPA flat 
GAPA buttressed root 
flat coral head, flat buttress root (MNR) 
flat (PRT) 
RAPA slab of 
/LAPA/LAPA a bottle 
RAPA 

stone or wood 
square-sided, as 
spread/flattened 
blade paddle 

out, to be, 

Knead 
Mix to a pulp 
RAPU squeeze (in working food to a pulp) 
LABU knead 
RAPU knead, mix to a pulp 
RAPU kneaded, mixed to a pulp 
l'Al'L1 knead, mix to a pulp 

le~l f 
LAU leaf 
DRAU leaf 
LAU leaf 
RAU - ROU leaf (EBT) 
LAU leaf (LBR) 
RAU leaf 
LAU leaf 
LAU leaf 
RAU leaf 
GAU leaf, barks as of hibiscus (EBT) 
LAU leaf 
RAU leaf 
LAU leaf 

RAU leaf 

broaj flat surfaces 
plank, table, board (BGS) 
broad, flat (surface) 
RAUPAPA board (EBT) 
LAUBABA board (LBR) 
RAUPAPA level surface, flat ground 
LAUPAPA floor, board 
plank, board 
board, plank 



M7 

E8 
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' 
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1010.1 
1010.1 
1010.1 
1010.l 
1010.1 
1010. l 
1010.1 

1010. l 
1010.1 

1010.1 
1010.1 
1010.1 
1010.l 
1010.1 
1010. l 
LOLO .1 

MAA.2 
MAA.2 

HAA.2 

MAASOAQA 
MAASOAQA 
MAASOAQA 
MAASOAQA 
MAASOAQA 

MAAGAZO 
MAAGAZO 
MAAGAZO 
MAAGAZO 
MAAGAZO 
MAAGAZO 
MAAGA.ZO 
MAAGAZO 
MAAGAZO 
MAAGAZO 
MAAGAZO 
MAAGAZO 
MAAGAZO 

PPN 
PPNl 
PPN2 
PPN3 
EFU 
FIJ 
HAW 

KAP 
NIU 

NUK 
RAR 
REN 
SAM 
TAH 
TON 
TUA 

PPN 
KAP 

TON 

PPN 
PPNl 
EFU 
SAM 
TON 

PPN 
HAW 
KAP 
KAPl 
MAO 
MAO 
NIU 
NUK 
RAR 
REN 
SAM 
TAH 
TUA 
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coconut milk/ oil 
brains 
bone matter 
spongy matter 
1010 oil 
1010 
1010 

1010 
1010 

1010 
RORO 
GOGO 
LOLO 
RORO 
1010 
RORO 

coconut milk 
bone - marrow, brains, spongy matter, 
and gourd seeds 
coconut oil (LBR) 
coconut milk/oil, bone marrow, spongy 
matter (I), oil, sauce (MC) 
oil 
coconut milk, bone marrow, brains 
be oily, greasy, rich, very sweet (EBT) 
Coconut preparation to make oil 
brains 
oil, sauce 
brains, spongy coconut matter 

fermented food 
/MAA/I ripen, become yellow and soft, 

of breadfruit only (LBR) 
M-.\A ensilage made from plantains/bananas 

in hole in earth 

Tacca s:e. 
arrowroot 
Tacca s:e. arrowroot 
MAASOAA, Tac ca s:e. , arrowroot 
MAAHOAQA Tacca s :e. ' arrowroot 

sweet 
MAANA10 sweet 
MAANGARA sweet (EBT) 
MAAGA1A sweet (1BR) 
MAAGARO mealy (WMS), said of well matured 
MAAGARO potatoes, s. p. (I) 
MAAGA10 (I), MANGA10 (MC), sweet 
MAAGALO sweet 
MAAGARO fresh, of sweetish taste 
MAAGANGO sweet, potable 
MAAGA10 fresh (not salt), sweet (not sour) 
MAAQARO sweet, tasty. 
MAGARO edible, sweet-tasting 
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JS MAFU (U) PPN stale 
MAFU(U) FIJ <. MAVU taro beaten up for pudding) 
MAFU ( U) HAW MAHUU weak, flat, as diluted kava/stale beer, 

inspid, as fresh poi kept too long 
in icebox. 

MAFU(U) KAP MA(A)HU slightly spoiled, of cooked food 
MAFU(U) REN ( MAHU bag of topped taro) 
MAFU (U) SAM MAFU stale, go bad (of food) 

' ' MAFU ( U) TON MAFU stale (of food), fermented (of milk) 
go sour. 

F9 MAQAI PNP salty 
MAQAI PNP sour 
MAQAI MAO /MAAI/I sour, fermented 
MAQAI NUK MAAI ripen, of breadfruit only 

i,--.. _J MAQAI RAR MAI sour, fermented (SVE) 
MAQAI SAM MAAI brackish, bitter 

t~ H9 MARA PPN fermented 
MARA PPNl sour/bitter 
MARA FIJ /MAORA/1 fermented breadfruit 
MARA HAW MALA sour (as fermented s.p.) 
MARA KAP MHARA bitter (EBT) 
MARA KAPl MMALA bitter, salty (LBR) 
MARA MAO fermented 
MARA RAR bitter, sour, unpleasant to taste 
MARA REN MAGA bitter, sour, peppery (EBT) 
MARA REN .1 /MAGA/I set aside food before eating, 

believed to improve the taste (EBT) 
MARA SAM MALA soft 
MARA TAH /MARA/MARA bitter 
MARA TON MAA fermented plantains/banana 
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19 MASI PPN acid 
MASI PPN.l: fermented 
MASI EFU acid, fermented, food so preserved (BGS) 
MASI FIJ ( MASIMA salt ) 
MASI FIJ ( MASIMASIA wind-spoiled breadfruit> 
MASI KAP MAHI breadfruit preserved in pits 
MASI MAO /MAAHI/I fermented 

·< MASI NUK breadfruit - ripe 
MASI RAR MAQI acid, fermented 
MASI REN pudding (EBT) 
MASI SAM acid, fermented 
MASI TAH MAHI acid, fermented (L, JSN) 
MASI TON MAHI sour 

',. 

J9 MATA. lA PPN blade 
MATA. lA PPNl cutting edge 
MATA.lA PPN2 point 
MATA. lA EFU MATA point, cutting edge 
MATA. lA HAW MAKA blade, cutting edge, point 
MATA. lA KAP MATA extremity (EBT) 
MATA.lA KAP.l MADA end, one end of (LBR) 
MATA.IA MAO MATA blade, cutting edge, point 
MATA.lA NIU MATA 
MATA.lA NUK MADA point, tip 
MATA. lA RAR MATA blade, cutting edge, point 
MATA. lA SAM MATA blade, cutting edge, point 

[;--• MATA.lA TAH MATA edge of tool 
MATA.lA TON MATA blade, cutting edge, point 
MATA.l A TUA MATA edge of bade?, point (of spear, 

fish hook) 

t- J9 MATA.2 PPN Raw 
MATA.2 PPNl Green 
MATA.2 PPN2 Unripe 
MATA.2 EFU MATA Raw, Green, Unripe 

-- "MATA.2 HAW MAKA Raw, Green, Unripe 
MATA.2 KAP MADA Raw, Not cooked (LBR) 
MATA.2 MAO MATA Raw, Green, Unripe 
MATA.2 NIU MATA Raw, Green, Unripe 
MATA.2 NUK MADA Uncooked, Raw 
MATA.2 RAR MATA Raw, Green, Unripe 
MATA.2 REN MATA Raw, Green, Unripe 
MATA.2 SAM MATA Raw, Unripe 

,· T ~ MATA.2 TON MATA Raw, Green, Unripe 



P9 

ElO 

~,.1 

' 

•· 
GlO 

MEI.2 
MEI. 2 
MEI. 2 
NEI.2 
MEI.2 

MEITKA 
MEITKA 
MEITKA 

PPN 
EFU 
NIU 
REN 
TON 

PEP 
HAW 
MAO 

MEITKA RAR 
MElTKA TAH 
MEITKA TUA 
MOLE MOLE PPN 
MOLE MOLE EFO 
MOLE MOLE HAW 
MOLE MOLE MAO 
MOLE MOLE MAOl 
MOLE MOLE NIU 
MOLE MOLE RAR 
MOLE MOLE REN 
MOLE MOLE SAM 
MOLE MOLE TAH 
MOLE MOLE TON 
MOLE MOLE TUA 

MOLI PPN 
MOLI EFU 
MOLI FIJ 
MOLI NIU 
MOLI REN 
MOLI SA~! 
MOLI TO;( 

MOSO. l PPN 

MOSO. 1 EFU 
MOSO.l KAP 
MOSO.l NIU 
MOSO.l REN 
MOSO.l TON 

MOT0.2 PPN 
MOT0.2 EFU 
MOT0.2 EUV 
MO'l'0.2 KAP 
MOT0.2 NUK 

MOT0.2 REN 

MOT0.2 SAM 

MOT0.2 TAH 

MOT0.2 TON 
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breadfruit 
MEI breadfruit 
MEI breadfruit 
MEI breadfruit, ArtocarEus altilis (EBT) 
breadfruit 

banana 
MAIQA banana 

( MAAIKA orthocecas strictum, orchid with 
edible root) 

banana 
~1Ell~A banana 
banana 
smooth 
MOLEMOLE - MO/MOLE smooth, sans hair (BGS) 
MOLE - MOLEMOLE smooth 
MORE bare, plain 
MOREMORE smooth 
MOLE, MOLEMOLE smooth 
MORE, MOREMORE smooth 
MOGEMOGE smooth, slippery (EBT) 
MOLEMOLE smooth 
MOREMORE smooth 
MOLEMOLE smooth 
MORE - MOREMORE smooth 

Citrus < fruit 
MOLI citrus (fruit) 
citrus (fruit) 
MOLI citrus, orange 
MOGI citrus, sinensis (EBT) 
wild orange 
citrus (fruit) 

cooked 
MOSO cooked 
MHOO cooked 
MOHO cooked 
MOSO be cooked, be decided (EBT) 
MOHO cooked 

Unripe, green 
MOTO vert, non mur 
MOTO vert, non mur 
MOTO not rip_e, of pandanus, papaya 
MODO unripe 
MOTO green and nearly fully formed 
MOTO Unripe, green 
MOTO hard, unfermented breadfruit (DVS) 
MOTO to bud, flower bud 



GlO 
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110 

MlO 

;~. f 
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MOTU.A 
MOTU.A 
MOTU.A 
MOTU.A 
MOTO.A 
MOTU.A 
MOTU .A 
MOTO.A 
MOTU.A 
MOTO.A 
MOTU.A 
MOTU.A 
MOTU.A 
MOTO .A 
MOTU.A 
MOTU.A 

NANE 
NANE 
NANE 
NANE 
NANE 
NANE 
NANE 

NATO 
NATO 
NATO 
NATO 
NATU 
NATO 

NATU 
NATU 
NATU 

NATO 
NATO 

NIU 
NIU 
NIU 
NIU 
NIU 
NIU 
NIU 
NIU 
NIU 
NIU 
NIU 
NIU 
NIU 

PPN 
PPNl 
EFO 
FIJ 
HAW 
KAP 
KAP.l 
HAO 
NIU 
NOK 
RAR 
REN 
SAM 
TAH 
TON 
TUA 

PPN 
PPN.l 
HAO 
NIU 
RAR 
TAH 
TUA 

PPN 
PPN .1 
EFU 
FIJ 
HAW 
KAP 

HAO 
REN 
TAH 

TON 
TUA 

PPN 
EFU 
FIJ 
HAW 
KAP 
NIU 
NUK 
RAR 
REN 
SAM 
TAH 
TON 
TUA 
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severed 
cut v. 
MOTO severed 
YA/MOTU/ Island on reef 
MOKU sever, cut v 
MOTO break, sever (ERT) 
/MODO/MODO broken into many pieces (as string)(EBT) 
MOTO severed 
MOTO sever, cut 
MODO cut off 
MOTU sever, cut V. 
MOTU break, sever, as a string 
MOTU severed 
MOTU cut, severed, to be 
MOTO cut, become separated 
MOTU severed 

< 

knead 
mix 
/NANE/NANE 
NANE 
knead, 
knead 
knead, 

Mix 
Knead 

arrt 
mix 

mix 

rotten kumara > 
mixture ( I) ' boiled 

embrouiller, manipuler 
knead with pestle and mortar 

(EBT) 

& coconut pudding 

NAKU Root, wallow as a hog, trample 
NADU Shake sareone back & forth, be rocked 

on a ship in rough water (LBR) 
stir up, mix 
squeeze, knead (EBI) 
mash by clenching hand, or punching thumb 
and finger 
mix by kneading 
press with fingers as in mixing paste 

Coconut palm 
Coconut palm 
Coconut palm 
Coconut palm, coconut meat 
Coconut tree 
NIU coconut palm 
NUI coconut palm (EBT) 
Coconut palm 
Coconut palm (EBT) 
Coconut palm 
Coconut palm (obs.) 
Coconut palm (tree/fruit) 
Coconut palm 

(MCE 
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Bll NONU PPN Tree sp. Morinda citrifolia 
NONU PPNl Morinda citrifolia 
NONU EFU tree sp. Morinda citrifolia 
NONU FIJ NONl tree sp. Morinda citrifolia 
NONU HAW (NON)l tree sp. Morinda citrifolia 
NONU KAP Morinda citrifolia 
NONU MAO (NONO)KIA Shrub sp. Morinda citrifolia 
NONU NIU NONU tree sp. Morinda citrifolia 
NONU NUK plant sp. 

·-, NONU RAR /NON/0 tree sp. Morinda citrifolia (JSN) 
NONU TON tree sp. Marinda citrifolia 
NONU TUA /NON/0 tree sp. Morinda citrifolia 

Cll O(O)QI PPN Knead 
O(O)QI PPNl Mashed 
O(O)QI MAO 001 soft mud 
O(O)QI RAR 01 - 001 Knead 
0 ( 0) QI TON OQI mashed 
0 (0) QI TUA or knead 

Dll OLO. l PAN rub 
OLO. l EFU OLO grate (BGS) 
OLO. l HAW OLO rub 
OLO. l KAP ORO rub, file, sharpen iEBT) 
OLO. l KAP. l SHARPEN, GRATE (taro) (LBR) 
OLO. l MAO /ORO/ORO rub 

~~., OLO. l NIV OLO to rub, to plane 
OLO. l NUK < OLO - sandspit > 
OLO. l RAR 0/0RO/ - 0/0RO/OORO rub 
OLO. l REN OGO rub V grate, brush (as teeth) (EBT) 
OLO.l SAM OLO rub 
OLO.l TAH ORO grate the taro 

ft .... OLO. l TON OLO rub hard 
OLO. l TUA ORO rub 

.l 

Ill PAKAKA PPN dry 
PAKAKA PPNl friable 
PAKAKA EFU rustle (BGS) 
PAKAKA NIV PAKAKA scorched (I) 

Jll PAKAKA SAM /PAQAQA/a dry, withered (MNR) 
PAKAKA TON dry, rough, stiff 
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Kll PALA. l PPN ripe 
PALA. l PPN. l rotten 
PALA. l EFU PALA rotten 
PALA. l HAW PALA rotten, as taro corm 
PALA. l KAP PARA soft, ripe (EBT) 
PALA. l KAP. l BALA decay V mush (LBR) 
PALA. l MAO /PARA/A ripe, rotten 
PALA. l NIU PALA ripe, rotten (I), wet, clammy (MCE) 
PALA. l NIU. l /PALA/POPO? Rotting on grind (MCE) 
PALA. l NUK BALA soft, mushy 
PALA. l RAR PARA ripe, rotten 
PALA. l REN PAGA rotten, as taro (EBT) 
PALA. l SAM PALA ripe, rotten 
PALA. l TAH PARA ripe (DUS) 
PALA. l TON PALA rotten 
PALA. l TUA PARA ripe 

Lll PALAI PPN yam sp. 
PALAI PPN l Dioscorea nummularia 
PALAI EFU PALAI Yam sp. Dioscorea nummularia (BGS) 
PALAI FIJ 
PALAI HAW PALAI Microlepia setosa, a fern (PKl) 
PALAI NIV PALAI variety of yam (MCE) 
PALAI RAR UGI-PARAI yam variety (SVE) 
PALAI REN PAGAI wild yam sp. (EBT) 

'~' PALAI SAM PALAI Dioscorea sp. (MNR) 
PALAI TAH PALAI species of yam (DUS) 
PALAI TON PALAI kind of yam (CWD) 
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PALU.2 
PALU.2 
PALU.2 
PALU.2 
PALU. 2 
PALU.2 

PALU.2 
PALU.2 

PALU.2 
PALU.2 

PALU.2 
PALU.2 
PALU.2 
PALU.2 
PALU.2 

PAPA. l 
PAPA. l 
PAPA.! 
PAPA.! 
PAPA.! 
PAPA.! 
PAPA.! 
PAPA. l 
PAPA.! 
PAPA.! 
PAPA.! 
PAPA.! 
PAPA.! 
PAPA.! 
PAPA.! 
PAPA.! 

PPN 
PPN.l 
PPN.2 
EFU 
FIJ 
HAW 

MAO 
MAO. l 

NIV 
RAR 

REN 
SAM 
TAR 
TON 
TUA 

PPN 
EFU 
FIJ 
FIJ 
FIJ 
HAW 
KAP 
MAO 
NIV 
NIV .1 
RAR 
REN 
SAM 
TAH 
TON 
TUA 
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Pound 
Mash 
Knead 
PALU meler (GZL), Mix, mash (BGS) 

· ( VALU make war on/ 
PALU food/bait made of fish head, stomach, 
pounded, thresh, beat (PICI) 
PARU crush 
PARUPARU crushed, smashed, fermented cockles 
(WMS) 
PALU 
PARU 

to mix, to throw down (MCE) 
pulp, soft, weak, flexible, 
mud, slime (SUE) 

PAGU scrape, scratch, munch (EBT) 
PALU mix (with hands) (MNR) 
/PARU/PARU bruised, broken/diseased (pus) 
PALU Mix & knead in wate:b with hands (CWD) 
TUU/PARU/ Pound, smash, crush, (STN) 

flat hard surface 
PAPA board, plank 
BABA side (especially side planks of canoe) 

< VAVA board ) 
<BAVA wash-strake of canoe) 

PAPA flat hard surface, board 
BABA level, stretcher/LBR) 
PAPA flat rock, slab, board 
PAPA flat 
Lau/PAPA board (MCE) 
PAPA flat hard surface 
PAPA sounding board (EBT) 
PAPA flat (board, Rock, etc . ) 
PAPA flat hard surface 
PAPA board, flat hard surface 
PAPA flat ledge of rock 



Cl2 
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PEKEPEKE 
PEKEPEKE 
PEKEPEKE 

PEKEPEKE 
PEKEPEKE 

PENU.A 
PENU.A 
PENU.A 
PENU.A 
PENU.A 
PENU.A 
PENU.A 
PENU .A 

PENU.A 

PENU.A 

PEQE 
PEQE 
PEQE 
PEQE 
PEQE 
PEQE 
PEQE 
PEQE 
PEQE 
PEQE 
PEQE 
PEQE 
PEQE 

PIA 
PIA 
PIA 
PIA 
PIA 
PIA 
PIA 
PIA 
PIA 
PIA 
PIA 
PIA 
PIA 

PPN 
PPNl 
EFU 
FIJ 
HAW 
MAO 
RAR 
REN 
SAM 
TAH 
TON 
TUA 
TUA. l 

PPN 
PPNl 
FIJ 
FIJl 
HAW 
KAP 
KAPl 
NIU 
RAR 
REN 
SAM 
TAH 
TUA 
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PPN 
EFU 
HAW 

coconut cream sauce 
PEKEPEKE sauce of coconut cream (BGS) 
PEPETEQE breadfruit/banana kneaded with 

SAM 
TON 

PEQIPEQE 
PEKEPEKE 

coconut cream & baked in oven (PKI) 
undiluted coconut cream 
pudding made of breadfruit 
and raw coconut cream 

PPN trash, especially grated coconut flesh 
PPN.l grated coconut flesh 
EFU PENU Rubbish 
FIJ BENU refuse from food 
MAO < PENUPENU mashed) 
NUK 
REN 
SAM 

TON 

TUA 

BENU 
PENU 
PENU 

PENU 

PENU 

overripe 
soft 

pandanus key after being chewed 
rubbish, trash, crumbs (EBT) 
grated coconut, shreds of grated 
bischafia bark (MNR) 
pulp or residue after straining out 
juice/oil 
pound, crush, mash 

over-ripe, soft (refers to breadfruit) 
/VE/A over-ripe soft (of breadfruit) 
PEE - /PEE/PEE crushed 
PEE /PEE/PEE soft, crushed 
PEE over-ripe, soft, easily crushed 
be ripe, of breadfruit (EBT) 
PEE over-ripe, soft, easily crushed 
ripe, over-ripe, rotten 
over-ripe, soft 
PEE overripe 
/PEE/PEE crushed 

arrowroot 
starch 
VA/BIA/ arrowroot, starch 
VIA giant arum 
arrowroot, starch 
PIE arrowroot, starch (EBT) 
/BIA/BIA prepared food, raw soft breadfruit mixed with water 
PIA arrowroot, starch (I), arrowroot (MCE) (LBR) 
arrowroot, starch 

<BIA Tapioca, manioc (EBT) B> 
arrowroot 
arrowroot, starch 
arrowroot, starch 



Fl2 PII PII PPN 
PII PII HAW 
PII PII MAO 
PII PII NIU 
PII PII NUK 
PII PII RAR 
PII PII REN 
PII PII TAH 
PII PII TON 
PII PII TUA 

PIKI PPN 
PIKI EFU 
PIKI KAP 
PIKI NIU 
PIKI NUK 
PIKI REN 
PIKI SAM 
PIKI TON 
PIKI TUA 
l'TKI TUA 
l'IKI 

Fl2 PIKI.A PPN 
?IKI.A ?PNl 
PIKI. A EFU 
PIKI.A KAP 
PIKI. A KAPl 
PIKI. A NIU 
PIKI. A NUK 
PIKI.A REN 
PIKI.A SAM 
PIKI.A TON 

Il2 PO(Q)OPO(Q)O PPN 
PO(Q)OPO(Q)O PPNl 
PO(Q)OPO(Q)O FIJ 
PO(Q)OPO(Q)O HAv.· 

PO(Q)OPO(Q)O MAO 
PO(Q)OPO(Q)O RAR 

PO(Q)OPO(Q)O TAH 
PO(Q)OPO(Q)O TUA 

L 

POA.2 PPN 
o-

POA.2 FIJ 
POA.2 REN 
POA.2 SAM 
POA.2 TON 

POKE PNP 
POKE PNP 
POKE MAO 
POKE RAR 
POKE TAH 
POKE TUA 
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Sprinkle water 
PII PIIPII sprinkle water 
PIIPII sprinkle water 
PII (MCE) PIIPII sprinkle water 
/PII/ A get wet 
PII - PIIPII sprinkle water 
PII sprinkle water 
PIIPII sprinkle liquid 
PII throw water over 
PII - PIIPII sprinkle water 

sticky 
PIPIKI sticky (BGS) 
BIGI stickiness, sticky (LBR) 
PIKI cleave to, adhere (MCE) 
BIGI/BIGI/A curd with smoothing sticky (CRL) 
PIPIKI keep, retain, hold, save (EBT) 
PIQI stick to, adhere (MNR) 
PIKI cling, stick, adhere (CWD) 
PI/PIKI/ cling, to clutch with fingers, 
climb by gripping with arms and legs (STN) 

grip 
cling to 
PIKI stick to, cling to (BGS) 
PIKI stick, sticky (EBT) 
BIGI paste V ,stickiness, sticky (LBR) 
PIKI cleave to, adhere 
BIGI caught between two other things 
/PIKI/PIKI/ nestle up 
PIQI stick, adhere to 
PIKI hold on, cling to, take hold of 

ball 
make into a ball by kneading 
/BOBO/KA squeeze 
POOPOO ball, make into ball by kneading 
POOPOO Knead 
POOPOO dumpling 
POOPOO ball 
POOPOO ball 

Yarn sp. 
BOA r::rotolaria quinquefolia (CPL) 
POA kind of wild yam (EBT) 
POA kind of yam having fragrant odour (PRT) 
POA kind of yam with fishy smel'1 (CWD) 

Mix 
pudding made by mixing 
/POKE/POKE mix with fluid 
mix, pudding made by mixing 
POQE starch-based pudding 
mix, pudding made by mixing 



Ll2 

/, 

Pl2 
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ts 

\ 
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POQOI 
POQOI 
POQOI 
POQOI 
POQOI 
POQOI 
POQOI 
POQOI 
POQOI 
POQOI 

PlJLAKA 
PlJLAKA 
PULAKA 
PULAKA 
PULAKA 
PULAKA 
PULAKA 

PULE. l 
PULE. 1 
PULE. 1 
PULE. 1 
PULE. 1 
PULE. 1 
PULE. 1 
PULE. 1 
PULE. l 
PULE.l 

PULU.l 
PULU.l 
PllLlJ.l 
P UL U. 1 
PULU .1 
PULU .1 
PULU. 1 
PULU .1 
PULU. 1 
PULU. 1 
PULU.l 
PULU. 1 

PUGA. 1 
PUGA.l 
PUGA.l 
PUGA. 1 
PUGA. 1 
PUGA. l 
PUGA. l 
PUGA. l 
PUGA. 1 
PUGA.l 
PUGA. l 
PUGA. l 

PPN 
EFU 
FIJ 
HAW 
MAO 
MAOl 
RAR 
TAH 
TON 
TUA 

PNP 
PNP 
EFU 
KAP 
NUK 
RAR 
SAM 

PPN 
EFU 
FIJ 
HAW 
MAO 
NIU 
NUK 
REN 
SAM 
TON 

PPN 
EFlJ 
HAW 
KAP 
NIU 
NUK 
RAR 
REN 
SAM 
TAH 
TON 
TUA 

PPN 
EFU 
FIJ 
HAW 
MAO 
NIU 
RAR 
REN 
SAM 
TAH 
TON 
TUA 
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mashed fruit/vegetable paste 
remains of soup with vegetables 

( BO .BOKA squeeze ) 
POI pounded taro paste 
POI make into a ball 
POOI pound, mash 
POI mashed banana, taro, etc .. , pudding 
PO/POI/ soft pudding made from plantain 
kind of pudding 
PO/POI/fermented breadfruit paste 

Cyrtosperma sp. 
plant sp. 
PULAKA Cyrtosperma sp. plant sp. 
BULAGA Cyrtosperma chamissonis (LBR) 
BULAGA Cyrtosperma chamissonis (STN) 
PURAKA coarse kind of taro (ETN) (SVE) 
PULAQA Cyrtosperma ~ (MNR) 

cowrie 
PULE shell, shellfish (GZL), Cowrie shells 
BUU cowrie 
/PUULE/HO cowrie 
PURE Bivalve mollusc 
PULE cowrie 
BULE cowry 
PUGE cowries (EBT) 
PULE cowrie 
?! .. 'LE cowrie 

coconut husk 
PULU coconut husk 
P l'L lJ coconut husk 
BULlJ coconut husk fibre (LBR) 
PULU coconut husk, sennit 
PURU short fibres of mature coconut 
PUGU coconut husk 
PULU coconut husk 
P UR U coconut husk 

(I) 

PULU husk, fibre, matting (usually coconut) 
P URU coconut husk 

coconut husk 

coral 
PUGA coral rock 

< lJUGA coral rock) 
PUNA coral 
/PUNGA/PUNGA pumice 

<PUNGA Lime (I) , kind of lime stone (MCE)> 
PUNGA coral 
PUNGA coral 
PUGA coral 
PUQA c:oral sp. lime, abrasive stone 
PUNGA coral rock 
PUGA coral rock 
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'· ;. Kl3 QALILI PPN Mollusc sp. Turbo .. sp. 
QALILI PPNl Turbo sp. 
QALILI EFU univalve mollusc. spp (BGS) 

\! QALILI KAP AIRI Turbo type of shell (EBT) 
QALILI KAPl POND/ ARIRI/ operacul11!1,1, cat's eye (EBT) 

,·· ~ 

QALILI KAP2 ALILI mollusk sp. Turbo argyrostoma 
T QALILI NIU FUA/ALILI/Univalve mollusc 

QALILI NUK ALILI Mollu~k sp. Turbo argyrostoma 
QALILI RAR ARIRI shellfish sp. Turbo pelliclatus 
QALILI REN QAGIGI Turban shells as used for spoons (EBT) 
QALILI SAM ALILI Mollusc (Turbo sp.) 

.. 
QALILI TAR ARIRI Name of small shellfish 
.QALILI TON QELILI Univalve shellfish with 'cat's eye' 

operculum 
~ QALILI TUA ARIRI vareity of edible shellfish, Turbo 

l 
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QOTA.2 PPN 
QOTA.2 PPNl ' , QOTA.2 EFU 

:--< QOTA.2 HAW 
QOTA.2 KAP 
QOTA.2 MAO 
QOTA.2 MAOl 
QOTA.2 NIU 
QOTA.2 NUK 
QOTA.2 RAR 
QOTA.2 REN 

> QOTA.2 REN 
QOTA.2 TAH 
QOTA.2 TON 
QOTA.2 TUA 

QUFI. l PPN 
QUFI. l EFU 
QUFI.l FIJ 

,_,,, QUFI.l HAW 
QUFI. l MAO 

h· 

QUFI. l NIU 
QUFI. l RAR 

: ~ _. 
QUFI. l REN 
QUFI. 1 SAM 
QUFI. 1 TON 
QUFI. l TUA 

., 
H 14 

"'-
QUFILEI PPN 

,i 

EFU 
SAM 
TON 

,-
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DREGS at 
RUBBISH at 
QOTA: Residue of grated coconut after squeezing (BGS) 
OKA Dregs 
ODD : Coconut meat after oil squeezed out (LBR) 
OTA: Dregs 
/OTA/OTA: Weeds 
/OTA/OTA: Dregs, rubbish 
ODA: Coconut meat after oil removed 
OTA: Dregs 
QOTA Residue of expressed grated coconut or 

tumeric (EBT) 
1 @ 
OTA Dregs, Residue 
/QOTA/QOTA: Rubbish 
OTA: Dregs 

Yam 
QUFI : Yam 
UVI : Yam 
UHI : Yam 
UWHI, UHI Yam 
UFI : Yam 
UQI : Yam 
QUHI : Dioscorea alata (EBT) 
UFI : Yam 
QUFI : Yam 
UHI : Yam 

Dioscorea aculeata 
QUFILEI : Une plante dans le genre de l'igname (GZL) 
UFILEI : Yam variety with spiny stems (MNR) 
QUFILEI : Yam more like potato or sweet potato 

than ordinary yams are (CWD) 
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RAKU 
RAKU 

RARA 
RARA 
RARA 
RARA 
RARA 
RARA 
RARA 
RARA 

- RARA 
RARA 
RARA 
RARA 
RARA 
RARA 
RARA 

REGA 
REGA 
REGA 
REGA 
REGA 
REGA 
REGA 
REGA 
REGA 
REGA 
REGA 

REGA 
REGA 

SAAKALO 
SAAKALO 
SAAKALO 
SAAKALO 
SAAKALO 
SAAKALO 
SAAKALO 
SAAKALO 

PPN 
NIU 

r'PN 
EFU 
FIJ 
HAW 
KAP 
MQO 
NIU 
NUK 
RAR 
REN 
SAM 
PPN 
TAH 
TON 
TUA 

PPN 
FIJ 
HAW 
HAW .1 
MAO 
NUK 
RAR 
REN 
SAM 
TAH 
TAH. l 

TON 
TUA 

PPN 
EFU 
MAO 
SAM 
TAH 
TON 
TUA 
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: Scratch 
-(LAKU : Mix with hands) 

: Heat 
LALA: Heat, grill (BGS) 
: Warm by placing near fire 
LALA: Warm over a fire 
LALA: Heat up (LBR) 
: Spread on stage to dry, to dry before a fire 

( LALA : Roast over a fire (I) B ) 
LALA: Roast V. 
: Cook food by turning over on fire 
GAGA: Smoke V, as fish on fire (EBT) 
/LALA/GI: Roast 
Heat V 
: Scorch over or on fire (L) 
AA: Heat leaves over fire 

Heat V 

:TUl{MERIC 
RE/l{EGA/ : Turmeric 
LENA: Yellow 
QOO/LENA/ : Curcuma longa 
RENGA Yellow 
LENGA: Turmeric 
RENGA: Curcuma longa 
GEGA Prepared turmeric 
LEGA : Ginger, turmeric 
REQA: Ginger turmeric 
/REQA/REQA/ : Yellow 

ENGA: Turmeric made from root of ango, Curcuma lon 
: Turmeric 

Scrape 
Remuer ce qui est dans un coco 
HAAKARO hollow 
QAU/SAQALO/Wooden seat to which scraper is fixed (PRT) 
HA(Q)ARO scoop, lade v. 
HAKALO stir, scrape inside of 
HAKAARO scrape, gouge, 
meat of coconut) 

scoop out (as of 
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Ml6 

SAQALO 
SAQALO 
SAQALO 
SAQALO 
SAQALO 
SAQALO 
SAQALO 
SAQALO 
SAQALO 
SAQALO 

SELE.2 
SELE. 2 
SELE.2 
SELE.2 
SELE.2 
SELE.2 
SELE.2 
SELE.2 
SELE.2 
SELE.2 
SELE.2 
SELE.2 
SELE.2 

SISI. 2 
S:i:SI. 2 
SISL 2 

SISI. 2 
SISI.2 
SISL 2 
SISI. 2 
SISL2 
SISI. 2 
SISL 2 

PPN 
PPN.l 
EFU 
HAW 
KAP 
MAO 
NIU 
SAM 
TON 
TUA 

PPN 
PPN.l 
EFU 
FIJ 
FIJ .1 
KAP 
KAP.l 
MAO 
NIU 
NUK 
REN 
SAM 
TON 

PPN 
PPN.l 
EFU 

FIJ 
NIU 
RAR 
REN 
SAM 
TAH 
TON 
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Scrape 
clean by scraping 
clean by scraping (of pandanus, coconut fronds) (BGS) 
HALO rub, polish 

(HARU plane, shave off ) 
HARO - HAARO scrape, clean by scraping 

\ AACO HA (A) LO scrape, clean by scraping(I) )
SAALO rub smooth with scraper 
HAQALO make clean and smooth by scraping 
HAARO scrape, clean by scraping 

Knife 
CUT 
SELE Knife, cut 
SELE cut 
/SELE/-VA cut 
HERE chop, chop down (EBT) 
HELE knife, cut (LBR) 

< HERE bird spear) 
HELE knife, cut 
SELE chop down 
SEGE cut, slice, 
SELE knife, 
HELE knife, 

Mollusc sp. 
univalve 

cut 
cut 

( I) ' cut up (MCE) 

butcher, circumcise (EBT) 

SISI small shellfish spp., neritidae & 
naeticidae (I) 

SICI Trochus shell 
HIHI Mollusc, univalve (I), land snail (MCE) 
QIIQII a small shellfish (MKA) 
SISI Neria shells 
SISI small snails in general 
HIHI a small shellfish (DVS) 
HIHI shellfish sp., like a hard-shelled snail 
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SIGANO 
SI GANO 
SIGANO 
SIGANO 
SIGANO 
SIGANO 
SIGANO 
SIGANO 
SIGANO 

SIGANO 
SIGANO 

SOI 
SOI 
SOI 
SOI 
SOI 
SOI 
SOI 
SOI 
SOI 
SOI 
SOI 

SUQAMALIE 
SUQAMALIE 
SUQAMALIE 
SUQAMALIE 
SUQAMALIE 
SUQAMALIE 
SUQAMALIE 
SUQAMALIE 
SUQAMALIE 
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PPN pandanus sp. 
PPN.l pandanus flower 
EFU SIGANO pandanus flower (BGS) 
HAW HIINANO male pandanus blossom 
KAP HINGARA pandanus maleflower (EBT) 
KAP.l RINGALA pandanus sp., pandanus flower (LBR) 
NUK SINGANO flower of pandanus 
RAR QINANO pandanus flower 
SAM SI GANO panandus sp. (?) (MNR) , pandanus 

blossom (PRT) 
TAH < HINANO blossom of pandanus (B) > 
TON HINGANO pandanus sp. and its flower 

PPN Dioscorea sp. (wild yam) 
PPN.l wild yam 
EFU wild yam sp. 
HAW ROI Diascorea bulbifera, Dioscorea sativa 
NIU HOI general nc1.me for wild yam (TGR) 
RAR QOI wild yarn sp. 
REN uncultivated tuber, Dioscorea oulbifera (EBT) 
SAM Dioscorea sp. 
TAR HOI Root bearing a vine like a yam 
TON HOI dioscorea bulbifera 
TUA HOI spreading plant/vine, kumara (?) 

PPN sweet 
PPN.l sweet-tasting 
EFU sweet (-tasting) 
KAP HUAMARIE good, beautiful, pretty 
MAO HUUMAARIE peaceful, beautiful 
NIU HUMELIE sweet, sweet-tasting 
REN SUMAAGIE calm, peaceful, beneficient 
SAM SUAMALIE sweet (-tasting) 
TON HUQAMALIE sweet (-tasting) 
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suu. 1 
SUU.1 
suu. 1 
suu .1 

suu. l 
suu. 1 
suu. 1 
SUU.l 

TAANOQA 
TAANOQA 
TAANOQA 
TAANOQA 
TAANOQA 
TAANOQA 

TAAPOLA 
TAAPOLA 
TAAPOLA 
TAAPOLA 
TAAPOLA 
TAAPOLA 

c; 16 

TAFU 
TAFU 
TAFU 
TAFU 
TAFU 
TAFU 
TAFU 
TAFU 
TAFU 
TAFU 
TAFU 
TAFU 
TAFU 
TAFU 
TAFU 
TAFLJ 
TAFU 
TAFU 
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PPN (1) 
PPN .1 
PPN.2 
EFU 

FIJ 
REN 
SAM 
TON 

PPN 
EFU 
FIJ 
HAW 
SAM 
TON 

PPN 
HAW 
MAO 
MAO 
NIU 
RAR 

l' PN 
PPN 1 
PPN 2 
PPN 3 
EFU 
FIJ 
HAW 
KAP 
MAO 
l'iIU 

NUK 
RAR 
REN 
SAM 
TAH 
TON 
TUA 

wet 
watery 

suu watery (of taro), Kind of 
leaves, fish and oil 

SU (U) soup 
suu ( 1) 
suu watery (of taro), moist 
HUU watery 

bowl for kava 
bowl for kava (BGS) 
TANOA bowl for kava 
KAANOA bowl for kava 
TAANOA bowl for kava 
bowl for kava 

soup of 
(BGS) 

basket of plaited coconut leaves 
KAAPOLA Bind, wrap, bandage (obs.) 

tar. 

TAAPORA basket in which inanga are cooked, 
cook inanga in basket 
TAPOLA coconut basket 
TAA PORA basket of plaited coconut leaves 

MAKE 
LIGHT V. 
TEND (FIRE) 
COOK 
Prepare or maintain fire (BGS) 
TAVU Broil, roast on embers, set on fire 
KAHU Tend oven, make cooking fire 
DAHU Build a ground oven (LBR) 
TAHU Cook, burn, set on fire 
TAFU Make fire, light fire, tend fire, cook 

a fire (MCE) 
DAHU Start fire 
TAQU Cook, burn, set on fire 
TAHU Kindle, tend fire 
Burn (MNR), Make up a fire (PRT) 
TAHU : Kindle, tend fire 
Make or light fire 

TAHU : Prepare or light fire, Prepare oven 

(I) ' lighl 
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116 TALO PPN TARO (COLOCASIA) 
TALO PPN 1 COLOCASIA 
TALO EFU TARO (Colocasia) (I) 
TALO FIJ DALO Taro (Colocasia) 

. ' TALO HAW KALO Taro (Colocasia) 
TALO MAO TARO Taro (Colocasia) 
TALO NIU TALO Taro (Colocasia) 

l-~ TALO NUK DALO Colocasia esculenta (EBT) 
TALO RAR TARO Taro (Colocasia) 
TALO REN TAGG Colocasia esculenta (EBT) 
TALO SAM TALO Colocasia 
TALO TAH TARO Taro (Colocasia) 
TALO TON TARO 
TALO TUA TARO : Taro (Colocasia) 

.--,I" 

>"'j Ml6 

Ml6 TANU PPN bury 
TANlJ EFU bury, fill in (of hole) (BGS) 
TANU FIJ /TANU/MOKINA bury nuts to grow 

-~ TANU HAW KAND bury 
TANU KAP Bury, plant (EBT) 

J, 
TANU KAP. l DANU bury (LBR) 

,, TANU MAO /TANU/MIA bury 
TAL~U NIU TANU bury 
TANU NUK DANU buried 
TANU RAR bury 
TANU REN bury 

~,-· 
TANU SAM bury 

,~ TANU TAH bury 
TANU TON bury 
TANU TUA bury 

' A y 
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/, 

Nl6 TAPAKAU PPN Coconut leaf 
TAPAKAU EFU Mat of coconut leaves 

,, ' TAPAKAU FIJ TABAKAU Coconut leaf 
TAPAKAU KAP Coconut leaf mat (EBT) 

>-,(, 
TAPAKAU KAP. l DABAGAU coconut leaf (LBR) 
TAPAKAU MAO TAKAPAU floor mat 
TAPAKAU NUK DABAGAU floor mat variety 

,-,-<{ 

TAPAKAU RAR plaited coconut leaves 
TAPAKAU SAM TAPAQAU coconut leaves 
TAPAKAU TON coconut leaf 

c.· 
TAPAKAU TUA coconut leaf, used for feasting mat 

• 

Pl6 TAQO PPN : Cook IN EARTH OVEN 
TAQO EFU : Cook (in oven) (I) 
TAQO KAP TAO Bake (EBT) 
TAQO KAP .1 DAA Cook in earth oven (LBR) 
TAQO MAO TAO Cook in earth oven 
TAQO NIU TAO Cook in earth oven (I) ' Bake (MCE) 
TAQO NUK DAO Bake 

j;.,.._._" 

TAQO RAR TAO Cook in earth oven 
,._, TAQO REN : Cook in any way except over an open fire (EBT) 

TAQO SAM TAO : BAKE 
TAQO TON : Cook in earth oven 
TAQO TUA TAO : Cook in earth oven 

Bl7 TASI. 2 PPN Scrape 
,__, 

TASI. 2 PPN. l Shave 
TASI. 2 PPN.2 pare 
TASI. 2 FIJ TASI shave V. 
TASI. 2 HAW KAHI cut longitudinally 
TASI. 2 KAP TAHI cut, as hair (EBT) 
TASI. 2 KAP .1 DAHI scrape, shave pare (LBR) ,_. 
TASI. 2 MAO TAHI trim wood 
TASI. 2 NIU <TAFI scrape, shave, pare (I)> 
TASI. 2 NUK DAHI shave 
TASI. 2 RAR ,TOQITOQI cut/carve with a chisel > 
TASI.2 TUA TAAHI scrape 
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Cl7 TAGA. 1 PPN BAG 
TAGA. l EFU TAGA bag 
TAGA. l FIJ TAGA bag 
TAGA. l KAP /TANGA/RIKI basket (EBT) 
TAGA. l NIU TAGA bag 
TAGA. l REN TANGA bag 
TAGA. l SAM TAGA bag 
TAGA. I TON 

i_. ,). 

/TANGA/I bag 

' -,, 117 TIO. 2 PPN oyster sp. 
TI0.2 EFU TIO Rock oyster (BGS) 
TI0.2 FIJ DIO oyster 

. -· TI0.2 HAW KIO shellfish sp. 
TI0.2 MAO TIO oyster sp. 
TI0.2 NIU TIO oyster sp. (I) 

(; TI0.2 RAR TIO oyster sp. 
TI0.2 SAM TIO shellfish sp. 
TIO. 2 TAH TIO oyster sp. 
TI0.2 TON SIO oyster sp. 
TI0.2 TUA TIO oyster sp. 

TIPI. l PPN Cut 
TIPI.l PPNl Slice 
TIPI. 1 PPN2 Slash off 
TIPI .1 EFU TIPI axe 
TIPI .1 HAW KIPI dig with sharp tool 

.... - TIPI .1 HAO TIPI slice 

e- ·' 
TIPI. 1 NIU TIPU cut, slice, slash off ( I) ; cut off, split 

off (HCE) 
TIPI. l RAR TIPI slice 

,f TIPI .1 SAM TIPI axe 
TIPI. l TAH /TIPI/TIPI slice, cut up 

.~,---( TIPI. l TAHl TIPI Knife, blade 
TIPI. l TON SIPI slash off 
TIPI .1 TUA TIPI slice 

Nl 7 T00.2. PPN SUGAR-CANE 
T00.2 FIJ /DO/VU : Sugar-cane 

,, T00.2 HAW KOO Saccharurn officinarurn 
T00.2 MAO TOO Stern of Raupe 
T00.2 NIU TOO Sugar cane 
T00.2 RAR TOO Sugar cane 
T00.2 TAH TO Sugar cane, sugar 
T00.2 TON TOO Sugar cane, 

,.-

TUAI.2 PPN : COCONUT GRATER 
TUAI. 2 EFU TUVAI : Coconut grater 
TUAI.2 HAW KUAI Scrape, grind 
TUAI. 2 KAP DUAI Stool for grating coconuts (LBR) 
TUAI.2 NUK DUAI Coconut grater 
TUAI. 2 RAR TUAI Type of grater 
TUAI.2 REN TUAI Stool for grating coconuts (EBT) 
TUAI. 2 SAM TUAI Coconut grater (MNR) 
TUAI.2 TUA TUUAI : grate 



Dl8 TUNU PPN 
TUNU EFU 
TUNU FIJ 
TUNU HAW 
TUNU KAP 
TUNU KAP.l 
TUNU MAO 

'_ .\, 

NIU TUNU 
TUNU NUK 
TUNU RAR 
TUNU REN 

,- "" TUNU SAM 
TUNU TAH 

" TUNU TON 
>- TUNU TUA 

Fl8 TUTU.l l:'PN 
TUTU. 1 EFU 
TUTU. 1 FIJ 
TUTU. 1 KAP 
TUTU. 1 NUK 
TUTU. 1 REN 
TUTU. l SAf! 
TUTU. I TON ,..,, 

,-., 
Il8 WAI PPN 

WAI EFU 
WAI FIJ 
WAI HAW 
WAI KAP 
WAI MAO 

:.,.-.i 
WAI NIU 
WAI NUK 
WAI RAR 
WAI REN 

A, WAI SAM 
WAI TAH 
WAI TON 
WAI TUA 

1--· 

Kl8 WARI. 1 PPN 
WARI. 1 PPNl 
WARI. 1 HAW 
WARI. 1 HAO 
WARI.l RAR 
WARI. 1 TAH 
WARI.l TUA 
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Cook on open fire 
Cook on embers 
Reheat food 
KUNU : Cook on open fire 
Cook on open fire (EBT) 
DUNU : Cook on open fire (CBR) 
Cook on open fire 
TUNU : Cook on open fire (I), 
DUNU : Cook, heat up, boil 
Cook on open fire 
Cook on open fire 
Cook on open fire 
Cook (General term) 
Cook on open fire 
Cook on open fire (OBS) 

Set fire to. 
TUTU set fire to 
TUTU set fire to 
DUDU kindle fire/lantern 
DUDU set fire to 
TUTU Ignite, light (EBT) 
TUTU set fire to 
TUTU set fire to 

WATER 
\I A I : WATER 
Water 
Water 
Water (EBT), 
Water 

VAI Water 
VAI \.Jater liquid 
VAI Water 
VAI Water 
VAI Water 
VAI Water 
VAI Water 
VAI Water 

WATERY 
MASHED 

(LBR) 

(LBR) 

WALI Thin (of poi), mashed 

Bake, Roast 

WARI Watery (of frost-spoiled potatoes) 
VARI Slush 

<. VARI mud > 
/VARI/VARI Watery (of sand, soil) 

(MCE) 
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K.18 WARU PPN SCRAPE 
', ~ 

WARU EFU VALU Scrape V 
WARU FIJ WALU : Scrape V 

-·. ~ WARU HAW WALU : Scrape V 
WARU KAP :- Grate, scrape (EBT) 
WARU KAP 1 WALU : Grate, scrape (LBR) 

,·--...... WARU MAO : Scrape V 
WARU NIU <. VOLU, VOU : toscrape (MCE) 7 
WARU NUK VALU Scrape 

:, WARU RAR VARU Scrape V 
WARU REN BAGU Grate, scrape (EBT) 
WARU SAM VALU Scrape V 
WARU TAR VARU Scrape, shave, bark a tree V 
WARU TON VAU Scrape V 
WARU TUA VARU Scrape v 

--

L.18 WELA PPN : HOT 
WELA PPNl : HEAT 

1--,· WELA EFU VELA: hot, heat (GZl), burn (I) 
~--' 

WELA EFU 1 VE/VELA/ : V hot (GZl) 
WELA HAW : hot, heat 
WELA KAP WERE burn (EBT) 

'-.r WELA KAP 1 WELE burned, hot (fire) (LBR) 
WELA MAO WERA hot, heat, burn 
WELA NIU VELA hot, heat burn 
WELA NUK VELA burned 
WELA RAR VERA hot, heat, 
WELA REN BEGA burn, be burned 
WELA SAM VELA Cooked 
WELA TAR VERA hot, heat, burned 

,l, WELA TON VELA hot, heat 
WELA TUA VERA hot, heat 
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Ml 8. WII PPN Spondias dulcis (mango) 
WII PPl Mango 
WII EFU Vll Spondias dulcis 
WII FIJ Spondias dulcis (mango) 
WII HAW Spondias dulcis (mango) 
WII KAP -<Wll sour) 

. ' WII NIU Vll Spondias dulcis (MCE), fruit sp. (I) 
;.--<( WII RAR Vll mango, fruit of mango tree) 

WII REN Bll Spondias _crtherea sonner EBT 
WII SAM Vll Spondias dulcis (mango) 
WII TAR Vll Spondias dulcis (mango) 
WII TON Vll Spondias dulcis (mango) 

t, 

Cl. 9ATU PPN 1 Mash 
9ATU FIJ <GATO tapa in large pieces> 
9ATU MAO NGATU crushed, mashed 
9ATU NIU <.GATO KAFU worn garment> 
9ATU NIU <.GATO HIAPO worm tapa cloth> 
9ATU TON (NGATU tapa cloth) 
9ATU TUA crush (obs.) 

i--, 

,., 
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